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Abstract

In this work, two techniques of Computational
Intelligence, Fuzzy Classifier System and
Genetic Programming, are compared on system
identification problems. By using a Fuzzy
Classifier System, we pretend to find an inputoutput identification fuzzy model (composed of
fuzzy rules). The Fuzzy Classifier System uses a
genetic algorithm in order to adapt an initial
population of fuzzy rules. In Genetic
Programming, a set of analysis trees (the nodes
are a set of mathematical symbols: constants,
functions, variables, operators, etc.) is the
population manipulated by the evolutionary
algorithm. These analysis trees describe the
possible different identification models. In both
cases, the initial population is generated based on
intuitive knowledge about the dynamic of the
system. A set of historical data about input and
output signals is used to adapt that population

1

INTRODUCTION

In processes control are required models which describe
the dynamic behavior of the system in order to carry out
control tasks [7,11,13]. Identification techniques propose
an approximated model of a real system, based on
linguistic or mathematical expressions, or an algorithm.
Identification models that only manipulate input and
output signals is one of the possible identification
schemes (Input-Output Identification Models). In control
theory, there are many techniques to solve this problem
[10]. In this work, two intelligent mechanisms based on
Evolutionary Computation (EC) are proposed in order to
solve the input-output identification problem of
dynamical system, one of these based on Genetic
Programming (GP) and the other one based on Fuzzy
Classifier System (FCS). In the case of GP, this approach
proposes the evolution of a set of possible models that
characterize the system. In specific, the evolutive process

manipulates a population of analysis trees, which describe
the possible models. In the case of FCSs, an input-output
identification fuzzy model is generated from an initial
population of fuzzy rules. Genetics Algorithms (GAs) are
used to propose a new population of rules through an
iterative cycle of states, until minimizing the
identification error.

2

SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION (SI)

In control tasks, it is necessary to known the system
model that describes the behavior of the system [7, 10, 11,
13]. The identification methods develop models which are
capable of describe the essential properties of a system,
taking into account its static and dynamic behavior during
an interval of time. Such models can be used in control
tasks, fault tolerance, etc.
There are many identification methods, several of them
based on the control theory [10], or on the computational
intelligence [1, 2, 12]. The identification models can be
defined as a non-linear function of the current input (u(t))
and previous inputs (u(t-1), u(t-2) and so forth) and
outputs (y(t-1), y(t-2) and so forth) (these models are
called input-output identification models) [10]. The
classical scheme for system identification is shown in the
figure 1. The error signal between the real output and the
estimated output is used to update the model parameters.

Figure 1: System identification scheme.
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FCS AND GP ON IDENTIFICATION
PROBLEMS

3.1

FCS-BASED IDENTIFICATION
MECHANISM

work have been used in order to design our FCS approach
for system identification problems. The FCS generates an
input-output identification fuzzy model, which is obtained
from historical data about the input and output variables
of the system. Our identification scheme based on FCS is
shown in the figure 2.

In a previous work [3], a FCS for fault tolerance in
industrial processes has been designed. Some ideas of that

Figure 2: Our identification scheme based on FCS
In this design, we suppose that both the generic structure
of the fuzzy rules and the membership functions of the
fuzzy sets are known. Then, the FCS only finds the best
instances of this generic structure.

This procedure is repeated until that the identification
average error reaches a minimum value given by the user
or a maximum number of iterations have been
accomplished.

3.1.1

3.1.2

Algorithm of the FCS.

For each training pattern, according to the historical data
of the system and a population of “n” fuzzy rules, we
follow the next steps:

The identification error calculation

The equation (1) is used to calculate the identification
error associated to each pattern. The average error for all
training patterns is given by the equation (2).

1.

Compute the activation grade of each rule.

2.

Compute the credit of each activated rule.

3.

Defuzzification of the output fuzzy set obtained by
the fuzzy inference mechanism.

4.

Compute the identification error er.

5.

Compute the average error ep, when all patterns have
been processed.

where ys is the output of real system, yd is the output of the
fuzzy model and m is the number of patterns.

6.

If average error is bigger than the error limit given by
the user, then the FCS uses the adaptive mechanism
based on GAs.

3.1.3

6.1 Choose the parents (rules with high
credit value).
6.2 Apply the genetic operators (mutation
and crossover).
6.3 Replace the olds individuals for the new
individuals,
according
to
some
replacement mechanism.

er = |(ys - yd)/ys|

(1)

ep = ∑i=1m er/m

(2)

The fitness function definition.

The credit value of each fuzzy rule is computed based on
the fitness function given by the equation (3):
Si(t+1)=Si(t)+Acti(t)*µyi/ea

(3)

where Si (t) is the credit value of the fuzzy rule i at time t,
Acti (t) is the activation grade of the fuzzy rule i at time t,
ea is the absolute error (ea=ys-yd) and µyi is the
membership grade of the crisp value of the fuzzy model
output. This fitness function permits the evaluation of the
weight of the output fuzzy set of a rule into the crisp value
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given by the fuzzy model. So, a good credit value is
obtained for those rules which give a minor identification
error.
3.1.4

The adaptive mechanism

Each rule is codified as a vector of finite length, as it is
shown in the figure 3.
Ve1

CD1

....

Ve3

CD3

Vs

CDs

Figure 3: Codification of a rule as an individual
where Vei is the input variable i, CDi is the fuzzy set of
the input variable Vei , Vs is the output variable and CDs
is the fuzzy set of the output variable Vs.
In this work, we propose a set of changes into the fuzzy
sets of the input and output variables in order to create
new rules. The genetic operators of crossover and
mutation are used in order to accomplish this task [6]. At
the end, the new population is composed of n+k rules
(individuals), where n is the number of rules of the
previous population and k is the number of new rules. In
order to have n rules, we must eliminate k rules. We
eliminate a rule according to its probability of
elimination, given by the equation (4):
Pr(Rt)= Fr(Rt)/ ∑i=1m Fr(Ri)

(4)

where Pr is the replacement probability of the rule Ri, Fr
is the replacement factor of the rule Ri and m is the
number of rules of the population (m=n+k). The
replacement factor is given by the equation (5):

In our model, the terminal set of each node has input
variables, constants or outputs from some precedent
equations. In the figure 4.b is shown an analysis tree for
T3, where In1 y In2 are input values of the problem. T1 y
T2 are the outputs of these equations, which precede T3
(see figure 4.a). This model is easy to implement in GP,
through the utilization of the ADF (Automatic Definition
Function) technique. This extension of GP permits to
define functions to evolve in parallel with the main
procedure. These functions can be called by other
functions, or by the main procedure, during the evolution.
In our case, the MIP model defines the relationship
among the functions. The population evolution follows
the next algorithm:
1. Define a given MIP model for the individuals.
2. Generate, randomly, a population of individuals. Each
one of the individuals is defined by a set of analysis
trees according to the MIP model.
3. Evaluate each individual in order to determine its
performance. The evaluation function is the average
error between the historical output of the system and
the output of the identification model (individual).
4. Select the parents (individuals with the smallest
average error).
5. Apply the genetic operators to these parents in order to
reproduce new individuals.
6. Replace the old worst individuals for the new
individuals.

4

EXPERIMENTS

where FAi is the credit value of the rule Ri.

In this section, we present an example in order to compare
both proposed identification methods. The example is a
distillation system that uses a distillation column in
continuous operation of multiple stages.

3.2

4.1

Fr(Ri)=1-FAi/∑j=1 FAi
m

(5)

GP-BASED IDENTIFICATION
MECHANISM

In this section it is proposed a method based on PG to
develop identification models. In our approach, each
individual is defined by a Multiple Interaction Programs
(MIP) model. In the MIP model, each node is one
equation, which is represented by an analysis tree. The
identification mechanism proposes a simultaneous
evolution of each analysis tree [1].

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The objective of a distillation system is to separate a
mixture in two or more fractions with different boiling
points. The function of the continuous distillation system
can be seen with details in [7]. In the figure 5 is shown the
structure of this distillation column. The feeding input
(composed by benzene and toluene) is introduced in the
second plate, and the distilled product is obtained in the
first plate on the top of the column.
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Figure 5: Distillation column
The constant input signal (feeding rate) is modeled with a
step function with amplitude equal to ten (U(t) = 10). The
theoretical model of this system is given by the equation
(6) [7]:

4.2

IDENTIFICATION MODEL BASED ON GP

In order to develop the computational program, we have
used the "The Genetic Programming Kernel" library
designed by A. Fraser en 1994 [5]. This library permits
the utilization of ADFs.
In this experiment, the MIP model is composed by two
equations (M1 y M2), where M2 represents the ADF and
M1 represents the main program (main tree), which can
depend of M2 or not. The function set used by M1 and
M2 is {+,-,*, %, sin, cos}. The terminal set of the main
tree is composed by St(M1)={u, xa1, xa2, xa3, xa4, xa5,
s_M2}, where u is the input signal at the time t, xa1 is the
output signal at the time t-1 (X(t-1)), xa2 is the output at
the time t-2 (X(t-2)), and so on, and s_M2 is the output of
the ADF. The terminal set of the ADF only has two
elements St(M2)={xa1, xa2}. The trigonometric functions
are supposed with input values given in radians.

X(t) =1.1148*X(t-1) + 0.2525*X(t-2) – 0.3823*X(t-3) +
0.3294e-4*U(t-1)
(6)
where X(t) represents the output of the system. The output
is the concentration of benzene on the top. The output
signal from this model is shown in the figure 6.

The historical values of the input and output signals have
been obtained using the theoretical model defined by the
equation (6). The aptitude of each individual was
determined based on the average error between the output
historical values and the outputs of the model proposed by
the individual for the same set of input signals. A
population of 300 individuals has been evolved through
50 generations. Finally, the individual with the smallest
average error is selected. In the table 1 is shown the
models obtained (the best individuals) using our
identification method, for different terminal sets.
Figure 6: Output signal from theoretical model
Table 1: Identification Models
CASES
AP:

CT={u, a1, xa2, xa3, s_M2}

IDENTIFICATION
MODEL

THEORETICAL
MODEL

ERROR

M1 = 2*xa1 – xa2*s_M2

Equation (6)

1.59254e-4

Equation (6)

2.3965e-4

2

ADF: CT={x1, x2}

M2 = (xa1) / xa2

AP:

M1 = 2*xa1 – xa2* s_M2

CT={u, xa, xa2, s_M2}
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ADF: CT={x1, x2}

M2 = Equation (7)

AP:

M1 = (xa1 / xa2)*xa1

CT={u, xa1, a2, xa3, xa4, s_M2}

ADF: CT={x1, x2}

M2 = xa1+xa2-xa3

AP:

M1 = 2*xa1 – xa2 *s_M2

CT={u, xa1, xa2, xa3, xa4, xa5, s_M2}

ADF: CT={x1, x2}

Equation (6)

2.86043e-4

Equation (6)

1.59254e-4

2

M2 = (xa1) / xa2

where:
M2=xa1sin(sin(sin(sin(sin(sin(sin(sin(sin(sin(sin(sin(sin(sin((xa2xa1)))))))))))))))
(7)

where U(t) denotes the input variable at time t, Y(t-1)
denotes the output variable at time t-1 and Y(t) denotes
the output variable at time t. For such variables, we
previously define their fuzzy sets according to their
historical data values. The membership functions of these
fuzzy sets are shown in the figure 8.

The identification models obtained in the cases 1 and 4
are similar, and they are the best models. In the second
case, the ADF model is different to the previous ones, but
the value of the error is acceptable. In the case 3, the
identification model do not depends of the ADF. In
general, in all cases the best individual depends of the
output signal at the times (t-1) and (t-2), and it does not
depend of the input signal. In the second case, the
identification model is more complex.
The identification error signal obtained by the model
proposed in the case 2 is shown in the figure 7. The input
signal is a constant function U(t)=10, and the initial
conditions for the variables xa1 y xa2 was randomly
selected near to the real initial conditions. At t=2 sec., the
identification error converges to zero.

Figure 8: Membership functions of the fuzzy sets for U(t),
Y(t-1) y Y(t).
Figure 7: Identification error using the second model
4.3

IDENTIFICATION MODEL BASED ON FCS

In our approach, we suppose the following generic
structure for the fuzzy rules:
If U(t) and Y(t-1) then Y(t)

(8)

Different experiments have been made from an initial
population of fuzzy rules and 800 training patterns. The
best fuzzy model according to the identification average
error is the following:
If U(t) is mu and Y(t-1) is bu1 then Y(t) is ay
If U(t) is au and Y(t-1) is mu1 then Y(t) is by
If U(t) is mu and Y(t-1) is au1 then Y(t) is my
If i U(t) is au and Y(t-1) is au1 then Y(t) is ay
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If i U(t) is mu and Y(t-1) is mu1 then Y(t) is ay
If i U(t) is au and Y(t-1) is au1 then Y(t) is my
If i U(t) is mu and Y(t-1) is bu1 then Y(t) is my
If i U(t) is bu and Y(t-1) is mu1 then Y(t) is my
If i U(t) is mu and Y(t-1) is mu1 then Y(t) is by
This fuzzy model has been found in the iteration number
87, with an average training error of 0.13. The output of
this fuzzy identification model, for the input signal
U(t)=10, is shown in the figure 9.
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fuzzy rules into the model, then the elimination algorithm
must be improved. In the future, we will incorporate a
membership function adaptive mechanism.
In the case of the GP, it depends of the function and
terminal sets that are used, and the relationship
established in the MIP model. In the future, we are going
to test one extension of our approach where the MIP
model evolves such that the evolution determines the
optimal relation between the equations/variables.
Based on the experimental results, the GP-based
identification mechanism is more efficient than the FCSbased mechanism, but we must remark that the FCS have
not the membership function adaptive mechanism. This is
a serious limitation that we must improve. Finally, other
experiments will be tested in order to determine the
efficiency of each proposed technique in different types of
problems.
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Abstract

This
paper
describes
multi-objective
evolutionary optimization of process planning in
flexible manufacturing systems (FMSs). FMS
can be described as an integrated manufacturing
system consisting of machines, computers,
robots, and automated guided vehicles (AGVs).
While FMSs give great advantages through the
flexibility, FMSs pose complex problems on
multi-objective
process
planning.
An
evolutionary approach using a multi-objective
evolutionary algorithm with a new elite clearing
mechanism is proposed for solving the multiobjective process planning problems (MOPPPs).
The experimental results demonstrate that our
algorithm can solve MOPPPs efficiently.

1

INTRODUCTION

A flexible manufacturing system (FMS) is a production
system consisting of a set of identical and/or
complementary numerically controlled machines which
are connected through an automated guided vehicle (AGV)
system. Since FMS is capable of producing a variety of
part types and handling flexible routing of parts instead of
running parts in a straight line through machines, FMS
gives great advantages through the flexibility, such as
dealing with machine and tool breakdowns, changes in
schedule, product mix, and alternative routes. Flexible
manufacturing is of increasing importance in advancing
factory automation that keeps a manufacturer in a
competitive edge.
While FMS offers many strategic and operational benefits
over conventional manufacturing systems, its efficient
management requires solutions to complex process
planning problems with multiple objectives and
constraints. The aim of process planning is to develop a
cost effective and operative process plan over the
planning phases. Decisions regarding the process

planning problem have to be made before the start of
actual production, and consists of organizing the limited
production resource constraints efficiently. Generally, the
process planning includes routing optimization,
equipment optimization and machine optimization
(Tempelmeier and Kuhn, 1993).
During the past decades, a number of computer-aided
process planning (CAPP) systems have been developed
for the automated planning and increased efficiency of
process planning, considering only a single objective.
However, from a system designer’s point of view, it is
very desirable to obtain optimal solutions considering all
the objectives. Moreover, obtaining a set of nondominated solutions provides the flexibility for
reconfigureable manufacturing.
Recently, some authors applied genetic algorithms (GAs)
(Goldberg, 1989) to the process planning. Awadh et al.
proposed a CAPP model based on GAs (Awadh, Sepehri
and Hawaleshka, 1995). Moon et al. proposed an
evolutionary algorithm for solving the flexible process
sequencing problems with two objectives (Moon, Li and
Gen, 1998). Brandimarte proposed a two-objective
hierarchical approach based on a decomposition into a
machine loading and a scheduling sub-problem
(Brandimarte, 1999). However, the simpified/bicriteria
model considered does not satisify the needs of FMSs.
Considering the practical manufacturing environments,
we formulate the problems of process planning in FMSs
as multi-objective process planning problems (MOPPPs),
and propose an evolutionary approach using multiobjective evolutionary algorithm with a new elite clearing
mechanism for solving MOPPPs.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces
the flexible manufacturing system and the mathematical
formulation of MOPPPs. Section 3 presents the multiobjective evolutionary algorithm for the problem. Section
4 presents the experimental analysis of the proposed
algorithms, and Section 5 summarizes our conclusions.
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2

FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING
SYSTEM
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(4) A machine type can only process an operation at one
time. Operations to be performed in the machine type
are nonpreemptive. Operation lot splitting is ignored.

A brief description of the flexible manufacturing
environment and the mathematical formulation of
MOPPPs are given in this section.

(5) The tool costs of operations in machine types are
known. Processing, times of operations in machine
types are available and are deterministic.

2.1

(6) Workload on each machine is contributed by those
operations assigned to a machine.

THE FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING
ENVIRONMENT

An FMS consists of a set of identical and/or
complementary numerically controlled machines and
possibly tool storage. All components are connected
through an AGV system. Figure 1 from (Tempelmeier
and Kuhn, 1993) shows the layout of a simple FMS with
several machines and a tool system.

(7) A load/unload (L/U) station serves as a distribution
center for parts not yet processed and as a collection
center for parts finished. All vehicles start from the
L/U station initially and return to there after
accomplishing all their assignments. There is
sufficient input/output buffer space at the (L/U)
station.
(8) Number of AGVs is given and the transportation time
of AGVs are known. AGVs carry a limited number
of products at a time. They move along
predetermined paths, with the assumption of no delay
because of congestion. Preemption of trips is not
allowed.
(9) It is assumed that all the design, layout and set-up
issues within FMS have already been resolved.
(10) Real-time issues, such as traffic control, congestion,
machine failure or downtime, scraps, rework, and
vehicle dispatches for battery changer are ignored
here and left as issues to be considered during realtime control.
2.2

Figure 1: FMS with two AGVs and a central tool
magazine.
In order to tackle the process planning in FMSs, the
environment within which the FMS under consideration
operates can be described as follows:
(1) A part type requires a number of operations. There is
a number of part types will be manufactured
simultaneously in batches. Parts can choose one or
more machines at each of their operation stages, and
the transportation of the parts within different
machines is handled by an AGV system.
(2) The types and number of machines are known. There
is sufficient input/output buffer space at each
machine.
(3) A machine type can perform several types of
operations, and an operation can be performed on
alternative machine types.

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Multi-objective process planning problems (MOPPPs) are
concerned with the selection of individual process plans
for all the parts with minimizing the total flow time,
balancing the machine workload, minimizing the machine
workload and minimizing the total equipment cost.
MOPPPs can be formulated as follows.
2.2.1

Notations

In order to formulate MOPPPs, the following
notations are introduced:
i : part index ( i = 1, 2, 3, …, np )
j : operation index for part type i ( j = 1, 2, 3, …, noi )
k, l : machine index ( k, l = 1, 2, 3, …, nt )
pvi : production volume (unit) for part type i
ptijk : processing time per unit to perform operation j of
part type i using machine type k
twk : workload in machine k, twk = ptijk * pvi
ew : average workload of machines
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1, if part type i is to transfer from machine k to l
:
 0 , otherwise

1, if machine type k selected to perform

x ijk :  operation j of part type i
 0 , otherwise


(tw k )

F 3 = max

(5)

(4) Minimization of the tool costs. Tool costs consider
the consumptions of tools. Owing to some unique
tools are expensive, it is necessary to consider the
tool life. The objective function (F4) is defined as
Equation (6).

F4 =

abl : available capacity of AGV per trip

np

no

i

j

i

nt

∑ ∑ ∑

c ijk ⋅ x ijk

(6)

k

nikl : the number of trips between machine types k and l


pv



2.2.3

i
for part type i, n ikl = s ikl ×


 abl 

The overall multi-objective mathematical model of
MOPPPs can be formulated as follows.

tmkl : transportation time from machine k to l

minimize F1, F2, F3, F4

tikl : total transportation time between machines k and l
for part type i, t ikl = nikl × tm kl

subject to
nt

∑

cijk : tool costs to perform operation j of part type i using
machine type k
2.2.2

Objectives

There are four objectives to be optimized in FMSs
according to the suggestion of (Tempelmeier and Kuhn,
1993), described as follows.
(1) Minimization of the total flow time. This objective is
to minimize the processing time and transportation
time for producing the parts. The total machine
processing time (f1) is defined as Equation (1), the
transportation time (f2) is defined as Equation (2), and
the total flow time (F1) is defined as Equation (3).
Transportations between unlinked machines are
penalized in f2.

f1 =

np

no i

nt

∑∑∑

pv i ⋅ pt ijk ⋅ xijk

np noi −1 nt

nt

i

j

i

j

(1)

k

f 2 = ∑ ∑∑∑tikl ⋅ xijk ⋅ xi ( j +1)l
k

(2)

l

F1 = f1 + f2

(3)

(2) Minimization of the deviations of machine workload.
Balancing the machine workload can avoid creating
bottleneck machines. The objective function (F2) is
defined as Equation (4).

F2 =

nt

∑ (tw

k

− ew

)2

Multi-objective Mathematical Model

(4)

k

(3) Minimization of the greatest machine workload.
Pursuing this objective also implies attempting to
minimize the total flow time. The objective function
(F3) is defined as Equation (5).

x ijk = 1 , ∀ ( i , j )

(7)

k

The operation flexibility is concerned with an operation
can be performed on alternative machines with the
different processing time and transportation time. The
constraint, Equation (7), ensures that only one machine
type is selected for each operation of a part type.

3

MULTI-OBJECTIVE
EVOLUTIONARY APPROACH

Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms have been
recognized to be particularly suitable for solving MOOPs
because the ability to exploit and explore multiple
solutions in parallel, and the ability to find an entire set of
Pareto-optimal solutions in a single run.
We applied and refined the generalized multi-objective
evolutionary algorithm (GMOEA) proposed by us (Ho
and Chang, 1999), and propose a new clearing elite
mechanism to reduce the non-dominated set. The
advantages of GMOEA are:
(1) Elitism: GMOEA incorporates with two populations:
the current population and the elite population, called
the tentative set of non-dominated solutions
(TSONS).
(2) Fitness assignment strategy: The generalized Paretobased scale-independent (GPSI) fitness function can
assign discriminative fitness value to individuals.
(3) Intelligent crossover (IC): IC is introduced to
improve the performance of GMOEA on solving
problems with a large number of parameters.
The representation of the chromosome is presented in
Section 3.1. The fitness assignment strategy and IC are
described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. The
mutation operation approach is described in Section 3.4.
Section 3.5 presents the new elite clearing mechanism.
The flow of our algorithm is provided in Section 3.6.
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, build an orthogonal array L(2) with β
rows and (β-1) columns, and use the first α columns. For
instance, Table I shows an orthogonal array L8 (27).
Orthogonal experiment design can reduce the number of
experiments for factor analysis. Generally, levels 1 and 2
of a factor represent selected genes from parents 1 and 2,
respectively.

β = 2 log

CHROMOSOME REPRESENTATION

The chromosome representation is defined a series of the
operations for all the parts. In the chromosome, each gene
stands for a machine type number for the machining
operations. The assignment of machine types to
operations is made by generating random numbers within
the range [1, nt], so that the corresponding machine
numbers are determined. Take Figure 2 for example, [ 4 2
3 … nt ] stands for the process plan of part 1, [ 3 4 nt 2
3 … 1 ] stands for the process plan of part 2, [ 4 5 1 … ]
stands for the process plan of part np.

Part 1

Part 2

…

Part np

4 2 3… nt

3 4 nt 2 3 … 1

…

451…

Factors
Exp.
no.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2

1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1

1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

1
2
1
2
2
1
2
1

1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1

1
2
2
1
2
1
1
2

FITNESS ASSIGNMENT

The fitness assignment strategy of GMOEA uses a
generalized Pareto-based scale-independent (GPSI)
fitness function considering the quantitative fitness values
in Pareto space for both dominated and non-dominated
individuals.
Let GPSI fitness function be a tournament-like score for
an individual xu at the lth evaluation operation with
corresponding objective vector u. The current position of
xu in the individuals’ score can be given by
score ( x u , l ) = p lu − q lu + C

(8)

where pul is the number of individuals which can be
dominated by xu and qul is the number of individuals
which can dominate xu in the current Pareto space. The
constant C is used to obtain the positive fitness value
(generally assign the number of the participant
individuals).
3.3

INTELLIGENT CROSSOVER

Two parents breed two children using IC at a time by
means of orthogonal array (OA). OA is an array of
numbers whose columns are pairwise orthogonal. In every
pair of columns all ordered pairs of numbers occur the
same number of times.
An OA used in IC is described as follows. Let there be α
factors, with two levels (or treatments) for each factor.
The total number of experiments is 2α for the popular
“one-factor-at-a-time” study. The columns of two factors
are orthogonal when the four pairs, (1,1), (1,2), (2,1), and
(2,2), occur equally frequently over all experiments.
When any two factors in an experimental set are
orthogonal, the set is called an OA. To establish an OA of
α factors with two levels, we obtain an integer

(α +1)

Table 1: Orthogonal array L8 (2 7 )

Figure 2: The representation of a chromosome.

3.2

2

Function
Evaluation
value
y1
y2
y3
y4
y5
y6
y7
y8

Let yt be the positive function evaluation value of
experiment no. t. Define the main effect of factor j with
level k , Sjk,
Sjk =

β

∑Y
t =1

t

2

× [the level of experiment number t of factor j

is k],
where

[condition ] = 

1 if the condition
0 oterwise ,

is

true

y if the function is to be maximized
and Y =  t
1
t
if the function is to be minimized.

 yt
The steps to use the OA to achieve the IC is described as
follows:

Step 1: Select the first α columns of OA Lβ ( 2β-1 ) where
β = 2 log2 (α +1) . Note that let the chromosome be
uniformly separated into α sub-strings and each
sub-string of a chromosome be regarded as a
factor in OA.
Step 2: Let level 1 and level 2 of factor j represent the jth
sub-string of a chromosome coming from the
parent 1 and parent 2, respectively. Generate byproduct individuals by means of OA.
Step 3: Calculate the values of the l objectives for each
solution in the β by-product individuals.
Compute their fitness value yt for experiment no.
t where t = 1, 2, …, β, and then update TSONS.
Step 4: Compute the main effect Sjk where j = 1, 2, …, α
and k = 1, 2.
Step 5: Determine the best level for each sub-string.
Select level 1 for the jth sub-string if Sj1 > Sj2.
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Otherwise, select level 2.
Step 6: The chromosome of the first child is formed
from the best combinations of the better substring from the derived corresponding parents.
Step 7: Rank the most effective factors from rank 1 to
rank α. The factor with large (MED) has higher
rank.
Step 8: The chromosome of the second child is formed
similarly as the first child except that the substring with the lowest rank adopts the other level.
Since the machine index can be duplicated in a
chromosome, no infeasible solutions will be generated
when applying IC.
3.4

MUTATION

The procedure of mutation operator is as follows:
Step 1: Randomly select a machine index in the
chromosome. Let the machine index be i.
Step 2: Replace the machine index i by randomly
generate an integer value from the range [1, nt].
3.5

THE ELITE CLEARING MECHANISM

The main idea of the elite population is to improve the
performance of the algorithm. Therefore, the individuals
in the elite population may influences the behavior of the
algorithm. However, the elite population may biased
towards certain regions of the search space, leading to the
unbalanced search directions of the algorithm. Thus,
pruning the elite population to encourage the search
directions toward unexplored regions is necessary.
Based on the idea of encouraging the search toward
unexplored regions, the current population is used to
represent the explored regions. If a non-dominated
individual covers more individuals in the current
population, it implies that the covered region is well
explored. Therefore, once the size of the elite population
exceeds the upperbound, these non-dominated individuals
can be cleared from the elite population. By the way, it is
also necessary to keep the boundary individuals, because
the boundary individuals in each objective are the
representative points for guiding the search directions.
The procedure of elite clearing mechanism is as follows:
Step 1: For each non-dominated individual i in the elite
population, calculate the number of individuals it
dominates, di, in the current population. Let di of
the boundary individuals in each objective be –1,
so that they are always survived.
Step 2: Select a individual with larger di to be cleared by
binary tournament selection. Clear a number of
non-dominated individuals until the elite
population achieves the upperbound.

3.6

MULTI-OBJECTIVE EVOLUTIONARY
ALGORITHM

The flow of GMOEA is as follows:
Step 1: Initialization: Randomly generates an initial
population of Npop solutions. Let the initial
TSONS be empty.
Step 2: Evaluation: Calculate the values of the l
objectives for each solution in the current
population and then compute the GPSI fitness
function as the fitness values of all individuals.
Step 3: Update TSONS: Copy the non-dominated
individuals and remove the dominated
individuals in TSONS. Reduce the number of
individuals by means of the elite clearing
mechanism.
Step 4: Selection: Select (Npop – Nps) individuals from
the population by binary tournament selection,
and select Nps non-dominated solutions from the
TSONS randomly to form the new population,
where Nps is equal to Npop * Ps.
Step 5: Crossover: Select (Npop * pc) parents for
crossover operations. Apply IC for all the
selected pairs of parents.
Step 6: Mutation: Apply the mutation operator.
Step 7: Termination test: If the termination conditions
are satisfied, end the algorithm. Otherwise,
return to Step 2.

4

EXPERIMENT RESULTS

In order to investigate the performance of GMOEA,
GMOEA is tested with the multi-objective 0/1 knapsack
problems (Zitzler and Thiele, 1999). SPEA is also
implemented to solve MOPPPs in order to make a direct
comparison. The performance measure of algorithms we
used is the coverage ratio of two set (A, B) by (Zitzler and
Thiele, 1999). The coverage ratio of set (A, B) is
calculated as follows:
C ( A, B ) :=

the number of individuals of B dominated by A
the number of individuls of B

The value C(A, B) = 1 means that all individuals in B are
dominated by A. The opposite, C(A, B)=0, denotes that
none of individuals in B are dominated by A.
4.1

COMPARSIONS OF MULTI-OBJECTIVE
KNAPSACK PROBLEMS

The parameter settings of GMOEA for solving the multiobjective 0/1 knapsack problem with 750 items are as
follows.
Current population size

:

50

Upperbound size of TSONS :

50

Selection rate (Ps)

:

0.25

Crossover rate (Pc)

:

0.8
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Mutation rate (Pm)

:

0.01

Columns of OA (α)

:

15

30 independent runs were performed per test problems,
compared with same function evaluation times of SPEA.
The raw results of SPEA are from the author’s website.
The experimental result of 2 knapsack-750 items is shown
in Figure 3. The results concerning the C measure are
shown in Table 2.
Generally, the simulation results of knapsack problems
prove that GMOEA do better than SPEA. While SPEA
use a large number of population size (250,300,350), none
of solutions found by GMOEA are dominated by the
solutions of SPEA.

agents, 200 jobs) in the benchmark – gapd are derived and
formulated. Let agents be machines, jobs be operations,
the cost of allocating job to agent be the processing time
ptijk, and the resource requirement be the tool costs cijk in
FMS. Assume a part is consists of 5 operations, so that
the first instance has 20 parts, the second instance has 40
parts. The production volume (PVi) of each part types is
given as follows: {45, 43, 39, 46, 42, 56, 37, 33, 61, 30,
55, 43, 24, 39, 29, 44, 30, 45, 29, 30, 55, 33, 37, 43, 62,
36, 42, 44, 53, 40, 35, 41, 34, 29, 38, 49, 43, 25, 69, 41}, i
= 0, 1, … , 40. Let the available capacity of AGV, abl, be
10. Considering the real manufacturing environment, the
transportation time of AGV is given in Table 4. The
transportation time within the same machine is to reflect
that a machine unit may be a combination of several
machines.
The parameter settings of GMOEA are as follows.

 

 

Current population size
















:

50

Upperbound size of TSONS :

50

Selection rate (Ps)

:

0.2

Crossover rate (Pc)

:

0.6

Mutation rate (Pm)

:

0.05

Columns of OA (α)

:

15

The parameter settings of SPEA are the same as the
settings of GMOEA, except the population size of SPEA
is 150 and the elite population is 50. 30 independent runs
were performed per test problems, compared with
function evaluation times = 100000.

     

Figure 3: Trade-off fronts out from 30 runs.

Table 4: The C measure of GMOEA and SPEA.
MOPPPs

Table 2: The C measure of GMOEA and SPEA.

20 machines

20 machines

100 operations 200 operations

Knapsacks
problems

2-750

3-750

4-750

Number of solutions
found by SPEA

415

199

Number of solutions
found by SPEA

37

426

1751

Number of solutions
found by GMOEA-N

392

250

Number of solutions
found by GMOEA

94

301

372

Number of solutions
found by GMOEA

465

313

1

0.57

0.72

0.71

0.90

(295/415)

(180/199)

0

0

(0/392)

(0/250)

1

1

(414/415)

(199/199)

0

0

(0/465)

(0/313)

C(GMOEA, SPEA)
C(SPEA, GMOEA)

(37/37)

(244/426) (1261/1751)

0

0

0

(0/94)

(0/301)

(0/372)

C(GMOEA-N, SPEA)
C(SPEA, GMOEA-N)
C(GMOEA, SPEA)

4.2

COMPARSION OF MOPPPS

Since MOPPPs are related to the generalized assignment
problem (GAP) (Tempelmeier and Kuhn, 1993)
(Barndimarte, 1999). Therefore, we used the benchmark
problem instances of GAP, which are provided by ORLibrary. Two instances, (20 agents, 100 jobs) and (20

C(SPEA, GMOEA)
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In order to investigate the affects of the elite clearing
mechanism, GMOEA without the elite clearing
mechanism (GMOEA-N) is also performed. Moreover,
box plots are used to visualize the distribution of solutions
in each objective.
Box plots of MOPPP with 20 machines and 200
operations are shown as Figure 4, 5, 6 and 7. The results
concerning the C measure are shown in Table 4. The
simulation results of MOPPPs indicate that all the nondominated solutions found by SPEA are dominated by
GMOEA, and the elite clearing mechanism improves the
distribution of solutions while maintaining the quality of
solutions.

Figure 7: The distribution of solutions in F4.
4.3

DISCUSSIONS

From the reported results, it is shown that:
(1) The quality of non-dominated solutions obtained
GMOEA is superior to SPEA, and GMOEA outperforms
SPEA in convergence speed and high accuracy within the
same function evaluation times.

Figure 4: The distribution of solutions in F1.

(2) GMOEA uses a compact population while SPEA
uses a larger number of population, and no sharing or
clustering technique is used in GMOEA. Therefore, the
actual computation time of GMOEA is lesser than SPEA,
because the complexity of identifying the non-dominated
solutions is O(N2).
(3) From the experimental results of GMOEA and
GMOEA-N. It is shown that the elite clearing mechanism
is capable to encourage the algorithms to explore the
unexplored search regions, so that the distribution of
solutions can be improved. Moreover, the elite clearing
mechanism is simple and efficient than the clustering
technique used in SPEA.

5

Figure 5: The distribution of solutions in F2.

CONCLUSIONS

Multi-objective process planning problems (MOPPPs) is
an important problem in the pre-release planning phase of
flexible manufacturing systems. This paper has presented
an evolutionary approach using multi-objective
evolutionary algorithm with a new elite clearing
mechanism for solving MOPPPs. Objectives considering
the flow time, machine balancing, machine workload and
tool cost are optimized simultaneously. Experimental
results demonstrated the proposed approach is suitable to
solve the complex industrial problems with a large
number of parameters.
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-
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-
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Abstract

Facility-location
problems
have
several
applications in telecommunications, industrial
transportation and distribution, etc. One of the
most well-known facility-location problems is
the p-median problem. This work addresses an
application of the capacitated p-median problem
to a real-world problem. We propose a genetic
algorithm (GA) to solve the capacitated pmedian problem. The proposed GA uses not only
conventional genetic operators but also a new
heuristic “hypermutation” operator proposed in
this work. The proposed GA is compared with a
tabu search algorithm.
Keywords: facility location, p-median problem,
genetic algorithms, tabu search.

1

INTRODUCTION

Facility-location problems have several applications in
telecommunications, industrial transportation and
distribution, etc. One of the most well-known facilitylocation problems is the p-median problem. This problem
consists of locating p facilities in a given space (e.g.
Euclidean space) which satisfy n demand points in such a
way that the total sum of distances between each demand
point and its nearest facility is minimized. In the noncapacitated p-median problem, one considers that each
facility candidate to median can satisfy an unlimited
number of demand points. By contrast, in the capacitated
p-median problem each candidate facility has a fixed
capacity, i.e. a maximum number of demand points that it
can satisfy. The p-median problem is NP-hard [Kariv and
Hakimi, 1979]. Therefore, even heuristic methods
specialized in solving this problem require a considerable

computational effort.
In this work we apply the capacitated p-median problem
to a real-world problem, namely the selection of facilities
for a university’s admission examination. The goal is to
select 26 facilities among 43 available facilities. Each
facility has a fixed capacity, i.e. a maximum number of
students who can take an exam at that facility. Each
student must be assigned to exactly one facility. The
selected facilities must satisfy 19710 candidate students
(i.e. students who have applied to the university’s
admission exam). In addition, the 26 facilities must be
selected in such a way that the total sum of the distances
between each student’s home and the facility to which the
student is assigned is minimized.
In order to solve this problem we propose a genetic
algorithm (GA) specific for the capacitated p-median
problem. The proposed GA is compared with a tabu
search algorithm proposed by Glover (unpublished work).
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally
defines the p-median problem and the real-world
application addressed in this work. Section 3 introduces
the proposed GA. Section 4 reports computational results.
Section 5 discusses related work. Finally, section 6
concludes the paper.

2

THE P-MEDIAN PROBLEM

Informally, the goal of the p-median problem is to
determine p facilities in a predefined set with n (n > p)
candidate facilities in order to satisfy a set of demands, so
that the total sum of distances between each demand point
and its nearest facility is minimized. The p facilities
composing a solution for the problem are called medians.
Formally, assuming all vertexes of a graph are potential
medians, the p-median problem can be defined as follows.
Let G = (V, A) an undirected graph where V are the
vertexes and A are the edges. The goal is to find a set of
vertexes Vp ⊂ V (median set) with cardinality p, such that
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the sum of the distance between each remaining vertex in
{V – Vp} (demand set) and its nearest vertex in Vp be
minimized.
We present below a formulation of the p-median problem
in terms of Integer Programming proposed by Revelle and
Swain (1970). This formulation allows that each vertex be
considered, at the same time, as demand and facility
(potential median), but in many cases (including our realworld application) demand and facilities belong to
disjoint sets.
n n
Min ∑ ∑ ai dij xij
i =1 j =1

(2.1)

vertexes and A are the edges. The goal is to find a set of
vertexes Vp ⊂ V (median set) with cardinality p, such
that: (a) the sum of the distance between each remaining
vertex in {V – Vp} (demand set) and its nearest vertex in
Vp be minimized; and (b) all demand points are satisfied
without violating the capacity restrictions of the median
facilities. By comparison with the p-median problem, the
capacitated p-median problem has the following
additional constraints: (1) Each facility can satisfy only a
limited number of demands (capacity restrictions); and (2)
All demand points must be satisfied by respecting the
capacities of the facilities selected as medians.
2.1

subject to:
n
∑ x ij = 1 , i = 1, 2, ..., n
j =1

(2.2)

xij ≤ yj , i, j = 1, 2, ..., n

(2.3)

n
∑ yj =p
j =1

(2.4)

xij, yj ∈ {0, 1}, i, j = 1, 2, ..., n

(2.5)

where,
n = total number of vertexes in the graph
ai = demand of vertex j.
dij = distance from vertex i to vertex j.

The Federal University of Parana (UFPR), located in
Curitiba, Brazil, was founded in 1912 as the first federal
Brazilian university. It currently offers 61 undergraduate
courses, 84 specialization courses (at the graduate level),
37 M.Sc. or M.A. courses and 21 Ph.D. courses.
Undergraduate students are selected via a written
admission exam applied to all candidate students. For the
2001 admission exam it has been proposed an
optimization in the assignment of candidate students to
the facilities where they will take the exam. The goal was
to assign 19710 candidate students to facilities as close as
possible to their corresponding homes. (In order to obtain
the distance between each candidate student’s home and
each facility, all the addresses in question have been
precisely located in a digitized map of the city of
Curitiba). It was previously determined, for operational
and economic reasons, that an algorithm should select 26
facilities to satisfy all 19710 candidate students, among a
set of 43 candidate facilities. We cast this problem as a
capacitated p-median problem, as follows:
1.

p = number of facilities used as medians.

 1, if the vertex i is assigned to facility j
x ij = 
 0, otherwise
 1, if the vertex j is a facility used as a median
yj =
 0, otherwise
The objective function (2.1) minimizes the sum of the
(weighted) distances between the demand vertexes and
the median set. The constraint set (2.2) guarantees that all
demand vertexes are assigned to exactly one median. The
constraint set (2.3) forbids that a demand vertex be
assigned to a facility that was not selected as a median.
The total number of median vertexes is defined by (2.4)
as equal to p. Constraint (2.5) guarantees that the values
of the decision variables x and y are binary (0 or 1).
Assuming all vertexes of a graph are potential medians,
the p-median problem can be formally defined as follows.
Let G = (V, A) an undirected graph where V are the
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2.
3.
4.

3

The set of 43 facilities (potential exam locations) is
the set V (|V| = 43) of all facilities candidate to
median (actual exam locations).
Let Vp ⊂ V (|Vp| = 26) be the set of the 26 selected
exam locations.
Each of the 43 potential exam locations can satisfy
only a limited number of candidate students.
The goal is to select a set Vp ⊂ V that minimizes the
total sum of distances between each candidate
student’s home and its nearest exam location
(median).

THE PROPOSED GA

This section describes our proposed GA for the
capacitated p-median problem, Cap-p-Med-GA.
3.1

INDIVIDUAL REPRESENTATION

Each individual (chromosome) has exactly p genes, where
p is the number of medians, and the allele of each gene
represents the index (a unique id number) of a facility
selected as median. For instance, consider a problem with
15 facilities (potential medians) represented by the
indexes 1,2,...,15. Suppose one wants to select 5 medians.
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In our GA, the individual [2, 7, 5, 15, 10] represents a
candidate solution for the problem where facilities 2, 5, 7,
10 and 15 have been selected as medians. In Cap-p-MedGA the genome is interpreted as a set of facility indexes,
in the mathematical sense of set - i.e. there are no
duplicated indexes and there is no ordering among the
indexes.
3.2

FITNESS EVALUATION

In essence, the fitness of an individual is given by the
value of the objective function for the solution
represented by the individual - as measured by formula
(2.1). However, there is a caveat in the computation of the
fitness of an individual. Note that Cap-p-Med-GA is used
only to optimize the choice of the 26 medians, out of the
43 facilities. However, the computation of formula (2.1)
requires that each of the 19710 candidate students be
assigned to exactly one of the selected medians (i.e. the
facility where the student will take the admission exam).
This assignment is done by a procedure that is used by
Cap-p-Med-GA as a black box. Since this procedure is
orthogonal to the use of a GA, it will not be described in
detail here. For details the reader is referred to Correa
(2001). Here we just mention the basic idea of this
procedure. Once the 26 medians are selected, this
procedure tries to assign each candidate student to the
median (exam location) that is the nearest one to its home.
The problem is that, since each median has a fixed
capacity, some candidate students will have to be
assigned to the second (or third, fourth, ...) nearest median
to their homes. Suppose there is an assignment conflict e.g. there is just one vacancy in one median, and that
median is the nearest one for two candidate students. In
this case the student-assignment procedure prefers to
assign to that median the student that would be most
prejudiced if she was assigned to its second nearest
median. A student is “prejudiced” to the extent of the
difference between two distances, namely the distance
between her home and her nearest median and the
distance between her home and her second nearest
median. Once the student-assignment procedure is
complete, the fitness of an individual can be computed by
formula (2.1).
3.3

SELECTION

We use a ranking-based selection method proposed by
Mayerle (1996), given by the formula below.


Select(R)= r j ∈ R /


- 1+
j=P-


1 + 4. rnd(P
2

2

+ P)

 
 ,
 
(3.1)

where R is a list R = (r1, r2, ..., rp), with P individuals
sorted in increasing order by fitness value, rnd ∈ [0, 1) is
a uniformly-distributed random number and the
symbol b  denotes the greatest integer smaller than or

equal to b. Formula (3.1) returns the position in the list R
of the individual to be selected. The formula is biased to
favor the selection of individuals in early positions of the
list - i.e. the best (smallest fitness) individuals.
The population evolves according to the steady-state
method. The offspring produced by crossover (and
possibly mutation) is inserted into the population only if
they have a better (smaller) fitness than the worst
individual of the current population.
3.4

CROSSOVER

As a preprocessing step for the possible application of
crossover, Cap-p-Med-GA computes two exchange
vectors, one for each parent, as follows. For each gene of
parent 1, Cap-p-Med-GA checks whether the allele
(facility index) of that gene is also present (in any
position) at the genome of parent 2. If not, that facility
index is copied to the exchange vector of parent 1. This
means that facility index may be transferred to parent 2 as
a result of crossover, since this transfer would not create
any duplicate facility indexes in parent 2’s genotype. The
same procedure is performed for each facility index in the
genotype of parent 2. For instance, let the two parents be
the facility-index vectors [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and [2, 5, 9, 10,
12]. Their respective exchange vectors are: vp1 = [1, 3, 4]
and vp2 = [9, 10, 12]. Once the facility indexes that can be
exchanged have been identified, the crossover operator
can be applied, as follows.
No fixed crossover probability is used in Cap-p-Med-GA.
Crossover is performed whenever the two parents are not
equal to each other, i.e. whenever there is at least one
facility index in the exchange vectors of parent 1 and
parent 2. If the two parents are equal to each other, i.e.
their exchange vectors are empty, one of the parents is
reproduced unaltered for the next generation and the other
parent is deleted, to avoid that duplicate individuals be
inserted into the population.
Crossover is performed as follows. A random natural
number c, varying from 1 to the number of elements in
the exchange vectors minus 1, is generated. This number
c determines how many facility indexes of each exchange
vector will be actually swapped between the two parents.
We emphasize that this procedure guarantees that there
will be no duplicate facility index in any of the two
children produced by crossover.
3.5

MUTATION

Mutation is performed as follows. The gene being
mutated has its current allele replaced by another
randomly-generated allele (a facility index), subject to the
restriction that the new facility index is not present in the
current genotype of the individual.
3.6

HEURISTIC HYPERMUTATION

This is a new heuristic operator proposed in this work. It
is based on knowledge about the problem being solved.
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This operator is applied right after the random generation
of the initial population, and after that it is applied with a
fixed probability (e.g. 0.5%) to each iteration of the
steady-state method (i.e. each selection of two parents,
possibly followed by crossover and conventional
mutation). This operator starts by randomly selecting a
percentage (e.g. 10%) of the individuals of the population.
Then it tries to improve the fitness of each of the selected
individuals as follows. For each gene of the individual, it
tries to replace its facility index by each facility index that
is not currently present in the genotype of the individual.
For each gene, the replacement that most improves the
individual’s fitness is performed. Note that this is a very
computationally expensive operator, since each time it is
applied a large number of fitness functions needs to be
performed. The cost-effectiveness of this applicationspecific, computationally-expensive operator will be
evaluated in section 4.

the set H is the set {2, 3}, and BEST = X = {1, 4, 5}. The
algorithm first let j = 2, so that the following new
individuals are evaluated: {2, 4, 5}, {1, 2, 5} and {1, 4,
2}. Suppose the best of these 3 individuals is {1, 2, 5},
which is also better than the original {1, 4, 5}. Then the
algorithm let BEST = {1, 2, 5}. At this point the algorithm
let j = 3, so that the following new individuals are
evaluated: {3,2, 5}, {1, 3, 5}, {1, 2, 3}. Suppose the best
of these 3 individuals is {3,2,5}, but this individual is not
better than the previously best individual {1,2,5}. Then
BEST remains associated with the individual {1,2,5}. At
this point all indexes in H have been tried, so the current
value of BEST, {1,2,5}, replaces the original individual X
in the population. This process is performed for each
individual undergoing hypermutation.

More precisely, the heuristic hypermutation operator
proposed in this work is implemented as follows:

As mentioned earlier, the problem being solved consists
of selecting 26 medians out of 43 facilities. Therefore,

Procedure HYPERMUTATION:

there are C 43 = 421,171,648,758 (roughly 421 billion)
candidate solutions.

Step 1.
Randomly select a subset of 10% of the individuals
from the entire population.
Step 2.
FOR EACH individual X selected in Step 1 DO
Let H be the set of facility indexes that are not
currently present in the genotype of individual X
FOR EACH facility index “i” included in set H DO
BEST = X
FOR EACH facility index “j” that is currently
present in the genotype of the individual X DO
Let Y be a new individual with the set of
facilities given by: (X – {j}) ∪ {i}
Calculate the fitness of Y
If fitness(Y) < fitness(BEST) then
BEST = Y
END FOR
If fitness(BEST) < fitness(X) then
X = BEST
END FOR
Insert the new X into the population, replacing the
old X
END FOR

4

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

26

The proposed GA was evaluated by comparing it with
another heuristic algorithm developed for the problem,
namely a tabu search algorithm. The tabu search
algorithm used here is our implementation of the
algorithm proposed by (Glover, personal communication).
In essence, this tabu search algorithm works as follows.
Consider the set V of all candidate facilities and Vp ⊂ V,
|Vp| = p, the initial set of randomly-selected medians. Each
“move” (operator) of the tabu search is a procedure that
consists of adding (ADD), removing (REMOVE) or
swapping (SWAP) in Vp the median that leads to the best
(smallest) value of the objective function (2.1). The
moves of adding, removing and swapping are sequentially
performed, so that the number of medians in the set Vp,
will vary in the range: p - 1 ≤ |Vp| ≤ p + 1.
This phenomenon is called “strategic oscillation”. It helps
to avoid a convergence to a local optimum.
The ADD, REMOVE and SWAP moves are implemented
as follows:
Procedure ADD:
Select a candidate facility from {V – Vp} which when
added to Vp results in the best possible value of
solution. Then add this candidate facility to Vp. Note
that each ADD move considers |V – Vp| facilities as
candidate to be added to the current solution (i.e. 17
or 18 facilities for the real-world problem addressed in
this work).
Procedure REMOVE:

To illustrate the use of the hypermutation operator,
consider a very simple example with only 5 facilities,
labeled {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, out of which we want to select 3
medians. Consider an individual X, selected to undergo
hypermutation, containing the facilities {1, 4, 5}. Hence,

Select a median from Vp which when removed from
Vp results in the best possible value of solution. Then
move this median into {V – Vp} (removing it from
Vp). Note that each REMOVE move considers |Vp|
medians as candidate to be removed from the current
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solution (i.e. 26 or 27 medians for the real-world
problem addressed in this work).
Procedure SWAP:
Select two facilities, one median from Vp and one
facility from {V – Vp}, which, when swapped, result
in the greatest improvement in the feasible solution
value (all possible pair-wise exchanges are
considered). Each SWAP move considers |Vp| x |V –
Vp| pairs of facilities as candidate to be swapped (i.e.
26 x 17 = 442 candidate pairs for the real-world
problem addressed in this work).
A tabu list memorizes the number of the iteration in
which each median was added to a solution. During a
certain number of iterations (called tabu tenure), it is
forbidden to re-insert that median to the current solution,
i.e. the corresponding move is a tabu (forbidden) move.
The aspiration criterion used consists of allowing the tabu
restriction to be ignored if the quality of the new solution
produced by a tabu move is better than the quality of the
best solution generated up to now by the search.
For a comprehensive, detailed discussion about tabu
search in general the reader is referred to the book by
Glover and Laguna (1997).
The experiments involved a comparison between two
versions of Cap-p-Med-GA and the above-described tabu
search algorithm. The first version of Cap-p-Med-GA is a
full version of the algorithm, using all the genetic
operators described in section 3. This version can be
considered a hybrid GA/local search algorithm, since the
heuristic hypermutation operator effectively incorporates
problem-dependent knowledge into the GA. By contrast,
the second version of Cap-p-Med-GA is a pure GA,
which was obtained by simply switching off the heuristic
hypermutation operator - i.e. this operator is never
applied. In other words, it uses all the genetic operators
described in section 3 except the heuristic hypermutation
operator. This second version of Cap-p-Med-GA was
included in our experiments to evaluate the costeffectiveness of our proposed heuristic hypermutation
operator in a controlled manner.
All results reported in this section were obtained on a
Pentium III PC with 550MHz and 128 Mbytes of RAM.
In order to make the comparison between the three
algorithms (the two versions of Cap-p-Med-GA and the
tabu search) as fair as possible, we have carefully
determined the number of iterations performed by each
algorithm in such a way that all the three algorithms
evaluate roughly the same number of candidate solutions.
This is fair because in the three algorithms the majority of
processing time is by far taken by candidate-solution
evaluation. More precisely, the algorithms’ parameters
determining the number of evaluated candidate solutions
were set as follows:
Cap-p-Med-GA with heuristic hypermutation:
Population Size = 100
Number of iterations = 1000
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Probability of conventional mutation = 1%
Probability of heuristic hypermutation = 0.5%
Number of individuals that are selected for undergoing
hypermutation = 10% of Population Size = 10
Cap-p-Med-GA without heuristic hypermutation:
Population Size = 100
Number of iterations = 12100
Probability of conventional mutation = 1%
Tabu Search
Number of iterations = 150
Tabu tenure = 10
Note
that
Cap-p-Med-GA
without
heuristic
hypermutation performs many more iterations than Capp-Med-GA with heuristic hypermutation, to compensate
for the fact that, when heuristic hypermutation is applied
at a given iteration, a very large number of candidate
solutions are evaluated in that iteration. The small number
of iterations of tabu search also reflects that fact that in a
single iteration of the search (consisting of all possible
adding, removing and swapping moves) many different
candidate solutions are evaluated.
The computational results obtained by the three
algorithms are reported in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Computational Results
GA with
heuristic
hypermutat.

GA without
heuristic
hypermutat.

search

No. of eval.
solutions

24,200

24,300

24,301

run time

01:43:34

01:43:21

01:23:37

average
distance

2.33 Km

2.40 Km

2.37 Km

total
distance

45,999 Km

47,313 Km

46,660 Km

% nearest
facility

83%

79%

82%

Tabu

The first row of Table 4.1 indicates the number of
candidate solutions evaluated by each algorithm. The
second row indicates the run time taken by each
algorithm, in the format hours:minutes:seconds. Note that
the three algorithms had about the same run time. This is
a result of our having carefully determined the number of
iterations of each algorithm so that each one evaluates
roughly the same number of candidate solutions, as
mentioned above. Therefore, a comparison among the
three algorithms with respect to the quality of their
produced solution is fair. The other rows of Table 4.1 are
indicators of quality of the produced solution, as follows.
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The third and fourth rows report respectively the average
and total distance traveled by the students, measured in
Km. The distance traveled by each student is the distance
between the student’s home and the facility (median) to
which the student was assigned. The average distance is
simply the total distance traveled by all 19710 students
divided by 19710. The fifth row reports the percentage of
students that were assigned to the facility that is indeed
the facility nearest to the student’s home, which is the
ideal assignment for a student. Overall the three
algorithms did a good job, managing to assign about 80%
of the students to their ideal (nearest) facility.
With respect to both the minimization of average (or
total) distance traveled by students and maximization of
the percentage of students assigned to their nearest
facility, the best algorithm was Cap-p-Med-GA with the
heuristic hypermutation operator. The second best
algorithm was tabu search. The worst algorithm was Capp-Med-GA without the heuristic hypermutation operator.
Therefore, these results are evidence (in this application)
for the cost-effectiveness of extending a conventional GA
with a problem-dependent, heuristic operator.

5

RELATED WORK

Hosage and Goodchild (1986) (H&G) seem to have been
the first researchers to develop a GA for the p-median
problem. They used a simple GA, with conventional
genetic operators. Each candidate solution was
represented by a binary string, where each bit corresponds
to a facility index. Each allele (1 or 0) indicates whether
or not the corresponding facility is selected as a median.
If the number of bits set to “1” is different from p the
solution is deemed invalid and a penalty (proportional to
the extent of restriction violation) is applied to the fitness
of the individual. H&G tested their GA in a problem
where the goal was to select 3 medians out of 20 facilities
(i.e. n = 20, p = 3). They used a population of 25
individuals (P = 25), and did experiments with different
numbers of generations, varying from 120 to 210. In
experiments with randomly-generated problem instances,
the GA obtained the optimal solution in about 70% and
90% of the problem instances, when running the GA for
120 and 210 generations, respectively. At first glance
these are good results. However, the GA uses a classic
binary individual representation, which is not very
suitable for this problem. It wastes memory and
processing time. The problem instances used to evaluate
3
the algorithm had only 1140 candidate solutions ( C 20 ).
However, the GA generates and evaluates 2905 and 5065
solutions, when it is run for 120 and 210 generations,
respectively. Although there are only 1140 candidate
solutions, the search space for the GA is 220 (all possible
binary strings of length 20). Roughly 99.9% of the
possible individuals are invalid solutions, and the GA
wastes time analyzing them. Our work clearly avoids this
problem, since the individual representation used in our
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work considers only candidate solutions with exactly the
desired number of medians.
Dibble and Densham (D&D) (1993) proposed a GA with
an individual representation more suitable for the pmedian problem. Each individual has exactly p genes, and
each gene represents a facility index. This is the same
representation as the one used in our work. They used
only conventional genetic operators. By contrast, we have
developed a problem-dependent operator for the p-median
problem, as discussed earlier. D&D applied their GA to a
problem where the goal was to select 9 medians among
150. They used population size P = 1000 and 150
generations. They compared the results of their GA with
the results obtained by the heuristic algorithm of Teitz
and Bart (1968), which is a heuristic algorithm
specialized for the p-median problem. Although the GA
took a considerably longer processing time, both
algorithms produced similar solutions.
Moreno-Perez et al. (1994) also developed a GA for the
p-median problem. The individual representation is the
same as the one used by D&D. They used only
conventional genetic operators. Once again, this is in
contrasts with our work, which proposed a problemdependent operator for the p-median problem, as
discussed earlier. One distinguishing feature of the GA
proposed by Moreno-Perez et al. is that they used multiple
population groups (colonies), which exchange candidate
solutions with each other (via migration). The authors
claim that this method helps to avoid premature
convergence to a local optima. In the above reference the
authors did not compare their proposed GA with any
other algorithm, so it is difficult to say how cost-effective
the algorithm is.
Erkut et al. (2001) also developed a GA for the p-median
problem. Each individual also has exactly p genes
representing a set of p selected medians. In addition to
conventional genetic operators, they use the “String-ofChange Operator” independently suggested by Booker
(1987) and Fairley (1991). This operator uses a string of
change, which consists of a binary vector generated for
each parent of a crossover. The parents are passed to an
exclusive OR (XOR) operator. The expression a XOR b is
defined as 1 if a ≠ b and 0 otherwise. For instance,
applying XOR to the parents [10, 9, 12, 24, 7, 3] and [10,
9, 7, 8, 12, 3] one would obtain the binary vector [0, 0, 1,
1, 1, 0]. In order to avoid that crossover produces
offspring identical to the parents, only the genes between
the first “1” and the last “1” in the parents can be selected
as crossover points.
The basic idea of this string-of-change operator is
conceptually similar to the exchange vector used in our
work. However, we believe our exchange vector is more
suitable for the p-median problem, based on the following
rationale. In order to identify the facility indexes that can
be swapped between the parents, our exchange vector
mechanism considers that each individual contains a
(unordered) set of facility indexes. By contrast, the stringof-change, XOR mechanism considers that each
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individual contains a (ordered) list of facility indexes. For
instance, in the above example, the facility indexes 12 and
7 were identified as possible crossover points by the
string-of-change operator, despite the fact that they are
present in both parents, since the position of their
occurrence in the genotype is different in the two parents.
By contrast, those two facility indexes would not be
included in our exchange vector, since they occur in both
parents. After all, the position of a facility index in the
genotype is arbitrary, from the viewpoint of specifying a
candidate solution. E.g., the set of medians {7, 12}
represents the same solution as the set of medians {12, 7},
which is not recognized by the string-of-change operator.

Finally, from a GA viewpoint, an interesting research
direction is to investigate whether the heuristic
hypermutation operator proposed in this work can be
adapted to work, in a cost-effective manner, with other
combinatorial optimization problems.
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Abstract
One of the numerous NP-hard global optimization problems in theoretical chemistry is
that of nding the global minimum energy
structure of an atomic or molecular cluster.
This paper describes our method of solving
this problem with specialized genetic algorithms, both on the level of empirical model
potentials and in combination with extremely
expensive calculations from rst principles.
Discussing several current application examples, we show that our approach is a valuable
new tool in hot topics of cluster chemistry.

1

Introduction

With its basic theoretical foundations known since the
rst half of the 20th century, chemistry may easily be
mistaken for a \closed" science. However, the reduction of chemistry to the quantum mechanics of electrons and nuclei has also emphasized that the complexity of chemistry cannot be due to the complexity of its
basic laws. In fact, all chemically relevant forces on the
elementary particles are simple Coulomb attractions
and repulsions between point charges. Instead, the
complexity of chemistry results from the complexity of
many-body interactions prevalent in chemical systems.
Therefore, it comes as no surprise that many problems
in theoretical chemistry turn out to be NP-hard [1, 2],
with exact solutions requiring computational resources
that increase exponentially with the number of particles. This problem class includes electronic structure
determination [3], protein folding [4, 5], and cluster
structure determination.
Clusters are assemblies of a few to many atoms or
molecules [6]. They are not called molecules themselves since the forces between their constituent particles need not be chemical bonds in the usual sense but

can also be hydrogen bonds or van-der-Waals \nonbonded interactions". In recent years, clusters have
been recognized to play central roles in many everyday
processes, up to the destruction of ozone via heterogeneous catalysis on the surface of water{sulphuric acid
clusters in polar stratospheric clouds. Also, a proper
understanding of cluster properties will be instrumental for the upcoming nanotechnology.
More basically, clusters serve as a bridge between single atoms or molecules and the \in nitely" extended
solid. They are not simply small pieces of solids, neither in their structure nor in their physical or chemical
properties. With the number n of particles increasing, one usually observes several transitions in cluster structure and properties. The value of n for the
onset of solid state structure and properties depends
both on the system and on the property under study.
Also, clusters with particular values of n often show enhanced stability or a particularly low reactivity, which
is usually explained as shell closure, following some
particular structural principle. None of these basic issues has been properly resolved or understood as yet.
Clearly, an investigation into cluster properties cannot
even begin without a proper understanding of cluster structures. Arguably, the cluster structure most
likely to be found in experiments is that with the globally minimal potential energy. This hypothesis ignores
quantum mechanical zero-point energy and nite temperature e ects, which turn out to be important only
in a few cases (e.g. for the water hexamer [7]). More
importantly, it also ignores cluster formation dynamics, which may trap the cluster in a local minimum,
depending on the experimental formation conditions
(e.g. again for the water hexamer [8]). However, a
statistically correct and quantum mechanically accurate simulation of the formation dynamics of clusters
of non-trivial size is far beyond today's supercomputer
capabilities. Luckily, current experience indicates that
experiments produce clusters typically in their global
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minimum energy structures; local minimum structures
are sometimes found but these are then always very
close in energy to the global minimum.
Independent of the forces (and hence the potential)
acting between the particles, it has been shown that
nding the structure of an atomic cluster with globally minimal energy is an NP-hard problem [1,9,10]. In
line with this result, exact global optimization methods so far could be applied only up to cluster sizes
which are trivial for the heuristic methods considered
in this paper. For example, a DC transformation approach [11] was managable in exact form only up to
n = 7, while a deformation (homotopy) method [12]
managed to reach (the still trivial) n = 31 but failed
for three smaller cases. The PHENIX method presented
in this paper has found the correct global minima of
atomic clusters up to n = 250 within a few CPU days
on a personal computer.
In molecular clusters (even if the molecules are treated
as rigid bodies), the additional orientational degrees
of freedom of the molecules provide another exponentially increasing search space [13], not separable from
the rst one constituted by the positional coordinates.
Nevertheless, the PHENIX method presented here is feasible even for such systems, albeit only up to about
n = 25 (with a comparable amount of computational
resources).
The results mentioned so far deal with the situation
that the forces between the particles are computed
very quickly as analytical derivatives of a given empirical model potential of simple functional form. This is
actually a strong approximation: As mentioned above,
the forces between the particles should properly be calculated from rst principles quantum mechanics (abinitio). Since this is, however, yet another complex
many-body problem, such a force calculation is typically 5{6 orders of magnitude more expensive, even
with state-of-the-art quantum chemical methods. This
would in ate the typical running time of our algorithm
from about 1.5 CPU hours for n = 60 with an empirical potential to about 1000 CPU years on the abinitio level. Nevertheless, some groups have applied
brute-force simulated annealing in combination with
ab-initio calculations to the problem of global cluster
geometry optimization [14{17]. However, these applications always had characteristic de ciencies: Either
the ab-initio treatment was not suÆciently accurate,
or the reliability in locating global minimum structures
remained in doubt, or the clusters considered were simply too small to make global optimization methods really necessary. In fact, to the knowledge of the present
author, typical global optimization developers always
implicitly assume that the cost function is cheap to
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evaluate; the case of a very expensive cost function is
not considered, presumably because such a problem
appears to be intractable from the outset. However,
since we are facing exactly such a problem here, the
present author has proposed and successfully applied
an iterative procedure GAGA that solves this intractable
problem by circumventing it.
The following section 2 mentions brie y the development and context of these two methods PHENIX and
GAGA, and then presents their inner workings in detail, in relation to standard genetic algorithm (GA)
paradigms. Besides giving references to benchmark
applications, section 3 is devoted to applications of
these methods to real-world physical chemistry examples, in direct relation to cluster experiments.

2
2.1

Algorithms
Brief historical background

The numerous di erent approaches applied so far to
the global cluster geometry optimization problem have
been reviewed recently [1] for the benchmark system
of Lennard-Jones clusters. Similarly, applications of
GAs to chemical problems have also been reviewed a
few years ago [18]. This will not be repeated here.
After GAs had been used for the global optimization
of dihedral angles in small biomolecules [19], they were
employed rst by the present author [20] and then also
by other groups [21] for the global optimization of all
degrees of freedom in atomic and molecular clusters.
In these early papers, an actually genetic representation of the optimization problem was used by concatenating the cartesian coordinates of all particles in
the cluster, and by operating with standard forms of
single-point crossover and mutation on these coordinate strings. As already pointed out in Ref. [20], this
representation does not achieve the best possible separability. Nevertheless, adding in local search steps
(e ectively generating an algorithm that would now
be called \memetic"), we were able to push the size
scaling of such a GA down to n4:5 , for the benchmark system of Lennard-Jones clusters [22], but we
had to add in a seed growth method to get beyond
n = 20 within reasonable computer time. Deaven and
Ho [23] managed to eliminate the representation issue
altogether, by applying crossover and mutation operators directly on the clusters in physical space. This
enabled them to treat Lennard-Jones clusters up to
n = 100 [24], but they arrived at wrong solutions for
n = 75; 76; 77. Other groups [25] introduced minor
variations to this basic recipe, but still could not solve
those hard cases without seeds, i.e. without a priori
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external knowledge. By employing the GA concept of
niches temporarily in the selection step, the present
author [26] demonstrated that a phenotype algorithm
is able to nd all currently accepted global minima of
Lennard-Jones clusters up to at least n = 150 without any use of external prior knowledge. At the same
time, the size scaling of the method could be pushed
below n3 , further improving the access to larger clusters, now standing at n = 250. This easily beats the
best competing global optimization algorithm, \basin
hopping", which is not based on the GA paradigm [27]:
Their algorithm scales like n5 at best, and hence they
could reach only n = 110. Recently, our methodology
was extended to molecular clusters and applied to the
benchmark system of TIP4P water clusters [13].
2.2
2.2.1

Details of the methods
PHENIX

The backbone of our PHENIX algorithm is a standard
GA with generational replacement. We are using
rather small population sizes of typically only m =
10{30 individuals. Following Deaven and Ho [23], we
compensate for this limitation by a reorganization of
the way the next generation is generated from the previous one: Instead of selecting m=2 parent pairs using some combination of tness and random criteria,
we generate all possible unique pairs (even including
pseudo-pairs of each individual with a copy of itself).
Using a crossover operator, and with a chance of about
15% also a mutation operator (both described below),
each pair produces two children. From these larger, intermediate pool of children, m individuals are selected
for the actual next generation, using several di erent
tness measures, see below.
The whole algorithm operates without genetic strings
(we call this a \phenotype algorithm", hence the rst
part of its name). Instead, all operators are applied directly to the clusters, in 3-dimensional physical space.
This automatically ensures a relatively high degree of
separability of the optimization problem (since the tness of each cluster is dictated to a large extent by
the short-range interactions of its consituents, while
long-range interactions only play a minor role), and it
also makes the design of application-speci c operators
easier and more intuitive. The main tness criterion
is the potential energy of each cluster, generated from
the position (and orientation) coordinates of its constituent atoms (or molecules) via a given (empirical,
classical-mechanical) potential energy function. Accordingly, the main objective is nding the global minimum of this potential energy hypersurface. In the
spirit of \memetic" algorithms, local potential energy

minimizations of the clusters turn out to be essential for an e ective operation of the whole algorithm.
Therefore, local minimizations are performed in several places, employing standard conjugate-gradient or
quasi-Newton routines: in the production of generation zero, after crossover (and mutation) as last step
in the assembly of each new child in each intermediate generation, and after each postprocessing operation (see below) in each generation.
Generation zero is produced by setting all coordinates
of all cluster constituents to random numbers, followed by a local minimization of each cluster. In order to avoid having to deal with clusters dissociated
into many small parts (such con gurations are very unlikely to lead to global minimum structures anyway),
we draw random numbers only within a preset coordinate range, thus inevitably placing some initial bias
on compact structures. Also, we enforce a minimal
distance between atoms (molecules), in order to avoid
numerical diÆculties in the ensuing local minimization, due to the typcially steeply repulsive branches of
most potential energy functions at close pair distances.
Our crossover operator is the generalization of the
simple one-point string crossover operator to 3dimensional physical space: Again following Deaven
and Ho [23], each cluster in a pair is cut in two parts
by a plane, and two children are made by reassembling these parts in a cross-over fashion. Extending
the idea of Deaven and Ho, our cutting plane does not
need to pass through the center of mass of the cluster,
generating cluster halves. Instead, we allow deviations
from a 50:50 partitioning, with a Gaussian distribution
around the exact halves, such that even a 90:10 partitioning does occur with a non-negligible frequency.
After reassembly of the parts, the distance between
them and their relative rotational orientation is optimized, before a full local minimization is applied to the
new child cluster. Therefore, crossovers of each cluster
with a copy of itself do make sense, and are also done
here. Another important extension of the basic idea
results in two variants of this operator (one or the other
is applied in each instance, chosen at random): in one
variant, the orientation of the cutting plane is chosen
at random for each cluster; in the other variant, the
cutting plane is oriented deterministically, such that it
separates the best part of the cluster from the worst
part. Best and worst parts can be determined easily, since typical potential energy functions are build
from atom (molecule) pair contributions: Half of each
pair contribution is assigned to each atom (molecule)
in the pair. Of course, this can also be generalized
to 3-body and higher potential terms. The sum of all
these contributions for one speci c cluster constituent
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is the contribution of this constituent to the total potential energy. This allows the de nition of a \center
of quality" analogous to a center of mass. The best
cluster half is then simply the one where the center
of quality resides. Tests have shown that this deterministic crossover tends to generate a very good child
(from the two better halves) and a fairly bad one (from
the two worse halves), compared to the tness of the
parents, while the random crossover variant tends to
generate children with a tness more similar to each
other and to their parents. Best overall algorithm performance is achieved with a roughly 50:50 mixture of
both crossover variants, ensuring a suitable balance of
exploitation and exploration.
Our mutation operator again is the analogue of its
string mutation operator counterpart: A small number of constituents of the cluster is chosen at random
(typically not more than 30% of the total). Each of
those is moved by a random distance in a random direction (and rotated at random, for the case of molecular clusters), subject to the limitations that such a
move must not place the moved constituent far away
from the cluster or too close to another constituent.
The selection of the actual next generation from the
larger intermediate pool is done with two basic criteria: the usual tness measure based on minimal potential energy, and strong geometric diversity using
(temporary, dynamic) niches (hence the second part
of the name of our algorithm). To this end, the whole
intermediate pool is sorted by potential energy, and,
in addition, each cluster is assigned one (or several)
numbers classifying its geometry (see below). Starting from the clusters with the lowest potential energy,
each cluster of the intermediate pool is inspected and
compared to the clusters already selected into the next
generation. If its geometry classi cation number(s)
deviate(s) more than a given di erence from the corresponding classi cation number(s) of the already selected clusters, it is also selected, irrespective of its potential energy, and constitutes a new geometrical niche
of its own. If its geometry classi cation number(s) is
(are) closer than a given di erence to the one(s) of
an already selected cluster (i.e., if it falls within an
already established geometrical niche), it is selected
only if the number of clusters in this niche does not
exceed a given limit and if its potential energy di ers
from the other clusters in this niche by more than a
given amount. This selection process continues until a
total of m clusters has been selected (constant overall
population size). To ensure a minimum of exploration,
there is also a special niche for mutants, which is lled
with clusters that were operated upon by the mutation
operator; there are no other (geometrical) criteria for
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this niche, but a minimum energy di erence criterion
also applies. Note that these geometrical niches di er
from more usual ones in several respects: They exist
only in the selection step (i.e., there is constant interbreeding between all niches); they are temporary and
dynamic also in the sense that they are re-determined
from scratch in each generation and then discarded
again; and all user input needed for their determination is one measure characterizing the clusters other
than their potential energy (or several of these) and
two numbers: a niche-de ning maximum di erence in
this measure, and a maximum capacity for each niche.
As mentioned in the applications section, the general
need for these niches as well as the choice of niche measures depends (and should depend) on the application
under study.
It is important to add yet another ingredient to this
algorithm: After each new generation is established, it
is subjected to a set of postprocessing operators, applied in random selection to each cluster in turn, in
an attempt to further re ne the selected clusters. One
obvious operator is a simple repetition of local minimization but this time with a much tighter threshold
(this allows for the use of rather loose thresholds in
the more numerous applications of local minimization
in the remainder of the algorithm). Other operators
became obvious during several di erent applications:
Often the algorithm quickly converges to the vicinity
of the correct global minimum solution but then takes
a long time to move a very small number of misplaced
atoms or molecules into their optimal places. This can
be xed eÆciently by a \directed mutation" operator:
Again using the above-mentioned partitioning of the
total potential energy onto the cluster constituents,
a very small number (between one and four) of the
worst constituents is removed from the cluster and
re-introduced into the most promising positions, discovered by a loose 3-dimensional grid search over the
whole surface and interior of the cluster (for molecular clusters, also the optimal orientation is determined
before re-introduction). For the case of molecular clusters, our experience agrees with that of the literature [28] in that it is advantageous to treat the position
and orientation coordinates not only together but also
separately. Therefore, in this case, another important
postprocessing operator is a copy of the whole PHENIX
algorithm operating solely on the orientation coordinates, with the position coordinates held xed at the
values of the particular cluster under study.
2.2.2

GAGA

As mentioned in the introduction, clusters should
properly be treated not with empirical potential en-
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ergy functions but with an explicit ab-initio treatment
of their electrons. This is many orders of magnitude
more expensive, however, and PHENIX as well as every other global optimization scheme currently in existence requires far too many function (and derivative)
evaluations for this to be practical and reliable for
clustes of interesting sizes. The present author has
recently proposed an iterative algorithm GAGA that circumvents this problem in a non-rigorous fashion [29].
The main idea is very simple: Global cluster geometry optimization is still done on an empirical model
potential. The potential energy of the resulting geometry, however, is then also calculated at a suitable
ab-initio level. This information is then used to globally re-optimize the parameters in the model potential,
by minimizing the di erence between the model and
ab-initio potential energies. This generates a modied model potential. On this modi ed potential, another global cluster geometry optimization is started,
etc. This scheme is iterated until the model potential
parameters converge or until no new types of cluster
geometries appear. All substantially di erent cluster
geometries generated in this fashion (which are global
minima on di erent model potential energy surfaces,
but not necessarily minima on the ab-initio level) are
then re ned by local (!, not global) geometry minimizations on the ab-initio level. The hypothesis is that
among the resulting geometries there will also be the
global minimum geometry on the ab-initio level. Another result of this combined strategy obviously is an
improved model potential.
This is a meta-algorithm, employing two di erent
global minimizations, one for cluster geometries and
one for model potential parameters. In principle, it
can be used with any global optimization method. We
are currently employing GAs in both steps, and hence
we call this meta-algorithm GAGA.
Obviously, the choice of the model potential energy
functional form strongly in uences the results of this
scheme. However, this restriction is less severe than
it may appear at rst: Assuming that the global geometry optimization phase is deliberately not pushed
to its limits and hence typically nds either the global
minimum or a low-energy local minimum, it is actually suÆcient if the model potential has a low-energy
local minimum in the basin of attraction of the abinitio global minimum, at least in some not too narrow
range of model potential parameters. In practice, this
actually turns out to be the case, for model potentials
that are not overly simplistic: In all our applications
attempted so far [29{31], the GAGA scheme was always
able to locate the true ab-initio global minimum energy
structures. Also, with more basic research into possi-
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ble physical interactions between cluster constituents,
it should be possible to nd model potential functional
forms that guarantee that the ab-initio global minimum will be found in such an iterative GAGA scheme.

3
3.1

Selected Applications
Lennard-Jones clusters

Lennard-Jones (LJ) clusters are a simpli ed model for
noble gas clusters, with the potential energy function
being given solely by pairwise van-der-Waals type interactions. LJ clusters have been established as a virtually obligatory benchmark system for global cluster
geometry optimization. The very many attempts at
treating this system have been reviewed recently [1],
and full information (energies and geometries) for accepted global minima are available on the internet [32].
To date, however, only \basin-hopping" [27] and the
PHENIX method presented here [26] were able to nd all
global minima in the size range up to n = 110 without using biasing a-priori information. The reasons
for this have been analyzed in detail by Doye, Miller
and Wales [33]: For most cluster sizes n, the potential energy hypersurface is dominated by one geometry species, the Mackay icosahedra. At certain narrow
ranges of n, other structural types compete with this
dominating type, and for n = 38 the fcc type wins,
while for n = 75; 76; 77 and n = 102; 103; 104 the decahedral type wins. However, these other types win
only by a very close margin, and most of the potential
energy hypersurface is still dominated by the icosahedral types even in these cases, with high energy barriers to the narrow regions were the other geometry
types reside. This makes it extremely diÆcult for all
global optimization methods to treat these particular
cluster sizes. Both \basin-hopping" and PHENIX without niches can treat these cases successfully, but need
about two orders of magnitude more computer time
for them than for the neighboring cluster sizes. The
full PHENIX implementation with niches manages these
cases almost within the same time as the simpler cases,
as already published [26].

As mentioned in the introduction, PHENIX with n3 also
has a more favorable size scaling than \basin-hopping"
with about n5 . This enables us to treat much larger
clusters. Romero et al. [34] have employed a GA-based
placement search on given icosahedral, decahedral and
fcc lattices, arriving at proposals for global minimum
structures up to n = 309. Without using such prior information, we performed an explorative PHENIX study
beyond n = 150, by limiting the number of generations to 100. Nevertheless, up to n = 190, we managed to reproduce about 50% of the energies given by
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Romero et al.; the largest cluster for which we have
found agreement so far is n = 250. Computer times
for nding these values are still tolerable (at most a
couple of days on a single-processor PentiumIII PC)
and well within the established n3 size scaling.
Within this study, we also managed to improve upon
the global minima originally given by Romero et al.
for n = 185; 186; 187. They originally proposed decahedral structures for these three cases, with the energies given in Table 1 (energies are reported in units
of the pair potential well depth); their structures for
n = 185; 186 constituted a new geometry subtype for
Lennard-Jones global minima, namely that of a decahedral core with an outer layer in fcc positions. Our
unbiased search managed to nd lower-lying minima of
the more usual icosahedral type, thus eliminating this
new structural subtype. Our proposal for n = 185 was
recently again improved by R. H. Leary, to an energy
value of -1125.4938.
Table 1: Improving Lennard-Jones minima
size n Romero et al.
this work
185
-1125.299820 -1125.304876
186
-1132.503199 -1132.669966
187
-1139.240017 -1139.455696
It is also instructive to look at the cases where our
algorithm failed to nd the structures and energies of
Romero et al. (or better ones) within the prescribed
100 generations: Contrary to original expectations in
the LJ cluster community, global minimum structures
with incomplete inner cores were recently found [35].
Structures of this type were proposed by Romero et
al. for n = 169; 170; 171; 172, with 4,3,2,1 core holes,
respectively. Of these structures, our algorithm correctly found those for n = 169 and n = 171 within
the prescribed 100 generations, but constructed complete cores for the other two cases, leading to higher
energies. We could trace this down to the \directed
mutation" operator, which this time was overdoing his
otherwise vital job of e ectively lling core holes. Presumably, a less e ective version of this operator or a
counterbalancing operator that removes atoms from
the core and places them into the outer layer could
remedy the situation. In line with the much-discussed
\no free lunch" theorems, this stresses the importance
of application-speci c program development.
For n = 163 and n = 164, our algorithm nished at a
peculiar structural type higher in energy than the geometries proposed by Romero et al.. The same structural type also occured as low-lying local minimum
in our optimization runs at many other values of n.
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At that time, we had not yet heard about the new
tetrahedral structural type discovered by Leary and
Doye [36] for n = 98. Comparing our structures with
theirs revealed that they follow exactly the same pattern. Thus, unintentionally and before their discovery,
we have shown that our algorithm is able to nd also
this new, fourth basic structure of LJ clusters.
3.2

Mercury clusters

Along with cluster structures, cluster properties also
change with cluster size. For mercury clusters, there
even seems to be a change in bonding character from
van-der-Waals to covalent around n = 13, according
to current interpretations of experimental results [37].
Employing our GAGA method in conjunction with a
quantum-classical hybrid model including relativistic
e ects, we are currently modelling small mercury clusters in this size range [38]. Preliminary results already indicate that even below the presumed transition size, globally minimal cluster structures violate
the usual icosahedral growth characteristic for van-derWaals interactions. As an example, Fig. 1 depicts our
best structures for Hg7 and Hg10 , which are clearly
not based on the pentagonal bipyramid (which is the
basic motif of icosahedral growth in this size range).
However, most theoretical interpretations of mercury
cluster experiments have so far assumed icosahedral
cluster structures [37] even for larger clusters; apparently, those works now need to be revised. According
to our preliminary results, it may be possible to arrive
at better agreement with experiment based on our new
and entirely unexpected structures.

Figure 1: Globally optimal mercury clusters

3.3

Pure water clusters

To a surprising degree of qualitative accuracy, pure
water clusters can be described using the simple classical TIP4P model potential. Wales and Hodges [28]
have presented a large-scale global optimization benchmark study with this potential up to n = 21, employing the \basin-hopping" method. We have shown
that a generalization of PHENIX to molecular clusters
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achieves at least comparable reliability and accuracy
for this benchmark case [13]. Using our GAGA metastrategy, we were also able to con rm global minimum
energy structures on a suitable ab-initio level [31], for
n = 5; 6; 7, and, at the same time, to qualitatively
improve the performance of a physically well-founded
model potential that previously worked well only for
smaller clusters.
3.4

Water hetero clusters

Water solvation clusters of ions in the vacuum are currently investigated experimentally as models for a better understanding of bulk solvation. However, theoretical proposals for preferred structures of such entities
have so far been largely speculative. We are currently
applying our PHENIX global optimization strategy to
alkali cations in TIP4P-modelled water clusters, in direct collaboration with experimentalists [39]. Preliminary results indicate that many traditional pictures
may need revision. As an example, Fig. 2 shows our
best structure for Na+ (H2 O)20 .

into these systems tries to con rm these observations
by ab initio calculations and to uncover reasons for
these structural di erences [40].

4

Conclusions

We have given a brief introduction to successful applications of GA-based methods to global cluster
structure optimization. Comparing to other generalpurpose global optimization algorithms, we have found
our methods to be more easily adaptable to speci c
problems and at least as reliable and eÆcient. For
the speci c case of Lennard-Jones clusters, there is
evidence that our method has a superior size scaling,
enabling us to tackle larger problems.
Our global optimization methods are computationally
much cheaper than more traditional methods in this
area (e.g. molecular dynamics). Also, their output can
be extended beyond mere listings of minimum structures towards thermodynamical information [41, 42].
Thus, GA-based global optimization can now be regarded as a new tool in chemistry and cluster physics,
o ering reliable information at a point where usual
chemical intuition starts to fail badly.
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Abstract
It is completely characterized by the parameters
(X0 ; a; b; m). Actually, the value of X0 is nearly
irrelevant, as we will see when analysing the
Linear Congruential Generators (LCG's) are
MaxPeriodTheorem.
one model of pseudorandom number generaAlthough their cryptographic limitations [2, 3, 4, 5] are
tors used in a great number of applications.
well known, for example they are not recommended as
They strongly depend on, and are completely
key generators for stream ciphers, and behave poorly
characterized by, some critical parameters.
in some statistical tests, they remain in wide use,
The selection of good parameters to de ne
mainly because of their ease of implementation and
a LCG is a diÆcult task mainly done, nowavery high speed. The best ones are, also, hard to nd
days, by consulting tabulated values or by
because a badly chosen parameter usually makes the
trial and error.
associated LCG worthless and, depending on the apIn this work, the authors present a method
plications that will use it, even dangerous. In [9] one
based on genetic algorithms that can autonds "Despite the large amount of theoretical research
matically solve the problem of nding good
already done on this subject, many of the generators
parameters for a LCG. They also show that
currently in use [...] are seriously awed. Even some
the selection of an evaluation funtion for the
recently proposed or evaluated generators have a very
generated solutions is critical to the problem
weak theoretical justi cation." So selecting good paand how a seemingly good function such as
rameters to de ne a LCG is quite a diÆcult task [6],
entropy could lead to poor results. Finally,
and
nowadays, if one wants to implement a LCG and
other tness function are proposed and one of
knows
something about the great importance of choosthem is shown to produce very good results.
ing
good
parameters, the only option available is to
Some other possibilities and variations that
search
throught
tabulated triples (a; b; m) until ndmay produce ne linear congruential generaing
one
that
suits
one's needs. These tabulated triplets
tors are also mentioned.
are chosen because of their good statistical properties
when exposing the generated sequence of numbers to
a battery of tests, but the tests vary too much in num1 introduction
ber and signi cance.
Since they were rst proposed by Lehmer, in 1948
[1], Linear Congruential Generators (LCGs) are the
Lots of programmers found themselves tempted to
most widely used Pseudorandom Number Generators
choose these parameters at random, which is a very
(PRNGs ). They are, also, one of the best analyzed
bad idea that implies that dozens of very poor LGC's
models. Used in a great number of applications such as
around the world are doing their job badly. It seems
simulation, numerical analysis and optimization, they
that a new way of automatically nding good LCG's
are frequently present where some PRNG is need.
will be very useful.
A typical Lineal Congruential Generator has the form:
n

X +1

= (a  Xn + b) mod m with X0 = seed

The main idea of this work is to design a procedure for
automatically nding good parameters (a; b; m) for a
LCG by using genetic algorithms, completely avoiding
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the use of tables. We also illustrate the feasibility of
using genetic algorithms as a useful tool to nd good
parameters for certain algorithms, in this case a particular model of a pseudorandom number generator
that is widely spread throught thousands of applications around the world. We o er a new way to nd
di erent, but excellent and new LCGs. Also, more
experienced users who want to use other LGCs that
suits better their objectives than the tabulated one's
can take advantage of this method.

the tests. One generator (or in our case, a triplet of
parameters a, b and m) that passes one hundred tests
and performs as being random can behave very poorly
in the next test and be rejected with strong evidence
as being non-random. This battery testing method is
the only way of accepting or rejecting generators, but
it is clearly not good.

2

3.1 Statistical test

LCGs Evaluation

Genetic algorithm-based methods are a natural approach when one must nd the best (or at least a
very good) solution to a problem between a really wide
number of possibilities.
In the design of LCGs the solutions consists on the
asignation of particular values to the three parameters
a, b and m. Therefore one can also think of genetic
algorithms as a way of doing a guided search through
the space of tridimensional vectors (a; b; m) in natural numbers. With this scheme an individual consists
on a binary representation of three natural numbers
corresponding with the parameters to be found.
It is well known that the main problem when working
with a genetic algorithm is usually the determination
of the tness function. The tness function must contain as much problem domain knowledge as possible,
because it has the most important bias for the searching process.
In this case, we have moreover an additional problem,
because good or bad LCG's are sometimes diÆcult to
distinguish and, frequently, this classi cation depends
highly on the application that this LCG is going to
have. Good LCG's for a certain application can be
considered bad for others and viceversa. So, the ideal
tness function is one capable of perfectly mesuring
the randomness of a LCG in question.
Unfortunately
this
function,
one
universal randomness-mesuring function, simply does
not exist. One cannot measure randomness directly, in
a single variable. Randomness is a hard concept which
is, also, highly multidimensional. Therefore we must
try di erent aproximations.
For a given pseudorandom number generator, be it a
LCG or other, the usual rule of thumb is to make it
pass a given battery of tests and see the results. These
tests rejects most of the generators as non-random,
but o er no guarantees on the generators that pass

3

Generation of Linear Congruential
Generators

In order to have a measure of the goodness of the
acieved LCGs the following statistical tests have been
used:
1. Entropy: The information density of the output
of one cycle of the generator, expressed as the
number of bits by byte (pack of 8 bits) generated,
so it can take any value between 0.0 and 8.0, being higher values better but exponentially harder
to reach by chance. It is one widely used way
to mesure one aspect of randomness. Mathematically, it is expressed by the formula:
x GF (28 ) p(x)log2 p(x)

P

2

2. Chi-Square percentil: The chi-square test is a
very commonly used test for the randomness of
data because it is extremely sensitive to errors
in pseudorandom number generators. Its statistic
compares the observed probabilities of every byte
in a cycle of the generator against the expected
ones if it were uniformingly distributed. The test
evaluates the probability that the observed value
of the statistic will be obtained from a uniform
distribution. Values higher than 99% or less than
1% indicate that the sequence is almost certainly
not random, and values between 99% and 95% or
between 5% and 1% suggest that the sequence is
suspect. The ideal value is 50% but values obtained in the 25%-75% interval can be considered
good enough to pass the test. No LCG pass this
test.
3. Arithmetic mean: Simply the arithmetic mean of
all the values in a cycle of a generator. As every
value between 0 and 255 must be equiprobable,
results close to 255/2=127.5 must be obtained if
the generator had good properties.
4. Monte Carlo value for Pi: This tests simply takes
each sucessive sequence of six bytes and transform
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it into two 24 bits coordinates (X,Y) that generate a point within a square. If the distance of this
pseudorandomly generated point is less than the
radius of the circle inscribed whitin the square,
this point is considered a hit. Repeating this process a large number of times, the percentage of
hits can be used to calculate the value of Pi and
if the sequence is close to random this calculation
will slowly converge to the real value of Pi.
5. Serial correlation coeÆcient: This quantity measures the extend to which each byte in the le
depends upon the previous byte. For random sequences, this value ( being it positive or negative)
must be close to zero.
6. Maximal Period: A LCG determined by parameters a, b and m has maximal period if and only if
the lenght of its period, that is, the lenght of the
sequence that it produces before repeating, is m.
To do this test we examine the sequence, looking
for subcycles or degenerate periods or some mathematical properties, to determine its period. If we
found a maximum period we labeled this column
with a 'Y', otherwise a 'N'.
7. Percentage of the maximum period achieved: It
is a little redundant with test 6 but useful if the
generator does not have maximal period.

3.2 Entropy as tness function
We have slightly modi ed Shannon's classical de nition of entropy to have, in our case, the information
density of the output of one cycle of a given generator,
expressed mathematically by the formula

Px GF
2

(2)

( )

( )

p x log2 p x

where p(x) is the observed probability of x in one cycle
of the LCG, and GF (2n ) = fxjx 2 f0; 1gng.
We thought that entropy would be a very good tness function. The measure of the entropy of a LCG
is intuitively strongly related with its randomness. A
LCG can be seen as a source of randomness and, obviously, higher entropy values are better. One thing
worth mentioning is how entropy is measured. If we
measure per bit entropy (as in the formula above) our
maximum value will be 1.0 and will be easily reached
by all sequences with the same number of 0's and 1's.
Intuitively, this seems not to be a good choice as something like 10101010101010101010.....10 will have maximum entropy, being obviously quite non-random. So
it is important to mesure entropy at higher, more difcult, levels. We found that per byte entropy (mea-

suring the entropy of consecutive blocks of 8 bits) was
quite adequate, since reaching the maximum of 8.0 was
exponentially more diÆcult and much more informative. So our new formula is

Px GF
2

(28 )

( )

( )

p x log2 p x

We also limited the range of integers to study because
we de ned our chromosome lengh to be 45 bits long.
These 45 bits where logically divided into three groups
to include the binary representation of a, b and m (in
this order) so this bounded a, b and m to be less or
equal than 215 -1. This has no e ect on our results except for the fact that better LCG's are achievable when
larger integers can be used: larger periods can be obtained if we can choose larger m's and better or equal
multipliers can be found if we have a higher bound.
So we must compare our results against LCG's of our
size. Anyway, our results are easily generalyzed to
larger values just by extending the chromosome lengh.
Using this entropy-based tness function we started to
run our genetic algorithm implementation with what
we considered the best internal parameters, found after
some trials that pointed out that a crossover probability of 1.0, a low mutation probability (around 0.05),
and a population size of 50 individuals were a good
choice. We also used some elitism (the two best individuals always passed to the next generation) and
tournament selection.
In Table 1 below we see the results of the statistical
tests on a series of recommended LCG's that we got
from tables in [7] and in Table 2 we see the results
of this same test on the LCG's we obtained with this
entropy only based approach.
At rst sight the results on Tables 3,4 are much better than the results on Tables 1,2: all Chi-square percentils in Table 3 are equal or better than those in
Table 1, the worst values for the entropy, arithmetic
mean, and Monte Carlo pi estimation on Table 3 are
much better than the best in Table 1, etc... So one is
tempted to conclude research at this point pretending
to have much better LGC's than the tabulated (and
recommended) ones.
This is not true. These generators look quite impressive, but they are very bad indeed. In spite of its
well-known use in coding theory and cryptography,
and against rst intuition, entropy is not a de nite
randomness measuring function. It is obvious that,
in our case, generators that produce very low entropy
values must be rejected as non-random (because they
produce non uniform output), but, as it happens with
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a
106
1366
936
211
421
430
859
1741
1541
967
1291
419
1255
625

b
1283
1283
1399
1663
1663
2531
2531
2731
2957
3041
4621
6173
6173
6571

m
6075
6075
6655
7875
7875
11979
11979
12960
14000
14406
21870
29282
29282
31104

1
7.955
7.957
7.961
7.954
7.954
7.972
7.973
7.977
7.973
7.971
7.983
7.979
7.979
7.975
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2
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

3
133.8
133.1
133.5
136.5
136.0
133.5
133.6
132.2
133.6
134.2
131.8
133.6
133.9
134.4

4
4.29%
2.56%
3.43%
6.94%
7.20%
3.42%
4.14%
2.08%
3.33%
4.24%
2.48%
2.81%
4.93%
4.55%

Table 1: Test 1 to 4 for LCGs recomended in the literature
any other test, high values of entropy do not prove
randomness at all. In fact, entropy measures are nothing more than another randomness test, not better nor
worst than any other.
In our case, not only entropy values are signi cantly
better on Table 2, as one can expect when using genetic algorithms to maximize entropy, also most of the
rest. The worst value on Table 2 for tests 1, 2, 3 and
4 is much better (or at least equal) that the best one
in Table 1. The only signi cant exception is test 5
(serial correlation coeÆcient), but apparently, correlation values in Table 2 are quite good too (very near to
zero). It seems as if there is strong evidence in favor
of Table 2 generators, but in fact they are very poor.
They do not have maximal periods (as shown on Table
2 column 6 and 7). The values of the serial correlation
coeÆcient re ect this undesirable behaviour.
Not having maximal period is not really so bad, if
the period is quite close to this maximum. But this
is not the case. A look at Table 2 column 7 shows
these generators are not good because none of them
achieve even a 13% of its theoretical maximum period.
We must reject all of them as not useful for any uses
(except, perhaps, exempli cation of the limited value
of entropy measures and, by extension, randomness
tests ).
How can we know a priori if a given LCG will have
maximum period? The characterization of a maximal
period LCG is done by the next
MaxPeriodTheorem: ( Taken from [8] )

a
106
1366
936
211
421
430
859
1741
1541
967
1291
419
1255
625

b
1283
1283
1399
1663
1663
2531
2531
2731
2957
3041
4621
6173
6173
6571

m
6075
6075
6655
7875
7875
11979
11979
12960
14000
14406
21870
29282
29282
31104

5
-0.0127
0.0026
-0.0036
-0.0059
-0.0199
0.0010
0.0061
-0.0081
-0.0154
-0.0078
-0.0043
-0.0052
-0.0106
-0.0133

Table 2: Test 5 for LCGs recomended in the literature
a
7476
6943
15131
7476
26977
23989
14684

b
3206
5593
6914
2019
10516
1911
29655

m
21497
22873
22873
21331
20817
21331
29241

1
7.991
7.990
7.993
7.992
7.993
7.993
7.993

2
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
2.50
0.50
0.01

3
129.5
128.0
128.6
129.7
129.3
129.1
127.5

4
1.79%
1.06%
1.05%
0.96%
0.46%
0.91%
0.87%

Table 3: Test 1 to 4 for LCGs generated by the GA
with entropy tness function

The linear congruential sequence:
n

X +1

= (a  Xn + b) mod m with X0 = seed

de ned by m; a; b and X0 has maximal period (i.e.
period length m) if and only if:
i) b is relatively prime to m
ii)

a

1 is a multiple of p, for every prime

p

dividing

m

iii) a

1 is a multiple of 4 if m is a multiple of 4

3.3 New tness functions
Using an entropy-only based tness function we do not
get maximal period generators, contrary to our rst
beliefs that entropy is a de nite randomness measure.
So if we want maximal period generators we must ask
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a
7476
6943
15131
7476
26977
23989
14684

b
3206
5593
6914
2019
10516
1911
29655

m
21497
22873
22873
21331
20817
21331
29241

5
-0.0163
0.0664
0.0119
-0.0210
-0.0227
0.0014
-0.0512

6
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

7
6.80%
3.11%
6.23%
12.30%
6.23%
12.30%
3.51%

Table 4: Test 5 to 7 for LCGs generated by the GA
with entropy tness function
for it in the tness function. We must obvioulsy change
our tness function to include something related to the
period of the LCG. One of our rst attempts was the
use of
f itness

= entropy + period

but this function was quickly rejected because our
search degenerated soon to nearly maximal m s (in
our implementation, maximum value for m is 215 -1
= 32767). This was due to the very low signi cance
that 0:0  entropy  8:0 had in this tness function
where 0  period  32767 become much more important (32767 parts of 32775, a weighted value of about
99.98%).
0

A better idea is to use a normalized measure of the
period. Then, our tness could be
f itness

period = entropy + period
= entropy + maxperiod
m

(as m is the maximum period achievable by our LCG)
and will have a maximum of 9.0 We tried this tness
function and found that, although it produced interesting results, it su ered from nearly the same problems
as our rst only entropy-dependent function, as it gave
much more importance to entropy (8 parts of 9) than
to period (1 parts of 9) and we felt both measures were
equally important.
The next and nal tness funtion we used was, then,
f itness

period = entropy  period
= entropy  maxperiod
m

This balances nicely both measures. Now our new
maximum was 8.0 (but it was more diÆcult to obperiod  1)
tain at random because 0  maxperiod
When using this nal tness function cited above, we
got lots of interesting generators, some of which are
shown in Table 5

a
15005
6237
14359
12586
4518
1271
6533
14945
1

b
8371
10697
9654
11658
15578
10331
4712
6262
19568

m
19993
21023
21569
21023
21179
20983
21011
21089
19647

1
7.983
7.985
7.985
7.985
7.985
7.985
7.985
7.985
7.984

2
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

3
132.7
132.9
132.3
132.7
132.0
132.3
132.9
132.5
132.8

4
4.26%
5.12%
3.49%
5.25%
2.30%
3.69%
4.32%
2.10%
3.47%

Table 5: Test 1 to 4 for LCGs generated by the GA
with the new designed tness function
a
15005
6237
14359
12586
4518
1271
6533
14945
1

b
8371
10697
9654
11658
15578
10331
4712
6262
19568

m
19993
21023
21569
21023
21179
20983
21011
21089
19647

5
-0.0007
-0.0017
-0.0024
0.0025
-0.0005
-0.0022
-0.0103
-0.0089
0.0052

6
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

7
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

Table 6: Test 5 to 7 for LCGs generated by the GA
with the new designed tness function
The results of the statistical tests performs on these
generators are better but much less spectacular than
those of Tables 3,4. If we compare our generators of
Tables 5,6 against those shown (and recommended in
the literature as good generators) on Tables 1,2 we
see they perform very close, our's slightly better, so it
is very likely that they will be adequate and perform
equally good in most applications. They even pass
the diÆcult serial correlation test the generators of
Tables 3,4 failed. Our aim was to provide an automatic
method of generating LCG's as good as the tabulated
ones and the results on Tables 5,6 prove that, at least
from these tests point of view, we have managed to do
it.
We believe it is worthy to mention two curious facts:
All the m s, except the last, obtained by our entropy+period approach and shown on Tables 5,6 have
one interesting property in common: they are all prime
numbers. That is a very direct and clever way of assuring that all the requisites in MaxPeriodTheorem
are satis ed. Our genetic algorithm has found an intelligent and direct approach to meet all these requisites. Genetic algorithms have shown extremely high
power in nding extraordinary bad LGCs with incred0
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ible good entropy, that is, nding exceptions. They
also usually prefer the shortest, quickest solutions. In
our case, during crossover, due to the representation
chosen, around two in three times the m of one of the
parents is passed to the child. Being m so important
as to assure maximal period (if m prime and b > 0),
good m s are quickly spread through the population as
a very good characteristic. When two individuals with
the same (prime) m have crossover applied, the same
m will be inherited by the child, thus guaranteeing a
good average tness, and only a or b are changed, thus
searching for optimal a s and b s for a given m.
0

0

0

Obviously, m is not forced to be prime by the genetic
algorithm. It can take any other value, producing different generators, but prime m s are more likely. This
is simply a shortcut that our genetic algorithm has
found to easily achieve MaxPeriodTheorem requisites.
0

In our last example we have a non-prime m, but in this
case maximum period is achieved by selecting a = 1,
thus assuring all those requisites on a 1 (in this case
0, so multiple of any number) of the MaxPeriodTheorem in a very nice and direct way.

4

Further Research

Some changes could be made that may drastically improve the results obtained, without changing the main
ideas behind this research. We will mention here some
of these changes that will probably lead to further and
interesting research:
-Increasing the size of the chromosome will obviously
produce better results. This can be acomplished easily, and results on longer chromosome implementations
could probably compete against the best LCG's known
nowadays.
-We believe the classical one point crossover mechanism that we have implemented can be improved somehow, perhaps using a biased-towards-the-better aproximation that also takes adventage of the very di erent
relevance of the three parameters we have to study
(m >> a >> b).
-Another interesting possibility is to change the tness
function such that it re ects that we prefer greater
1
 log(m).
values of m, say adding a term like 15
-We believe that, in the scope of these kind of generators, a tness function related with the result of
the Spectral Test in a number of dimensions may do
even better. For example, if using a normalized spectral test for di erent dimensions, an interesting tness
function to maximize could be the minimum on the

test for these 30 dimensions.

5 Conclusions
We believe we have provided strong evidence that passing a series of tests, call them poker test, chi-square or
even entropy, don't assure the passing of futher tests
and that excellent results on some tests do not necessarily mean anything about the randomness of a generator. In fact, extraordinarily good results in one test
must put the serious researcher in state of alarm.
We also have shown that a method relatively new in
this eld, the use of genetic algorithms, can be of great
help when looking for good parameters. After the work
of Pierre L'Ecuyer [8] in combining LCG's to improve
their properties, this automatic way of getting good
LCG's drastically increases its interest, as it could be
used to generate automatically a pool of quite good
LCG's that then can be combined to make an even
better generator.
The authors strongly believe that variants of this
method can be easily developed to help in the parameter choosing of other types of generators like Lagged
Fibonacci Generators, IGC's, EIGC's, etc...
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Abstract

performance on input with a well-defined structure.
Performance on infrequently occurring input or on input
with different structures may not be fully explored by
such methods.

This paper describes a genetic algorithm-based
test case generator for use in the empirical
analysis of algorithms. The fitness function for
the genetic algorithm is the number of operations
executed when the algorithm is run with the test
case as input – the worse the performance, the
higher the fitness. The goal of the generator is to
produce test cases that are pathological for the
algorithm. We present results from experiments
using a GA-based generator for maximum
cardinality bipartite matching and show that the
results are better than the results using randomly
generated test cases.

Two questions of interest to algorithm designers are: 1)
does the new algorithm do better than other algorithms on
a given set of input cases, and 2) what are the input cases
on which the new algorithm performs poorly? With the
random generation, structured input, and real-world data
approaches, the input is static. When a new algorithm
version is being tested, we can only compare its
performance to the old version on a given set of inputs,
leaving open the question of which inputs cause the new
algorithm to perform badly. We could try to generate
more random input in an attempt to find pathological
cases, but doing a random search of a large input space
might take a long time without yielding any bad cases. If
our interest is data of a certain structure or real-world
data, we could examine the second question by trying
input cases with various structures, but that would require
making assumptions about what affects performance and
designing a new input set for each new algorithm version.

INTRODUCTION

Empirical analysis of algorithms is of increasing interest
to the algorithms community. This type of research
focuses on the performance of algorithms in practice, as
analyzed through computational experiments.
Such
analysis leads not only to a better understanding of how
well existing algorithms perform, but can generate new
practical as well as theoretical improvements to the
algorithms (Johnson and McGeouch 1993; Cherkassky,
Goldberg, and Radzik 1993; McGeouch 1986). Just as
techniques such as average case and worse case analysis
were developed for studying the asymptotic behavior of
algorithms, there is a need to develop robust techniques to
study and characterize the behavior of algorithms in
practice (Hook 1994).
One important area of study is the development of
methods to generate cases for testing implementations of
algorithms (Goldberg 1998). Traditionally, this input has
been of three forms: 1) random input based on a general
probability model, 2) real-world input, or 3) random input
of a given structure (such as grid graphs or graphs with a
certain degree sequence). While each of these input types
is important to understanding the behavior of an
algorithm, they do not yield a very complete picture of
behavior because they focus on either average case or

Our work focuses on developing a more dynamic system
for generating input in which the generator acts as an
adversary to the algorithm, producing test cases on which
the algorithm performs poorly. This generator uses a
genetic algorithm (GA), a search technique based on the
idea of survival of the fittest (Goldberg 1989). An initial
population of objects representing test cases is generated,
each object's fitness is evaluated, and depending on that
fitness it may survive to reproduce and create the next
generation. Objects with higher fitness have a greater
chance of reproducing. In our work, a test case object’s
fitness is based on how the algorithm performs on that test
case -- the worse the performance, the higher the fitness.
So the final best individual after many generations of
reproduction is the test case object on which the algorithm
performed worst. We define performance by counting
operations of interest performed by the algorithms, but
performance could also be based on other measures such
as resource usage (in terms of execution time or space)
and quality of output (especially in the case of heuristics).
With the GA approach, we can readily compare
algorithms and study the relationship between input and
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performance for a given algorithm. First, in order to
compare algorithms, we can run the new algorithm on the
final population generated by the GA for the old
algorithm and vice versa. This allows us to test each
algorithm on input cases that were hard for the other
algorithm. Second, because the GA generator adapts its
output to a particular algorithm, we can study
performance by using the new algorithm for the GA
fitness function and running the adversarial generator
again. This allows us to answer the second question by
providing a set of test cases on which the new algorithm
performs poorly.
Obviously, the utility of this GA-based approach depends
on the strength of the relationship between input
structures and algorithm performance. For example, it
would not be appropriate for algorithms that perform the
same number of operations on all input. Fortunately, for
most algorithms of interest, there is some relationship
between input and performance and we can gain insight
into algorithm behavior by studying the structure of the
GA-generated input.

2

RELATED WORK

In previous empirical work on algorithms, test cases have
been primarily of three types: 1) randomly generated data
based on a particular probability model, 2) randomly
generated data of a particular structure, and 3) data from
real-world applications. Most of the experimental work
in recent years has used the latter two types. In particular,
if a pathological structure for a particular algorithm is
known researchers will construct a generator which
creates test cases with that structure (Moret and Shapiro
1994; Cherkassky, Goldberg, and Radzik 1993).
In 1991, the first DIMACS Implementation Challenge,
which focused on empirical testing of network flow and
matching algorithms, was held (Johnson and McGeoch
1993). Generators produced by participants and collected
by DIMACS produced either random graphs or graphs
which had particular structures, such as grid graphs and
acyclic graphs.
Several also produced known
pathological cases for particular algorithms. In panel
discussions following the formal presentations,
participants lamented the lack of challenging test cases for
the algorithms. In particular, they expressed concern that
by using a limited set of test cases, algorithm
implementations could be tuned to certain structures in
the test cases. This would ensure good performance on
the existing cases, but contribute little in understanding
algorithm behavior on other non-represented structures.
Another problem with generators that produce structured
cases is that they may introduce unintentional features
into the input because of the construction procedure.
These difficulties are described in (Sanchis 1994) in
relation to a generator for vertex cover, an NP-hard
problem. The generator was designed to produce test
cases with known solutions by creating a minimal graph
with a cover set of a given size and then adding edges to
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that graph. Because of the underlying properties of the
original method used to generate graphs, degrees of
noncover vertices were consistently lower than degrees of
cover vertices. Since one of the heuristics being tested
used a greedy rule that repeatedly chose vertices of
highest degree for the cover, it did very well on these
graphs. Correcting this problem necessitated modifying
the generator so that it kept the average degrees of the
cover and non-cover vertices nearly equal.
GAs have been used previously in generating test cases
for real-time software systems (Wegener, et. al., 1997).
In these systems, execution time is part of the correctness
definition of the software. For example, in a rental car
reservation system, calculations of available vehicles
must be completed within a certain time in order for the
system to be acceptable. Testing needs to characterize the
time bounds of such calculations. Traditional testing
methods would require the development of these best and
worst cases. This is a difficult task due, in part, to the
impact of the system environment on execution time. The
GAs generated test cases that could be used to establish
wider bounds on execution time than test cases produced
by random generators. While the purpose of these
experiments was to test the temporal correctness of the
programs, they demonstrate the utility of GAs in
generating extreme test cases for problems.

3

BIPARTITE MATCHING

The algorithms under study in our current work
variations of a push-relabel algorithm that solves
maximum cardinality bipartite matching problem. In
section we describe the basic problem as well as
algorithms of interest.
3.1

are
the
this
the

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The maximum cardinality bipartite matching problem is
defined as follows: given an undirected bipartite graph
with vertex set N, divided into two sets N1 and N2 , find
the maximum cardinality set M' of edges (u,v) such that u
∈ N1 and v ∈ N2 and for all other edges (u',v') ∈M', u ≠ u'
and v ≠ v'. So no vertex is matched with more than one
other vertex. A matching which includes or covers all
vertices in N1 and N2 is called a perfect matching. The
maximum size matching possible for a given graph is
min(|N1|,|N2|). We restrict our graphs so that |N1|=|N2|.
Applications of this problem include job scheduling,
pattern matching in images and strings, and resource
allocation.
3.2

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

The bipartite matching problem can be transformed into a
special case of the maximum flow problem by adding a
source vertex, s, and edges from s to each vertex in N1 and
adding a sink vertex t and edges from each vertex in N2 to
t. In the maximum flow problem, the goal is to transport
as much flow as possible from the source to the sink,
given the constraint that edges have limited capacity. In
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the bipartite matching application, each edge is given unit
capacity. The Goldberg-Tarjan push-relabel algorithm
(Goldberg and Tarjan 1986) computes flow on the edges
that meet the following constraints:
•

capacity constraint: the flow on each edge must be
less than the capacity of the edge,

•

flow antisymmetry constraint: the flow on an edge is
equal to the negation of the flow on its reversed edge,
and

•

flow conservation constraint: the flow entering a
vertex is equal to the flow leaving a vertex (does not
apply to source or sink).

The first and last constraints ensure that the flow on edges
between vertices in N1 and vertices in N2 represents the
maximum matching of the graph because each edge can
only have one unit of flow. Since only one edge goes into
each vertex in N1 (from the source), flow can occur at
most on one edge going out. The same is true of the
edges going into the vertices in N2.
The Goldberg-Tarjan algorithm works by initially pushing
one unit of flow along each edge from the source to the N1
vertices. The flow conservation constraint is relaxed to
allow this N1-unit preflow to exist as excess at the vertices
in the network. Vertices are given a distance label, which
approximates their distance from the source or sink.
Initially the vertex label is set to 0 for all vertices except
the source. The label of s is set to N1+N2+2. An edge
(u,v) in the residual network (i.e. edges which have no
flow on them) is eligible for a push operation if the
distance label of u(h(u)) is equal to 1+h(v). By adjusting
distance labels for each vertex through relabel operations
and pushing flow along eligible edges using push
operations, the algorithm sends as much flow as possible
from the source to the sink. When all flow possible has
gone to the sink, excess flow in the network is pushed
back to the source in order to convert the preflow into a
legal flow. The edges (between N1 vertices and N2
vertices) that have flow in the final network form the
maximum cardinality matching set M'.
At any point in the algorithm, several edges may be
eligible for push operations. One set of algorithm
variations focuses on the decision about which vertex to
process next when pushing flow through the network.
The variation we explored uses minimum distance vertex
selection (Goldberg and Kennedy 1994).
In this
algorithm, the vertex selected for processing is the vertex
with the minimum distance label. In addition, a periodic
global updating of the distance labels is done whenever
the distance label of the vertex chosen is higher than any
previous selected vertex. This global relabel computes an
exact distance from each vertex to the sink in the residual
network using a backwards breadth-first search and sets
the vertex label to that value. A second backwards
breadth-first search is done from the source to those
vertices which had no path to the sink in the residual
network. The labels of these vertices are set to |N| + the
distance to the source. Processing continues after each
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global relabel as before until the maximum flow has been
computed. The Goldberg-Tarjan algorithm with minimum
distance label vertex selection and global relabeling has
an O(m sqrt(n)) bound, where n is the number of vertices
and m is the number of edges.
We have also included a preprocessing step suggested in
(Setubal 92). This has no known effect on the worst-case
theoretical bound, but the preprocessing does appear to
help in practice. Before any push/relabel operations
begin, an initial greedy matching is done. In this
matching, each N1 vertex is paired with the first
unmatched N2 vertex in its edge list. If no unmatched
node is found, a match is made with the first node in the
edge list, even though it is also matched with one or more
other vertices. Each vertex matching is counted as a push
operation and labels are updated so that N1 vertices have
label h(u)=1 and the edges in the matching have one unit
of flow. After this, the Goldberg-Tarjan algorithm is used
to finish computing the flow (and therefore the legal
matching) on the revised network.

4
GENETIC ALGORITHM TEST
CASE GENERATOR
In implementing a genetic algorithm, we use SGA
(Simple Genetic Algorithm), a set of functions written in
C which implement the GA described in Goldberg's
classic book (Goldberg 1989; Smith, Goldberg, and
Earickson 1994). This code has been modified extensively
to include crossover and mutation variations specific to
this problem. User input to the basic SGA program
includes: population size, chromosome length, number of
generations, crossover probability, mutation probability,
and random number generator state file. We also
incorporated the MRANDOM pseudorandom number
generator code to facilitate reproduction of results
(Thomborson 1993).
This program contains a
pseudorandom number generator based on prand,
developed by Bentley and Knuth. State files can be saved
between runs so the problems with initial random number
sequences can be avoided. This also allows us to repeat
past runs by starting the random number generator with
an old state file.
The sequence of operations in the genetic algorithm itself
is the standard one(Goldberg 1989):
1. Generate initial population of chromosomes.
2. Evaluate fitness of each chromosome in the initial
population.
3. Using selection, choose members of the current
population as parents and combine them using a crossover
operator to produce members of the new population.
4. Mutate individual chromosomes in the new population.
5. Evaluate the fitness of the chromosomes in the new
population.
6. If this is final generation, stop and output the
chromosome with best fitness. Otherwise, go to step 3.
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Generation of the initial population is discussed below as
are the crossover and mutation operators. Fitness for an
individual is calculated using the number of pushes in the
push/relabel bipartite matching algorithm. This measure
was chosen because pushes are the bottleneck operations
in this algorithm. We use a modified elitist selection
where the two best individuals are automatically copied to
the new population without undergoing change through
crossover and mutation. Roulette wheel selection is used
to choose the parents for the rest of the new population.
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5

In our experiments we used two different genetic
algorithm generators. The first generates graphs based on
a fixed number of nodes N and an edge probability pedge.
The second generates graphs with a fixed N and fixed
number of edges M. Both use the representation for
bipartite graphs described. They differ in their initial
generation, crossover, and mutation methods.
5.1

4.1

REPRESENTATION

As described above, a bipartite graph is a collection of
nodes (N) and edges (M) in which the nodes can be
divided in two groups N1 and N2 such that for any
edge(u,v) ∈ M, u∈ N1 and v ∈ N2. In our experiments, we
represent a graph as a bitstring of length |N1|x|N2|,
consisting of 0's and 1's. We can think of this as a
flattened adjacency matrix where a 1 in a position
indicates the presence of an edge and a 0 indicates the
absence. Beginning in position 0 (the leftmost position),
the first |N2| positions represent the edges from the first
node in N1 to the nodes in N2. Figure 1 shows a bipartite
graph with its corresponding bitstring. The substring
"00010" for vertex 0 in N1 means that there is an edge
from that vertex to only vertex 3 in N2 while the substring
"10001“ for vertex 2 in N1 represents edges from that
vertex to vertices 0 and 4 in N2. Note that this graph has
a perfect matching which includes the edges (0,3), (1,0),
(2,4), (3,1), and (4.2).

EXPERIMENTS

VARIABLE EDGE COUNT GRAPHS

For the variable edge count GA, the initial bitstrings are
generated with each position set to 1 with probability
pedge. Otherwise the position is set to 0.
The crossover method is called partial-v crossover. The
idea behind this method is to preserve some of the edge
structure of the parents when creating the children. First,
the randomly generated crossover point p can only occur
at N1 vertex boundaries in the bitstring. Second, we use p
in determining where to begin crossover exchange on the
N2 vertices as well as the N1 vertices. This means that the
edge structure of the vertices above the crossover point p
is maintained in the respective children while the edge
structure for the vertices below the point is the result of
combining the two parents. This method can result in a
change in the number of edges in each graph, but the
change is acceptable, given the probability model. Figure
2 illustrates the crossover method. In the children, the
edges contributed by parent 1 are shown as solid lines
while edges contributed by parent 2 are shown as dotted
lines. The crossover point p appears as a dashed line.

Figure 1: A bipartite graph and its chromosome
Figure 2: Partial V-Crossover
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The mutation method is designed to preserve the qualities
of the probability model as much as possible. In
particular, the edge probability pedge is used to determine
what the value of the mutated bit position should be. The
current value of the bit position is ignored and a random
number r between 0 and 1 is generated. If r <= pedge
then the bit position is set to 1, otherwise the bit position
is set to 0.
5.2

FIXED EDGE COUNT GRAPHS

Our second GA maintains a fixed number of edges in
each graph representation. For generation of the initial
population, the following technique is used.
1. Set all positions in the chromosome to 0 initially.
2. For each of M edges, generate a random number from
0 to lchrom-1.
3. If that position in chromosome is currently 0, change it
to 1; otherwise repeat the number generation until it
indicates a position that is 0. The repetition is necessary
because we may have duplicates in the random number
sequence so we need to choose a different edge to add.
The crossover method is as follows, with processing
beginning at the first position in the chromosome:

5.3

RESULTS

Our first experiments consisted of simply running the
GA-based generator and the random generator using
identical input parameters and producing the same
number of graphs. We found that the worst graphs from
the GA generator were consistently of higher fitness than
the ones from the random generator. Early results showed
that the worst cases occurred when one or more of the
vertices had only one or two edges and another vertex was
matched to the neighbor first. For example, suppose
vertex 8 in group N2 has one edge (2, 8), but edges (2, 6)
and (2, 7) are also in the graph. During the initial greedy
matching, vertices 2 and 6 are matched, leaving vertex 8
to become an extra match with 2. This conflict can cause
a chain reaction of rematchings until vertex 8 is finally
matched with the only vertex possible. In looking at these
graphs, we decided that giving priority to low-degreed
vertices during matching might alleviate this problem.
This, of course, also makes sense intuitively -- if there are
only two possible matches for a vertex, there is a high
probability that the final matching will include one of
those edges.
To that end, we developed three new versions of the basic
algorithm described in section 3.2:

1. Set the variable deficit to 0. This variable indicates
which child has one less edge than the others currently.

• Vertex-ordered greedy matching: during the initial
greedy matching, order the N1 vertices by degree, from
lowest to highest.

2. If the position is a 0 in each parent chromosome, then
make the position 0 in both children. Likewise, if the
position is a 1 in each parent chromosome, then make the
position 1 in both children.

• Degree-ordered edge selection: during all processing,
maintain the edges lists of both the N1 and N2 vertices in
order. For edges (u, v), this order is determined by the
degree of v and is in increasing order.

3. If position is different in each parent:

• Combination: Combine the two approaches.

a) if deficit=0 then generate a random number r between
0 and 1. If r < 0.5, then set the position to 1 in child 1 and
0 in child 2. Set deficit to 2. If r ≥ 0.5, do the opposite
and set deficit to 1.

Tables 1, 2, and 3 show the results of experiments with
the basic algorithm and the three variations of density for
variable edge count graphs. Algorithms 1 through 4 are
the basic algorithm, vertex-ordered algorithm, edgeordered
algorithm, and combination algorithm
respectively.

b) if deficit = 1, then set position to 1 in child 1 and 0 in
child 2. Reset deficit to 0.
c) if deficit = 2, then set position to 0 in child 1 and 1 in
child 2. Reset deficit to 0.
Because the number of edges (and therefore the number
of 1's in the bitstring) must remain constant, the mutation
method must ensure that if an edge is added, another edge
is removed and vice versa:
1. For each mutated bit position, flip the bit by changing
0 to 1 and vice versa.
2. If 0 was changed to 1 (so an edge was added), generate
a random number between 0 and lchrom-1 and check the
bit at that position. If the bit is 1 then change it to 0.
Otherwise continue to generate a random number r until
the bit at position r is 1. Change that bit to 0.
An analogous operation is done when an edge is deleted
during mutation.

We ran two sets of experiments. First, we ran the GA
generator for g generations and recorded the maximum
fitness reached. We did this 10 times for each set of
parameters. The numbers in the table represent the
maximum, mean, and standard deviation of this data.
Reasoning that longer chromosomes may require more
time to converge, we used g = 200, 300, 400, 500 for n =
32, 64, 128, 256 respectively. The other GA parameters
were popsize= 100, pcross= .9 and pmutation= .01. For
the variable edge count graphs, we used three different
densities for the tests, setting the edge probability so that:
1) E(m) = n, 2) E(m) = n log n, and 3) E(m) = n sqrt(n).
For the fixed edge count graphs, we used three
comparable densities: 1) m = n, 2) m = n log n, and 3) m
= n sqrt(n).
In the second set of experiments, we used a random graph
generator with the same edge probabilities to produce a
comparable number of graphs. For n = 32, 64, 128, we
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generated 20100, 30100, and 40100 random graphs
respectively. For each density and value of n, we ran the
algorithm variation 10 times and recorded the maximum
fitness produced. As with the GA data, the RAN
information in the table includes the maximum, mean and
standard deviation of these 10 runs.
Because we were using the MRANDOM random number
generator, we were able to save the states of the random
number generator at various points. Before starting the
experiments, we created and saved 10 random number
generator states. We did this by seeding the random
number generator and running it for 100,000 iterations.
We then saved the state. For the next state, we retrieved
the first one and iterated 100,000,017 more times, saving
the state at the end. For each of the other 8 states we used
the previous state and iterated 100,000,017 times. We
used this approach rather than reseeding the random
number generator for two reasons. First, (Thomborson
1993) has noted problems with nonrandomness in the
beginning of the sequences with various generators.
Second, determining on a truly random number with
which to seed each new start is virtually impossible. With
these two considerations, we believe that our approach is
the soundest.
For each set of parameters, run 1 started with the first
random number state, run 2 started with the second, and
so on. We did this so that we could be assured that the
comparable genetic algorithms were starting out with the
same initial populations. We did run into one problem in
our original set of experiments. The number of iterations
between each state and the next was too small so that they
overlapped. This resulted in cycles in the fitnesses of the
graphs generated using the random generators. We chose
a large iteration in the states for the final experiments in
order to avoid this problem.
Our goal in doing these two sets of experiments was
twofold. First, we wanted to determine whether the GAbased generator was capable of finding harder graphs (in
terms of the number of pushes required) than the random
generator. Second, we wanted to compare the algorithm
variations to see whether the same graphs are difficult for
each.
In looking at Tables 1-3, it is clear that, especially at the
lowest density, the GA generator is able to find
significantly harder cases for the algorithm variations than
are found using the random generator. At that density, the
maximums found by the GA are approximately l.7 to 3.9
times worse than the maximums found by the random
generator. The means are 1.6 to 3.1 times worse. The GAbased generator is not as successful at the higher
densities, but in most cases, the graphs found are more
difficult than those produced by the random generator.
Graphs with higher densities are easier to match than
graphs with low densities so it is not surprising that the
maximum fitness decreases as we move to the right in the
table.
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Table 1: Maximum/Mean(Std. Dev.) Fitnesses for
Variable Edge Count Graphs – E(m)=n
n=32
Alg. 1
Alg 2
Alg 3
Alg 4

GA
184/151(28.3)
158/111(30.1)
168/126(23.1)
130/82(24.3)

RANDOM
76/70(3.6)
66/60(4.0)
70/59(7.1)
52/49(1.9)

n=64
Alg 1
Alg 2
Alg 3
Alg 4

GA
588/378(111.5)
472/257(99.7)
592/383(116.1)
232/169(32.5)

RANDOM
156/137(10.8)
156/125(13.5)
146/120(13 2)
136/102(13.1)

n=128
Alg 1
Alg 2
Alg 3
Alg 4

GA
1060/635(199.8)
886/442(168.9)
962/616(171.6)
448/343(66.9)

RANDOM
308/241(26.1)
234/214(11.7)
248/221(13.8)
216/201(6.5)

n=256
Alg 1
Alg 2
Alg 3
Alg 4

GA
1072/729(163.6)
1322/641(252.8)
1044/724(183.5)
866/601(160.3)

RANDOM
564/458(51.7)
444/397(29.7)
536/438(52.6)
438/378(31.5)

Table 2: Maximum/Mean(Std. Dev.) Fitnesses for
Variable Edge Count Graphs - E(m)=n log n
n=32
Alg. 1
Alg 2
Alg 3
Alg 4

GA
118/101(7.5)
100/90(6.6)
70/53(6. 6)
52/41(3.8)

RANDOM
66/60(3.9)
68/54(7.9)
42/42(0.0)
40/40(0.8)

n=64
Alg 1
Alg 2
Alg 3
Alg 4

GA
238/197(15.3)
172/159(8.7)
164/122(26.4)
160/105(27.3)

RANDOM
138/129(5,3)
126/115(6.4)
114/106(7.4)
102/86(7.7)

n=128
Alg 1
Alg 2
Alg 3
Alg 4

GA
368/340(14.7)
350/301(22.5)
316/290(36.5)
286/255(15.2)

RANDOM
352/255(35.4)
236/225(7.4)
224/209(11.4)
210/184(11.4)

n=256
Alg 1
Alg 2
Alg 3
Alg 4

GA
686/628(33.0)
560/518(27.7)
756/ 605(63.7)
532/489(22.5)

RANDOM
508/480(15.3)
482/442(16.3)
442/400(20.8)
400/363(22.7)
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Table 3: Maximum/Mean(Std. Dev.) Fitnesses for
Variable Edge Count Graphs - E(m)=n sqrt(n)
n=32
Alg. 1
Alg 2
Alg 3
Alg 4

GA
96/79(21.8)
40/40(0.0)
40/38(1.5)
36/36(0.0)

RANDOM
42/40(0.6)
40/39(1.1)
38/37(1.0)
36/36(0.0)

n=64
Alg 1
Alg 2
Alg 3
Alg 4

GA
196/192(2.7)
170/134(24.7)
92/85(5.2)
74/72(0.6)

RANDOM
98/86(5.4)
100/78(8.4)
76/73(1.4)
72/72(0.6)

n=128
Alg 1
Alg 2
Alg 3
Alg 4

GA
388/320(49 9)
312/236(40.4)
186/167(8.8)
166/159(4.7)

RANDOM
176/168(3.8)
196/164(11.6)
156/151(3.7)
152/144(4.9)

n=256
Alg 1
Alg 2
Alg 3
Alg 4

GA
638/472(78.2)
406/362(24.2)
324/307(7.8)
338/299(14.5)

RANDOM
346/327(8.6)
324/316(5.3)
312/301(6.8)
302/292(5.2)

In relation to our second question, the results indicate that
considering the vertex degrees in processing may yield an
improvement in performance. In almost all cases, the
hardest graph found for the degree-based variations is not
as difficult as the hardest graph found for the basic
algorithm. But this difference could possibly be attributed
to the GA not being able to find and exploit structures that
yield hard cases for the variations. We tested this
conjecture by running one of the variations (algorithm 4)
on the graphs produced by the GA-based generator when
the basic algorithm was used in the fitness function. Table
4 shows these average percentage improvements.
Clearly, the graphs that are difficult for basic algorithm
are not as difficult for the degree-based variation. So the
improvement to the algorithm shows promise in handling
the structures that produce problems for the basic
algorithm.
We repeated the first two experiments for the fixed edge
graphs. The results are not shown here, but we found that
the GA generator did not do nearly as well against the
random generator on these graphs. Improvement over
random generation ranged from 0 to 2.8 times for the
maximums and 0 to 2.1 times for the means. The reason
for these results probably lies in the crossover method in
use for the fixed edge graphs, which differs from the
partial-v crossover used for the variable edge count
graphs. Because we need to maintain a constant number
of edges, we ignore the vertex boundaries in our
representation, placing edges at random in either child 1
or child 2. This causes loss of graph degree structure

from generation to generation. Since this degree structure
may be important in determining the difficulty of the
graph for the algorithm, the disappointing performance
was not unexpected.

Table 4: Mean Improvement of Combination Algorithm
over Basic Algorithm - Variable Edge Count Graphs
GA

n=32
n=64
n=128
n=32
n=64
n=128
n=32
n=64
n=128

6

RAN
E(m)=n
77%
53.2%
80.5%
50.9%
74.8%
45.3%
E(m) = n log n
67.9%
45.8%
66.7%
48.9%
61.1%
48.2%
E(m)=n sqrt(n)
57.3%
20.1%
66.5%
24.9%
58.2%
22.7%

CONCLUSIONS

The GA-based generator shows promise as a tool for
exploring pathological cases for algorithms. In particular,
it succeeded in producing cases that were significantly
harder (up to 3.9 times) than those generated by a random
generator for the same algorithm. While we focussed on
a particular graph-based problem, the same approach can
be taken on other problems where the structure of the
input affects the performance of the algorithm.
The work also suggested an adjustment to the
Goldberg/Tarjan algorithm that may lead to a faster
running time on some input. Early experiments show
promise, but more examination of the variation is needed
to ensure that the time for processing does not cause too
much overhead in performance.
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Abstract
A new elevator-group-control system is proposed. The system learns dynamic trac
ows by analyzing passenger trac without
prespeci ed patterns. A genetic algorithm
continuously generates dispatch functions according to changes in passenger trac. By
considering the status inside elevators, the
directions of passenger movement, and the
number of waiting passengers, the system occasionally allocates multiple elevators for a
single hall call, which assists in reducing passengers' waiting time. Experimental results
showed up to 25% improvement over a system without the above features.

1 Introduction
In a tall building with multiple elevators, it is a
notoriously dicult task to control the elevators in
the most ecient manner. In general, the objectives of elevator control systems di er from building
to building; the most common goals are to minimize
passengers' average waiting time, to minimize average riding time, and to balance crowding in elevators. Optimizing an elevator-group-control system to
achieve these objectives is dicult for various reasons
including the following [20]: coordination of multiple cars, constraints on elevators' movements, incomplete information (e.g., after a button is pressed at a
oor, it is impossible to know how many passengers
are waiting at that oor), unknown passenger trac
patterns, and the existence of special-purpose elevators or oors [23]. In order to deal with these difculties, conventional elevator-group-control systems
have used fuzzy systems [10][12][13][16], arti cial neural networks [2][6][17][22], genetic algorithms [7][8][23],
etc.

Passenger trac is conventionally classi ed into the
following four patterns [5][20][22]: i) uppeak-trac:
most passengers move up from the rst oor and
downward movements are rare (mostly in the early
morning), ii) downpeak-trac: most passengers move
down to the rst oor and upward movements are
rare (mostly in the evening), iii) lunchtime-trac:
many passengers move up from and down to the rst
oor, and iv) inter oor-trac: passengers move up
and down freely among several di erent oors with
few speci c patterns. Some studies have fully or partially focused on uppeak-trac patterns [2][5][20] or
on lunchtime-trac patterns [7]. Other researchers
[10][17] have proposed adaptation techniques for dynamic ows, which prepare a set of prespeci ed trac
patterns in advance and switch between policies appropriate for the speci c patterns.
The system proposed in this paper contains two key
ideas. First, a genetic algorithm (GA) continuously
generates dispatch functions by adaptation to changes
in passenger trac. Although the systems of [10] and
[17] also change dispatch functions during the running
of the systems, they employ prespeci ed trac patterns. The proposed system does not prepare any such
patterns in advance. Second, it tries to reduce passengers' waiting time by multiple elevator allocation
when it is expected that one elevator cannot serve all
the passengers for a hall call at a oor. This is supported by setting a camera at each oor and estimating
the numbers of passengers for upward and downward
movement.
The GA optimizes the parameters of elevator-dispatch
functions and contain a local improvement heuristic to
help ne-tuning. By occasionally allocating multiple
elevators for a single call at a oor, the system can reduce passengers' average waiting time. However, as it
is based on prediction, the accuracy of the prediction
is critical. This strategy is helpful when the gain as a
result of good predictions is greater than the unavoid-
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able loss due to wrong predictions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
the next section, we provide an overview of elevatorgroup-control systems that have been previously proposed. In Section 3, we describe our proposed elevatorgroup-control system and the key ideas in detail. In
Section 4, we present our experimental results and
mention our conclusions in Section 5.

2 Previous Work
A hall call is an event resulting from a passenger
pushing one of the up or down buttons at a oor; a
car call is an event caused by a passenger pushing a
destination- oor button inside a car (elevator).
When a hall call is issued, the control system has to
evaluate the attractiveness of each car. Some studies [12][13][16] used fuzzy systems to generate attractiveness evaluation functions. They evaluate each car
using a fuzzy function and assign a car with the greatest function value to the hall call. Some of the studies considered just passengers' waiting time [12][16];
some additionally considered passengers' riding time
[13]. Fujino et al. [7][8] used genetic algorithms to
optimize the control system with preferential oors.
Passenger trac continuously changes over time. A
uniform control policy not considering the trac patterns has an inevitable limit in reducing the passengers' waiting time. Dewen et al. [6] and Markon et al.
[17] proposed learning paradigms by neural networks.
The systems choose a control policy by having neural
networks identify the most similar trac pattern to
the current ow among a set of ready-prepared trac
patterns.
Since the uppeak trac pattern is relatively simple
and occurs with great frequency, a number of studies
have been done based on it [3][5][20]. A possible policy is that each car serves a particular group of oors
[5], where the groups are usually disjoint from each
other. Pepyne et al. [20] also assumed uppeak trac
and devised a policy in which each elevator waits until
the number of passengers inside it reaches a threshold.
These policies helped reduce the waiting time.
If we could know the destination oor of every passenger, we may be able to further reduce passengers'
waiting time. However, conventional elevator systems
have only two hall-call buttons (upward and downward) at a oor, and it is not possible to predict passengers' movements or to guess how many passengers
are waiting. Amano et al. [2] proposed an elevator
system where there are destination- oor buttons at
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each oor. A passenger pushes the speci c destinationoor button. This provides more information than the
\up/down button"-based systems. Nonetheless such a
system still cannot know the number of passengers who
want to go to the destination oor.
It is important to handle dynamic passenger trac in
order to reduce passengers' waiting time. Elevator allocation must be done in real time, but deciding on
a dispatching strategy does not have to be done in
real time (e.g., a one minute delay presents no diculties). Thus, a genetic algorithm (which cannot easily
provide a real-time solution) can be used on a semionline basis. Previous work did (could) not consider
the number of waiting passengers at each oor. The
greater the number of waiting passengers, the longer
is the expected waiting time. In our study, we set a
camera at each oor and obtain information on the
number of waiting passengers.

3 The Proposed System
In previous work, when a hall call is issued, the system just knows that the number of waiting passengers
is at least one. This information is intrinsically insucient. We thus install a camera at each oor to obtain
more information. The cameras for this purpose are
not very expensive. Moreover, these days more and
more buildings set cameras in the halls (particularly
around the elevator entrances) for the purpose of security. The sharply expanding market of DVR (Digital
Video Recorder) is an evidence. The suggested system
can take an almost free ride in this case. State-of-theart pattern recognition techniques have no diculty
in counting the number of people from an image captured in a bounded area [14][15][24]. However, we still
cannot clearly know all passengers' intentions (moving directions). In our work, we predict the numbers
of upward and downward passengers by a simple rule.
Rather than describing the rule in overt detail, we
sketch it using a simple example. If there are k people
on a oor with only one of the two buttons pushed, all
the people are for the same direction. After that, if another button is also pushed and the number of people
grows to m, the number of people for the two directions are divided into k + w1 (m ; k) and (1 ; w1 )(m ; k)
where w1 and 1 ; w1 are weighting factors set based
on the past history of activity at the oor. After a
car serves l people without lling its capacity, all the
remaining m ; l people are for the other direction.
This information is utilized in deciding a dispatching
strategy.
The proposed system is composed of two units (Figure
1). The rst unit, GCU (Group Control Unit), selects
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Control Tuning Unit (CTU)
request for
a new dispatch
function

a dispatch
function

slope 2
slope 1
bound 2

cameras

Group Control Unit (GCU)
hall calls

car information

h(i,j)

car allocation

j
bound 1

elevator
i ’s location

elevator i

Figure 2: The shape of h(i; j )

Figure 1: Structure of the system
a car using a dispatch function. This dispatcher keeps
being updated by the other unit CTU. CTU (Control
Tuning Unit) is a background procedure that produces
a dispatch function considering passenger trac. GCU
controls all the cars and keeps checking the trac ow.
If the passenger trac has changed remarkably, GCU
requests CTU to generate a new dispatch function.
GCU is a real time procedure; on the other hand, CTU
is a semi-online procedure with a time budget of a few
minutes.

3.1 Dispatch Function Generation
In selecting a car to serve a hall call, there are a number of factors to consider. For example, if a car is distant from the hall-called oor, it is desirable to have
some penalty; if the car has been assigned to serve a
oor near the hall-called oor, it is desirable to have
some reward; if the car has car calls for a number of
oors between its current location and the hall-called
oor, it is desirable to have some penalty; the current
crowding in the car also a ects its merit. We need
to have a dispatch function which considers all these
factors. It is almost impossible to have an ecient
dispatch function in advance because we do not have
information on the passenger trac and diverse combinations of the above factors. In our system, the passenger trac is carefully monitored and the elevatordispatch function keeps changing (in CTU) based on
the trac.
In the following, we describe the function that is tuned
by a GA. We assume that there is a hall call in the oor
j and the system wants to evaluate the merit of the
car i. We denote by f (i; j ) the merit function of the
car i for a hall call at the oor j . The function has 12
parameters for tuning as follows:

f (i; j ) = w1 h(i; j ) + w2 g(i; j ) + w3 c(i) + w4 t(i)

where

 h(i; j ): a function that re ects the distance be-

tween the oor j and the elevator i's current location. Figure 2 shows the shape of the function h(i; j ). In the function, the reward of a
oor (car i's location) depends on the slopes and
bounds showed in the gure. Thus h(i; j ) itself
has four parameters{two slopes and two bounds{
to be tuned.

 g(i; j ): a function that gives some reward if the

elevator i is already assigned to serve a oor near
the oor j . This has a similar shape to h(i; j ) and
also has four parameters.

 c(i): the elevator i's crowding.
 t(i): the number of car calls for the oors between
the oor j and the elevator i's current location.

CTU tunes, by means of the GA, the four weighting
factors (w1 through w4 ) and the eight parameters of
h(i; j ) and g(i; j ) based on recent trac. The GA procedure for tuning these parameters is described in Section 3.2. When a considerable change in the passenger
trac is detected, GCU gives CTU the information
and requests the generation of a new dispatch function. The system can approximately guess the arrival
rates of people by periodically tracking the total numbers of people (in the halls and the cars). If the moving averages of these rates considerably change, the
system judges that the trac has changed. It takes
one minute or so for CTU to generate a new function
by the GA; taking one minute to prepare a new function is not so critical unless the trac uctuates too
frequently.
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Create initial population of xed size;

do f

choose parent1 and parent2 from population;
o spring = crossover(parent1, parent2);
mutation(o spring);
local-improvement(o spring);
replace(population, o spring);
g until (stopping condition);
return the best solution;
Figure 3: The hybrid genetic algorithm framework we
used

3.2 Tuning the Adaptive Function by a GA
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are stochastic algorithms
which mimic the natural evolution of population genetics in problem solving or simulation. A GA is known
to have wide search capability and a good balance between exploitation and exploration of the search space
[9][19].
In this study, the GA seeks for the optimal set of parameters for the elevator group controller (described
in Section 3.1). The goal is to search parameter values
that minimize the average passengers' waiting time.
We use a steady-state hybrid genetic algorithm for
tuning parameters of a dispatch function f (i; j ). The
template of the GA is shown in Figure 3. Two parents
are selected according to their probabilities that are
proportional to their tness values. The probability
that the best solution is chosen is given four times that
of the worst solution is chosen. This selection scheme
prevents severe discrimination against poor solutions,
and it is a common selection technique in genetic algorithm design. The o spring is produced through a
traditional multi-point crossover. After an o spring
is modi ed by a mutation operator, it is locally improved. The local improvement approach is described
in Section 3.2.2. The local improved o spring replaces
a solution in the population by the following rule [4]:
the more similar parent to the o spring is replaced
if the o spring is better, otherwise, the other parent
is replaced if the o spring is better, if not again, the
worst chromosome in the population is replaced. The
rational behind this is to maintain the population diversity to the extent that not too much time is wasted
[4]. In this experiment, the population size is set to
50 and a linear real-number encoding scheme is used.
The GA stops after a xed number of generations. To
evaluate a chromosome, the GA simulates the group
control with the corresponding parameters.
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3.2.1 Non-Uniform mutation
Usually, steady-state GAs converge faster than generational GAs with more chances of genetic drift.
Stronger mutation can alleviate steady-state GAs' genetic drift. Generally the solutions have poor qualities in early generations. As the generation grows, the
qualities of the solutions get better. Consequently, a
large mutation rate rarely contributes to the improvement of quality in the latter stage of a GA. In this
work, we used a non-uniform mutation. This mutation changes the rates of perturbation as the generations go. The non-uniform mutation is performed
as follows [18]: if stv = < v1 ;    ; vm > is chromosome (t is the generation number) and the elements vk
was selected for this mutation, the result is a vector
stv+1 = < v1 ;    ; vk0 ;    ; vm >, such that


(t; UB ; vk ) if a random digit is 0;
vk0 = vvk +
k ; (t; vk ; LB ) if the random digit is 1
where LB; UB are the lower and upper bounds of the
variable vk . The function (t; y) returns value in the
range [0; y] such that the probability of (t; y) being
close to 0 increases as t increases. We used the following function as in Michalewicz [18]:


b

(t; y) = y  1 ; r(1; Tt )

where r is a random number from [0; 1], T is the maximal generation number, and b is a constant value. We
used T = 200 and b = 5.

3.2.2 Local Improvement
For a dispatch function f , we have 12 parameters
x1 ; x2 ;    ; x12 to be tuned by a GA. Each xi corresponds to a gene in the GA. We devised a simple discrete improvement heuristic. First, we x the parameters (x1 ;    ; xi;1 ; xi+1 ;    ; x12 ) except xi . The parameter xi is modi ed to x0i 2 N (xi ) where N (xi ) =
fxj j x ; xi j  g; 2 R . Then, CTU simulates
the group control with (x1 ;    ; x0i ;    ; x12 ) and evaluates the attractiveness. This process is repeated with
a number of x0i s which changes with a step size, say
x, in the range [xi ; ; xi + ]. Finally, the most attractive x0i is selected. Since the simulation is not very
cheap, we choose only one xi in a generation. The
index i is chosen at random in each generation.

3.3 Prediction-Based Multiple Allocation
When a car arrives at the destination oor and the remaining capacity of the car turns out to be not enough
to serve all the waiting passengers, some passengers
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Table 1: Simulation Conditions
Items
Settings
# of Floors
18
# of elevators
6
capacity
20 people/car
moving speed
2t / oor
open-close time
2t
boarding time
1.3t
* t : the unit time of a Poisson process

additional assignment

Avg. waiting time

Figure 4: Multiple elevator allocation based on prediction

240

Ordinary
Multi

220
200
180

have to wait until another car comes. In previous work,
the systems select another car to serve the remaining passengers right after this problem has occurred.
This is an important factor contributing towards the
increase of passengers' waiting time according to our
investigation. If a system predicts the number of waiting passengers at the hall-called oor in advance, it
can result in greater eciency. This is an important
feature of the proposed system, which periodically analyzes and predicts passengers' movements with the
help of cameras.
Assume the car i is allocated in response to a hall call
at the oor j . Let tij be the expected time for the car
i to arrive at the oor j , wij be the expected number
of waiting passengers at the oor j after tij , and cij
be the expected crowding after tij . The system judges
based on wij and cij whether or not the car i can serve
all the passengers at the oor j . If it is not expected to
be able to serve all the passengers, the system selects
another car (Figure 4).
The proposed control system decides control strategies
based on prediction. If the predictions are accurate,
it reduces passengers' waiting time; if not, it may do
harm to the system. To enhance the accuracy of prediction, the system periodically analyses passengers'
movements with the help of cameras. When, contrary
to prediction, the rst car turns out to be able to carry
all the waiting passengers at the oor j and the second car does not have a car call to the oor j , the
system promptly cancels the second car's schedule for
the oor j . Note that it is still not possible to get
perfect information since there are only two hall-call
buttons (upward/downward). This strategy is helpful
when the gain by good predictions is greater than the
unavoidable loss by wrong predictions.

160
140
120
100
13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Rates of Poisson processes

Figure 5: Average waiting time according to trac
patterns

4 Experimental Results
Table 1 shows the experimental conditions used in this
paper. There are 18 oors and 6 elevators. Each elevator can serve up to 20 people. In practice, the number
of passengers in a car is usually measured by an onboard scale.
The test was performed by simulations following the
tradition. The passenger trac followed a Poisson process as usual [1][8][11]. Let N (t) be the number of passenger arrivals in any interval of length t. Then it is
de ned by a Poisson process that for all s; t  0
n

P fN (t+s);N (s) = ng = e;t (tn!) ;

n = 0; 1;    :

The mean time between two arrivals is known to be
t.  is called the rate of the process [21]. We did not
assume any constraint in the Poisson process; thus it
is similar to the inter oor trac (regarding to the four
trac patterns in the introduction) as in most other
researches.
We rst investigate the e ect of multiple allocation
with cameras; this is shown in Figure 5. In the g-
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Relative avg. waiting time (%)

Table 2: Types of Systems

102

Types GA adaptation to trac ows Multi-allocation
Type 1
N
N
Type 2
N
Y
Type 3
Y
N
Type 4
Y
Y

100

98

96

94

92

Avg. waiting time
8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Rates of Poisson processes

Figure 6: Relative average waiting time of the multiallocation-based system against the system with no
camera

150
145
140
135
130
125
120

ure, \Ordinary" represents the system without multiple allocations and \Multi" represents the system with
multiple allocations. Both systems used dispatch functions that were generated by a genetic algorithm. The
only di erence is the existence of multiple allocations.
The horizontal axis represents the rates () of Poisson
processes and the vertical axis represents the average
waiting time in seconds. The result shows that the existence of multiple allocations signi cantly decreased
passengers' average waiting time. The absolute waiting time is not an indicator for the usefulness of the
suggested system. The average waiting time depends
on the experimental settings. Rather, if the situation
\not enough space in the assigned car and one more
hall call for the next car" occurs occasionally, the suggested system would be helpful.
Figure 6 expands Figure 5 over a wider spectrum of
trac patterns. It shows the multi-allocation-based
system's relative performance against the ordinary system. The average waiting time of the ordinary system
was set to 100. When passengers arrive at each oor
with process rate 17.5, the multi-allocation-based system showed greater than 8% improvement. The improvement was not visible in cases of too heavy or
too light trac. When the trac is very heavy, the
multi-allocation mechanism even did slight harm to
the system. The results of Figure 5 and Figure 6 are
the average from 100 runs for each process rate.
Usually the trac ow uctuates over time in most
buildings during a day. Although a Poisson process
handles irregular passenger arrivals, it is not uncommon to have far more uctuating trac than a Poisson
process can handle. To simulate a tougher situation,
we also created a nonhomogeneous Poisson process [21]
where the rate () of the process itself changes accord-

115
110

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Types of control systems

Figure 7: Average waiting times of four versions
ing to another Poisson process. In other words, the
events of the rate-change follow another Poisson process. This is a harder situation for the control system
to adapt to. If the system successfully adapts itself
to the dynamic trac ows, it may nd a better dispatch function and the passengers' waiting time may
decrease. When a considerable change in the passenger trac is detected, GCU asks CTU to run a GA
and generate a new dispatch function.
In order to examine the e ects of GA adaptation and of
the multiple allocation, we tested four versions of systems tabulated in Table 2. Figure 7 shows the average
waiting times of the four systems. The result shows
that the GA adaptation to dynamic ows greatly affected the performance independent of the existence of
cameras. Figure 8 shows the average crowding inside
a car. The elevators were more evenly utilized in the
cases with GA adaptation.

5 Conclusion
There are two key ideas in this paper. First, the dispatching function continuously changes by a genetic algorithm that carefully considers passenger trac. Second, multi-elevator allocations sometimes occur with
the help of cameras. The proposed system adapts itself to dynamic trac ows, which led to signi cant
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Crowding
14

Type 1
Type 2
Type 3
Type 4

13

12

11

10

9

8

1

2

3

4

5

6

Cars

Figure 8: Crowding of elevators
improvement on the average. When combined with
multi-elevator allocation, further improvement was observed.
Note that the multiple allocation were not useful when
the trac ow was extremely heavy or light. The experimental results showed that the use of multiple allocation notably decreased the average waiting time
when the average crowding of elevators reached between 45% and 75% of their capacity. The waiting
time did not decrease at all when the average crowding
was, e.g., 30% or 85%. But when the average crowding
was around 55%, the average waiting time decreased
over 8%.
Incorporating both of the key ideas, up to 25% improvement was observed. If the system can predict
situations more accurately, one can expect further improvement. More accurate prediction is left for future
study.
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Abstract
This paper investigates the role of negative
selection in an artificial immune system (AIS)
for network intrusion detection. The work
focuses on the use of negative selection as a
network traffic anomaly detector. The results of
the negative selection algorithm experiments
show a severe scaling problem for handling real
network traffic data. The paper concludes by
suggesting that the most appropriate use of
negative selection in the AIS is as a filter for
invalid detectors, not the generation of
competent detectors.

1

INTRODUCTION

The biological immune system has been successful at
protecting the human body against a vast variety of
foreign pathogens (Tizard, 1995). A growing number of
computer scientists have carefully studied the success of
this competent natural mechanism and proposed computer
immune models for solving various problems including
fault diagnosis, virus detection, and mortgage fraud
detection (Dasgupta, 1998; Kephart et al,1995).
Among these various areas, intrusion detection is a
vigorous research area where the employment of an
artificial immune system (AIS) has been examined
(Dasgupta, 1998; Kim and Bentley, 1999b; Hofmeyr,
1999; Hofmeyr and Forrest, 2000; Forrest and Hofmeyr,
2000). The main goal of intrusion detection is to detect
unauthorised use, misuse and abuse of computer systems
by both system insiders and external intruders. Currently
many network-based intrusion detection systems (IDS’s)
have been developed using diverse approaches (Mykerjee
et al, 1994). Nevertheless, there still remain unresolved
problems to build an effective network-based IDS (Kim
and Bentley, 1999a). As one approach of providing the
solutions of these problems, previous work (Kim and
Bentley, 1999a) identified a set of general requirements
for a successful network-based IDS and three design goals

to satisfy these requirements: being distributed, selforganising and lightweight. In addition, Kim and Bentley
(1999a) introduced a number of remarkable features of
human immune systems that satisfy these three design
goals. It is anticipated that the adoption of these features
should help the construction of an effective networkbased IDS.
An overall artificial immune model for network
intrusion detection presented in (Kim and Bentley, 1999b)
consists of three different evolutionary stages: negative
selection, clonal selection, and gene library evolution.
This model is not the first attempt to develop an AIS for
network intrusion detection. Various approaches to build
an AIS have been attempted mainly by implementing only
a small subset of overall human immune mechanisms
(Dasgupta, 1998). This is because the nature of human
immune systems is very complicated and sophisticated
and thus it is very difficult to implement perfect human
immune processes on a computer. However, as seen from
other immunology literature (Paul, 1993; Tizard, 1995),
an overall immune reaction is the carefully co-ordinated
result of numerous components such as cells, chemical
signals, enzyme, etc. Therefore, the omission of crucial
components in order to make the development of AIS
simpler and more applicable may detrimentally affect the
performance of an AIS. This implies that appropriate
artificial immune responses can be expected only if the
roles of crucial components of human immune systems
are correctly understood and they are implemented in the
right way.
In this paper, we continue our effort to understand the
roles of important components of artificial immune
systems especially for providing appropriate artificial
immune responses against network intrusions. Following
our previous work identifying three different evolutionary
stages: negative selection, clonal selection, and gene
library evolution, of AIS by extensive literature study
(Kim and Bentley, 1999a; 1999b), this paper focuses on
the investigation of the roles of first stage: negative
selection. With implementation details of this stage, this
work presents how and which aspects of negative
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selection can contribute to the development of an
effective network-based IDS.

2
2.1

BACKGROUND
NEGATIVE SELECTION OF THE HUMAN
IMMUNE SYSTEM

An important feature of the human immune systems is its
ability to maintain diversity and generality. It is able to
detect a vast number of antigens with a smaller number of
antibodies. In order to make this possible, it is equipped
with several useful functions (Kim and Bentley, 1999a).
One such function is the development of mature
antibodies through the gene expression process. The
human immune system makes use of gene libraries in two
types of organs called the thymus and the bone marrow.
When a new antibody is generated, the gene segments of
different gene libraries are randomly selected and
concatenated in a random order, see figure 1. The main
idea of this gene expression mechanism is that a vast
number of new antibodies can be generated from new
combinations of gene segments in the gene libraries.
G ene L ibrary
A ntigen

to each self pattern defined. If any randomly generated
pattern matches a self pattern, this pattern fails to become
a detector and thus it is removed. Otherwise, it becomes a
‘detector’ pattern and monitors subsequent profiled
patterns of the monitored system. During the monitoring
stage, if a ‘detector’ pattern matches any newly profiled
pattern, it is then considered that new anomaly must have
occurred in the monitored system.
This negative selection algorithm has been successfully
applied to detect computer viruses (Forrest et al., 1994),
tool breakage detection and time-series anomaly detection
(Dasgupta, 1998) and network intrusion detection
(Hofmeyr, 1999; Hofmeyr and Forrest, 2000; Forrest and
Hofmeyr, 2000). Besides these practical results,
D’haeseleer (1997) showed several advantages of
negative selection as a novel distributed anomaly
detection approach.

3

ALGORITHM OVERVIEW

This work used a negative selection algorithm to build an
anomaly detector. This was achieved by generating
detectors containing non-self patterns. The overview of
this algorithm is provided in figure 2 and 3. The negative
selection algorithm for network intrusion detection used
in this paper follows the algorithm of Forrest et al (1994,
1997), described in the previous section. ‘Self’ was built
by profiling the activities of each single network
connection. The detail of self profiling is described in the
next section.

A ntibod y

Figure 1 Gene Expression Process

However, this mechanism introduces a critical problem.
The new antibody can bind not only to harmful antigens
but also to essential self cells. To help prevent such
serious damage, the human immune system employs
negative selection. This process eliminates immature
antibodies, which bind to self cells passing by the thymus
and the bone marrow. From newly generated antibodies,
only those which do not bind to any self cell are released
from the thymus and the bone marrow and distributed
throughout the whole human body to monitor other living
cells. Therefore, the negative selection stage of the human
immune system is important to assure that the generated
antibodies do not to attack self cells.
2.2

S elf Strin gs

G en era te
R a nd om
String s

M atch

D e te cto r S et

no
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R e ject
Figure 2 Detector Set Generation of
a Negative Selection Algorithm (Forrest et al, 1995)
N e w Strin gs

D e te ctor S et

M a tch

yes

D e te cted
N o n-se lf

THE NEGATIVE SELECTION ALGORITHM

Forrest et al (1994; 1997) proposed and used a negative
selection algorithm for various anomaly detection
problems. This algorithm defines ‘self’ by building the
normal behaviour patterns of a monitored system. It
generates a number of random patterns that are compared

Figure 3 Non-Self Detection by a Detector Set

Even though this work follows the implementation details
of Forrest et al’s negative selection algorithm, there are
two implementation details different from Forrest et al
(1994, 1997). In the encoding of detectors, each gene of a
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detector has an alphabet of cardinality 10 with values
from ‘0’ to ‘9’ and the allele of this gene indicates the
‘cluster number’ of corresponding field of profiles. As
presented in the next section, the self profile built from
the first data set has 33 fields and this number determines
the total number of corresponding genes in the detectors.
From these 33 fields, the values of 28 fields are
continuous and the values of the other 5 fields are
discrete. Specifically, the continuous values of 28 fields
show a wide range of values. In order to handle this
various and broad range of values, an overall range of real
values for each field is sorted. Then, this range is
discretised into a predefined number of clusters. The
lower bound and higher bound of each cluster are
determined by ensuring that each cluster contains the
same number of records. This modification is necessary in
order to save the length of encoded detector.
Furthermore, our implementation of measuring the
similarity between a generated detector and a self profile
is operated at the phenotype level while Forrest et al’s
(1994, 1997) is performed at the genotype level. In order
to measure the similarity between a given detector and a
self, the genotype of a detector is mapped onto a
phenotype. The phenotype mapped from the evolved
genotype is represented in a form of a detector pattern. As
shown in figure 5, a field of a detector phenotype is
represented by an interval having a lower bound and a
higher bound while a field of a self phenotype is
described by one specific value. Hence, the first step of
measuring the similarity checks whether a value of each
field of a self pattern belongs to a corresponding interval
of a detector phenotype. When any value of a self pattern
field is not included in its corresponding interval of a
detector phenotype, these two fields are not matched.
Similarly, for a nominal type of field, two fields match
when the values of fields are identical.
The final degree of similarity between a given detector
and self example follows the same matching function of
Forrest et al (1994), the r-contiguous matching function.
Thus, the degree of similarity is measured simply by
counting the matching corresponding fields. For instance,
if an activation threshold, r, is set as 2, the detector
phenotype and self phenotype in the figure 4 will match
since two contiguous fields, “Number of Packet” and
“Duration”, match and this number of contiguous
matching fields equals to the activation threshold.
However, if this threshold is set as 3, it is regarded that
two phenotypes do not match.
Detector Phenotype =
( Number of Packet = [10, 26], Duration = [0.3, 0.85],
Termination = `half closed‘ , … etc)
Self Phenotype =
( Number of Packet = 14, Duration = 0.37,
Termination = `normal‘, ….etc)
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NETWORK TRAFFIC DATA VS
NETWORK INTRUSION SIGNATURE

The data chosen for this work was collected for a part of
the ‘Information Exploration Shootout’, which is a project
providing several data sets publicly available for
exploration, discovery and collecting the results of
participants1. The set used here was created by capturing
TCP packet headers that passed between the intra-LAN
and external networks as well as within the intra-LAN.
This set consists of five different data sets. The TCP
packet headers of the first set were collected when no
intrusion occurred and the other four sets were collected
when four different intrusions were simulated. These
intrusions are: IP spoofing attack, guessing rlogin or ftp
passwords, scanning attack and network hopping attack.
The details of attack signatures and attack points of the
four different attacks are not available.
The data originally had the fields of network packets
capturing tool’s format such as time stamp, source IP
address, source port, destination IP address, destination
port, etc. However, the primitive fields of captured
network packets were not enough to build a meaningful
profile. Consequently, it was essential to build a dataprofiling program to extract more meaningful fields,
which can distinguish “normal” and “abnormal”. Many
researchers have identified the security holes of TCP
protocols (Porras and Valdes, 1998; Lee, 1999) and so the
fields used by our profiles were selected based on the
extensive study of this research. They were usually
defined to describe the activities of each single
connection.
The automated profile program was developed to
extract the connection level information from TCP raw
packets and it was used to elicit the meaningful fields of
the first data set.
For each TCP connection, the following fields were
extracted:
 Connection identifier: each connection is defined by
four fields, initiator address, initiator port, receiver
address and receiver port. Thus, these four fields are
included in the profile first in order to identify each
connection.


Known port vulnerabilities: many network intrusions
attack using various types of port vulnerabilities.
There are fields to indicate whether an initiator port
or a receiver port potentially holds these known
vulnerabilities.



3-way handshaking: TCP protocol uses 3-way
handshaking for a reliable communication. When
some network intrusions attack, they often violate the
3-way handshaking rule. Thus, there are fields to
check the occurrences of 3-way handshaking errors.



Traffic intensity: network activities can be observed
by measuring the intensity over one connection. For
example, number of packets and number of kilobytes

Figure 4: A Detector Phenotype and a Self Phenotype
1

Available at http://iris.cs.uml.edu:8080/ network.html.
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for one specific connection can describe the normal
network activity of that connection.
Thus, in total, self profile fields had 33 different fields for
the data set. Even though the network profile fields were
extracted to describe a single connection activity, the data
used in this research was too limited to apply this initial
profile. The limit was that the data was collected for a
quite short time, around 15~20 minutes. During this brief
period, most different connections were established only
once. An insufficient quantity of data was collected to
build different connection profiles. Therefore, it was
necessary to group different connections into several
meaningful categories until each category had a sufficient
number of connections to build a profile. Consequently, a
total number of connections for each potential profile
category were counted.
First of all, the data was categorised into two different
groups: ‘inter-connection’ and ‘intra-connection’. Interconnection was the group of connections that were
established between internal hosts and external hosts, and
intra-connection was the group of connections that were
established between internal hosts. Furthermore, to
preserve anonymity, all internal hosts had a single fake
address ‘2’ and any extra information about external hosts
and network topology was not provided. Therefore, the
profiles according to specific hosts were insufficient.
Instead, in this research, only the profiles of specific ports
on any hosts were considered.
According to various possible categories, the
established connection number of each profile was
counted. From each case, apart from a profile class that
had more than 100 connections, other profile classes were
again grouped into other different classes until each class
had more than 100 connections. Finally, 13 different self
profiles were built. Their class names and the number of
established connections are shown in table 1.
In table1, the class column of inter-connection is
shown as: {(a,b),(c,d)}, where ‘a’ is an internal host, ‘b’ is
a internal port number, ‘c’ is a external host address and
‘d’ is an external port number. Hence, the connection is
established between (a,b) and (c, d). For the class column
of intra-connection, ‘a’ is an internal host address, ‘b’ is
an internal port number, ‘c’ is an internal host address and
‘d’ is an internal, port number. * indicates ‘any’ host
address and ‘any’ port number. In addition, “well-known”
shows the ports in the range 0 to 1023 are trusted ports.
These ports are restricted to the superuser: a program
must be running as root to listen to a connection. The port
numbers of commonly used IP services, such as ftp,
telnet, http, are fixed and belong to this range. But, many
common network services employ an authentication
procedure and intruders often use them to sniff
passwords. It is worthwhile to monitor these ports
separately from the other ports. Therefore, if the number
of connections for any profile category, which is based on
a specific port on any hosts, is not sufficient, these
categories are regrouped into two new classes, a “wellknown” port and a “not well-known” port.

Table 1: Self Profiles

Inter-connection
Class

Number of
Connection

{(2, *), (*, 80)}

5292

{(2, *), (*, 53)}

919

{(2, *), (*, 113)}

255

{(2, *), (*, 25)}

192

{(2, *), (*, well-known)}

187

{(2, *), (*, not well-known)}

756

{(2, 53), (*, *)}

940

{(2, 25), (*, *)}

352

{(2, 113), (*, *)}

145

{(2, well-known), (*, *)}

114

{(2, not well-known), (*, *)}

6050

Intra-connection

5

{(2, *), (2, well-known)}

190

{(2, *), (2, not well-known)}

189

EXPERIMENT OBJECTIVE

Although previous work using a negative selection
algorithm for anomaly detection (Forrest et al 1994;
Dasgupta 1998; Hofmeyr, 1999) showed promising
results, there had been little effort to apply this algorithm
on vast amounts of data. One distinctive feature of a
network intrusion detection problem is that the size of
data, which defines “self” and “non-self”, is enormous. In
order for this algorithm to be adopted to a network-based
IDS, it is important to understand whether this algorithm
is capable of generating detectors in a reasonable
computing time. In addition, it is essential to examine
whether its tuning method, which derives an appropriate
number of detectors to gain a good non-self detection rate,
works when it is used on the huge size of real network
data. Therefore, a series of experiments were performed
to investigate these two significant features of the
negative selection algorithm.

6
6.1

DATA AND PARAMETER SETTING
SETTING

As presented in section 4, the data used in this work
produced thirteen different self profiles. From 13 different
self sets, one self set, {(2, *), (*, 25)} in table 1, which
has relatively smaller number of examples, 192, was
selected for the following experiments. From the total of
192 examples of the selected self profile, 154 examples
were used for generating detectors and 38 examples were
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applied for testing generated detectors. In addition, the
detectors were tested on five different test sets. The first
four sets were collected when four different intrusions
were simulated (as explained in section 4) and the last set
was created by generating random strings. These five sets
have 273, 190, 1151, 273 and 500 examples respectively.
As described in section 3, the negative selection
algorithm used in this paper employed the r-contiguous
matching function. For the following experiments, its
matching threshold should be defined. In order to define
this number, the formulas to approximate the appropriate
number of detectors when a false negative error is fixed
(D’haeseleer, 1997; Forrest et al, 1994) were used. These
formulas are as follows (Forrest et al, 1994) :

avoid the matching a self profile. N r and N r0 in table 2
follows the same tendency.
Table 2 Number of required detectors, Nr and number of trials
to generate required number of detectors, Nr0 when false
negative error, Pf, and the threshold r of r-contiguous matching
function are given. These numbers are calculated when a self
string length, l = 33, an alphabet cardinality, m = 10 and the
number of self strings, N S = 192.

Pf

Pm  m -r [(l  r )(m  1) / m  1] . .….. (1)
1
……………………….. (2)
Pm 
Ns

where,
Pm  the matching probability between a detector string and
a randomly chosen self string,
N s  the number of self strings,
m  the detector genotype alphabet cardinality,
l  the detector genotype string length and
r = the threshold of r-contiguous matching function.

Since N s , m, l are already known, r can be calculated by
using equation (1) and (2). The calculated r was used in
the following equation in order to derive an appropriate
number of detectors, N r , and a total number of trials to
generate these detectors, N r0 , when the false negative
error, Pf , is fixed (Forrest et al, 1994).
Nr 
N r0 

 ln P f

Pm

…………………(3) and

 ln Pf

Pm  1  Pm N S …………(4)

The selected self set, {(2, *), (*, 25)}in table 1, was used
for calculating N r and N r0 when Pf is fixed. Table 2
shows calculated N r and N r0 using (3) and (4)

when

Pf and r have various values.
(D’haeseleer, 1997; Forrest, et al, 1994) showed that
the larger matching threshold drives the creation of less
general detectors and thus it requires a larger number of
detectors but a smaller number of detector generation
retrials. This is because less general detectors are easier to

r =3

r =4

Nr

N r0

Nr

N r0

0.2

51

21953

535

955

0.1

73

31382

766

1366

0.05

95

40829

997

1777

0.01

146

62765

1532

2733

Even though this formula is clearly useful to predict
the appropriate number of detectors and its generation
number, its predicted number showed how infeasible this
approach is when it is applied on a more complicated but
more realistic search space. For instance, when the
expected false negative error rate is fixed as 20%, its
predicted detector generation trial number is 51 and the
appropriate number of generated detectors is 21935 for
the matching threshold is 3. Similarly, when we define the
matching threshold as 4, it predicted 535 for the former
and 955 for the latter. In addition, it was observed that
when we fixed the matching threshold number as four and
ran the system, the system could not manage to generate
any single valid detector after one day. None of these
cases seem to provide any feasible test case in terms of
computing time. This results certainly did not follow the
predicted detector generation trial number.
Thus, for the following experiments, we generated
valid detectors by setting a matching threshold number
that allowed a system to generate a valid detector in a
reasonable time. It was observed that the average time of
single successful detector generation took about 70sec
CPU time and the average number of trials to generate a
valid detector was 2~3 when a matching threshold was
nine. These results were gained after running the negative
selection algorithm for preliminary experiments. This
number is used as the matching threshold for the
following experiments. The details of these experiment
results are described in the next section.

7

EXPERIMENT RESULT

Five different sets of detectors were generated after the
AIS with the negative selection was run five times. Even
though the matching threshold, 9, gave reasonable
computing time to generate a valid detector, it requires a
large number of detectors to gain a good non-self
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Table 3 The mean and variance values of intrusion and self detection rates when detector set size varies
The means values are followed by the variances in the parentheses.
Num. Of
Detectors

Intrusion1

Intrusion 2

Intrusion 3

Intrusion 4

Intrusion 5

Test Self Set

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

100

9.45(2.11)

10.11(8.50)

11.14(9.44)

10.62(4.03)

0.48(0.012)

7.89(17.31)

200

11.72(5.37)

11.58(13.71)

12.98(11.52)

12.89(10.43)

0.88(0.092)

9.47(36.70)

300

12.53(4.25)

11.89(13.24)

13.73(9.48)

13.63(9.15)

1(0.12)

10(29.08)

400

13.33(2.79)

12.32(11.30)

14.58(10.18)

14.36(6.87)

1.28(0.112)

10.53(31.16)

500

13.55(3.15)

12.74(13.63)

14.89(10.40)

14.51(7.35)

1.36(0.068)

11.05(25.62)

600

13.77(3.80)

13.16(11.91)

15.07(10.24)

14.65(8.12)

1.68(0.412)

11.58(29.78)

700

13.77(3.80)

13.16(11.91)

15.26(9.46)

14.65(8.12)

2.04(0.388)

11.58(29.78)

800

13.92(4.09)

13.26(11.27)

15.45(10.09)

14.80(8.22)

2.04(0.388)

11.58(29.78)

900

14.14(4.13)

13.47(10.47)

15.67(9.69)

15.02(8.52)

2.08(0.352)

12.63(46.40)

1000

14.21(4.32)

14.08(11.52)

15.90(8.71)

15.09(8.68)

2.28(0.312)

12.63(46.40)

detection rate. After taking into account practically
reasonable time to generate a whole data set, up to 1000
valid detectors were generated per run. All experiments
were run on a PC with AMD K6-2 400Mhz processor and
128M RAM.

Table 4 Time is an avarage time of single detector generation
and Trial is an average trial number to generate a single detector.
The average values are followed by the standard deviations in
parentheses.
System
Run

Time (Sec)

1
2
3
4
5
Average

58.71(26.85)
67.29(28.88)
73.75(33.72)
78.48(39.86)
69.64(26.62)
71.81(32.75)

Detector
Generation
Trial
2.80(2.16)
2.21(1.65)
2.81(2.22)
3.12(2.69)
2.72(2.07)
2.63(2.14)

Table 3 shows the average time of single successful
detector generation and the average number of trials to
generate a valid detector. Compared to the result when the
matching threshold is four, which did not generate any
single detector after 24 hours, these results certainly look
more applicable. We monitored five different non-self
sets and one previously unseen self sets after every 100
detector generation and the monitor results of five
different runs are shown in table 4. The overall non-self
detection rate was very poor: less than 16%. In particular,
the non-self detection rate for the last intrusion set, which
was artificially generated by random strings, is extremely
low and its maximum average non-self detection rate
reaches only 2.28%. In addition, its average false positive
detection rate, which is self detection rate by a detector
set, shows 12.63% and this rate is not hugely different
from the other four average non-self detection rates

except intrusion 5. This implies that the collected self and
non-self sets perhaps have some overlapping patterns
because they showed quite similar detection rates. Thus
generated detector sets completely failed to distinguish
the hidden self and non-self patterns.
These poor results were anticipated. This is because the
matching threshold was set in order to obtain a reasonable
detector generation time. If, for example, we wanted a
more usable 80% non-self detection rate, 643775165
detectors would be required (this number is also obtained
from equation 3). The largest size of a generated detector
set, 1000, was much smaller than this number and this
caused such poor results. In addition, each run already
took about 20 hours2 to generate 1000 detectors. If we
wished to generate 643775165 detectors, it would require
12517850.4 hours, or about 1,429 years on the same
computer. According to Moore's Law, the processing
speed of computers doubles every 18 months. We would
have to wait around 35 years before the average
processing speed of computers became fast enough to
generate these detectors in an hour - and this is for just
15~20 minutes of a tiny subset of the network traffic data.

8

ANALYSIS

In contrast to the promising results shown in Hofmeyr’s
negative selection algorithm for network intrusion
detection (Hofmeyr, 1999; Hofmeyr and Forrest, 2000),
the results of these experiments raise doubt whether this
algorithm should be used for network intrusion detection.
In order to answer this question, the negative selection
algorithm for network intrusion detection is analysed in
detail.
The main problem of the negative selection algorithm
is a severe scaling problem. Unlike previous work using
2

Since it took, on average, 72 seconds to generate each detector, 72000
seconds were needed to produce 1000 detectors. 72000 seconds are 20
hours.
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the negative selection algorithm for anomaly detection,
here we apply a much larger “self” set to the negative
selection algorithm. The definition of larger “self” set was
essential to cover diverse types of network intrusions. For
instance, (Hofmeyr 1999; Hofmeyr and Forrest, 2000)
defines “self” as a set of normal pairwise connections
between computers. These include connections between
two computers in the LAN and between one computer in
the LAN and external computers. The connection between
computers is defined by “data-path-triple”: (the source IP
address, the destination IP address, the port called for this
connection). This self definition is chosen based on the
work by (Heberlein, et al, 1990). However, as other IDS
literature pointed out (Lee, 1999), this self definition is
very limited in order to detect various types of network
intrusions and it will certainly be impossible to detect
some intrusions that occur within a single normal
connection such as unauthorised access from a remote
machine.
However, as observed in section 4, when the self
definition widens, a binary string to encode a detector
lengthens. As the result of long length of binary detectors,
an appropriate number of detectors to gain an acceptable
false negative error becomes huge and thus requires an
unacceptably long computation time. Our previous
experiment results clearly show this problem.
It should be noted that Hofmeyr (1999) developed a
refined theory and multiple secondary representations and
these help to reduce the number of trials to generate
detectors on structured self as much as three orders
magnitude less. These methods made the distribution of a
self set clump and it resulted in the reduction of the
number of detector generation trials. However, the refined
theory and secondary representations add extra space and
computing time. More importantly, all of the suggested
secondary representations, such as pure permutation,
imperfect hashing and substring hashing, are matching
rules which check matching only on genotypes.
Unfortunately, matching rules that operate only at the
genotype level have a weakness to be applied for a
network intrusion detection problem. This deficiency can
be explained by unravelling the problem of r-contiguous
matching function.
We used the r-contiguous rule to check the match
between a given detector and antigen. The main purpose
of using it was in order to employ the formula to
approximate an appropriate number of detectors to gain a
certain non-self detection rate. However, the r-contiguous
matching rule is too simple to determine the matching
between rather complicated and high-dimensional
patterns. It has been already known that most rules to
represent intrusion signatures describe correlation among
significant network connection events and temporal cooccurrences of events (Lee, 1999; Porras, 1998). Since the
r-contiguous bit matching only measures the contiguous
bits of genotypes of given two strings, it is hard to
guarantee that the r-contiguous bit matching can catch this
kind of correlation from given self and non-self patterns.
The wider range of self definition shown in section 4 is
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also suggested in order to extract this type of correlation
from given self and non-self network traffic examples.
But, if any new matching function is employed,
D’haeseleer’s (1997) formula is no longer valid. There is
no way to tune the right number of detectors for negative
selection. Therefore, this difficulty may force the negative
selection algorithm to adopt an arbitrary number of
detectors and this may cause an unexpectedly low
detection accuracy or inefficient computation by
generating more than sufficient number of detectors. In
addition, D’haeseleer’s (1997) new detector generation
algorithms using a linear-time algorithm and a greedy
algorithm that guarantees a liner time of detector
generation is also not applicable when a different
matching function is used.
In summary, it is necessary to use a more sophisticated
matching function to determine the degree of correlation
among significant network connection events and
temporal co-occurrences of events. This requires deriving
a new way to tune an appropriate number of detectors,
which can be used for more sophisticated matching
function.
These drawbacks of the negative selection algorithm
made the AIS struggle to monitor vast amount of a
network self set despite its other important features3.
Consequently, the initial results of our experiments
motivated us to re-define the role of negative selection
stage within an overall network-based IDS and design a
more applicable negative selection algorithm, which
follows a newly defined role. As much of the other
immunology literature (Tizard, 1995) addresses that the
antigen detection powers of human antibodies rise from
the evolution of antibodies via a clonal selection stage.
While the negative selection algorithm allows the AIS to
be an invaluable anomaly detector, its infeasibility to be
applied on a real network environment is caused from
allocating a rather overambitious task to it. To be more
precise, the job of a negative selection stage should be
restricted to tackle a more modest task that is closer to the
role of negative selection of human immune system. That
is simply filtering the harmful antibodies rather than
generating competent ones. This view has been
corroborated by further work (Kim and Bentley, 2001)
which has recently shown how succesful the use of clonal
selection with a negative selection operator can be for this
type of problem.

3

Hofmeyr and Forrest (2000)’s final system employs some other
extensions to support the operation of AIS under a real network
environment. Among them, affinity maturation and memory cell
generation follow the clonal selection concept and these provide
a kind of evolution of a detector set distributed on monitored
hosts. However, it still uses only the negative selection
algorithm to generate an initial detector set. Even though it may
conform to human immune systems more closely, this approach
could require excessive computation time to generate the initial
detector set, if a broader definition of self is used. In addition,
the usefulness of initial detectors is not proven before they are
distributed to other hosts. This may also cause a waste of other
computing resources.
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9

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has investigated the role of negative selection
in an artificial immune system (AIS) for network
intrusion detection. The negative selection stage within
our AIS was implemented following the algorithm created
by Forrest et al (1994; 1997) and applied to real network
data. The experiments showed the infeasibility of this
algorithm for this application: the computation time
needed to generate a sufficient number of detectors is
completely impractical.
This result directs this research to re-define the role of
negative selection algorithm within our overall artificial
immune system framework. Current work is now
investigating the intrusion detection mechanism of the
clonal selection stage. A new understanding of the task of
the clonal selection stage has now resulted in the
development of a more appropriate use for negative
selection as an operator within a novel clonal selection
algorithm (Kim and Bentley, 2001).
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Abstract
This paper proposes a new RISC processor
for high speed execution of genetic algorithms
(GAs). The proposed RISC processor is designed
based on the DLX instruction set, and a set of
new instructions, which are effective to highspeed execution of GAs, are added. Since a GA
is implemented as software on the proposed processor, any type of GA can be realized. Using the
instruction set of the proposed processor, more
than 90 % reduction of the number of clocks to
execute GA operators such as 2-point crossover
can be achieved. The processor has been designed with the Verilog Hardware Description
Language to be implemented as a VLSI chip with
a 0.35µm standard cell technology.

1

Introduction

Genetic algorithms (GAs) were invented by John Holland
in 1970s as search algorithms based on the mechanics of
natural selection and natural genetics [1]. GAs are known
to be robust and effective search algorithms for large-scale,
complex optimization problems, and many results on applications of GAs in various areas of engineering have been
reported.
However, the major drawback of GAs is their slow execution speed when they were implemented and executed
on a conventional computer. To overcome this drawback,
several approaches have been reported. Several authors
have proposed parallel GAs, which may be classified into
three classes, namely, massively parallel GAs, parallel island model GAs, and parallel hybrid GAs [6]. In general,
parallel processing of GAs achieves a good performance.
In addition, since parallel GAs are usually implemented as
software, it is easy to implement any kind of GAs. The
main disadvantage of parallel GAs is that it often requires

a large amount of computer resources.
Another common approach to high-speed execution of a
GA is to implement it as hardware. For example, Scott et
al. proposed a hardware-based GA, which was an implementation of a steady-state GA using field programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs) [7]. Yoshida et al. proposed a VLSI
for GA, which realizes coarse-grained parallel processing
of GA execution [12]. We have also proposed an LSI implementation of adaptive GAs [11]. Implementation of
GAs as hardware generally achieves a very good performance. The major disadvantage of this approach, however,
is the difficulty to realize the programmability. In fact, in
most of hardware GAs, GA operators such as crossover and
mutation were fixed in advance. To achieve a good performance of GA execution, appropriate GA operators and GA
parameters should be selected and tuned for given problems.
In this paper, we propose a new RISC processor, whose
instruction set is tailored to the efficient execution of GAs
[4]. The proposed RISC processor is designed based on
the DLX instruction set [3], and we add several special
instructions, which are effective to high-speed execution
of GAs. Newly added instructions can be classified into
three groups. The first group consists of bit-oriented instructions, because GA operators such as crossover often
require bit-oriented operations. The second group consists
of instructions concerning with random numbers. Since a
GA frequently uses random numbers, the computation time
for generating a pseudo-random number has a heavy effect on the performance of GA execution. The proposed
processor has a pseudo-random number generation circuit,
and in each clock cycle, a pseudo-random number is generated. The processor has several instructions using random
numbers, which are very effective to shorten the computation time of selection, crossover, and mutation. Finally, the
third group of instructions added to the proposed processor consists of SIMD instructions, which are mainly used
to implement a crossover operation.
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Since a GA is implemented as software on the proposed
processor, any kind of GA can be realized. Preliminary
experiments show that, using the instruction set of the proposed processor, more than 90 % reduction of the number
of clocks to execute GA operators such as 2-point crossover
can be achieved. The processor has been designed with
the Verilog Hardware Description Language to be implemented as a VLSI chip with a 0.35µm standard cell technology.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
architecture and the instruction set of the proposed RISC
processor. Section 3 discusses the VLSI design and the
performance estimation on GA execution of the proposed
processor. Finally, in Section 4, we conclude this paper.

2

Processor Architecture

2.1 Genetic Algorithms
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is known to be a robust search algorithm, which deals with the individuals (chromosomes)
of candidate solutions (population) encoded in the problem
independent representation [1]. During the genetic process,
new candidate solutions are composed by using the genetic
operators such as crossover and mutation. When solving
the specific application by a GA, it is often necessary to
use complex representation of individual and genetic operators tailored to the problem to search solutions efficiently.
Thus, programmability is indispensable when developing
general-purpose GA systems to solve optimization problems.
Programmability could be realized with either software or
programmable logic devices. For software implementation
of GAs, any kind of GAs could be programmed, but the
performance is restricted due to properties of GAs such as
frequent usage of bit operations and random number generation, which could not be efficiently performed on the
ordinary processors. To realize programmability on the
hardware-based GAs, using programmable logic devices
such as field programmable logic arrays (FPGAs) to construct a GA engine is one solution, and several authors have
reported the implementation of GAs on general-purpose
FPGA-based systems [2]. The main disadvantage of this
approach is its large design time. Designing a GA on an
FPGA-based machine is more difficult than developing a
GA software on a general-purpose processor, since hardware design includes not only coding with the hardware description language (HDL), but also placement and routing
under timing and hardware resource constraints. In addition, presently, the level of HDL coding is generally lower
than the level of programming with a high level programming language such as C, although there has been much
effort to improve the productivity of HDL-based LSI de-
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sign.
In this paper, to realize full programmability with high performance of GA execution, we propose a new RISC processor. Since any type of GA can be realized as software
on the proposed processor, full programmability is assured.
To achieve efficient execution of a GA, a special instruction
set is devised.
2.2 Properties of a GA
To develop a processor tailored for executing a GA efficiently, first, we summarize the general properties of GAs.
That is, we discuss what types of operations are frequently
used in executing a GA.
1. Bit-oriented operations
A GA generally requires not only normal wordoriented operations like AND, ADD, etc, but also a
number of bit-oriented operations, that is, operations
are applied not only to a whole memory word, but
also to a part of a word. For example, when a chromosome consists of n bits, and a 2-point crossover is
executed, each of parent chromosomes is divided into
three parts, and the middle ones are exchanged. Cut
points are normally specified as bit positions.
2. Random numbers
A GA frequently uses random numbers in various
stages of the algorithm execution such as crossover,
mutation, and selection. Since pure random number
generation is hard to realize, pseudo-random numbers are generally used, which are generated with
some pseudo-random number generators. Meysenburg and Foster showed that the quality of pseudorandom number generation has little effect on the performance of a simple genetic algorithm [5]. This
means that it is not necessary to adopt high-quality,
complex, time-consuming random number generating
methods for GAs.
3. SIMD operations
A set of chromosomes forms a population, and it is
often the case that the same operation is applied to all
chromosomes in a population. Those operations could
be regarded as SIMD (single instruction multiple data)
operations.
When a GA is implemented as software on a generalpurpose processor such as Pentium-III, UltraSPARC, etc.,
due to the properties listed above, we would face some
difficulties to implement a GA efficiently. First, since
general-purpose processors were normally designed for
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word-oriented operations, it is inefficient to realize bitoriented operations.
Second, in the usual software implementation of a GA,
a random number is generated with some pseudo-random
number generation algorithm. A pseudo-random number
generation algorithm is implemented with, at least, 10 instructions, and normally, more than 50 instructions. Since
a GA frequently requires random numbers in its execution,
we cannot neglect the performance overhead of random
number generation.
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rs[ra:ra+rc-1] ← rs[ra:ra+rc-1] and rd[ra:ra+rc-1].
2. RNG related instructions.
This category includes 5 instructions related with the random number generation (RNG). As explained in the next
subsection, the proposed processor has a pseudo-random
number generator, which generates a 96-bit pseudo-random
number in each clock cycle.
RSTRNG [ra][rb][rc]

Third, although some GA operations such as crossover
could be realized as SIMD instructions, a general-purpose
processor does not support any SIMD instructions.

This instruction initializes the random number generator by
setting a number stored in registers ra, rb, and rc as its
initial value.

2.3 Instruction Set

SRNI [rs][imd]

From the observations described in the previous subsection,
an instruction set of the proposed processor was designed
so that a GA can be implemented as software to realize the
high-speed execution of it. Since instructions which ordinary general-purpose processors supported such as arithmetic and logical instructions, load/store instructions, and
so on, are also required in the proposed processor, we adopt
the DLX architecture, proposed in [3], as a base architecture, and all DLX instructions except floating point arithmetic ones are also supported in the proposed processor.
Floating point arithmetic instructions will require a large
amount of hardware resources, and since we have a restriction that the processor will be implemented on a CMOS
standard cell with 4.9 × 4.9mm 2 chip area, we have to exclude them. In addition to the original DLX instruction set,
we add a set of 27 new instructions tailored to execute a
GA efficiently. Those instructions are classified into three
categories listed below. Table 1 summarizes those new instructions. Due to the lack of space, only a few instructions
in each categories are actually explained.

This instruction sets a random number to register rs, whose
range is [0 . . . imd-1].

1. Bit-oriented instructions
In this category of instructions, only a specified part of a
word is treated as an operand. In this category, there are
16 instructions consisting of arithmetic, logical, and move
instructions. Examples are shown below:

3. SIMD instructions
This category of instructions contains 4 SIMD instructions.
RR [rs1][rs2][imd]
This instruction rotates registers rs1 and rs2 simultaneously in the right direction with imd bits.
The original DLX architecture has three instruction formats, denoted I-type, R-type, and J-type. To implement
the new instructions described above, we add three new
instruction formats, called I’-type, R’-type, and R”-type,
shown in Figure 1.
I-type

6

5

5

16

opcode

rs1

rs2

imd

load/store for byte, half-word, word
immediate operation

R-type

6

5

5

5

11

opcode

rs1

rs2

rs3

function

register-register operation
function specifies data-path operation

J-type

6

26

opcode

offset
Jump, Jump&Link

I’-type

6

5

5

11

opcode

rs1

imd1

imd2

6

5

5

5

5

5

1

rs1

rs2

rs3

rs4

rs5

d

set_rand_bits

MOVB [rs][rd][ra][rb][rc]
This instruction moves some bits in the source register to
the destination register. That is,
rs[ra:ra+rc-1] ← rd[rb:rb+rc-1].

5

R’-type opcode

bit operation
6

R’’-type opcode

5

5

5

5

5

1

rs1

rs2

i3

i4

i5

d

immediate bit operation

ANDB [rs][rd][ra][rb][rc]
This instruction performs AND for the specified bits in the
source and destination registers. That is,

Figure 1: Instruction formats.
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Table 1: DLX-GA new instruction set.
Mnemonic
Bit-oriented instructions
XCB, XCBI
CMPB, CMPBI
MOVB, MOVBI
XTRCB, XTRCBI
NOTB, NOTBI
ANDB, ANDBI
ORB, ORBI
XORB, XORBI
RNG related instructions
RSTRNG
SRN, SRNI
SRB
SRBS
SIMD instructions
RL
RR
XCRL
XCRR
Interrupt related instructions
RFI
SIEF

Explanation
Operate on only a specified part of a word
Exchange bits, exchange bits immediate
Compare bits, compare bits immediate; the least
significant 1 bit specifies the destination register
among R29 and R30
Move bits, move bits immediate
Extract bits, extract bits immediate
Not bits, not bits immediate
And bits, and bits immediate
Or bits, or bits immediate
Exclusive or bits, exclusive or bits immediate
Generate various random numbers using the
random number generator (RNG)
Reset the random number generator
Set random number, set random number immediate
Set random bit
Set random bits
Perform the same operation on two operands
Rotate in the left direction
Rotate in the right direction
Exchange and rotate in the left direction
Exchange and rotate in the right direction
Control the interrupt
Return from interrupt
Set interrupt enable flag

2.4 GA-oriented RISC Architecture
Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of the proposed
RISC processor, called DLX-GA. Specifications of the
DLX-GA processor are given in Table 2.
DLX-GA is a 32-bit RISC processor. As mentioned, DLXGA is designed based on the DLX processor [3], and hence
most of the characteristics of DLX-GA is the same as DLX.
DLX-GA has a uniform 32-bit instruction format, and a
load/store architecture. We adopt the Harvard architecture,
and the instruction memory bus and the data memory bus
are separated. There is an on-chip instruction cache, but
no data cache due to the restriction of hardware resources.
The register file implements general-purpose registers with
32 words of 32 bits.
The datapath of DLX-GA is embedded in a 6-stage pipeline
consisting of an instruction fetch stage, an instruction decode stage, two execution stages, a memory access stage,
and a write-back stage. To implement SIMD instructions,
two ALUs are equipped. Furthermore, a pseudo-random
number generator (RNG) based on a cellular automaton
based algorithm [8] is included in the datapath. This RNG
generates a 96-bit pseudo random number in each clock cycle. The generated number is them multiplied with a constant given by the instruction to produce a random number
within the specified range. As noted before, the quality of
random number generations will merely effect on the GA

performance [5], and hence a pseudo-random number generator (RNG) based on cellular automaton is sufficient to
generate random numbers for GA execution. In fact, we
have compared extensively our random number generator
with the standard pseudo-random number generation algorithm written in C, and there was no evidence that the latter
was statistically better than the former when each was used
in a GA implementation.
Interrupt handling is also supported in the processor. When
accepting an interrupt from outside of the processor, the
processor starts an interrupt handling routine. With the interrupt mechanism, it is possible to construct a parallel GA
system by connecting several DLX-GA processors.

3

VLSI Implementation and Performance
Estimation

3.1 VLSI Implementation
The DLX-GA processor will be fabricated as a standard
cell LSI with a 0.35µm 3 metal layer CMOS technology,
which will be fabricated by Rohm Corporation by July
2001.
The DLX-GA chip was firstly designed in the hardware description language Verilog-HDL [10] on register transfer
level (RTL). Each pipeline stage of the DLX-GA was designed as a module. In addition to these modules, there are
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Figure 2: DLX-GA architecture.

Table 2: Specifications of DLX-GA.
Instruction memory address bus
Instruction memory data bus
Data memory address bus
Data memory data bus
Instruction cache
Register file
Interrupt
Clock

some submodules and some sub-submodules. For instance,
the ID stage includes a register file and a forwarding controller as its internal submodules, and the EX stage has two
ALUs and the RNG as its internal submodules. Each ALU
has a bit-oriented operation module, a shift operation module and an ordinary arithmetic and logic operation module
as its internal submodules.
After HDL coding of modules, each module of the DLXGA was simulated separately on the functional level with
Cadence’s Verilog-XL simulator. After this initial verification, several modules were combined to a larger unit and
simulated again. Finally, simulation of the complete DLXGA was carried out. Several test programs were developed
with a DLX-GA assembler which we have developed, and
simulated on the whole HDL description of the DLX-GA.
The verified Verilog description on register transfer level
was fed to Synopsys’ Design Compiler to synthesize a gate
level circuit. We use a CMOS 0.35µm standard cell library
for the synthetic cells and make use of 5 8-bit 512-word
memory macro cells to compose the 40-bit 512-word instruction cache. To obtain good synthesis results, modules

15 bits
32 bits
22 bits
32 bits
direct mapping, 512 lines
32 bits × 32 words
2 level
100 MHz

containing more than 20,000 gates were synthesized separately. Finally, all of the hierarchy of the HDL description
of the DLX-GA were removed, and the whole circuit was
synthesized as a flat structure.
Table 3: Synthesis result of DLX-GA.
Number of cells
Number of nets
Number of FFs
Combinational area
Noncombinational area
Total area
Critical path [ns]

20,401
20,507
2,074
32,708
14,527
47,512
9.25

Table 3 shows the synthesis result of the DLX-GA chip
except for the memory macro cells. Table 4 shows the synthesis result of each pipeline stage. Here, EX1 stage and
EX2 stage were synthesized together. A cell in these tables
means a basic gate such as AND gate, OR gate, a compound gate such as AND-OR-INV, and a latch such as DFF. And a unit area is corresponding to a 2-input NAND
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Table 4: Synthesis result of each pipeline stage.
Pipeline stage
Number of cells
Number of nets
Number of FFs
Combinational area
Noncombinational area
Total area
Critical path [ns]

IF
717
895
164
894
1,164
2,070
8.59

gate. From Table 3, the whole circuit except the memory
macro cells consists of around 20,000 standard cells, which
is roughly equivalent to 48,000 2-input NAND gates, and
is 1.6 times larger than the original DLX processor. From
Table 4, the critical path of EX1+EX2 is 9.05ns and is
roughly the same as that of IF and MEM. This is due to
the division of the EX stage of the original DLX pipeline
into two stages. Therefore, the two EX stages (EX1+EX2),
which perform several complex operations (e.g., the bitoriented operations), does not become a bottleneck in the
6-stage pipeline of the DLX-GA.
The layout of the DLX-GA was carried out with Avant!’s
ApolloXO layout tool. Starting from the floorplan, the
placement and routing were controlled by the timing constraints (e.g., target clock frequency). The placement was
executed by employing ApolloXO’s static timing analysis
engine. After the placement, clock tree synthesis was carried out.
The chip image of the DLX-GA is shown in Figure 3. The
chip size is 4.9 × 4.9 mm2 . Standard cell logic was placed
in the middle of the chip and memory macro cells were
placed on the boundary of the chip because it was prohibited to route signal wires over memory macro cells.

ID
6,659
6,873
1291
12,894
9,164
22,168
4.13

EX1+EX2
12,680
13,246
525
22,026
3,731
25,931
9.05

MEM
297
446
117
283
856
1,144
8.97

WB
133
206
64
93
469
565
1.05

After the placement and routing, using back-annotated delay data in the Standard Delay Format (SDF), static timing
analysis was carried out on Synopsys’ Design Compiler.
Similarly, using SDF, post-layout simulation was also carried out. These verifications proved that the timing was met
to the given constraint.
3.2 Performance Evaluation
In this subsection, we show how much effective the proposed instruction set of the DLX-GA is. We wrote two
typical GA functions with the C language, one of which
is the typical 2-point crossover, and the other is the swap
mutation for the traveling salesman problem. Then, two
source programs were compiled with the GNU C Compiler
(gcc) to obtain the assembly codes of the DLX processor.
For the proposed DLX-GA processor, since no compiler
was currently available, we got the assembly codes from
the DLX assembly codes by rewriting the assembly codes
by hand, and translating them to the machine codes by using the DLX-GA assembler. Then, we compare the number of clocks to execute the respective programs. Table 5
shows the results. From the table, the proposed processor
achieved more than 90% reduction of the number of clocks.
Figure 4 shows the assembly codes of two processors for
2-point crossover. Note that, even the codes for the DLX
processor were produced by the compiler, we have checked
that it was very hard to shorten the codes by hand.
Table 5: Comparison of DLX with DLX-GA.
processor
DLX
DLX-GA

Figure 3: Chip image.

2-point crossover
138
11

swap mutation
75
7

Next, we observed the percentage of CPU time of selection,
crossover, mutation, evaluation, and random number generation in the total CPU time when executing the simple
genetic algorithm (SGA) [9]. Table 6 shows the simulation condition and Table 7 shows the result. In this table,
problem 1 is the maximization of function x 10 and prob-
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L2_LF0:
lw
r1,-32(r30)
lw
r2,-36(r30)
slt r1,r1,r2
bnez r1,L5_LF0
j
L3_LF0
L5_LF0:
lw
r1,-32(r30)
snei r2,r1,#0
beqz r2,L6_LF0
lw
r1,-20(r30)
slli r2,r1,#0x4
sw
-20(r30),r2
L6_LF0:
lw
r1,-20(r30)
addi r2,r1,#15
sw
-20(r30),r2

L4_LF0:
lw
r2,-32(r30)
addi r1,r2,#1
add r2,r0,r1
sw
-32(r30),r2
j
L2_LF0
L3_LF0:
nop
lw
r1,-36(r30)
sw
-32(r30),r1
L7_LF0:
lw
r1,-32(r30)
lw
r2,-40(r30)
slt r1,r1,r2
bnez r1,L10_LF0
j
L8_LF0

L10_LF0:
lw
r1,-20(r30)
slli r2,r1,#0x1
sw
-20(r30),r2
L9_LF0:
lw
r2,-32(r30)
addi r1,r2,#1
add r2,r0,r1
sw
-32(r30),r2
j
L7_LF0
L8_LF0:
nop
lw
r1,-40(r30)
sw
-32(r30),r1

L11_LF0:
lw
r1,-32(r30)
lw
r2,-44(r30)
slt r1,r1,r2
bnez r1,L14_LF0
j
L12_LF0
L14_LF0:
lw
r1,-20(r30)
slli r2,r1,#0x4
sw
-20(r30),r2
lw
r1,-20(r30)
addi r2,r1,#15
sw
-20(r30),r2
L13_LF0:
lw
r2,-32(r30)
addi r1,r2,#1
add r2,r0,r1
sw
-32(r30),r2
j
L11_LF0

L12_LF0:
lw
r1,-12(r30)
lw
r2,-20(r30)
and r1,r1,r2
lw
r3,-20(r30)
sub r2,r0,r3
subi r2,r2,#1
lw
r3,-16(r30)
and r2,r2,r3
or
r1,r1,r2
sw
-24(r30),r1
lw
r1,-16(r30)
lw
r2,-20(r30)
and r1,r1,r2
lw
r3,-20(r30)
sub r2,r0,r3
subi r2,r2,#1
lw
r3,-12(r30)
and r2,r2,r3
or
r1,r1,r2
sw
-28(r30),r1

lw
r3,-16(r30)
lw
r4,-20(r30)
sub r4,r4,r3
lw
r5,-24(r30)
multi r3,r3,r5
multi r4,r4,r5
lw
r1,-8(r30)
lw
r2,-12(r30)
move_bits r1,r2,r3,r3,r4
sw
-8(r30),r1
sw
-12(r30),r2

(b) 2-point crossover with
the new instruction set.

(a) 2-point crossover with the DLX instruction set.
Figure 4: Assembly codes of 2-point crossover.

lem 2 is the maximization of 32-dimensional vector length.
From Table 7, the CPU time of the random number generation (rng) occupied more than 50% in the total CPU
time. Normally, on a general-purpose processor, a pseudorandom number generation algorithm is implemented with
more than 50 instructions, but on the DLX-GA processor,
a pseudo-random number can be generated with only 1 instruction. Therefore, the RNG related instructions of the
DLX-GA vastly contribute the performance improvement
of GA execution.
Table 6: Simulation condition.
Number of generations
100
Number of chromosomes
100
Chromosome length
100 bits
Crossover probability
0.6
Mutation probability
0.01
Selection operator
roulette selection
Crossover operator
1-point crossover
Mutation operator
point mutation

cessor. The objective of the problem is to set all bits in a
chromosome to 1. GA parameters are shown in Table 8.
Table 9 shows the result. From Table 9, the DLX-GA was
about 3 times faster than the DLX.
Table 8: Parameter setting.
Number of generations
Number of chromosomes
Chromosome length
Crossover probability
Mutation probability
Selection operator
Crossover operator
Mutation operator

64
64
64 bits
0.6
0.01
roulette selection
1-point crossover
point mutation

Table 9: Simulation result.
processor
DLX
DLX-GA

average fitness
50.0
50.3

computation time [ms]
1029.48
355.73

Table 7: Percentage of each genetic operation.
problem
1
2

selection
10.8
11.3

crossover +
mutation
13.6
15.7

evaluation

rng

19.4
20.5

56.2
52.5

Next, as a more practical case, we compared the execution
time of two simple GA programs, one of which is composed of the DLX instructions only and the other is composed of the DLX and DLX-GA instructions. Simulation
was done to execute both programs on the DLX-GA pro-

Now, we consider, in this case, why the DLX-GA is 3 times
faster than the DLX. Compared to the DLX, for the DLXGA, the time required for crossover and mutation was reduced roughly from 15% to 1% by using the bit-oriented
operations and the SIMD operations, and the time of random number generation was reduced roughly from 55% to
1% by using the RNG related operations. Therefore, the
time required for the GA execution on the DLX-GA was
reduced to 32% of whole execution time of the DLX. This
is the reason why the DLX-GA is 3 times faster than the
DLX.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a new RISC architecture for high-speed execution of genetic algorithms. The
proposed processor supports several types of instructions,
which were devised to execute GA programs efficiently.
Simulation experiments show that the proposed processor
will be very effective to execute a GA program with a short
computation time. The LSI design of the proposed processor has been completed, and the new processor will be
fabricated as a standard cell LSI with a CMOS 0.35µm
technology by July, 2001. Software environment such as
a C compiler of the proposed processor is under the development. After fabricating the processor as an LSI chip,
we will develop a general-purpose GA board, which consists of a DLX-GA chip, memory, and peripheral circuits
to evaluate the DLX-GA processor in the real world applications. We also have a plan to realize a parallel GA system, which consists of a few tens of the above mentioned
general-purpose GA board.
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Abstract
A novel methodology for development of soft
sensors based on sensitivity analysis and
function generation by genetic programming is
proposed. The main advantages of this type of
soft sensor are their good generalization
capabilities, explicit input/output relationships,
and low implementation and maintenance cost.
An example of a soft sensor generated by genetic
programming in an industrial application in The
Dow Chemical Company is given.

1

INTRODUCTION

Inferential sensing, also called soft sensing, involves the
use of readily available process measurements to infer
process state and product quality variables that are
difficult to measure on-line (composition, melt index,
molecular distribution, etc.). The foundation of building
soft sensors is the assumption that these variables have a
functional relationship with the measured process
variables. Since this functional relationship is usually
nonlinear, the neural network approach is a convenient
choice for modeling. The common methodology of
building a neural net soft sensor and the practical issues of
its implementation are discussed in detail in [Qin, 1996].
Neural net based soft sensor technology is in its mature
state with thousands of successful applications worldwide
in all areas of manufacturing [Neelakantan and Guiver,
1998]. However, several performance and long-term
operation issues had appeared, along with the benefits that
soft sensors have shown in these applications. Most of
the problems are related to some limitations that are
typical for soft sensors based on neural nets. As it is well
known, neural nets are universal approximators but
usually have poor generalization capability outside the
range of training data (Haykin, 1998). The result of this
property is very poor performance of the soft sensor and
unreliable prediction of the inferred value in new
operating conditions. This problem can be avoided to
some extent if the neural net has confidence limits that
indicate the validity of model predictions. Another
drawback of soft sensors based on back propagation
neural nets is their complexity. Selection of the neural net
structure is still an ad hoc process and very often leads to
inefficient and complex solutions. This “fat”

dimensionality significantly reduces the robustness of soft
sensors. Of special importance is the selection of only
those inputs that have a major influence on the inferred
variable. In order to achieve proper input selection we
need a sensitivity analysis of the influence of each input
on the output. This type of analysis is very difficult to
perform by the existing classical back-propagation neural
nets. As a result of this non-efficient structure and
reduced robustness there is a necessity of frequent retraining. The final effect of all of these problems is an
increased maintenance cost and gradually decreased
performance and credibility.
In order to improve soft sensor performance, to shorten its
development time, and to minimize maintenance, a new
hybrid intelligent system methodology was developed in
The Dow Chemical Company. It is based on the use of
different intelligent system components (analytic neural
nets, genetic programming, support vector machines, etc.)
during the development. Part of this methodology is based
on genetic programming (GP) [Koza, 1992, Banzhaf et
al,1998]. The development
issues of inferential
estimation models based on GP is discussed in [Willis et
al, 1997, McKay et al, 1997]. Three cases (vacuum
distillation column, continuous stirred tank reactor, and
twin screw cooking extruder) were used to investigate the
utility of this approach. The results revealed that in each
case the GP algorithm generates an accurate nonlinear
empirical model. Moreover, in all of the examples, the GP
algorithm was able to discriminate between relevant and
irrelevant inputs, evolving parsimonious system
presentations. These initial encouraging results based on
model simulations are a good starting point for real-world
industrial applications of soft sensors based on GP.
In this paper, the implementation issues for development
of industrial soft sensors generated by GP are presented.
The main steps of a hybrid intelligent system
methodology for robust soft sensors are discussed in
Section 2 with emphasis on GP-related phases. Section 3
presents the results from a successful application of a GP
soft sensor in a chemical reactor. The conclusions are
summarized in Section 4.
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2

A METHODOLOGY FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF GPGENERATED SOFT SENSORS

With the expanding research in the area of evolutionary
algorithms and continuously increasing computational
power of PCs, genetic programming is beginning to grab
the attention of industry. Of special importance to
industry are the following unique features of GP:
• no a priori modeling assumptions
• derivative-free optimization
• few design parameters
• natural selection of the most important process inputs
• parsimonious analytical functions as a final result.
The last feature has double benefit. From one side, a
simple soft sensor often has better generalization
capability, increased robustness, and needs less frequent
re-training. From the other side, process engineers and
developers prefer to use non-black box empirical models
and are much more open to take the risk to implement
inferential sensors based on functional relationships. An
additional advantage is the low implementation cost of
such type of soft sensors. It can be applied directly into
the existing Distributed Control Systems (DCS) avoiding
additional specialized software packages, typical for
neural net-based inferential sensors.
At the same time there are still significant challenges in
implementing industrial soft sensors generated by GP:
function generation with noisy industrial data [Lee and
Wang, 1995], dealing with time delays, sensitivity
analysis of large data sets [Gilbert et al, 1998], to name a
few. Of special importance is the main drawback of GP –
the slow speed of model development due to the inherent
high computational requirements of this method. For real
industrial applications the calculation time is in order of
days or even weeks, even with the current high-end PCs.
These problems inherent to GP can be partially overcome
by integration with other approaches in soft sensor
development. For example, support vector machines can
detect outliers and compress the data set only with the
most informative data [Vapnik, 1998], time delays can be
“absorbed” by convolution functions tuned by neural
networks [Tank and Hopfield, 1987], operating regimerelated data can be identified by principle component
analysis, etc. The objective of the integration is to supply
GP with clean, informative and parsimonious data sets. In
this way all the advantages of GP are enhanced and its
drawbacks are reduced.
The pre-GP steps of the hybrid intelligent systems
methodology for soft sensor development are the
following:
Step 1: Representative data collection
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A representative data set of a broad range of potential
inputs to the soft sensor is collected with an appropriate
sampling time. The average size of this initial data set for
an industrial soft sensor application is of several dozens
of inputs and several thousands data vectors and could be
a challenge if applied directly to GP.
Step 2: Data preprocessing and classification
This step includes all necessary actions to assess data
quality, fill data gaps, perform data transforms if
necessary, etc. In case of multiple product type
manufacturing with several operating regimes it is
necessary to classify the data to the appropriate operating
conditions. Of special importance to data cleaning is the
reliable detection of all outliers. A new very effective
approach for outlier elimination is the ε-insensitive
support vector machine for regression [Vapnik, 1998]. By
selecting a proper kernel and a width of the ε-insensitive
zone one has explicit control over the threshold of outliers
detection and model complexity. The final result of this
step is a clean, condensed and informational rich data set.
Step 3: Neural net sensitivity analysis of all possible
inputs
Even a condensed data set of tens of inputs and thousands
of observations is a challenge for effective GP-model
generation. In order to reduce the search space for GP and
computational effort, a preliminary sensitivity analysis of
all possible inputs is performed. The sensitivity analysis is
based on stacked analytic neural nets (Smits, 1993).
Typically thirty stacked neural nets are used to improve
generalization and estimate confidence limits. This step
begins with the most complex structure of all possible
inputs. During the sensitivity analysis the initial complex
structure is gradually reduced by decreasing the number
of inputs. The sensitivity of each structure is the average
of the calculated derivatives on every one of the stacked
neural nets. The procedure performs automatic
elimination of the least significant inputs and generates a
matrix of input sensitivity vs. input elimination. This
matrix is the basis for selection of the most influential
inputs for the final nonlinear sensitivity analysis by GP.
Step 4: Convolution parameters’ estimation
This step is necessary when we have to deal with time
delays. The classical approach to handle time series by
neural nets is to add additional inputs for the previous
time steps. Unfortunately, this technique increases the
dimensionality of the neural net significantly. For
example, if one has a problem with five inputs and one
wants to use the current input plus the inputs from five
previous time-steps as inputs to the network, then one
needs a network with 30 inputs as opposed to the original
five. This increase in the dimensionality of the input
vectors has a large impact on the number of required data
points for a proper model identification. The problem is
even bigger in the case of GP modeling. Therefore, it
would be desirable to include information from previous
time-steps without increasing the dimensionality of the
input to the network. This can be achieved by performing
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a convolution on the input using an appropriately shaped
function.
The steps directly related to GP are as follows:
Step 5: Final GP-based sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity analysis generates a ranking of all the input
variables in terms of how important they are in modeling
a certain unknown process. In linear problems the
sensitivity of an input variable is related to the derivative
of the output with respect to that variable. In nonlinear
problems, however, the derivative becomes a local
property and has to be integrated over the entire input
domain to qualify as sensitivity. Since this approach is not
really practical in a GP context we’ve opted to relate the
sensitivity of a given input variable to its fitness in the
population of equations. The reasoning is that important
input variables will be used in equations that have a
relatively high fitness. So the fitness of input variables is
related to the fitness of the equations they are used in.
There is however a potential problem in credit assignment
i.e. what portion of the fitness goes to what variable in the
equation. The easiest approach is to distribute the credit
(the fitness of the equation) equally over all variables
present. But probably not every variable is equally
important in a given equation. In addition, most equations
in a GP population are not parsimonious and posses
chunks of inactive code (the problem of ‘bloat’ [Banzhaf
et al, 1998]). Variables that are present in these chunks of
inactive code do not contribute to the final fitness of the
equation but still obtain some credit for being part of that
equation. There is no direct solution for this problem on
the individual equation level but still reliable answers can
be obtained provided we evaluate a large number of
equations. Again the reasoning is simple, if a given input
variable is absolutely essential to solve the problem, it
must be present in the high fitness equations. Other nonessential variables will be present in both low-fitness and
high-fitness equations so their fitness will be closer to the
average fitness over all equations. More important
variables will obtain more credit and will have a fitness
that exceeds this average value. So provided the
population size is large enough we can take the fitness of
each equation in the population, distribute this fitness in
equal amounts over the input variables present in that
equation and sum all these contributions for each input
variable over the entire population. An improved version
of this, at the expense of little bit extra computation, uses
every sub-equation in each of the equations in the
population. The extra computational step will
considerably improve the statistics of the input variable
fitnesses since now the number of equations is equal to
the sum of all nodes in every equation-tree in the
population rather than the population size itself.
Step 6: Genetic programming function generation
This step uses the GP approach to search for potential
analytical relationships in a condensed data set of the
most sensitive inputs. The search space is significantly
reduced by the previous steps and the effectiveness of GP
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is considerably improved. The set of possible functions
that can be generated in GP is the set of all possible
functions that can be composed from the list of available
terminals T = {X1 , X2 , ...Xn } and the set of available
functions F = {F1 , F2 , ...Fm }.
Various parameter settings control the type and
complexity of equations that are generated. The most
important parameters are the list of available functions as
well as the list of available inputs. The list of available
functions is set at the start of a run. The list of available
inputs is usually fixed but they can vary, for example in
the case of sensitivity analysis where inputs are
eliminated during succesive runs. Another parameter that
is quite important in controlling the average complexity of
the equations being generated is the probability for
function selection (default value equals 0.6). This
parameter controls what the probability is to grow a
specific branch of a tree by selecting a function or
terminating the branch by selecting a terminal (a number
or a variable) as the next node. The larger this probability
value is, the higher the complexity of the functions being
generated.
Both input variables and available functions can have an
associated fitness that evolves during a GP run. This can
significantly accelerate the search especially for problems
with a large number of candidate variables of which only
a few are needed for the optimal solution. There is also a
danger however, the risk exists that some variables get
low fitness values early in the run simply because they are
under-represented in the population and receive low
fitness values accordingly. Because these variables have
low fitness values, the chances of being included in an
equation in subsequent generations gets lower and lower,
which furthur decreases their fitness value. It is important
to keep a sufficient balance between exploration and
exploitation of the search space when input fitnesses are
also allowed to evolve.
In evaluating an equation we’re not only interested in the
final result of the entire equation but also in the
intermediate results at every node in the tree representing
the equation. For example, if the equation is x3*(x1+x2),
the function would return calculated y-values and
fitnesses for the set of functions: {x1, x2, x3, x1+x2,
x3*(x1+x2)}. The node-based fitnesses are stored in an
equation specification matrix and are used at a later stage
to calculate variable fitnesses based on the evaluation of
the entire population. This information will also allow us
to extract subequations (which might have a better fitness
than the overall equation) with a high fitness and low
complexity to be used as nonlinear transforms in other
applications. The final result of this important step of the
methodology is a list of several analytical functions and
subequations that satisfy the best solution according to a
defined objective function.
Step 7: Analytical function selection/verification
The analytical function selection is still more of an art
than a well-defined procedure. Very often the most
parsimonious solution is not acceptable due to specific
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Step 8: On-line Implementation
The selected off-line model (neural net or analytical
function) has to be implemented on-line. This includes the
on-line data set structure preparation, implementation of
all necessary transforms of the data and the model itself.
There are several options to apply the model on-line. Very
simple analytical functions without complex data
transforms can be directly coded in the existing
Distributed Control Systems. If the soft sensor is a part of
an integrated system, it is possible to implement it in G2
(a real time expert system shell developed by Gensym
Corporation). This software environment can integrate
different types of soft sensors. Those based on simple
analytical functions can be implemented as G2
procedures. Complex models based on back-propagation
neural nets can be implemented with Gensym
NeurOnline. G2 has the capability to link all these hybrid
intelligent systems components with an inference engine.
In spite of its high level of complexity, the final integrated
system is user-friendly and simple to be used by process
operators.
Step 9: Soft sensor maintenance
This step includes the safety net that guarantees long-term
robustness of the soft sensor – input data quality test,
operating range test, prediction quality test, criteria for
periodic re-training, etc. It is one of the most important
factors in the business decision-making process for soft
sensor implementation. The potential for increased
robustness of the GP-generated soft sensors in
comparison to neural net-based leads to less frequent retraining and respectively to lower maintenance cost.
GP-generated soft sensors have the potential to be more
robust for real industrial applications than neural nets.
One of the significant factors is the ability to examine the
behavior of the model outside the training range. With a
functional solution it can be done in an easy and direct
way while this is more difficult for the case of a blackbox model. Another factor in favor of GP-generated soft
sensors is the ability to impose external constraints in the
modeling process and to improve the extrapolation
properties of the final model.
Some of the advantages of the proposed methodology for
GP-generated soft sensors will be illustrated with an
industrial application in a chemical reactor.
3. A GP-GENERATED SOFT SENSOR FOR A
CHEMICAL REACTOR
Some of the critical parameters in chemical processes are
not measured on-line (composition, molecular
distribution, density, viscosity, etc.) and their values are
captured either by lab samples or off-line analysis.

However, for process monitoring and quality supervision
the response time of these measurements with low
frequency (several hours even days) is very slow. When
the critical parameters are not available on-line in
situations with alarm showers due to complex root causes
the negative impact could be significant and eventually
could lead to shutdown. One of the approaches to address
this issue is through development and installation of
expensive hardware on-line analyzers. Another solution is
by using robust soft sensors. We will illustrate the
methodology with such type of application – development
of a soft sensor for prediction of a critical parameter in a
chemical reactor. The objective of this soft sensor is an
early detection of complex alarms.
3.1 Pre-GP processing
The original data set contains 6500 pairs of 25 potential
inputs and one output. The inputs are the hourly averaged
reactor temperatures, flows, and pressures. The output is
the critical parameter measured by lab analysis of a grab
sample every 8 hours. As a result of data preprocessing
three data sets were created: reference (training) data set
of 2000 data points, test data set of 2000 data points for
evaluating the generalization capability of the trained
model, and validation data set of 2300 data points for
final assessment of soft sensor performance.
The sensitivity analysis for all inputs was performed with
30 stacked analytic neural nets in MATLAB [Smits,
1993]. In order to improve the reliability of the results, the
sensitivity analysis was run several times with swapped
reference and data sets. The input/output sensitivities of
all potential inputs after the process of automatic input
elimination are shown on Fig. 1.

Input/Output sensitivity
10
8
6
4
Sensitivity

manufacturing requirements. It is preferable to deliver
several potential functions with different levels of
complexity and let the final user make the decision. The
generalization capabilities of each soft sensor are verified
for all possible data sets. Of special importance is the
performance outside the training range.
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Figure 1. Input/output sensitivity of all 25 potential inputs
The dominance of several inputs is evident (especially
X8, X10, X12, and X13). Only the top 10 most sensitive
inputs are selected for the final GP sensitivity analysis.
One of the key tasks for developing soft sensors in
chemical industry is estimation of the value of the time
delay k between the input process variables and the output
– the critical parameter lab sample. In the proposed
methodology the time delay is absorbed by a convolution
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function. The convolution parameters are obtained by
running 30 stacked neural nets with a range of peaks of
time delay k between one and eight hours (the time span
of grab sampling) . The highest correlation coefficient is
for k=5, and this is the selected value for the peak time
delay of the convolution function. The meaning of this
parameter is that the soft sensor has a “predictive”
capability relative to the time when the lab sample is
collected. On average, the soft sensor can predict the
critical parameter five hours ahead of the lab sample
analysis. This is a critical feature for soft sensors related
to alarm processing.
3.2 GP sensitivity analysis
The final GP sensitivity analysis is based on the selected
data set of 10 inputs transformed by the convolution
function with peak time delay of five hours. The
procedure starts with all 10 inputs. Every evaluation
period lasts 20 runs with population size of 200, number
of generations of 50, number of reproductions per
generation of 4, probability for function as next node as
0.6 and correlation coefficient as optimization criterion.
A snapshot of input/output sensitivities of the top ten
potential inputs and the sensitivity change during the run
is shown on Fig. 2.
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The selection of the best candidate is based on a balance
between function complexity and residual error. An
important consideration was that the primary purpose of
this soft sensor is to trigger an alarm based on the high
value of the critical parameter. From the generated list of
potential solutions the best fit was found for an analytical
function of the type:

where x3 and x5 are the corresponding inputs from the
top 10 selection, y is the predicted output, and a,b, c,d,
and e are adjustment parameters. The performance of the
selected functions in all three data sets was very good.
The correlation coefficient for the training set was 0.87,
0.79 for the test set, and 0.81 for the validation set.
3.4 On-line performance
The simplicity of the selected function for critical reactor
parameter prediction allows its implementation directly in
the Distributed Control System. In addition, the GPgenerated soft sensor was implemented in Gensym G2.
This was done because the predictor is a critical alarm
indicator in an Expert System for Alarm Troubleshooting.
The system is in operation since November 1997 and
initially it included a soft sensor for one reactor. An
example of successful alarm detection several hours
before the lab sample is shown on Fig.3.
GP Soft Sensor Alarm Detection
45
40
35
30
25
20

Figure 2. GP-based input/output sensitivity of the top 10
most influential inputs
At the end of any evaluation period the least significant
input is eliminated and the next period begins with one
input less. The final result from the GP sensitivity
analysis is inputs ranking based on their final sensitivity
at the end of each evaluation period.
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Figure 3. Fast alarm detection by the GP-generated soft
sensor

The initial functional set for the GP includes:{addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division, square, change sign,
square root, natural logarithm, exponential, cosine, sine,
ispositive (1 if (x>0) else 0), power and a simple first
order filter}. Function generation takes 20 runs with
population size of 200, number of generations of 50,
number of reproductions per generation of 4, probability
for function as next node as 0.6, parsimony pressure of
0.01 and correlation coefficient as optimization criterion.

The robust performance for the first six months gave the
confidence of process operation to ask for leveraging the
solution to all three similar chemical reactors in the unit.
The only procedure that was necessary to fulfil this task
was to fit the parameters of the GP-generated function to
the data set from the other two reactors. Since the fall of
1998 the three soft sensors are in operation without need
for re-training. The prediction quality is with standard
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deviation close to that of the lab measurement (between
2.9% and 4.1% vs. 2% for the lab measurement). The
robust long-term performance of the GP-generated soft
sensor convinced the process operation to reduce the lab
sampling frequency from once a shift to once a day since
July 1999. The maintenance cost after the implementation
is minimal and covers only the efforts to monitor the
performance of the three soft sensors.

Neelakantan R. and J. Guiver, Applying Neural Networks,
Hydrocarbon Processing, 9, pp. 114-119, 1998.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Tank, D. and J. Hopfield , Neural Computation by
Concentrating Information in Time, Proc. Of the National
Academy of Sciences, 84, pp. 1896-1900. 1987.

A novel hybrid intelligent systems methodology for
inferential sensing has been defined and successfully
applied for fast and effective development of a soft sensor
in a chemical reactor in The Dow Chemical Company.
The proposed methodology is based on using different
intelligent system components (stacked and convolution
neural nets, genetic programming, support vector
machines, etc.). A significant part of the methodology is
based on the unique features of GP to deliver the final
solution as a very simple analytical function. The
illustrated application shows the main advantage of the
proposed methodology – design of a very compact and
robust empirical model that requires minimal re-training
and maintenance cost. The success of this application in a
complex chemical process demonstrates the great
potential of GP as a very effective complement to neural
net-based soft sensors.
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Abstract
Personalization is a sharply growing issue
to improve customers' loyalty and maximize
marketing eciency. We try to nd a personalized prediction model in email marketing. We propose a circuit model combined
with genetic programming. It generates recommendation rules using customer pro les.
The model showed signi cant improvement
over general mass marketing in a eld test of
an email marketing company.

1 Introduction
Personalization is a sharply growing issue in modern
marketing. It helps boost customers' loyalty by providing the most attractive contents to each customer
or by locating the most proper set of customers for an
arbitrary advertisement [3]. As the internet expands
rapidly, personal information and huge activity logs
are accumulated. These data implicitly contain valuable trends and patterns which are useful to improve
business decisions and eciency. Email marketing is
considered one of the most promising tools for internet marketing. Its response rate is known to be much
higher than direct mailing or banner ads [1].
Knowledge discovery and data mining are techniques
to discover implicit knowledge hidden in a large
database. Diverse data mining tools have been studied
with various problems including neural networks, decision trees, rule induction, bayesian belief networks,
evolutionary algorithms, fuzzy sets, association rules,
and clustering, and their particular merits and demerits have been enumerated [2][4]. A particular method
is not the best in all situations and it is important to
locate a method suitable to the problem.

Genetic programming (GP) [11] is one of the search
techniques that utilize the principle of natural evolution. In a GP, a solution is represented by a tree representing a program or a rule. It is attractive since the
object of data mining is extracting a useful rule from
a huge quantity of unre ned data. Examples include
the search for polynomial models of nancial data series [8], decision support systems [12], the strategies
of animal actions [13]. We use a genetic programming
technique for nding combinational targeting rules in
email marketing.
There are two main issues in developing a GP: 1) how
to use the raw data, and 2) how to de ne the terminal
node set and non-terminal node set. Personal information, e.g, age, sex, job, etc., and activities can be
used as input data for personalized marketing. In this
study, the original input data are discrete, nominal or
boolean. We rst convert discrete or nominal data into
binary data to t the circuit model. For encoding in a
GP, one has to rst de ne the terminal node set and
the non-terminal node set. User pro le variables become terminal nodes in this study. For non-terminal
nodes, we de ned 31 functions. A tree produced by
the GP corresponds to a combinational circuit. We
also devised a local optimization heuristic to enhance
the GP's ne-tuning around local optima. The combinational circuit (logic) is used for locating customers
that are expected to respond to an email campaign.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we explain the problem and present the objective. In section 3, we describe our genetic programming circuit model. In section 4, we provide our experimental results. Finally, conclusions are given in
section 5.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..
.
19
20
..
.
34
35
..
.
50

Variables
Age
Sex
Marriage
Job
Job position
Kind of Job
Education
Income
Automobile
Interest1
..
.
Interest10
Site1
..
.
Site15
Magazine1
..
.
Magazine16
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Table 1: Personal Information

Type
Range
Discrete 10  80
Boolean 0  1
Boolean 0  1
Nominal 0  9
Nominal 0  9
Nominal 0  9
Nominal 0  4
Nominal 0  9
Boolean 0  1
Boolean 0  1
..
..
.
.
Boolean 0  1
Boolean 0  1
..
..
.
.
Boolean 0  1
Boolean 0  1
..
..
.
.
Boolean 0  1

2 Preliminaries
2.1 The Problem
As mentioned, we attack the optimal targeting problem in email marketing. It originally started in the
form of spam mail. These days email marketing companies acquire the permission of customers and this
type of email marketing has become well established
as a legal and promising business model. However,
most emails for marketing purposes fail to draw attention before being discarded. A popular approach to
alleviate this problem is using a rule-based targeting
which re ects marketers' experience. This approach is
helpful to some extent but has limitations in handling
the vast amount of complex data available today.
Personal information generates a number of independent variables; the only dependent variable is whether
the customer has answered or not to the email. The
entire data set used in our study is from an email marketing company, Amail Inc. Table 1 shows the personal information included in the database. Fields 20
through 34 are from the company's joint marketing
data and elds 35 through 50 are from the web magazines issued by the company. Each eld corresponds
to an independent variable.
A variable is discrete, nominal or boolean. However,
since our approach is based on the circuit model, we
modify each variable with a discrete or nominal value
into a number of boolean variables. For example, a

Description

Interested in `DOMAIN1'?
..
.
Interested in `DOMAIN10'?
Joined in `WebSite10'?
..
.
Joined in `WebSite15'?
Subscribing for `Magazine1'?
..
.
Subscribing for `Magazine16'?

discrete variable, Age, is divided into six boolean variables; a nominal variable, Job, is divided into nine
boolean variables representing nine job categories, respectively. In summary, we have 86 independent variables from the 50 original variables in Table 1.

2.2 The Objective
The objective is to raise the response rate which is
de ned to be

R = NC
where N is the number of customers receiving the
email and C is the number of customers answering
to the email.

2.3 The Process
We tested our approach in the following process. First,
we prepare an email campaign and send an email to
the customers in the training data set. GP generates a
rule from the responding result. We select customers
from the test data set on the basis of the rule and send
the email to them. Finally, we evaluate the response
rate.
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Table 2: Non-Terminal Node Set in CGP

Type
Non-terminal Node Arity Parameters Description
Logical
TRUE1
2
a; b
a
function set TRUE2
2
a; b
b
FALSE1
2
a; b
:a
FALSE2
2
a; b
:b
AND
2
a; b
a^b
NAND
2
a; b
:(a ^ b)
AND2
2
a; b
a ^ :b
AND3
2
a; b
:a ^ b
OR
2
a; b
a_b
NOR
2
a; b
:(a _ b)
OR2
2
a; b
:a _ b
OR3
2
a; b
a _ :b
XOR
2
a; b
(a ^ :b) _ (:a ^ b)
NXOR
2
a; b
(a ^ b) _ (:a ^ :b)
NOT
1
a
:a
Conditional IF0
4
a; b; c; d always c
function set IF1
4
a; b; c; d if TRUE1(a; b), then c else d
IF2
4
a; b; c; d if TRUE2(a; b), then c else d
IF3
4
a; b; c; d if FALSE1(a; b), then c else d
IF4
4
a; b; c; d if FALSE2(a; b), then c else d
IF5
4
a; b; c; d if AND(a;b), then c else d
IF6
4
a; b; c; d if NAND(a;b), then c else d
IF7
4
a; b; c; d if AND2(a; b), then c else d
IF8
4
a; b; c; d if AND3(a; b), then c else d
IF9
4
a; b; c; d if OR(a; b), then c else d
IF10
4
a; b; c; d if NOR(a; b), then c else d
IF11
4
a; b; c; d if OR2(a; b), then c else d
IF12
4
a; b; c; d if OR3(a; b), then c else d
IF13
4
a; b; c; d if XOR(a;b), then c else d
IF14
4
a; b; c; d if NXOR(a;b), then c else d
IF15
4
a; b; c; d always d

3 Circuit Genetic Programming
(CGP)
3.1 Genetic Programming Frameworks
We use a traditional GP framework for our CGP. First,
it prepares initial random population where each solution is represented in a tree. It makes the population evolve through a number of generations until a
stopping condition is met. Each generation evolves by
selection, crossover, reproduction and mutation operations.
The selection operation is performed in probabilistic
proportion to tness, which is called roulette wheel selection. Reproduction simply chooses an individual in
the current population and copies it into the new population. Crossover occurs on two parent trees A and B .
The crossover operation is performed by randomly selecting an arbitrary node from each tree (say va and vb ,
respectively) and exchanging the two subtrees rooted

by va and vb . Mutation is performed by picking a
random node, deleting the corresponding subtree, and
replacing it with a randomly generated subtree.

3.2 Problem Representation
Two sets have to be de ned to construct trees in GP:
the terminal node set and non-terminal node set (function node set). We use the 86 independent variables
for terminal nodes described in Section 2.1. The nonterminal node set consists of logical functions and conditional functions. Table 2 shows the set of nonterminal nodes. The arity of a function node vi means
the number of its children nodes.

3.3 Local Optimization
After mutation, local optimization is performed on the
tree. Let U be the set of all customers (in the training
set) and A be the customers that have responded to
the email. The quality of a tree is evaluated by the
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vi

va vb

AND

vb

va

(1) Logical function node vi
vi
0
1

A
90 2600
10 2400

A

(3) Results in vi with \AND"

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

A

A

10 2400
40 100
40 100
10 2400

(2) Results in va ; vb
vi
0
1

A
20 4800
80 200

A

(4) Results in vi with \XOR"

Figure 1: A situation around a logical function node
response rate de ned in Section 2.2. To obtain a high
response rate, the tree is desired to be a rule that produces 1 (True) for as many customers in A as possible
and that produces 0 (False) for as many customers in A
as possible. The usefulness of a node depends strongly
on the outputs of its subtrees rooted by its children.
Analyzing the evaluation results of customers in A and
A, respectively, we change the function with the most
appropriate one. We recursively update the functions
from the deepest nodes to the root node and get an
improved tree.

3.3.1 Optimization of logical functions
Figure 1(1) shows a part of a tree where a node has
the logical function \AND" and Figure 1(2) is a table
that shows the distribution of the outputs in va and
vb . In A, most customers have h0, 1i or h1, 0i for hva ,
vb i . On the other hand, most customers in A have
outputs h0, 0i or h1, 1i. Figure 1(3) and Figure 1(4)
show the distribution of the outputs in vi when related
to functions \AND" and \XOR", respectively. In this
case, \XOR" is more attractive than \AND". In this
way, we can nd the most attractive function for the
node vi . However, when the training set is large, it is
time consuming to use this heuristic. In practice, we
select a random subset of the training set and apply
the heuristic.
We should note that the most attractive function does
not have to produce as many 1's as possible for A (as
well as 0's for B ). It only has to well \divide" the
outputs between A and A. For example, if the XOR
of Figure 1(4) divided the outputs of A and A exactly
in the opposite way, i.e., h20; 80i for A and h4800; 200i
for A, its merit remains unchanged.

3.3.2 Optimization of conditional functions
Figure 2(1) shows a part of a tree where a node has
the conditional function \IF1" and Figure 2(2) is a
table that shows the distribution of the outputs in its
four children. We wish to change the current function
to the most proper one in Table 2. We have to decide
which of vc and vd is better as the output for each pair
of the outputs in va and vb : h0, 0i, h0, 1i, h1, 0i, and
h1, 1i. When the outputs in va and vb are h0, 1i or h1,
1i, the output in vc divides the pattern better than the
output in vd . On the contrary, when the outputs are
h1, 0i or h0, 0i, the output in vd divides the pattern
better than the output in vc . Thus, \IF2" is better
than \IF1" for vi . Figure 2(3) and Figure 2(4) show
the distribution of the outputs in vi when the function
in vi is \IF1" and \IF2", respectively. One can see that
\IF2" divides the pattern better in A and A. In this
way, we select the most attractive conditional function
from among those in Table 2.

3.4 Space Smoothing
Generally, the number of customers in a typical email
marketing company is fairly large and it is time consuming to handle them. We apply a space smoothing
technique to CGP to save time. CGP starts training
with a small number of customers and increases the
number gradually. CGP with space smoothing takes
visibly less time than the version without it. We observed that the space smoothing did not considerably
harm the performance.
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va vb

vi

00

IF1

01
10
va

vb

vc

vd

(1) Conditional function node vi
vi
0
1

A

A

45 2500
55 2500

(3) Results in vi with \IF1"

11

vc
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

A

5
5
0
40
5
5
10
30

A

500
1000
1000
0
1000
500
1000
0

vd
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

(2) Results in va ; vb
vi
0
1

A

A

A

10
0
0 1500
20 500
20 500
0 1500
10
0
40 1000
0
0

A

20 3500
80 1500

(4) Results in vi with \IF2"

Figure 2: A situation around a conditional function node
Table 3: Statistics of Two Campaigns
(1) AD1
Data set
A
U
R0
Training data
Test data
Total

131 1800 7.28%
115 7021 1.64%
246 8821 2.29%

Data set
Training data
Test data
Total

126 1800 7.00%
144 6380 2.26%
270 8180 3.30%

(2) AD2
A
U

R0

4 Experimental Results
We tested the CGP with two email campaign data sets,
say AD1 and AD2, of an email marketing company,
Amail Inc. We divided each campaign data set into
two disjoint sets { the training set and the test set {
following the convention in data engineering. Table 3
shows the statistics. R0 means the response rate of
each set from random targeting. In these samples, R0
of the training set is larger than that of the test set,
which may seem rather unusual. The reason for this
is that when the R0 of the training set was very small,
the generated rules were dominated by the customers
in A and did not show satisfactory results.
Table 4 shows the experimental results. In the table, \CGP-L" means CGP with local optimization
and \CGP-LS" is CGP-L with space smoothing. In
both campaigns, CGPs' response rates were consistly
higher than random targeting. The rates of improve-

ment ranged from 11% to 37%. We tuned the running
times of CGP and CGP-L to be comparable. CGP-L
produced visibly better results than CGP. This is evidence of the e ectiveness of the local optimization. In
summary, CGP showed an average 20% performance
improvement over random targeting; local optimization provided an additional 9.5% improvement over
CGP. We should also note that the space smoothing
caused negligible performance degradation with about
30% running-time reduction.
We also provide experimental results from another
campaign. For the campaign AD3, we sent emails to
randomly selected customers. With the remaining customers not in the random set, we selected customers
by three di erent targeting methods: collaborative ltering (CF) [5], arti cial neural network (ANN) [6],
and CGP-LS. Collaborative ltering is a proven standard for personalized recommendations [7][10]. A representative company using collaborative ltering is
NetPerceptions, Inc. Arti cial neural networks have
been used to solve a variety of problems in optimization, pattern recognition, prediction, function approximation, etc. An ANN learns from its environment
through an interactive process of adjusting its weights
[6][9].
Table 5 shows the results. CGP-LS showed a 4.78%
response rate while ANN and CF showed 4.44% and
4.00%, respectively. This represents a 42.7% improvement over the random targeting.
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Table 4: Results of Our Approaches
(1) Result of AD1

Training data

S

Random
CGP
CGP-L
CGP-LS

S

Random
CGP
CGP-L
CGP-LS

E (A) E (U )

R

131.00 1800.00 7.28%
97.55 1000.85 9.75%
76.95 686.65 11.21%
82.65 796.85 10.37%

Test data

R=R0 E (A) E (U )
1.00
1.34
1.54
1.42

115.00 7021.00 1.64%
93.95 5149.80 1.82%
80.75 4039.25 2.00%
88.10 4362.05 2.02%

(2) Result of AD2

1.00
1.11
1.22
1.23

20
20
20

Training data
Test data
E (A) E (U ) R R=R0 E (A) E (U ) R R=R0 Trials
126.00 1800.00 7.00% 1.00 144.00 6380.00 2.26% 1.00
49.55 377.95 13.11% 1.87
62.80 2175.95 2.89% 1.29
20
49.00 344.58 14.22% 2.03
63.16 2041.53 3.09% 1.37
20
52.30 384.50 13.60% 1.94
67.40 2235.35 3.02% 1.34
20

5 Conclusion
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In this paper, we proposed a genetic programming
circuit model with a local optimization heuristic. It
showed a signi cant performance improvement over
random targeting with the eld data of an email marketing company. For the circuit model, we modi ed
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into a number of boolean variables. We also devised a
local optimization heuristic to enhance the GP's netunning around local optima. This turned out to contribute to the performance improvement.
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a limitation: Since the outputs of a circuit is always
boolean, it is hard to control the number of customers
for recommendation. On the other hand, other methods such as collaborative ltering and neural networks
can control the number. Future study will include controling the number of customers with non-binary GP
models. The proposed model is applicable not just to
email marketing and may be extended to other personalization problems.

Table 5: Results of AD3
Random
CF
ANN
CGP-LS

R R=R0 Trials

A

486
553
615
661

U

14500
13837
13837
13837

R

3.35%
4.00%
4.44%
4.78%
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Abstract
We propose a new Genetic Algorithm (GA) for
solving the minimum span frequency assignment
problem (MSFAP). The MSFAP is minimizing
the range of the frequencies assigned to each
transmitter in a region satisfying a number of
constraints. The basic framework of the GA
involves ﬁnding and ordering of the cells for
use in a greedy (sequential) assignment process,
and it also utilizes graph theoretic constraint to
reduce search space. Because the performance
of the GA heavily depends on the mutation rate,
we use an adaptive mutation rate. And also a
novel initialization method is utilized to improve
the performance. Results are given which show
that our GA produces optimal solutions to several
practical problems, and the performance of our
GA is far better than the existing GAs.

1

INTRODUCTION

The frequency assignment problem (FAP) is a very important problem today, but is a difﬁcult, NP-hard problem.
The radio spectrum is a limited natural resource used in a
variety of private and public services, the most well known
example would be found in cellular mobile phone systems.
To facilitate this expansion the radio spectrum allocated
to a particular service provider needs to be assigned as
efﬁciently and effectively as possible.
The minimum span frequency assignment problem (MSFAP) requires assigning frequencies to a set of transmitters
in such a way that given compatibility constraints, which
model potential interference between pairs of transmitters,
are satisﬁed. In addition to satisfying the constraints the
objective is to minimize the span of the assignment, i.e.,
to minimize the difference between the largest and the
smallest frequency used.
Because the MSFAP is a very important problem in the
real world and an NP-hard problem, a number of heuristic
algorithms have been proposed (e.g., Hurley et al., 1997),

and genetic algorithm (GA) are applied to MSFAP (e.g.,
Crompton et al., 1994; Cuppini, 1994; Kim et al., 1995;
Hurley and Smith, 1995; Lai and Coghill, 1996; Ngo and
Li, 1998; Valenzuela et al., 1998; Matsui and Tokoro,
2000).
The performance of GA had been not good enough until
the work by Valenzuela et al. of 1998. The GAs based
on permutation showed good performance(Valenzuela et
al., 1998; Matsui and Tokoro, 2000), but the performance
heavily depends on parameters, especially mutation rate
(Matsui and Tokoro, 2000). Therefore these GAs are still
not easily applicable to the real world problems.
This paper proposes a new genetic algorithm that performs
better than the existing GAs, and is easily applicable to
the real world problems. The proposed algorithm is an
improvement of the GA by Matsui and Tokoro (Matsui and
Tokoro, 2000). It improves the performance by using an
adaptive mutation rate mechanism and a novel initialization
method. The core idea of the proposed GA is the same
of that it is based on, i.e., it uses GA as a meta-heuristics
for a greedy (sequential) assignment method. With the
GA described here the iterative transformations are applied
to permutations of cells. A simple sequential assignment
algorithm is then applied to each of these permutations to
produce an allocation of frequencies that does not violate
any constraints.
The proposed GA is tested using a set of standard benchmark problems, and the performance is superior to the
existing GAs. The proposed GA can obtain better solutions
than the existing GAs. The GA ﬁnds the optimal solution
with less iteration than existing GAs in cases where the
previously proposed GAs can ﬁnd the optimal solution.

2

MINIMUM SPAN FREQUENCY
ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM

In this section, we brieﬂy describe the problem of MSFAP.
The survey papers (Hale, 1980; Katzeka and Naghshineh,
1996) provide good overviews of the frequency assignment
problem. This is a very brief summary of these papers.
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2.1 FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENT IN GENERAL
Any given radio bandwidth can be divided into a set of noninterfering radio channels. All such channels can be used
simultaneously while satisfying an acceptable received radio signal and noise ratio, or while no interference occurs
between a pair of transmitters. The frequency assignment
problem (FAP) is to ﬁnd an assignment that satisﬁes these
conditions. Frequencies are used as channels, therefore
frequency assignment is sometimes called channel assignment.
Channel assignment schemes can be divided into three categories, ﬁxed channel assignment (FCA), dynamic channel
assignment (DCA), and hybrid channel assignment (HCA).
Each scheme has its merits and demerits (Katzeka and
Naghshineh, 1996). Because FCA schemes are simple,
many mobile communication systems are still designed
based on the FCA, so we consider channel assignment
algorithms for FCA in this paper.
2.2 INTERFERENCE AND CONSTRAINTS
Interference can occur between a pair of transmitters if
strength of the the interfering signal is sufﬁciently high.
Whether a transmitter pair has the potential to interfere
depends on many factors, e.g., distance, terrain, power, or
antenna design. The higher the potential for interference
between a transmitter pair is, the larger the frequency
separation is required. For example, if two transmitters are
sufﬁciently geographically separated then a frequency can
be re-used, i.e., the same frequency can be assigned. At the
other extreme if two transmitters are located at the same
site then they may require, say, ﬁve channels separation.
To model the constraints a compatibility matrix is constructed that provides the separations needed between each
transmitter pair. This matrix is usually represented by a
n × n matrix C (n is the number of transmitters in the
network) where each element cij denotes the frequency
separation between transmitters i and j, i.e., if fi and fj are
the frequencies assigned to transmitter i and j respectively,
then the following condition should be satisﬁed for all i
and j,
|fi − fj | ≥ cij .
2.3 FORMULATION
Let X = {x1 , x2 , · · · , xn } be a set of cells in a cellular
system. A demand vector on X is an n-vector M =
(mi ) with nonnegative integer elements. The element mi
represents the number of radio frequencies required for cell
xi . Radio frequencies are assumed to be evenly spaced,
so they can be identiﬁed with the positive integers. A
compatibility matrix on X is a symmetric n × n matrix
C = (cij ) with nonnegative integer elements. The value
cij prescribes the minimum frequency separation required
between frequencies assigned to cell xi and cell xj . If
cij = ν, cell xi and xj are said to be ν-compatible with

each other, then, a triple P = (X, M, C) characterizes FAP.
For simplicity, we assume that the requirements of each
cell are ordered.
A feasible frequency assignment for P will be a collection
F = (fi ) of positive integers, i = 1, · · · , n, k = 1, · · · , mi ,
j = 1, · · · , n, l = 1, · · · , mj , such that
|fik − fjl | ≥ cij ,
for all indices i, j, k, l (except for i = j, k = l), where fil
is the frequency assigned to the l-th requirement of cell
xi . The span S(F ) of a frequency assignment F is the
difference between the largest frequency and the smallest
frequency assigned to the system, i.e.,
S(F ) = max fil − min fil .
i,l

i,l

The objective of the MSFAP is to ﬁnd a feasible frequency
assignment F with the minimum span So (P ), i.e., to ﬁnd
So (P ) = min{S(F  )|all feasible F  for P }.
Without loosing generality, we can assume that min fil is 1,
i,l

therefore the MSFAP is the problem of ﬁnding the feasible
assignment of which max fil is minimum.
i,l

2.4 CONSTRAINT GRAPH
The frequency assignment problem can be stated as a
generalized graph coloring problem (e.g., Hale, 1980). The
transmitters are vertices of a graph and the frequencies
can be regarded as a set of colors to be assigned to the
vertices. The edge that connects vertices xi and xj is
labeled cij (> 0). If colors are numbered from 1, and aki , alj
are the color assigned to vertex i and j respectively then
they should satisfy the condition
|aki − alj | ≥ cij ,
which is equivalent to the interference constraints.
A constraint graph G is a ﬁnite, simple, undirected graph
with each edge labeled with an integer that corresponds to
an element of the compatibility matrix. A clique in G is a
maximal complete subgraph of G. The nodes in a clique
cannot be assigned the same frequency.
A constraint graph and clique are important for calculating
the lower bound of span (Hurley et al., 1997). They can also
improve the performance of heuristic algorithms (Smith et
al., 1998) and the performance of GA (Matsui and Tokoro,
2000).
2.5 PREVIOUS WORKS
Because MSFAP is an important and very difﬁcult problem
to be solved exactly, GA based algorithms have been
proposed (e.g., Crompton et al., 1994; Cuppini, 1994; Kim
et al., 1995; Hurley and Smith, 1995; Lai and Coghill,
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1996; Ngo and Li 1998; Valenzuela et al., 1998; Matsui
and Tokoro, 2000). The performance of the previous
GAs that represent possible assignment directly as bitstring or sequence of integers are not good enough, and
the permutation based GAs are reported to show good
performance (Valenzuela et al., 1998; Matsui and Tokoro,
2000). Assignment order of transmitters is represented
by permutations and assignment is carried out using a
sequential algorithm. While the scheme has overcome the
weakness of the previous two schemes and the performance
has improved, there still remains the problem of parameter
tuning (Valenzuela et al., 1998; Matsui and Tokoro, 2000).
Matsui and Tokoro showed that utilizing the graph theoretic
constraints described in the previous section gave good
performance. They utilized the fact that the transmitters
in a clique in a constraint graph cannot share a frequency,
and showed that assigning frequencies to the transmitters
in clique ﬁrst, then assigning to the remaining transmitters
improved performance (Matsui and Tokoro 2000). Their
GA showed good performance to a typical benchmark
problems, but the parameter tuning, especially the mutation
rate, was still future work.

3

NEW METHODS FOR
PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT

3.1 CELL ORDER BASED REPRESENTATION
The previous works showed that permutation based GAs
showed good performance compared with the other GAs,
therefore we use the same scheme. But instead of the
permutation of transmitters, we use the permutation of
cells, because it makes the search space smaller.
Let n be the number of cells in the system, and M =
(m1 , · · · , mn ) be the demand vector, then the permutation
n
of cell order is a sequence S = (s1 , · · · , sL ), L = i=1 mi ,
and cell number i occurs mi times in a permutation . The
search
of permutation
n of transmitters and of cells
space
n
are ( i=1 mi )!, and ( i=1 mi )!/Πni=1 (mi !) respectively.
Therefore the search space can be reduced greatly by the
factor of Πni=1 (mi !). This term is usually very large for
the real world problems, therefore we use cell order based
permutation for our GA.
3.1.1 New Crossover Operator
Because the chromosome representation used is a permutation of cell numbers, and cells have multiple channel
demand, a permutation contains multiple occurrence of the
same cell numbers. Therefore well-known crossover operator such as partially mapped (PMX), order (OX), and cycle
(CX) crossover operators cannot be used straightforwardly.
We use a modiﬁed PMX for the crossover operator. The
operator builds offsprings as described below. Let us
consider the case with 3 cells and the demand is M =
(3, 2, 4) channels. In this case channel number 1 occurs
three times, 2 occurs two times, and 3 occurs four times in
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a permutation. A subsequence of a permutation is selected
by choosing two random cut points, which are similar to
the cut points of 2-points crossover. For example, the two
parents (with cut points marked by “|”)
p1
p2

= (111|3333|22)
= (333|1121|32)

would produce the two offspring as follows. First ordinal
2-point crossover is done, and the elements that occurs too
many times are replaced with the symbol “x” (interpreted
as “at present unknown”), where the marking starts from
the head. After the 2-point crossover,
o1
o2

= (111|1121|22)
= (333|3333|32)

are the offsprings, and after the marking,
o1
o2

= (xxx|11x1|22)
= (xxx|x333|32)

are the offsprings. Then the marked positions are replaced
the elements that occurs not enough times according to the
order of the parents, e.g., the elements marked by x in the
offspring o1 , o2 are modiﬁed according to the ordering of
p1 , p2 respectively. The ﬁnal offsprings are as follows:
o1
o2

= (333|1131|22)
= (112|1333|32).

3.2 SELF-ADAPTIVE MUTATION RATE
The efﬁciency of GA can be seen to depend on two factors,
namely the maintenance of a suitable working memory,
and quality of the match between the probability density
function generated and the landscape being searched. The
ﬁrst of these factors will depend on the choice of population
size and selection algorithm. The second will depend on
the action of the reproductive operators, i.e., crossover and
mutation operators, and the set of associative parameters
on the current population (Smith, 1998).
Matsui and Tokoro reported that the performance of their
GA for MSFAP heavily depends on the mutation rate
(Matsui and Tokoro, 2000). Our independent extensive
parameter survey of mutation rate also showed that the key
factor for improving the performance is the mutation rate. A
good mutation rate gave 100% convergence to the optimal
solution, but inappropriate one gave bad convergence rate.
And the optimal rate varied across the problem type. With
these observation, we have built a self-adaptive mutation
rate mechanism into our algorithm.
3.2.1 Population Level vs. Individual Level
There has been considerable effort in ﬁnding optimal values for mutation rates and parameters for mutation distributions. Good survey is in the book by Michalewicz and
Fogel (Michalewicz and Fogel, 2000). These effort can
be categorized into the population level control and the
individual level control.
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The population level control mechanisms change (decrease)
the mutation rate rm over time, and they are similar to
reducing the temperature in simulated annealing. The other
kind of mechanism, individual level control, changes the
mutation rate of each individuals in the population.

our approach can be seen as a kind of two-stage GA. In
the ﬁrst stage, a GA with very small population evolves to
very small number of generation. The individuals are used
to build the initial population of the second stage.

Our extensive numerical experiments showed that the individual level control gave better results, therefore we use an
individual level control in our algorithm.

3.3.1 Divide and Conquer

3.2.2 Proposed Mutation Scheme
i
The mutation rate rm
for each individual i is coded using
L
U
Gray code. The range of mutation rate is set to [rm
, rm
] and
L
U
it is encoded into 6-bits Gray code. The values of rm
, rm
used in the numerical experiments will be discussed later.
i
is ﬁrst modiﬁed
In the mutation step, the mutation rate rm
according to the value of itself. The Gray coded bit
i
string is modiﬁed with the mutation rate of rm
, and the

i
result rm is used as the mutation rate for the individual i.
Smith reported that this scheme works well for a variety of
problems (Smith, 1998).

In the mutation step, the mutation and the resulting offsprings are created as follows:
Initialize: Let o1 , o2 be the offsprings generated by
1
2
, rm
be the mutation rate of o1 , o2
crossover, and rm
respectively.
1
2
, rm
by
Change Mutation Rate Change mutation rate rm
1
2
mutating the bit-string of rm
, rm
with the rate of
1
2
1  2 
, rm
respectively, and the results be rm
, rm .
rm

Apply Mutation Apply mutation to offspring o1 with the
1  2 
rate of rm
, rm and the results be o11 , o21 . And apply
1  2 
, rm and
mutation to offspring o2 with the rate of rm
1 2
the results be o2 , o2 . Individuals inherit the mutation
rate that generated them.
Select Best: Select the best individual from o11 , o21 , o12 , o22
by evaluating them.
3.3 A NEW INITIALIZATION METHOD
Little attention has been given to initializing evolutionary
algorithms (Micheleicz and Fogel, 2000). The straightforward approach is to sample uniformly at random from the
state space of possible solutions, thereby providing an unbiased initial population. But when solving real problems,
we often know some information that would help us seed
the initial population with useful hints. The work by Lai
and Coghil (Lai and Coghil, 1996) and by Valenzuela et
al. (Valenzuela et al. 1998) used heuristics to initialize
population. They ﬁrst generate random population, and
then modify each individual using heuristics to improve the
ﬁtness. They have reported that their initialization methods
improved the performance of their GAs.
Our approach is different from theirs in the sense that our
method use GA to generate initial population. In a sense,

The GA for the ﬁrst stage should be fast and should generate
good individuals. To achieve this goal, we should reduce
the complexity of the problem. The well known strategy
to reduce complexity is divide and conquer. To apply the
strategy, we divide the problem into small one as follows.
Let M = (mi ), i = 1, · · · , n be the demand vector of a given
problem P , and mmin is the smallest element of M , then
consider the set of problems of Pi , i = 1, · · · , mmin with the
demand vector M  = (mi /mmin ) = (m1 , · · · , mn ). The
problem Pi is usually easier to solve, and the assignment
sequence of SP1 , · · · , SPmmin would be a good candidate for
the building blocks of the original problem P .
To solve the problem P1 , we use a GA based on the
average available frequencies (AFF) heuristics (Yokoo
and Hirayama, 2000). Let NiF be the number of free
frequencies1 of cell i, and NiA be the number of assigned
frequencies to cell i, then the AF Fi of cell i is deﬁned as
AF Fi = (NiF )/(mi − NiA ).

Let U = (u1 , · · · , ul )(l = ni=1 mi ) be a real-coded chromosome with each element takes the value of [0, 1). Then
the assignment order is evaluated based on the value of
vi = AF Fi × ui , i.e., the cell i of the smallest vi among
the cells with mi > NiA is assigned one by one. The
assignment sequence generated by solving the problem P1
is used as the assignment order of the remaining problems

. The GA evolves the population of U to ﬁnd
P2 , · · · , Pm
min
good assignment order. The uniform crossover, the adaptive mutation rate mechanism, and ﬂip mutation are used in
the ﬁrst stage GA. The GA evolves until iteration reaches
to the maximal number of generations, or it terminates if
the optimal assignment is found, or the variance of the
population decreases to zero. The number of population
N1 and the maximum number of generations are set to be
small. In the performance test, they are set to 125 (1/4
of the number of population in the second stage) and 20
respectively.
3.3.2 Initialization for the Second Stage
Let N1 be the number of population in the ﬁrst stage GA,
and the Si = (s1i , · · · , sli )(i = 1, · · · , N1 ) be the assignment
sequences generated by the ﬁrst stage, and N2 be the
number of population in the second stage. And also let
gi = (gij , · · · , gjL ) be the chromosome of an individual i.
Then gi is initializes as follows.
For i ≤ N1 , Si is used mmin times to initialize the gi ,
i.e., gi is initialized as the repeated sequence of Si , namely
1
free frequency means that is can be assigned without violating
any constraints.
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gi = (Si , · · · , Si ). For i > N1 , randomly chosen block of Sj
is used to initialize a part of gi , i.e., gi = (Sj1 , · · · , Sjmmin ),
where jk is a randomly chosen integer in the range of
[1, N1 ]. Then cell numbers that occurs too many times than
the demand are deleted from the permutation. And ﬁnally
genes are grouped into two blocks, into cells that belong to
the maximal clique in the constraint graph, and into others.

4

THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

We propose a new algorithm for the MSFAP based on
genetic algorithm. The scheme is the same as that of the
GA by Matsui and Tokoro (Matsui and Tokoro, 2000), but
to improve the performance, we use the cell order based
permutation, the adaptive mutation rate mechanism, and
the initialization method that are described in the previous
section.
The simple genetic algorithm (GA) used here is an example of ‘steady state’, overlapping populations GA. The
proposed GA is outlined in Figure 1.
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where f clq is the span when the assignment to transmitters
that belong to the clique is ﬁnished, and A is a constant for
the threshold.
We use sigma truncation as the scaling function. The ﬁtness
function F  is deﬁned as,
F  = F − (µF − 2 × σF )
where µF is the average, and σF is the standard deviation
over the population.
The GA evolves population to maximize the F  .
4.4 SELECTION, CROSSOVER, AND MUTATION
We use roulette wheel selection, the modiﬁed PMX
crossover, and swap mutation in the proposed GA. The
crossover and the mutation do not generate invalid chromosome, i.e., offsprings are always valid representation of
assignment ordering.

4.1 GROUPING

5

We divide cells into 2 groups, i.e., into a cells in the
maximal clique Q and others using the constraint graph
G for simplicity and because the previous work reported
that grouping into 2 blocks gave good results (Matsui and
Tokoro, 2000).

5.1 TEST PROBLEMS

4.2 SEQUENTIAL ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHM
Sequential assignment methods for the MSFAP are identical to the way the frequencies might be assigned manually.
The simplest assignment technique is to assign the smallest acceptable frequency, i.e., the smallest frequency that
can be assigned without violating any constraints. This
greedy algorithm is the same one as Matsui and Tokoro
used (Matsui and Tokoro, 2000).
4.3 FITNESS, OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
The objective function F used in the GA is deﬁned as,
F = {C1 ffmax − C2 f end − (B1 P1 + B2 P2 + P3 )}/ffmax ,
where C1 , C2 , B1 , B2 are constants, ffmax is the allowable
maximum frequency number, f end is the span obtained.
The terms P1 , P2 and P3 are a type of penalty, and deﬁned
as,

f clq − ffmax − A f clq > (ffmax + A)
P1 =
0
otherwise,

end
f − ffmax − A f end > (ffmax + A)
P2 =
0
otherwise,

k
P3 =
(fi − fffmax )
i∈X,fik >ffmax

PERFORMANCE OF THE GA

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the
proposed algorithm by considering the the same problems
used in the paper by Matsui and Tokoro (Matsui and
Tokoro, 2000). The examples are based on the so-called
Philadelphia problem and were subsequently used by several authors (Gamst, 1986; Kim et al., 1995; Lai and
Coghill, 1996; Hurley and Smith, 1995; Ngo and Li, 1998,
Valenzuela et al., 1998). These problems are based on a
cellular phone system consisting of 21 cells. The demands
in each cell deﬁne the number of frequencies that need to
be assigned to each of the cells. The distance between the
cell centers is assumed to be 1, and all transmitters in each
cell are assumed to be located at the center. The hexagonal
geometry is given in Figure 2. The constraints between
transmitters are generated by considering the distance between the transmitters.
Table 1 deﬁnes the Philadelphia variations used as the test
problem. In Table 1, dk denotes the smallest distance
between transmitters which can use a separation of k
channels, N denotes the total number of frequencies that
need to be assigned, i.e., the number of transmitters and C
denotes the total number of compatibility constraints that
need to be satisﬁed
5.2 PARAMETERS
For the GA the population size (N2 ) is 500, i.e., the same
number as in the paper (Matsui and Tokoro 2000). The
crossover ratio (Pc ) is 0.8, and the number of new offsprings
(Nn ) is 500. The GA terminates if the span is less than
or equal to the given lower bound, or terminates after
1000 generations have elapsed with no improvement to the
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Procedure Divide
BEGIN
Find the maximum clique C of the constraint graph G.
Let nodes in C belong to the partition P1 , and the other nodes in G belong to the partition P2 .
END
Procedure Adaptive-Mutation
BEGIN
1
2
, rm
be the mutation rate of o1 , o2 respectively.
Initialize: Let o1 , o2 be the offsprings, and rm
1
2
1
2
1
2
, rm
by mutating the bit-string of rm
, rm
with the rate of rm
, rm
respectively,
Change Mutation Rate Change mutation rate rm
1 
2 
, rm
.
and the results be rm




1
2
Apply Mutation Apply mutation to offspring o1 with the rate of rm
, rm
and the results be o11 , o21 . And apply mutation to offspring


1
2
o2 with the rate of m1 , m2 and the results be o2 , o2 . Individuals inherit the mutation rate that generated them.

Select Best: Select the best individual from o11 , o21 , o12 , o22 by evaluating them.
END
Procedure GA
BEGIN
Initialize:
Divide transmitters into 2 partitions using Divide.
Generate N2 random individuals (N2 being the population size) by First-Stage GA, and set rm randomly.
Produce N2 assignments and store each one.
Store best-so-far.
If the span of the best-so-far is equal to the lower bound then terminate the algorithm.
LOOP
Generate offsprings: Generate Nn offsprings.
1. Select two parents by roulette wheel rule;
2. Apply crossover with the probability of Pc , and generate two offsprings; when no crossover is applied, then two parents
will be offsprings;
3. Apply adaptive mutation to offsprings and generate one offspring by Adaptive-Mutation;
4. If the offspring is better than best-so-far then replace best-so-far.
5. If the span of the best-so-far is equal to the lower bound then terminate the algorithm.
Selection: Select best N2 individuals from the pool of old N2 and new Nn individuals.
UNTIL stopping condition satisﬁed.
Print best-so-far.
END

Figure 1: Outline of the proposed algorithm.
best-so-far, or when generation number reaches the upper
bound. The upper bound is set to 9000 for all problems.
The constants are set to C1 = 30, C2 = 15, B1 = 10, B2 =
20, A = 3 in the test, and ffmax is set to the lower bound
reported on the Web page (Eisenblätter Koster, 2000).
The lower and upper bound of the mutation rate are set to
0.005 and 0.05 for the problem P1, P2, P5, P6, P7, and
P8, and 0.02 and 0.05 for the problem P3 and P4. This
setting is based on the fact that larger lower bound gave
good performance for the problems with higher channel
density. The channel density is deﬁned as cD = L/ffmax
where L is the total channel demand in the system, and
ffmax is the allowable maximum frequency number. Our
extensible experiments showed that the larger lower bound
gave good performance for the problems with cD > 3/2.

5.3 RESULTS
We tested the performance of the GA with regard to the
eight problems by running 100 times. The results are
shown in Table 2. Comparisons with the results by Matsui
and Tokoro (Matsui and Tokoro, 2000) are also given.
In Table 2, the columns labeled best show the best span
obtained, numbers in parentheses show the number of
assignment tested, the columns labeled mean shows the
average of spans, the columns labeled ratio(%) show the
ratio of the obtained span is equal to the lower bound.
The table shows that our GA performs well, it found
the optimal solution for all problems. It outperforms the
previous GA (Matsui and Tokoro, 2000) for all cases, the
span obtained by our GA is less than or equal to that
obtained by the previous GA.
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Table 1: Philadelphia problem variations.
Problem
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

√d0
√12
√7
√12
√7
√12
√7
√12
12

d1
√
√3
√3
√3
√3
√3
√3
3
2

d2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

d3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

d4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

d5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Cell demands
M
M
M2
M2
M3
M3
M4
M

N
481
481
470
470
420
420
962
481

C
97,835
76,979
78,635
56,940
65,590
44,790
391,821
97,835

M = (8,25,8,8,8,15,18,52,77,28,13,15,31,15,36,57,28,8,10,13,8)
M2 = (5,5,5,8,12,25,30,25,30,40,40,45,20,30,25,15,15,30,20,20,25)
M3 = (20,20,20,20,20,20,20,20,20,20,20,20,20,20,20,20,20,20,20,20,20)
M4 = (16,50,16,16,16,30,36,104,154,56,26,30,62,30,72,114,56,16,20,26,16)

Table 2: Results for Philadelphia problem variations (100 runs).
Problem

Lower
bound
426
426
257
252
239
179
855
524

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

426
426
257
252
239
194
855
524

GA by Matsui and Tokoro
best
mean
ratio(%)
(21,500) 426.00
100
(15,500) 426.00
100
(778,000) 258.39
14
(68,500) 252.33
68
(386,000) 239.73
32
(312,500) 195.79
0
(51,500) 855.00
100
(373,500) 524.51
64

426
426
257
252
239
179
855
524

Proposed GA
best
mean
(8,340) 426.00
(3,654) 426.00
(330,688) 257.00
(142,008) 252.00
(2*) 239.00
(8*) 179.00
(25,252) 855.00
(14,469) 524.00

ratio(%)
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Notes: (1) * denotes the best assignment was found in the initialization phase,
(2) numbers in parentheses indicate the minimum number of assignments tested to obtain the optimal assignment.







































Figure 2: Cellular geometry of test problems.

The minimum number of generations, or assignments tested
in iteration, to reach optimal solutions are smaller except
for the case P4. For the cases where the minimum number
of assignments tested is larger (P4), the convergence ratio
to the optimal solution is better than the previous GA. For
the problem P5 and P6, the best solutions were found in
the initialization phase. The best span of P6 is reduced
from 194 to 179, to the lower bound. The span of 194 is
the known best one obtained by GAs (Matsui and Tokoro,
2000).

The computation time is roughly proportional to the number
of assignments tested (Nt ) for the both algorithms, and the
Nt of the proposed GA is smaller than that of GA by Matsui
and Tokoro in average, therefore the proposed GA is faster
than the existing GAs.
Valenzuela et al. reported that a tabu-search based algorithm
can obtain the lower bound for the problem P1, P2, P3, P4,
P5, P7, and P8 if critical subgraph of original constraint
graph is identiﬁed and a minimum span assignment for
this subgraph initially found and this assignment is used as
the starting (partial) assignment for the complete problem
(Valenzuela et al., 1998). The performance of our GA to
the seven problems are same, i.e., our GA can ﬁnd the
optimal solutions to the seven problems, and it can ﬁnd the
optimal assignment for the problem P6.
It should be emphasized that the results were obtained
without tuning the mutation rate that is the key parameter
for performance, therefore we can say that the proposed
GA is more suitable for the real world problems than the
existing GAs. With these observations, we can conclude
that the performance of the proposed GA is better than the
previously reported GAs.
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5.4 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The proposed GA performed well against the previously
proposed GAs. It could attain the lower bounds, i.e, it
could ﬁnd the optimal solutions to all problems with higher
probability. The performance improvement in terms of the
number of evaluations is signiﬁcant for the problems P1,
P2, P5, P6, P7, and P8.
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The experiments showed that the adaptive mutation scheme
improved the convergence rate for all problems tested.
They also showed that the new initialization methods decreased the number of ﬁtness evaluation for the problem P1,
P2, P3, P5, P6, P7, and P8 greatly, but it did not work well
for the problem P4. More sophisticated chromosome representation and GA operators would overcome the problems,
so we will investigate these. The Set-Partition Crossover;
SPX developed for job-shop problems (Shi et al., 1996) is
a promising candidate. And we will also investigate the
factors that determine the complexity of problems.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have presented here a new genetic algorithm that
computes minimum span frequency assignments. The
algorithm uses the GA as a meta-heuristics to determine
the assignment order for the greedy algorithm, and it also
utilizes graph theoretic constraints to reduce search space.
And to improve the performance, an adaptive mutation rate
mechanism and a new initialization methods are developed.
The proposed GA is tested using a set of standard benchmark problems, and the performance is superior to the
existing GAs. The proposed GA can obtain the optimal
solutions that were unable to be found using the existing
GAs. The GA ﬁnds the optimal solution with less iteration
than existing GAs in cases where the previously proposed
GAs can ﬁnd the optimal solution, and the probability of
ﬁnding the optimal assignment is higher than the existing
GAs. In addition, its performance is good enough compared with tabu-search based algorithm, it can ﬁnd the
optimal solutions that tabu-search can ﬁnd.
We believe that our approach, the adaptive mutation rate
mechanism and the initialization method by small GA with
divide and conquer, can be applied to other real world
problems.
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Abstract
Considerable research has been presented to
develop a generalized technique to predict a
polypeptide’s molecular structure given its
amino acid sequence. This is also known
as the Protein Structure Prediction (PSP)
problem which has direct applications to
many scientific, medical, and engineering disciplines. Previous research with Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) to minimize the empirical CHARMM protein energy model and
generation of the associated protein structure
is extended using the fast messy genetic algorithm improved through the use of secondary
protein structure information integrated with
artificial immune system concepts. Good statistical results using historical metrics as well
as a new spatial/temporal metric are obtained, thereby making the modified memetic
algorithm a viable option for solving the PSP
problem.

1

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a stochastic, immunity-based,
approach to solving the protein structure prediction
(PSP) problem through the integration of secondary
structure information and an artificial immune system (AIS) built upon a specific evolutionary algorithm
(EA), the fast messy Genetic Algorithm (fmGA). The
original fmGA was developed by Goldberg, Deb, Kargupta, and Harik [5] and later modified and applied
to the PSP problem [11]. The fmGA is a Genetic Algorithm (GA) that explicitly utilizes building blocks
to solve optimization problems. Previous research
has shown favorable results in applying the fmGA to
the pentapeptide [Met]-Enkephelin [12]. Additional
work was completed in applying the fmGA to a larger

polyalanine model and again favorable results were obtained [13]. This work also included the use of additional domain information in the form of secondary
structure information to obtain “good” solutions.
This paper focuses on incorporating immunological
concepts into the fmGA. This is accomplished through
the seeding of the population. The secondary structure
input with fmGA search results are analyzed to determine what affects they have on the efficiency and effectiveness of the algorithm. The background information
on the PSP problem is presented in the next section,
followed by information on the Artificial Immune System, and a description of the improved fmGA search
algorithm. The immunological seeding mechanism is
then presented, followed by the design of experiments
and a discussion of the results and conclusions.

2

PROTEIN STRUCTURE

A common method employed in protein structure prediction, known as energy minimization, searches a protein’s conformational search space for an energy minimum. Observe that protein secondary structure refers
to the backbone dihedral angle values, whereas the tertiary structure (the conformational structure) refers
to the completely folded molecule including its side
chains. PSP is a challenging optimization problem for
a number of reasons; first, the conformational space
is highly dimensionalized; second, the energy fitness
function is computationally expensive; and finally, the
landscape contains a very large number of local minima. In particular, a peptide molecule contains 3NA −6
degrees of freedom, where NA is the number of atoms
contained in the molecule. Even relatively small proteins contain thousands of atoms and it is not uncommon to encounter proteins containing hundreds of
thousands of atoms.
The ability to accurately predict the potential energy
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for a particular protein represented by a set of dihedral angles depends highly on the method employed to
calculate the associated energy. An exact model is too
computationally expensive and results in an algorithmic complexity of O(NA5 ) [12], thus most researchers
utilize other models that have less complexity typically
of only O(NA2 ).
The CHARMM energy model used in this research
considers contributions due to non-bonded van der
Waals interactions (represented by the Lennard-Jones
potential), Coulomb’s law, and bonded interactions.
It does not consider solvent interactions. The protein
energy conformation is given by
X
Krij (rij − req )2
E=
(i,j)∈B

+

X

KΘijk (Θijk − Θeq )2

(i,j,k)∈A

+

X

KΦijkl [1 + cos(Φijkl − γijkl )]

(i,j,k,l)∈D

+

X

(i,j)∈N

"µ

Aij
rij

¶12

−

µ

Bij
rij

¶6

qi qj
+
²rij

#

(1)

where B is the set of bonded atom pairs,
A is the set of atom triples defining dihedral angles,
D is the set of atom 4-tuples defining dihedral angles,
N is the set of non-bonded atom pairs,
rij is the distance between atoms i,j,
Θijk is the angle formed by atoms i,j,k,
Φijkl is the dihedral angle formed by atoms i,j,k,l,
qi is the partial atomic charges of atom i,
the Krij ’s, req ’s, KΘijk ’s, Θeq ’s, KΦijkl ’s, γijkl ’s Aij ’s,
Bij ’s, and ² are empiric constants.
The empirical parameters are derived from the
parameter files of the molecular modeling software CHARMM version 22.0 [14], as described by
Brinkman, et. al. [3]. Other examples of force field
energy models that could be used are AMBER and
ECEPP [10]. The CHARMM energy function was chosen for the large number of parameters it contains for
organic molecular systems.

3

ARTIFICIAL IMMUNE SYSTEMS

There are several computational techniques that look
to biology for inspiration. Some common examples include neural networks, evolutionary algorithms, and
artificial immune systems (AISs) or immunological
computation. The biological immune system (BIS)
has been the target of considerable research interest
in the medical community from which several theories

of system behavior have been developed with the hope
of improving human life. The natural use of an AIS
is in the field of computer security and they have has
been applied to areas such as computer viruses [6, 9]
and also intrusion detection [2, 8]. But, immunological
computation has also been applied to other problem
domains. Some examples include multi-optimization
problems, anomaly detection in time series data, fault
diagnosis, loan application fraud detection, and robust
scheduling [6]. The similarity in all of these applications is that they utilize the pattern matching and
“learning” mechanisms of the immune system model
to perform a stochastic search of a large space.
Our approach captures several BIS features and infuses them within the fmGA to improve our PSP algorithm. This is similar to the methodology used by
Hart, Ross, and Nelson [7] to enhance a GA with immunity concepts. Their methodology used a set of
antibodies, generated from a gene library, in order
to produce schedules. These schedules can account
for changing conditions, in essence producing multiple
schedules and binding the best one to the prevailing
conditions. Our approach is similar to the BIS features of antibodies, antigens, gene libraries, and affinity maturation and utilizes the fmGA building block
approach to improve the stochastic search process for
protein structures.
3.1

BIOLOGICAL IMMUNE SYSTEM

The Biological Immune System (BIS) is composed
of many different types of cells that are deployed in
great numbers. The result is a defense framework for
the protection of internal resources against foreign invaders, or pathogens. These components act in concert
after the recognition of an antigen [1].
An antigen (pathogen) is any substance that can stimulate the immune system [1]. The most common
antigens are found in bacteria and viruses. These
molecules have multiple surface reaction sites that
act as interaction points for the immune system’s B
cells [1].
B cells are studded with many “Y” shaped detectors called antibodies. These antibodies are generated
from cell bodies. Parts of the antibody chains expose small patches on their surface, which make them
highly specific antigen binders [1]. Only those activated antibody-antigen bindings with a large enough
affinity result in an immune reaction. Once this affinity is exceeded, the B-cells divide to produce clones.
These clones further undergo hypermutation in which
they experience high mutation rates [8]. This creates
daughter cells that are a little bit different than the
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parent with the goal of adapting to a specific antigen [8]. This works within a Darwinian selection process known as affinity maturation. Those B cells that
better match the antigen divide, while those B cells
that do not match soon die. Through this process,
the remaining cells have a higher affinity for matching
pathogen features that may represent similar antigens.
The diversity of antibodies required to protect the
body would require more than 100 million genes. This
is approximately 10% of a human’s genetic material.
However, through a unique combinatoric process, antibodies are generated from a library of only about
2,000 gene fragments. These BBs are further diversified though hypermutation. Note that T-cells, an
integral element of the BIS, are not used here.

4

THE FAST MESSY GENETIC
SEARCH ALGORITHM (fmGA)

The fmGA is an approach that exploits “good” Building Blocks (BBs) in solving optimization problems.
These BBs represent “good” information in the form
of partial binary strings that can be combined to obtain even better solutions. The BB approach is used
in the fmGA to increase the number of “good” building blocks that are present in each subsequent generation of the algorithm. The fmGA was chosen due
to its reduced computational requirements over the
messy GA’s Partially Enumerative Initialization Phase
[5] and the fact that it explicitly manipulates BBs. The
fmGA algorithm executes in three phases, the Initialization Phase, the Building Block Filtering Phase, and
the Juxtapositional Phase [11].
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Figure 1: Pseudo Code for fmGA

initially generated randomly followed by a local search
operation to improve the quality of the template. In
subsequent generations, this template contains the allele values of the best found string in the population
from the previous BB.

The algorithm begins with the Probabilistically Complete Initialization Phase. This phase randomly generates a user specified number of population members.
These population members are of the a priori specified
chromosome length and each is evaluated to determine
its respective fitness value. Our implementation utilizes a binary scheme in which each bit is represented
with either a 0 or a 1 and the CHARMM energy model
is used to calculate each string’s fitness value.

Through the BBF phase the length of the chromosome
decreases but each chromosome must continue to be
evaluated for selection purposes. During this phase
these chromosomes are referred to as “underspecified”
since each locus position does not have an associated
allele value. To evaluate an underspecified population
member, the member is overlayed upon the competitive template to fully specify the member. This process uses the allele values from the template to fill in
any missing allele values in the population member
to allow the fitness evaluation to take place and is repeated any time an underspecified population member
needs to be evaluated. The BBF process is alternated
with a selection mechanism to keep only the strings
with the “best” building blocks found, or those with
the best fitness value. A critical input schedule is used
to specify the number of generations to execute each
phase and the exact generations upon which BBF and
selection occur. The resulting BBs for a given length
reflect the “gene expression” for the specific protein.

The Building Block Filtering (BBF) Phase follows and
consists of BBF alternated with a selection operator.
The BBF process randomly deletes locus points and
their corresponding allele values in each of the population members’ chromosomes. This process completes
once the length of the population member’s chromosomes have been reduced to a predetermined BB size.
In order to evaluate the population member’s fitness
values a competitive template is utilized to fill in the
missing allele values [5]. This competitive template is

The juxtapositional phase follows and uses the building blocks found through the BBF phase and recombination operators to create chromosomes that are fully
specified. A chromosome is referred to as fully specified if it is not missing any locus positions, or in other
words does not need to use the competitive template
for evaluation. The recombination operation may result in overspecified strings which are strings containing multiple allele values for the same locus position.
In this case a left to right priority is used. This scheme
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takes the first allele value encountered for any locus
and uses that value for evaluation purposes even if subsequent values for the same locus appear in the string.
Recombination is alternated with a binary thresholding tournament selection operator to keep the best solutions found in the population. Upon completing of
the juxtapositional phase, the best population member
found becomes the new competitive template.
Following the Juxtapositional Phase the algorithm increments the BB size by one and repeats the three
phases. The completion of the three phases constitutes
one BB size or one era. If there are no more eras to
execute, the algorithm restarts using the first BB size
and the best found individual from the previous era as
the competitive template and repeats the whole process again. One repetition of all the eras constitutes an
epoch. Once all of the user specified number of epochs
complete, the best population member is presented as
the final solution. The determination of BB size range,
epoch size, and input schedule were derived originally
from [5] and interpolated to the current values to work
with larger problem sizes [11, 12].
4.1

MAPPING BIOLOGY TO EA
IMMUNOLOGICAL COMPUTATION

The features of the BIS make it an attractive model for
the stochastic search of a large space. Our approach is
to place our existing fmGA integrated with AIS ideas,
based on a BIS model, in order to enhance its effectiveness for protein structure prediction. The generalized
BIS to fmGA mapping follows:
The BIS in part maps to an AIS that performs a PSP
secondary structure search. A valid protein structure
is equivalent to an antigen in this mapping, as that
is the intermediate goal of the secondary structure
search. The search for antigen in our AIS becomes
a search for binary strings representing a set of secondary structure dihedral angles. Each antibody is
associated with a single string of protein dihedral angles. This would be a member of a population in a
standard GA. The antibodies are made up of strings
of building blocks within the fmGA. This BB set is representative of the BIS antibody gene fragment library.
The binding of antibodies to antigen in our system is
completed through the evaluation of each antibody by
the CHARMM energy model. The relative affinity of
antigen-antibody binding is the energy returned by the
CHARMM model. An affinity maturation of the antibody strings is performed over time through the use of
the fmGA operators, whereby the population of antibodies is evolved in the direction of improved protein
structures with appropriate secondary structure.

For the PSP problem, elements of the protein dihedral angles are defined by the fmGA BBs. The fmGA
objective function is associated with the CHARMM
energy function. The following section provides the
details of the BB variation using protein SSI and HCI
methods associated with secondary structure seeding.
f mGA Init P hase
Gene Libraries

−→

Hypermutation

−→

Random/Seeded BBs
in individual strings
BB Variation

f mGA BBF P hase
Gene Library
−→
Antibody (AB)
−→
Set of BBs
−→
AB-AG Binding
−→
B-cell Affinity
−→
Affinity Maturation
−→

BBs from Init Phase
BB + Template/String
fmGA BBF Pop
string by def.
BB fitness eval
BB Selection

f mGA Juxt P hase
Gene Library
Antibody
Set of Antibodies
AB-AG Binding
Antigen (AG)
B-Cell Affinity
Affinity Maturation

BBs from BBF Phase
Recombined BBs
JuxtaPositional Pop
String constraints met
valid solution
fitness value
Best Solution Selected

5

−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→

IMMUNOLOGICAL SEEDING OF
SECONDARY STRUCTURE

The ability to predict a protein’s three-dimensional
structure or conformation from its one-dimensional
amino-acid sequence is a significant problem. Often
the prediction of the secondary structure has been used
as a precursor to finding a “good” tertiary structure
[4, 15] and the prediction of the secondary structure is
considered to be an important step towards predicting
the three-dimension structure of the protein [15]. This
fact has lead us to use secondary structure information
as a seeding mechanism in the effort to incorporate
immunological concepts into the fmGA. The modified
fmGA algorithm attempts to seed the initial population, for each BB size, with either secondary structure
dihedral angle information and/or locally optimized
hill climbed population members. Both methods were
chosen with the overall intent of incorporating “good”
BBs within a population member.
In the normal execution of the fmGA code, the algorithm randomly initializes the population prior to the
execution of each era. Through the BBF phase these
random population members are reduced in length and
eventually become “good” BBs. The modified fmGA
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attempts to improve the results of this process by injecting potentially “good” BBs into the initial population through the seeding of population members that
are derived from known secondary structures or from
the use of locally optimized population members.
The Secondary Structure Initialization (SSI) method
utilizes user defined optimal secondary structure angles with some +/− threshold 1 to generate population members with the corresponding angular values.
In order to ensure generality, the algorithm allows for
the inclusion of all known secondary structures and
their associated dihedral angular values. For this paper only two secondary structures were considered, αhelix and β-sheets. Additionally there are two separate methods in which the secondary structure’s angular representation are incorporated into an initial
population member. The first method, SSI-1, generates population members by randomly selecting an angular value between the thresholds provided for each
ψ, φ, and ω dihedral angle associated with each residue
that defines the protein under study. This results in
all ψ, φ, and ω dihedral angles being identical for each
residue in the respective population member. The second method, SSI-2, is a slight variation of this and is
accomplished by randomly selecting an angular value
for each ψ, φ, and ω dihedral angle of each residue, resulting in different ψ, φ, and ω dihedral angles appearing in a single population member.
The Hill-Climbing Initialization (HCI) method is designed to take a randomly generated population member and conduct a local hill-climbing search. Algorithmically this essentially sweeps a given number of times
from the least-to-most significant bits (right to left) of
the binary string that represents a population member. The sweeping mechanism is completed right-toleft in an attempt to conduct the local search by first
manipulating the side chain dihedral angles and then
altering the backbone dihedral angles (our implementation puts side-chain angles to the right of backbone
dihedral angles). Bit by bit the population member’s
allele values are swapped from a 1 to a 0 or vise versa,
completing an evaluation of the population member
after each bit modification. If the modification results
in an improved fitness value, the change is kept and the
next bit is analyzed for modification, otherwise the bit
is returned to its original value and the next bit is analyzed for modification. This process is repeated until
the requested number of sweeps are completed. This
1

α helix: ψ and φ dihedral angles are -57 and -47 degrees
with a +/− 15 degree threshold, and ω is 180 degrees +/−
a 5 degree threshold. β sheet: ψ and φ dihedral angles are
-119 and 113 with a +/− 15 degree threshold, and ω is 180
degrees +/− a 5 degree threshold.

1371

was done with the hope of obtaining a semi-optimal
population member based on the randomly generated
strings initial backbone configuration.
The memetic algorithm is designed to allow the user to
have an initial population set with either all random
members, with a percentage of HCI members, with a
percentage of SSI members (only one secondary structure can be selected), or a percentage of a combination
of all methods. The percentage of the population must
be defined as an input parameter as well as the choice
of seeding the initial population.
The motivation for the SSI is to seed the population
with potentially “good” BBs that will remain present
through the BBF phase if they are indeed “good” BBs.
If the secondary structure chosen does not exist in the
protein being tested then the seeded members may not
contain “good” BBs and they are filtered out through
the BBF phase. The rationale behind the two methods
of generating the population member via the SSI is to
generate a series of ψ, φ, and ω values, which include
the secondary structure present in the protein.
The first method, SSI-1 exhibits the problem of a reduced search space since it forces each occurrence of
an angle to have the same value. This is done in the
hope that part of the resulting conformation of that
initialized population member may be close to part of
the geometrical conformation of the minimized protein. The problem with this method is that very few
angles are represented in the initial population set. To
improve upon this, the second method somewhat bypasses this problem through the random generation of
each angle within the thresholds. SSI-2 still exhibits
a reduced search space but allows for more potential
BBs to be present in the population members. It is
noted that both of these methods restrict the size of
the search space through their limitation on the angular values, but the remainder of the population is
randomly generated and allows for other regions of the
search space to be used. The primary goal of the SSI
implementations is to seed the algorithm with “good”
BBs from the start. While this may not occur with all
proteins tested, for those with secondary structures,
some “good” BBs will be found and used.
The secondary structure modifications that are presented in this paper is done with the goal of increasing
the efficiency and effectiveness of the algorithm across
a wide variety of proteins that are found in nature,
i.e. to create a generalized method of incorporating
problem domain information into the algorithm. The
effectiveness increase is noticed through the result of
better solutions and the efficiency increase through the
decreased running times due to the fewer requests for
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random calls. This is achieved by completing 1 random
call for each angle or angle type in the SSI methods
versus the 10 random calls that are completed for each
bit of the respective angle in the random method.

Table 1: Met-Enkephalin Energy

All of the tests were conducted on a single 933MHz
Intel Pentium III machine with 256MB of RAM under
Red Hat Linux version 6.2. Each test set consisted of
10 separate data runs, with different random number
seeds used in each data run. Various input parameters as mentioned must be specified for executing the
fmGA code. The protein selected is used to determine
the BB sizes selected for execution since the BB size is
related to the overall string length. The larger the protein, the longer its respective string length and larger
BBs should be utilized. In the experiments conducted
for the Met-Enkephalin and polyalanine proteins the
respective parameters used were as follows; the string
length was set to 240 and 560 bits respectively, with
10 bits associated with each dihedral angle; the BB
size range 6-10, and 16-20; and population sizes of 50,
58, 62, 66, 71, 77 and 50, 80, 84, 90, 96, 103, with all
experiments being conducted over 3 epochs (an epoch
is one complete run of the fmGA through each BB
size). The larger population and BB sizes used for the
polyalanine protein were based on the work of Merkle
[11]. We used Goldberg’s original equation on determining the initial fmGA population size [5]. The following fmGA parameters were kept constant over all
runs; cut probability = 0.02, splice probability = 1.00,
BBF generations = 200, juxtapositional generations
= 200, total generations = 400. An input schedule
was used to specify at what generations BB filtering
would occur, and the sizes of the building blocks the
algorithm would utilize.
The experiments are designed to provide enough data
to complete a statistical analysis of the results. For
each of the population seeding methods and percentages (0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, and 100%) of
seeding presented in Tables 1 and 2, 10 data runs
were completed for statistical significance. The seed-

Combo
α-helix

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

β-sheet

6

Sweeps

While the model proteins presented, [Met]-Enkephelin
and polyalanine, are suitable for this secondary structure analysis, but not complete, they do provide a
good starting point. Better results are anticipated
with testing of real-world proteins containing thousands of angles and varied secondary structures. The
[Met]-Enkephelin does not contain a secondary structure but is included to illustrate the generality of the
technique presented and the ability to use it against
proteins with no secondary structure.

%
0
5
10
20
30
40
50
5
10
20
30
40
50
5
10
20
30
40
50
5
10
20
30
40
50

Max
-20.94
-20.94
-24.97
-26.06
-26.08
-26.71
-27.88
-23.75
-24.60
-25.16
-25.76
-25.10
-25.92
-21.41
-22.97
-22.91
-21.00
-23.12
-23.35
-21.60
-22.87
-23.37
-20.96
-23.77
-21.24

[Met]-Enkephelin
Median
Min
Avg
-23.90
-26.35 -23.78
-23.90
-26.35
-23.78
-26.39
-27.69
-26.35
-26.99
-28.78
-27.21
-27.10
-28.60
-27.18
-27.93
-28.93
-27.92
-27.85
-30.01
-27.96
-25.25
-27.94
-25.47
-26.20
-28.68
-26.50
-26.10
-28.28
-26.44
-26.43
-27.49
-26.46
-26.97
-31.26 -27.17
-27.07
-29.09
-27.29
-24.34
-27.16
-24.23
-24.67
-27.34
-24.84
-24.52
-26.94
-24.78
-24.37
-28.35
-24.40
-26.08
-29.04
-25.89
-25.48
-29.21
-25.52
-24.24
-27.16
-24.19
-25.29
-27.90
-25.21
-25.21
-29.84
-25.61
-25.67
-29.40
-25.47
-25.46
-26.36
-25.23
-25.81
-27.02
-25.48

SD
1.52
1.52
1.52
0.76
0.91
0.64
0.90
1.38
1.48
0.96
0.55
1.70
1.14
1.79
1.57
1.13
1.87
1.66
1.78
1.69
1.53
1.69
2.32
0.98
1.62

ing percentages specify the percentage of the number
of initial population members which are seeded via one
of the aforementioned seeding methods. The maximum, median, minimum and average fitness values
are presented along with the associated standard deviations. The minimum fitness value is also the best
fitness found considering the PSP minimization problem. Both protein molecules used have unique properties that should help discriminate the effectiveness
of each seeding mechanism. The Met-Enkephalin contains no secondary structure while the polyalanine has
a perfect α-helix secondary structure.
Note that the results for each test include 10 data runs
and by the Central Limit Theorem we can assume a
normal distribution. The median values and average
values are relatively close indicating that this assumption is valid. Therefore given the max and min values,
the distribution of points in the energy landscape imply an energy surface that is somewhat coarse. Thus
for these particular proteins it is somewhat difficult to
search with an evolutionary algorithm.

7

RESULTS

The fitness results obtained from each test set are presented in Tables 1 and 2. When compared to their
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β-sheet

%
0
5
10
20
30
40
50
5
10
20
30
40
50
5
10
20
30
40
50
5
10
20
30
40
50

Max
-111.99
-119.75
-128.76
-128.77
-131.49
-132.77
-131.58
-118.72
-124.01
-128.50
-126.36
-127.41
-129.12
-118.45
-116.36
-116.17
-116.46
-121.18
-117.96
-118.89
-119.76
-114.75
-120.44
-107.38
-108.08

Polyalinine
Median
Min
-127.77 -140.56
-130.84
-130.76
-135.15
-136.92
-133.79
-137.24
-133.79
-141.03
-134.64
-136.76
-135.67
-139.76
-129.21
-136.48
-130.91
-142.41
-132.15
-139.30
-133.14
-137.01
-133.12
-139.97
-132.20 -144.19
-130.22
-137.34
-126.12
-140.59
-132.26
-138.57
-129.68
-138.95
-126.41
-136.07
-127.11
-140.08
-127.56
-137.34
-130.95
-141.00
-130.81
-138.57
-131.61
-136.67
-127.84
-138.02
-127.50
-142.72

Avg
-128.78
-139.25
-130.76
-134.83
-134.83
-134.59
-135.94
-128.61
-130.89
-132.83
-132.68
-133.72
-133.66
-129.37
-127.64
-129.63
-129.22
-127.34
-127.70
-128.46
-131.18
-128.68
-131.16
-125.81
-126.33

SD
8.55
4.95
3.28
3.47
3.12
1.33
2.71
5.53
5.53
3.57
3.00
4.08
4.38
7.05
8.64
8.50
7.98
4.93
7.81
6.25
6.02
8.62
4.44
9.95
9.30
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Table 3: Protein Timing and EVE
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Met
Avg
SD
894
4.2
864
4.1
1012
5.9
1254
4.3
1446
6.3
1689
4.8
1925
5.0
1351 16.3
1433 18.6
1590 26.0
1675 42.1
1112 13.9
1167 25.1
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5.7
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3.8
887
3.1
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3.7
893
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896
5.3
884
3.2
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5.7

EVE
37.6
37.3
38.4
46.1
53.2
60.5
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53.0
54.1
60.1
63.3
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42.8
37.0
37.4
36.1
35.3
36.8
35.2
36.9
35.6
34.5
34.4
34.8
34.8
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Avg
SD
4939
16
5926
52
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10351
17
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25
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25
4919
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4905
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38.35
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38.5
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38.8
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Table 2: Polyalanine Energy

computational performance show that while both the
HCI and Combo Seeding methods obtained better averages it wasn’t without cost. In fact, Table 3 shows
that a considerable computational cost is required to
obtain better results. It is also noted that all of the
seeding methods find better minimum fitness values
than the standard implementation (0%). Further we
see that the combo method always achieves the best
minimum fitness, and the α and β methods find solutions very close to it, thereby illustrating the usefulness
of the secondary structure seeding mechanism.

-115

Alpha
Combo
Beta
Sweeps

-120
-125
-130
-135
-140
Builiding Block Sequence

Figure 2: Building Block vs. Fitness
In order to compare the various methods employed
we combine the two variables (fitness and time) into
a new metric. This metric, efficiency versus effectiveness (EVE), is introduced to allow a direct comparison
between different data runs. The EVE metric, Equation 2, is calculated from average fitness and timing
values. This metric shows us that the α and β SSI
methods find better solutions at a significantly cheaper
cost (see Tables 1 and 2). A review of the new metric
values show that there is a slight advantage in using
these new seeding methodologies. It is also noted that
the seeding mechanisms should yield improved results
when applied to real-world proteins that do not contain a geometrically perfect secondary structure.
µ
¶
Average Ef f iciency
EV E ,
(2)
Average Best F itness
An interesting phenomena occurred during the testing of the Combo and HCI seeding methods. Figure
2 compares a single experimental run (that is indicative of the overall behavior identified). It is interesting
to note that injecting optimized solutions into the initial population often resulted in the algorithm getting
stuck in a local optima area and, as a result, the fmGA
algorithm was essentially ineffectual wasting precious
computational time. On the other hand, both the α
and β SSI seeding method, while not starting out with
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the best values, they did allow the fmGA to be the
dominating factor in finding better solutions (as depicted by the continual improvement in the best solution found), building block after building block. Note
that the conformational dihedral angles for the various
“good” minimum energy values found do not reflect
similar positions in the PSP energy landscape and thus
a local search technique should be employed with discretion. Additionally it is worthwhile to note that the
reduction in execution time achieved with the seeding
methods allow for larger population sizes to be utilized, thereby increasing the size of the space actually
searched in the same amount of time.

8

CONCLUSIONS

Incorporating immunological concepts into the fmGA
in an attempt to improve the search for a better
“semi”-optimal PSP solution was met with success.
Minimum PSP conformational energy values were
found in an acceptable amount of execution time. Additional research is required to determine if other domain space information can be incorporated into the
algorithm as an alternative seeding method along with
parameter variations. It is the authors’ belief that
both α and β SSI methods, depending on the protein
under study, could out-perform the other two methods,
especially if considering the new performance metric.
The fmGA approach exercised here is an effective and
efficient approach to solving the PSP problem as compared to the X-ray crystallography, Ab initio, semiempirical, and force field approaches.
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Abstract
This study examines the potential of an evolutionary automatic programming methodology, Grammatical Evolution, to uncover a series of useful
fuzzy technical trading rules for the ISEQ, the official equity index of the Irish Stock Exchange. Index values for the period 29/03/93 to 4/12/1997 are
used to train and test the model. The preliminary
findings indicate that the methodology has much
potential.

1 Introduction
We have previously evolved trading rules for the UK FTSE
100 index [O’Neill et.al. 2001], and now wish to extend this
approach to new markets, and through the inclusion of additional technical indicators.
1.1 Technical analysis
A market index is comprised of a weighted average measure
of the price of individual shares which make up that market. The value of the index represents an aggregation of the
balance of supply and demand for these shares. Some market traders, known as technical analysts, believe that prices
move in trends and that price patterns repeat themselves
[Murphy 1999]. If we accept this premise, that there are
rules, although not necessarily static rules, underlying price
behaviour, it follows that trading decisions could be enhanced
through use of an appropriate rule induction methodology
such as Grammatical Evolution (GE).
Although controversy exists amongst financial theorists regarding the veracity of the claim of technical analysts, recent evidence has suggested that it may indeed be possible to uncover patterns of predictability
in price behaviour.
Brock, Lakonishok and LeBaron
[Brock, Lakonishok & LeBaron 1992] found that simple

technical trading rules had predictive power and suggested that the conclusions of earlier studies that technical trading rules did not have such power were ”premature”. Other studies which indicated that there may
be predictable patterns in share price movements include
those which suggest that markets do not always impound
new information instantaneously [Hong, Lim, & Stein 1999]
[Chan, Jegadeesh & Lakonishok 1996], that stock markets
can overreact as a result of excessive investor optimism or
pessimism [Dissanaike 1997] and that returns on the market
are related to the day of the week [Cross 1973] or the month
of the year [DeBondt & Thaler 1987]. The continued existence of large technical analysis departments in international
finance houses is consistent with the hypothesis that technical
analysis has proven empirically useful.
1.2 Potential for application of evolutionary automatic
programming
As noted by Iba and Nikolaev [Iba & Nikolaev 2000] there
are a number of reasons to suppose that the use of an evolutionary automatic programming (EAP) approach can prove
fruitful in the financial prediction domain. EAP can conduct
an efficient exploration of the search space and can uncover
dependencies between input variables, leading to the selection of a good subset for inclusion in the final model. Additionally, use of EAP facilitates the utilisation of complex
fitness functions including discontinuous, non-differentiable
functions. This is of particular importance in the financial domain as the fitness criterion may be complex, usually requiring a balancing of return and risk. EAP, unlike, for example,
basic neural net approaches to financial prediction, does not
require the ex-ante determination of optimal model inputs and
their related transformations. Another useful feature of EAP
is that it produces human-readable rules that have the potential to enhance understanding of the problem domain.
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1.3 Motivation for study
This study was motivated by a number of factors.
Much of the existing literature concerning the application of genetic algorithms (GA) or GP to the generation of technical trading rules [Allen & Karjalainen 1999]
[Colin 1994] [Bauer 1994] [Neely, Weller & Dittmar 1997]
[Deboeck 1994] concentrates on the US and to a lesser extent
the Japanese stock markets. Published research on this area is
both incomplete and scarce. To date, only a limited number of
GA / GP methodologies and a limited range of technical indicators have been considered. This study addresses these limitations by examining index data drawn from the Irish stock
market and by adopting a novel evolutionary automatic programming approach.
The paper is organised as follows. Section two discusses the background to the technical indicators utilised in this
study. Section three describes the evolutionary algorithm adopted, Grammatical Evolution [O’Neill & Ryan 2001]
[Ryan et.al. 1998]. Section four outlines the data and function sets used. The following sections provide the results of
the study followed by a discussion of these results and finally
a number of conclusions are derived.

2 Background
As with any modelling methodology, issues of data preprocessing need to be considered. Rather than attempting
to uncover useful technical trading rules for the ISEQ index
using raw current and historical price information, this information is initially pre-processed into technical indicators.
The objective of these pre-processing techniques is to uncover possible useful trends and other information in the time
series of the raw index data whilst simultaneously reducing
the noise inherent in the series.
2.1 Technical Indicators
The development of trading rules based on current and
historic market price information has a long history
[Brown, Goetzmann & Kumar 1998]. The process entails the
selection of one or more technical indicators and the development of a trading system based on these indicators. These
indicators are formed from various combinations of current
and historic price information. Although there are potentially
an infinite number of such indicators, the financial literature
suggests that certain indicators are widely used by investors
[Brock, Lakonishok & LeBaron 1992][Murphy 1999]
[Pring 1991].
Four groupings of indicators are given prominence in prior
literature:
i. Moving average indicators
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ii. Momentum indicators
iii. Trading range indicators
iv. Oscillators
Given the large search space, an evolutionary automatic programming methodology has promise to determine both a good
quality combination of, and relevant parameters for, trading
rules drawn from individual technical indicators.
We intend to use of each of these groupings as our model is developed. Our initial study on the FTSE dataset
[O’Neill et.al. 2001] included only a moving average indicator. This study also includes momentum, and trading range
volatility indicators.
2.1.1 Moving Average Indicators
The simplest moving average systems compare the current
share price or index value with a moving average of the share
price or index value over a lagged period, to determine how
far the current price has moved from an underlying price
trend. As they smooth out daily price fluctuations, moving
averages can heighten the visibility of an underlying trend. A
variation on simple moving average systems is to use a moving average convergence divergence (MACD) oscillator. This
is calculated by taking the difference of a short run and a long
run moving average. In a recursive fashion, more complex
combinations of moving averages of values calculated from a
MACD oscillator can themselves be used to generate trading
rules. For example, a nine day moving average of a MACD
oscillator could be plotted against the raw value of that indicator. A trading signal may be generated when the two plotted
moving averages cross. Moving average indicators are trend
following devices and work best in trending markets. They
can have a slow response to changes in trends in markets,
missing the beginning and end of each move. They tend to
be unstable in sideways moving markets, generating repeated
buy and sell signals (whipsaw) leading to unprofitable trading. Trading systems using moving averages trade-off volatility (risk of loss due to whipsaw) against sensitivity. The objective is to select the lag period which is sensitive enough to
generate a useful early trading signal but which is insensitive
to random noise.
2.2 Momentum
The momentum of a security is the ratio of a time-lagged
ricet ). The belief underlying
price to the current price ( PPrice
t x
this indicator is that strongly trending shares tend to continue
to move in that direction for a period of time as more investors
buy or sell the trending share. There is recent evidence that
momentum trading strategies can work, particularly when investing in smaller firms [Hong, Lim, & Stein 1999]. Technical analysts consider that price momentum can foretell a price
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turning point as momentum will tend to peak before the price
peaks.
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Beginning from the left hand side of the genome codon integer values are generated and used to select rules from the
BNF grammar, until one of the following situations arise:

2.3 Trading Range Breakout systems
i. A complete program is generated. This occurs when all
the non-terminals in the expression being mapped, are
transformed into elements from the terminal set of the
BNF grammar.

It these systems, a signal is usually generated if a price breaks
out of a defined range. A simple example of a trading rule
would be to buy a share when it exceeds its previous high in
the last four weeks and conversely to sell a share if it falls below its previous four week low. A more complex approach is
to plot an envelope at + ’x’ standard deviations above and below a moving average. Penetration of the bands by the current
day’s price, indicates a possible price trend reversal.

ii. The end of the genome is reached, in which case the
wrapping operator is invoked. This results in the return of the genome reading frame to the left hand side
of the genome once again. The reading of codons will
then continue unless an upper threshold representing the
maximum number of wrapping events has occurred during this individual’s mapping process.

A description of the evolutionary automatic programming
system used to evolve trading rules now follows.

3 Grammatical Evolution
Grammatical Evolution (GE) is an evolutionary algorithm
that can evolve computer programs in any language. Rather
than representing the programs as parse trees, as in traditional GP [Koza 1992], a linear genome representation is adopted. A genotype-phenotype mapping process is used to generate the output program for each individual in the population.
Each individual, a variable length binary string, contains in
its codons (groups of 8 bits) the information to select production rules from a Backus Naur Form (BNF) grammar. The
BNF is a plug-in component to the genotype-phenotype mapping process, that represents the output language in the form
of production rules. It is comprised of a set of non-terminals
that can be mapped to elements of the set of terminals, according to the production rules. An example excerpt from a
BNF grammar is given below. These productions state that S
can be replaced with either one of the non-terminals expr,
if-stmt, or loop.

S ::= expr
| if-stmt
| loop

(0)
(1)
(2)

The grammar is used in a generative process to construct
a program by applying production rules, selected by the
genome, beginning from the start symbol of the grammar.
In order to select a rule in GE, the next codon value on the
genome is generated and placed in the following formula:
Rule

= C odon V alue M OD N um: Rules

If the next codon integer value was 4, given that we have
3 rules to select from as in the above example, we get
4 M OD 3 = 1. S will therefore be replaced with the
non-terminal if-stmt.

iii. In the event that a threshold on the number of wrapping
events is exceeded and the individual is still incompletely mapped, the mapping process is halted, and the individual assigned the lowest possible fitness value.
GE uses a steady state replacement mechanism, such that,
two parents produce two children the best of which replaces
the worst individual in the current population if the child has
a greater fitness. The standard genetic operators of point mutation, and crossover (one point) are adopted. It also employs a duplication operator that duplicates a random number
of codons and inserts these into the penultimate codon position on the genome. A full description of GE can be found
in [O’Neill & Ryan 2001] [Ryan et.al. 1998].

4

Problem Domain & Experimental Approach

We describe an approach to evolving trading rules using GE.
This study uses daily data for the Irish ISEQ stock index
drawn from the period 29/03/1993 to 4/12/1997. The training data set was comprised of 360 days from the first day
(29/03/1993) with an additional 75 days at the beginning of
this time to allow for the time lag introduced with technical
indicators such as the moving average. The remaining data
was divided into two hold out samples totaling 805 (i.e. two
365 day periods with a time lag of 75 days) trading days. The
division of the hold out period into two segments was undertaken to allow comparison of the out of sample results across
different market conditions, in order to assess the stability and
degradation characteristics of the developed model’s predictions.
The rules evolved by GE are used to generate one of three signals for each day of the training or test periods. The possible
signals are Buy, Sell, or Do Nothing. Permitting the model to output a Do Nothing signal reduces the hard threshold
problem associated with production of a binary output. This
issue has not been considered in a number of prior studies.
A variant on the trading methodology developed in Brock et
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al. [Brock, Lakonishok & LeBaron 1992] is then applied. If
a buy signal is indicated, a fixed investment of $1,000 (arbitrary) is made in the market index. This position is closed at
the end of a ten day (arbitrary) period.
On the production of a sell signal, an investment of $1,000 is
sold short and again this position is closed out after a ten day
period. This gives rise to a maximum potential investment of
$10,000 at any point in time (the potential loss on individual
short sales is in theory infinite but in practice is unlikely to
exceed $1,000). The profit (or loss) on each transaction is
calculated taking into account a one-way trading cost of 0.2%
and allowing a further 0.3% for slippage. The total return
generated by the developed trading system is a combination
of its trading return and its risk free rate of return generated
on uncommitted funds.
The rate adopted in this calculation is simplified to be the average interest rate over the entire data set (5.8%).
As well as the moving average, the momentum and trading
range volatility technical indicators are adopted in these preliminary experiments.
In addition to the technical indicators the grammar also allows
the use of the binary operators f and, f or, and the standard
arithmetic operators, and the unary operator f not 1 .
The signals generated for each day, Buy, Sell, or Do Nothing, are post-processed using fuzzy logic. The trading rule,
a fuzzy trading rule, returns values in the range 0 to 1. We
use pre-determined membership functions, in this case, to determine what the meaning of this value is. The membership
functions adopted were as follows:
Buy

S ell

= V alue < :33

= :33 >= V alue < :66

DoN othing

= :66 >= V alue

4.1 Data Preprocessing
The value of the ISEQ index increased substantially over the
training and testing period, rising from 1337.44 to 3498.84.
Before the trading rules were constructed, these values were
normalised using a two phase preprocessing. Initially the daily values were transformed by dividing them by a 75 day
lagged moving average. These transformed values are then
normalised using linear scaling into the range 0 to 1. This
procedure is a variant on that adopted by Allen and Karjalainen [Allen & Karjalainen 1999] and Iba and Nikolaev
[Iba & Nikolaev 2000].
1
The operations f and, f or, and f not are fuzzy logic operators
returning the minimum, maximum, of the arguments, and 1 - the
argument, respectively.

4.2 Selection of Fitness Function
A key decision in applying a GP methodology to construct a
technical trading system is to determine what fitness measure
should be adopted. A simple fitness measure such as the profitability of the system both in and out of sample is inadequate
as it fails to consider the risk associated with the developed
trading system. The risk of the system can be estimated in
a variety of ways. One possibility is to consider market risk,
defined here as the risk of loss of funds due to a market movement. A measure of this risk is provided by the maximum
drawdown (maximum cumulative loss) of the system during
a training or test period. This measure of risk can be incorporated into the fitness function in a variety of formats including: (return / maximum drawdown) or return - ’x’(maximum
drawdown), where ’x’ is a pre-determined constant dependent
on an investor’s psychological risk profile. For a given rate of
return, the system generating the lowest maximum drawdown
is preferred.
This study incorporates drawdown in the fitness function by
subtracting the maximum cumulative loss during the training
period from the profit generated during that period. This is a
conservative approach which will encourage the evolution of
trading systems with good return to risk characteristics. This
will provide a more stringent test of trading rule performance
as high risk / high reward trading rules will be discriminated
against.

5

Results

The results from our preliminary experiments are now given.
Runs were conducted with a population size of 500 for 100
generations. Trading rules were evolved with a performance
superior to that of a benchmark buy and hold strategy. Under
this benchmark, an amount of $10,000 is invested in the market at the beginning of each of the test periods. The gain on
this investment to the end of each period is then calculated.
The best individual (set of trading rules) found to date made
a profit of US$5777 over the training period.
When tested on the two out of sample periods following the
training data set we find that this individual was consistently
profitable. Plots of the index over each of the test periods and
the training period can be seen in Figure 1.
To facilitate assessment of these results, they are compared
with those of the benchmark buy and hold strategy. The results of this buy and hold strategy can be seen in Table 1.
In assessing these results, the market risk profile of each trading strategy should be considered. The buy and hold strategy maintains an investment of $10,000 plus cumulative returns since the start of the investment period, in the market at
all times whereas the maximum investment of the developed trading system, ignoring drawdown, is $10,000. Looking
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Trading Period
(Days)
Train (1095 to 1460)
Test 1 (1461 to 1826)
Test 2 (1827 to 2192)
Total
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Buy & Hold
Profit (US$)
2087
3848
3439
9374

Best-of-run
Profit(US$)
5777
1478
2627
9882

Best-of-run
Avg. Daily Investment
8233
5055
8808

Table 1: A comparison of benchmarks with the best of run individual.

at Table 1 we can see the average daily investment made by
the best of run individual for each test period. Averaged over
all the test periods the developed system has an investment of
$6932 in the market.

because, the benchmark buy and hold portfolio maintains a
fully invested position at all times in the market, whereas the
portfolio generated by the technical trading system averaged
a capital investment of $7,000 over the test periods.

There is no clear evidence that the trading system has higher
market risk than the buy and hold strategy.

There is notable scope for further research utilising GE in this
problem domain. Our preliminary methodology has included
a number of simplifications, for example, we only considered
a small set of primitive technical indicator. The incorporation
of additional technical indicators may further improve the performance of our approach. Future work will also seek to remove the over-fitting that is occurring on the ISEQ data set in
order to achieve the generalisation properties demonstrated by
the evolved rules on the FTSE data set [O’Neill et.al. 2001].

6 Discussion
In evaluating the performance of any market predictive system, a number of caveats must be borne in mind. Any trading model constructed and tested using historic data will tend
to perform less well in a live environment than in a test period for a number of reasons. Live markets have attendant
problems of delay in executing trades, illiquidity, interrupted / corrupted data and interrupted markets. The impact of
these issues is to raise trading costs and consequently to reduce the profitability of trades generated by any system. An
allowance for these costs (’slippage’) has been included in
this study but it is impossible to determine the scale of these
costs ex-ante with complete accuracy. In addition to these
costs, it must be remembered that the market is competitive.
As new computational technologies spread, opportunities to
utilise these technologies to earn excess risk-adjusted profits
are eroded. As a result of this technological ’arms-race’, estimates of trading performance based on historical data may not
be replicated in live trading as other market participants will
apply similar technology. This study ignores impact of dividends. Although a buy-and-hold strategy will generate higher
levels of dividend income than an active trading strategy, the
precise impact of this factor is not determinable ex-ante. It is
notable that the dividend yield on most stock exchanges has
fallen sharply in recent years and that the potential impact of
this factor has lessened.

7 Conclusions & Future Work
The results clearly show that the model is suffering from
over-fitting to the training data set, however, the risk involved
with the adoption of the evolved trading rules is less than the
benchmark buy and hold strategy.
The risk of the benchmark buy-and-hold portfolio exceeded
that of the portfolio generated by the technical trading rules
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A Grammar used by GE to evolve trading
rules
N={<code>,<expr>,<fopbi>,<fopun>,
<matbi>,<relbi>,<var>,<int>}
T={p,=,(,),f_and,f_or,f_not,+,-,*,
>,<,>=,<=,scale,ma,day,
1,2,3,4,5,10}
S=<code>
P=
<code> ::=
<expr> ::=
|
|
|
|

p = <expr> ;
<fopbi> (<expr>, <expr>)
<fopun> (<expr>)
<expr><matbi><expr>
<expr><relbi><expr>
<var>

<fopbi> ::= f_and
| f_or
<fopun> ::= f_not
<matbi> ::= + | - | *
<relbi> ::= > | < | >= | <=
<var> ::=
|
|
|
|

scale( <int> )
scale(ma( <int> , day ))
scale(day)
scale(momentum( <int> , day ))
scale(trb( <int> , day ))

<int> ::= 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 10
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Abstract
In this paper, we explore the use of genetic
algorithms (GA) for a classification problem
encountered in wine industry: the classification of
natural corks according to the defects of their
heads. In particular, we are interested in the task of
optimizing the parameters of an existing cork
classification program. For this purpose, we
introduce a GA-based approach that searches for
good combinations from a huge search space.
Experiments on both artificial and real data show
the high effectiveness of this approach. This
effectiveness justifies the use of this approach for
daily operations in a real environment.

1

INTRODUCTION

The cork is a well-known natural product in fine wine
industry for its reliability and for its chemical and
mechanic properties. The main advantage of a natural
cork stopper is to allow a good gaseous diffusion adapted
to the wine maturation. This is also the most appreciated
cork by wine consumers. In cork industry, the production
process of this product is composed of different steps
[FOU97]. First, the cork is punched in cork planks. Then
corks batches are washed and classified. The last steps
consist in personifying the corks (picture, surface
treatment) and to pack them up.
In this study, we are interested in the classification step.
In fact, natural corks are classified according to their
quality and proposed to vineyard with different prices.
Like a lot of natural products, natural corks are
heterogeneous. To classify them, a human expert would
consider holes, cracks, colors and other features of a cork.
The quality of a cork depends on the nature, the quantity,
the size and the position of the defects. In the case of an
automatic classification of corks, only some visual
features are taken into account. In this study, we are only
interested in the classification according to the visual

aspect of the two heads of the cork. This operation allows
separating a cork set into three categories. To obtain the
necessary data for the classification, we use CCD cameras
that give us pictures for each head of the cork. From these
pictures we obtain numerical values. A classification
program is then used to determine the class of each cork.
This classification decision is taken by comparing the
numerical values from the cameras against some internal
parameters of the classification program. These internal
parameters correspond in fact to a set of thresholds that
must be determined carefully in order for the
classification program to work correctly. The main
difficulty is that these parameters are numerous (up to 30)
and have large ranges for the possible values (up to
10.000 integer values).
The goal of this work is to explore a GA-based approach
to determine these threshold values used by the
classification program. We evaluate this approach on both
artificially generated theoretical data and real data. We
show the GA-based approach is able to find near optimal
values for the classification parameters. Indeed, using
these parameters values, the classification program
produced excellent results for both the artificial and real
data.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we
introduce our classification problem, followed by the
presentation of a mathematical formulation of the
problem in section 3. In section 4, we present our GA for
determining the classification parameters. In section 5, we
show detailed experimental results. Conclusions are given
in the last section.

2

CORKS CLASSIFICATION AND
CLASSIFICATION PARAMETERS

Four CCD cameras allow obtaining two pictures for each
of the two heads of a cork. Each picture is analyzed in
order to extract fifteen parameters that we will note
CAMij: i represents the number of the camera (between 1
and 4) and j represents the number of the parameter
(between 1 and 15). We will not explain the methods used
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to extract these parameters, neither the nature of the
selected parameters. The problem that interests us in this
study is in the following step. A classification program
analyses the fifteen parameters given by each of the four
cameras. The result of this program is the class of the
cork. In Figure 1, we show the two heads of an example
cork and the classification process working with the four
corresponding numerical pictures of the two heads.

IF ∀ (i, j) ∈ ([1 ;4], [1; 15]), CAMij < P1j
THEN Class = 1;
IF ∀ (i, j) ∈ ([1 ;4], [1 ;15]), CAMij < P2j

ELSE

THEN Class = 2;

Figure 2: Classification Algorithm
Clearly, the quality of the classification parameters plays
a determinant role for a good classification. A good
setting of these parameters (P1i; P2i), i ∈ [1; 15] will allow
to classify a cork in the class which is the most
appropriated for it according to the information given by
the cameras.
Camera1

Camera3

Camera2

Camera4
Circulation of
the cork
Picture of the heads
of the cork

Extraction of the parameters CAMij, i ∈ [1; 4], j ∈ [1; 15]

Classification program - AutoClass

3

FORMULATION

In this section, we give a formulation of our problem,
which is based on the CSOP model [TSA93]. Here we
identify a set of (discrete) variables V, a family of value
domains for the variables, a set of constraints among
some variables and a cost function to be optimized.
Variables:
V = {P1-1; P1-2; …P1-15; P2-1; .. ; P2-15}
= {Vi ; i ∈ [1; 30]}
The set of variables is composed of the parameters P1i and
P2i, that are renamed as Vi, i ∈ [1; 30].
Domains:

Class of the cork

Figure 1: From the visualization to the classification of
the cork

D = {Di / Di = N+, ∀ i ∈ [1; 30]}
Each variable Vi must take a positive and entire value.
More precisely, for this study, we have Di = [0; 800] for
i∈[1;15], D15 = [5 000; 15 000] and Di+15 = Di for
i∈[1;15].
Constraints:

To simplify, we can say that the classification program
(AutoClass) uses thirty internal parameters denoted by
(P1i, P2i), i∈[1; 15]. They are the same nature as the
CAMij.
The algorithm used by the classification program is quite
simple: it compares the numerical values (CAMij) from
the camera pictures against the classification parameters
(thresholds) (P1i, P2i). A cork is classified to one and only
one of three different classes after this comparison
(Classes 1 to 3 correspond in fact to decreasing qualities).

C: ∀ i ∈ [1; 15], Vi ≤ Vi+15
This constraint is used to avoid a cork that cannot be
accepted in class 2, could be accepted in class 1 (Class 1
is of higher quality). This constraint is due to the
classification algorithm presented before. In fact, without
this constraint, we would have: ∃ k ∈ [1; 15] /
Vk+15 < CAMik < Vk . A cork can then be put to the class 1
(because CAMik < Vk), while it is rejected from class 2
(because Vk+15 < CAMik). The set of the proposed
constraints allows us to avoid this undesirable situation.
Cost function:
This is the sum of corks that are classified in the right
way. These classified corks are those for which the class
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determined by the classification algorithm is the same as
the known class given by the human expert. The aim is of
course to maximize this function.

4

A GA-BASED RESOLUTION
APPROACH

From the literature, one may find several studies
concerning the automatic classification of corks by
analyzing pictures of corks and by employing different
classification techniques. For example, some researchers
take interests in picture analysis to determine the quality
of cork boards [MOL93]. Others are interested in the
picture analysis and in the classification of corks with the
help of artificial neuronal networks [CHA97]. In a more
general context, genetic algorithms have been
successfully applied to various classification-related
problems [PUN93], [SIE88], [VAF91], [FAL93]. These
previous studies on similar problems constitute one
important factor motivating the choice of genetic
algorithms for our classification problem.
Since the very beginning of the GA [HOL75], its
principle becomes well known. For a comprehensive
introduction, the reader is invited to consult books on the
subject, for example [GOL89]. We give here only a brief
remainder necessary to describe our genetic algorithm. A
GA may be considered to be composed of three essential
elements:
1.

A set of potential solutions called individuals or
chromosomes that will evolve during a number
of iterations (generations). This set of solutions
is also called population.

2.

An evaluation mechanism (fitness function) that
allows assessing the quality or fitness of each
individual of the population.

3.

An evolution procedure that is based on some
“genetic” operators such as selection, crossover
and mutation.

Crossover and Mutation
•

The crossover takes two individuals to produce
two new individuals. For example, the
application of the well-known one-point
crossover to α=abcd and ß=bbaa can produce
two individuals γ=abaa and η=bbcd.

•

The mutation consists in modifying randomly a
gene of an individual. A mutation of γ=abaa
could lead to a new individual γ=abea.

Fitness function and selection
The quality of the individuals is assessed with a fitness
function. The result is a real value for each individual.
The best individuals will survive and are allowed to
produce new individuals.

Stop condition
The stop condition is used to determine the end of the
algorithm. Well-known stop conditions are:
•

a pre-defined
evaluations,

•

a pre-defined value to reach for the fitness
function,

•

a number of generation without improvement.

number

of

generations

or

Our genetic algorithm
For our problem of determining the parameters for cork
classification, each individual is defined by a vector:
Vi=(Pi1, ., Pi10, ., Pi30), each gene corresponding to one of
the thirty parameters of the problem and taking its value
from its value domain (c.f. §3). A population of 40
individuals is used in this study.
The classical one-point crossover is used to generate new
individuals. For the mutation, the following technique is
used. Suppose we decide to mutate the kth gene Vik of an
individual. Then the new value for the gene is determined
by Vik + (random(1)-0.5) x Vik. Selection is carried out
over the whole population and half of the best individuals
are kept. The best individual is always record in a variable
(V*) and updated each time a better solution is found. The
stop condition concerns the number of generations
without improvement of the best solution found so far.
This number is empirically fixed at 50 generations.
To evaluate the fitness of an individual, we run the
classification program AutoClass (§2) with the parameter
values coded by the individual on a learning database.
The learning database is composed of a set of corks with a
known class number for each cork. According to the
number of corks that are correctly classified, a score is
assigned to the individual that is being assessed. Since we
use an external program for fitness evaluation, it is clear
that the evaluation constitutes the most time-consuming
part of the algorithm.
In addition to these conventional mechanisms, our GA
uses a diversification function: if the best individuals of
the population do not evolve during 10 generations, then
the whole population undergoes a mutation (each
individual is mutated). This diversification function
allows modifying the population more importantly than
by a crossover or a classical random mutation. It helps in
some cases avoid the problem of premature convergence
of the population. The overall algorithm is described by
the following flowchart (Figure 3).
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parameters given by each of the four cameras for each
cork. We obtain the information on the four pictures of
five thousand theoretical corks. In order to assign a cork
to a class, we proceed as follows. We take randomly a
combination for the thirty parameters Vi, i∈[1; 30] used
by the classification program AutoClass. We run then
AutoClass with these parameters to classify all the 5000
corks. In this case, we know the class of each cork and we
know also the parameters necessary to find this
classification (These parameters may be considered to be
optimal for the classification of these corks). Now we can
run our GA on these data to see whether it is able to find
these optimal (or near-optimal) parameters to classify
correctly all the corks of these data.

Initialisation of the population
Vj, j∈[1;40]

Crossover of the population

Random mutation of individuals
Diversification of
the population
Evaluation of the population from
a learning database

Selection of the half best
individuals of the population

We test the program on data sets with different sizes (50,
100, 200, 500, 1000 and 5000 corks). We run 10 times the
algorithm on each data set. The tests were realized on a
Pentium II with 200 MHz and 64 MB of RAM. The
results are given in the following table.
Table 1: Solutions found for 10 different runs on
theoretical corks

No
Yes

Stop
condition?

No

Diversification?

Yes

Display of the best solution V*

Figure 3: A GA for a classification system of natural
corks

5
5.1

N = number
of corks

Average value of f

Case
where

Case
where

f=N

f<N

50

3

7

40/50 (80%)

1 min 14 s

100

3

7

73/100 (73%)

3 min 50 s

200

2

8

162/200 (81%)

7 min 28 s

500

3

7

465/500 (93%)

26 min 10 s

1000

1

9

873/1000 (87%)

59 min 13 s

5000

2

8

4533/5000 (87%)

5 h 50 min

(in %)

Average
solving time for
one run

(population size: 40, stop condition: 50 generations
without improvement)

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
RESULTS ON ARTIFICIAL DATA

In order to assess the approach just described, we apply
the approach to a set of artificial, random data for which
an optimal solution is known, that is, for each cork, we
know its class. Using such a data set, we may compare
directly the results of the GA with the optimal ones,
consequently. These data are generated in the following
way. We create a 2-dimentional N x M table with N=5000
(the number of theoretical corks) and M=61 (60 simulated
numerical values that are usually given by 4 cameras plus
the class of the cork).
More precisely, the first line is randomly computed and
the following data are calculated from a function that
takes into account the value of the cell of the first line and
a random value. For each of the N lines, there are the 15

From table 1 we observe, for example, that with 200
corks, the algorithm finds twice out of ten the optimal
solution (f = N), that is, it finds twice a combination of the
classification parameters Vi that allows classifying
correctly all the 200 corks. On average, the algorithm
leads to a right classification for 162 of 200 corks (81%).
The last column indicates the average time for a run.
Let us note that the resolution time increases according to
the size of the data set. This increase is due to the
evaluation step that uses an external classification
program (AutoClass, see §4). The more important the data
set is, the higher the evaluation time is.
This experiment is very satisfactory for a practical point
of view. Indeed, it shows that the algorithm is able to find
the best (optimal) solution at least once out of four in the
previous example. Here, we can speak of the optimal
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solution because it is known and we know that it is
possible to reach it. With real data we will see that this is
no more possible because an optimal classification is not
known in advance for a given set of corks. Moreover, it is
almost impossible to classify a set of corks exactly in the
same way as a human expert. We discuss this issue in the
next section.
5.2

A CASE STUDY ON REAL DATA: THE
CLASSIFICATION OF 173 CORKS

From a visual selection realized by a human expert, 173
corks were classified according to their heads into three
classes. The following table gives the result of this
manual classification done by the expert.
Table 2: Classification by an expert of a batch of 173
corks
Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Total

Quantity

70

46

57

173

Percentage

40.5 %

26.5 %

33 %

100 %

Run 11

129

174

Run 12

127

168

Run 13

130

140

Run 14

130

197

Run 15

130

212

Run 16

128

197

Run 17

130

171

Run 18

130

188

Run 19

130

204

Run 20

129

168

The next figure (figure 4) shows the typical evolution of
the fitness function of the best individual with the number
of generations. From the figure, we observe that the
fitness of the best individuals increases quickly for the
first 60 generations. Then the evolution slows down and
stops around 181 with a best fitness of 130.

140

We run twenty times the algorithm before selecting the
best solution. The results are summarized in table 3.

120
100

f-value

We analyze the corks of each class with the four cameras
to extract the sixty parameters from the cork. The data are
recorded in a 61-columns table. The class determined by
the human expert is indicated in the 61st column. Then,
we run our algorithm to determine the 30 classification
parameters Vi, i∈[1;30] such that the classification is the
same as that determined by the human expert.

80
60
40
20
0
1

Table 3: Results of 20 runs on 173 real corks
Maximal value of the fitness
function f (correctly classified
corks for the 173 corks)

Number of
generations

Run 1

130

144

Run 2

129

239

Run 3

130

158

Run 4

130

252

Run 5

130

161

Run 6

127

109

Run 7

129

135

Run 8

130

194

Run 9

129

138

Run 10

130

194

21

41

61

81

101

121

141

161

181

Generation

Figure 4: Evolution of the best individuals of the
population
From these results, we know that the classification
parameters determined by the GA allow 130 out of 173
corks to be classified as the human expert suggested.
Now, we want to know exactly which cork is classified
into which class. For this purpose, we take one of the best
individuals (with fmax = 130). We re-run the classification
program with the classification parameters given by the
chosen individual. Applying to our 173 corks, we obtain
the following results (table 4):
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Table 4: Confusion matrix for a total of 173 corks.
Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Total

Class 1

61

8

1

70

Class 2

10

23

13

46

Class 3

7

4

46

57

Expert \ Machine

Var2

ψ
φ

θ

Classified in the right class: 61 + 23 + 46 = 130

Var1

Satisfaction Percentage: 75.1%
From table 4, we can see that on the 70 corks that are
classified by the expert in the class 1, 61 of them are
classified by the classification system in class 1, 8 in class
2, and 1 in class 3. For the 173 corks, the algorithm leads
to a classification that has an overlap of 75.1% with that
of the human expert.
If we compare these results with those obtained on
theoretical corks (§5.1), we may conclude that the results
on real data are “less good”. Two factors can explain the
difference between these two experiments. The first one is
due to the classification made by the human expert (cf.
table 2). Just like we realized a confusion matrix between
a human expert and a classification program (cf. table 4),
we also could realize a confusion matrix between two
experts or with the same expert but in different
conditions. Without any doubts, the traces of the matrix
would never be equal to the number of corks to be
classified. This result is well known in cork industry and
certainly also in other domains that use the human
intervention of man to classify products.
The second factor is a more bothering one that is related
to the classification algorithm currently used (AutoClass).
The data themselves we use may not allow classifying
correctly the set of corks. Take an example with two
variables, noted Var1 and Var2, and two classes to be
separated: the circles and the triangles (cf. figure 5).
There is an obvious manner to separate these elements:
the straight θ. However, the classification algorithm
AutoClass is not able to separate these elements by using
ψ and φ (perpendicular to the axes represented by the
variables). In the case presented here, there is no way to
separate the two classes with ψ and φ.

Figure 5: Separation of classes
These two factors explain the difference between the
quality of theoretical data and the tested real data.
Let us mention that other tests have been carried out on
very large set of non-classified corks (up to 15 000 corks).
Assessed by human expert, the classification results on
these real data are considered to the best one known today
for the daily industrial classification task. For this reason,
the system is currently used in daily operation.

6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The classification of natural corks is a very important
topic in wine industry. In this paper, we have studied a
parameter optimization problem for an automatic
classification system. The problem involves thirty
variables with a huge number (up to 10 000) of possible
values for these parameters. To solve the problem, we
have developed a GA-based approach to search for good
combinations for the thirty parameters of the problem.
The proposed approach has been evaluated on both
(supervised) artificial data and real data. These
evaluations have led to highly satisfactory and concluding
results on the tested data. Moreover, results on
unsupervised data were favorably approved by human
expert and were the best ones known.
The analysis of results showed that it would still be
possible to improve the effectiveness of the classification
system by modifying other steps of the classification
process (including the classification program used
currently). One possibility would be to use a GA to find
more pertinent classification rules. We studied in this
paper the classification only according to the defects of
the heads of the cork. Classification is also done using
defects of boards of the cork. We would use the approach
proposed in the paper to this kind of classification.
Finally, we plan to apply the proposed approach to other
classification problems encountered in wine industry. For
example, for champagnes corks, one distinguishes even
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more classification steps: the classification of the two
slices before pasting them, and the classification of corks
according to the specification of customers.
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Abstract
This study is concerned with an evolutionary
methodology of designing logic-based models.
These models dwell on a logic fabric of granular
computing and learning capabilities of fuzzy
neural networks. The proposed design comprises
two fundamental phases, namely an evolutionary
optimization (via Genetic Programming, GP) of
the generic structure of the model that is
followed by its parametric refinement completed
in the form of a detailed gradient-based learning.
We discuss the underlying algorithm and
elaborate on the way in which GP helps cope
with high dimensionality of the modeling
problem (it is known that a significant number of
variables leads to the failure of the parametric
learning). The study is illustrated with the aid of
a numeric example that provides a detailed
insight into the performance of the logic-oriented
models and quantifies crucial design issues.

1 INTRODUCTION
The main challenges of fuzzy (granular) modeling that are
continuously facing this rapidly growing area remain the
same as they were at the very inception of this paradigm.
The agenda of granular modeling has to cope with two
highly conflicting requirements such as developing
models that are transparent yet accurate. Interestingly,
neurofuzzy models (that form a significant trend) tend to
gravitate towards addressing the requirement of high
accuracy and this happens at a substantial expense of
lowering their transparency. This is somewhat inevitable
considering the underlying black-box processing
paradigm and various topologies existing in
neurocomputing. In many extreme cases, calling these
constructs fuzzy models would be inappropriate, as fuzzy
sets resulting through the optimization process may not
exhibit any semantics. Moreover the basic computing

carried out may be quite distinct from logic-based
processing that is pertinent to computing with fuzzy sets.
Two general observations are essential in addressing the
two modeling aspects being raised above
•

•

To retain the transparency of the model that make it
easily understood by an end user, we have to adhere
to the solid logic-oriented structure of the model
itself.
The accuracy of the model and its high generalization
capabilities call for a multiphase model design where
naturally we start with a “skeleton” (more qualitative
than quantitative) of the model and then proceed with
its further numeric refinement. As the required
optimization needs to be comprehensive including
structural development of the model, there is an
evident need for using mechanisms of global
optimization such as evolutionary computing.

The objective of this study is to develop a hybrid design
methodology of logic-based (fuzzy) modeling, come up
with a logic-based structure of such models and propose a
comprehensive evolutionary development environment in
which the optimization of the models can be efficiently
carried out both at the structural as well as parametric
level. First, we exploit fuzzy neural networks [11] [12]
that are aimed at capturing the essence of logic-oriented
systems. Second, various topologies of these networks are
developed through the use of Genetic Programming (GP)
[1] [5] [7] that is one of the approaches readily available
in evolutionary computing.
The experimental results illustrating the performance of
the evolutionary fuzzy modeling include synthetic data (a
multivalued logic function) and a case study, which
exploits a Boston housing data. As far as a basic notation
is concerned, we adhere to the one commonly used in
fuzzy sets. In particular, fuzzy sets are denoted by capital
letters. The basic logic operations on fuzzy sets are
realized with the aid of triangular norms (t - and s norms) [10].
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2 THE
ARCHITECTURE
AND
DEVELOPMENT PHASES OF LOGICBASED MODELS
The crux of the logic-based model discussed lies in its
transparent form along with existing learning capabilities
(structural and parametric plasticity). The form of the
model is that of a series of rules involving information
granules (fuzzy sets) that are combined and-wise to form
a condition part of the rule and afterwards all the rules are
combined or-wise. The overall architecture implies a
certain development process of the model. At the level of
structural optimization, we exploit evolutionary
computing, especially Genetic Programming (GP).
Furthermore the structural optimization is carried out
independently from parametric optimization. By
distinguishing between the structure and the parameters
we attempt to concentrate on the topology of the model
and make it disjoint (as much as possible) from the phase
concentrated on parameter adjustment. By following this
path, we search for the structure by exploiting the space
of all possible structures, find the best and afterwards
proceed with their refinement occurring at the parametric
(numeric) level. There is a crucial reason behind the use
of GP. First, the structural optimization is not supported
by gradient-based techniques. Second, the space of the
structures is large and this calls for the use of evolutionary
techniques. As to the structure itself, we proceed with a
standard two-level OR-AND representation of Boolean
functions of symbols (in this phase fuzzy sets are used as
symbols). Interestingly, this representation is in line with
the well-known structures of rules (if-then statements)
composed of fuzzy sets standing in their condition and
conclusion parts. The OR-AND representation of the
Boolean functions is equivalent to a logic network
(combinational system). Third, the once the topology of
the logic (Boolean) network has been established during
the previous phase, the network is subject to some
parametric refinement. To make this process possible, the
network is augmented by modifiable connections and this
gives rise to an idea of fuzzy neural networks [8]. In these
networks two types of processing units (fuzzy neurons)
are encountered. An OR neuron generalizes an or-type of
aggregation. An and-type of aggregation is realized by
using an AND fuzzy neuron. The connections of these
neurons help calibrate the inputs and contribute to the
improved performance of the model expressed at the level
of the information granules (fuzzy sets) now being treated
at the numeric end.

3

GP MODEL REPRESENTATION

The architecture of the fuzzy model follows the geometry
of multidimensional data and reflects the main objective
of such modeling that is to cover the data by a series of
“patches” [13].
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Each patch is a fuzzy relation formed with the use of
fuzzy sets defined in each variable. Then a fuzzy model
arises as a union of the patches. The geometry of the
model implies its detailed architecture and dictates
pertinent operational details.
As advocated in [10], fuzzy modeling or logic-based
modeling is realized at the conceptual level formed by a
collection of fuzzy sets defined in each variable. These
are also regarded as linguistic landmarks whose choice
implies a certain point of view at the data (system) under
discussion. Each fuzzy set conveys a well-defined
semantics. When dealing with many variables (that is
usually the case), the fuzzy sets are aggregated and give
rise to their granular manifestations in the form of fuzzy
relations (Cartesian products of contributing fuzzy
relations). As we require several patches, these are
combined together by a union operation. This gives rise to
a two-level topology of the model that captures the
geometry of data, see Figure 1.

OR

AND

AND
AND
Input space

Output space

Figure 1. Geometry of data implying a topology of the
model and its underlying logic fabric
Evidently, the geometry of the model stands in a one-toone correspondence of its logic fabric. The essence of this
geometry can be captured in the form of AND and OR
nodes (aggregation operations) as illustrated in Figure 2.
This figure emphasizes the structural nature of this
construct. Considering the specific information granules
shown there, we can translate it into the description
( A1 and B3 and C4) or (B1 and F2) or (A2 and G2)
where each list is composed of fuzzy sets defined in the
corresponding spaces (A, B, C,…). Each list includes a
number of granules; their number could differ from list to
list.
The list structure forms an essence of the model. It is
worth stressing that even though the information granules
convey detailed numeric information in the format of their
membership functions, the resulting structure, Figure 2,
does not include any other numeric quantification. A
calibration of the structure is possible by equipping it with
some parametric flexibility. The refinement of this nature
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is completed by introducing fuzzy AND and OR neurons
[8] in place of the existing nodes. There exists a direct
correspondence between these nodes and the fuzzy
neurons. As a consequence, we come up with a fuzzy
neural network whose learning is equivalent to the
parametric optimization of the connections.
The network in Figure 2 pertains to a single information
granule (fuzzy set) in the output space. The models with
many outputs come in the form of a collection of such
lists.

B3

Computationally, this neuron realizes a t-s composition of
x and v.

G2

Figure 2. The structure of the logic-based model
represented as a list of lists of information granules

4 FUZZY NEURAL NETWORKS: FROM
A BINARY BLUEPRINT OF THE
MODEL TO ITS PARAMETRIC
REFINEMENT
The structure of the fuzzy neural network is fully
determined by the logic fabric of the model. The ensuing
learning of the network leads to its further refinements
that appear at the numeric level. Proceeding with the
architectural details, the fuzzy neural network is governed
by the following expressions, refer also to Figure 3.

xk

wij

targeti
OR

zj
AND

yi
OR
AND

vjk
n

S (z j t w ij)

T

F2

AND

h

yi =

The AND neuron zj = AND (x; v) is governed by the
expression
n
( x k s v jk )
zj =
k =1

OR

AND
A2

where z, yi ∈ [0,1]. The connections w1, w2, …, wh are
arranged in a vector form (w). Rewriting the above
expression in a coordinate wise manner we obtain

meaning that the neuron realizes an s-t composition of the
corresponding finite sets z and w.

C4
AND

B1

yi = OR (z; w)

j=1

AND
A1

As we noted, the mapping from the structure to the fuzzy
neural network is straightforward. Recall that an h-input
single output OR neuron is described in the form

h

m

Figure 3. A structure of the fuzzy neural network along
with a detailed notation

The role of the connections in both neurons is to weight
the inputs and in this way furnish them with required
parametric flexibility. A monotonicity property holds. In
case of OR neurons, the higher the connection, the more
essential the associated input. For AND neurons an
opposite situation holds: lower connection indicates that
the respective input is more essential. In general, a certain
threshold operation can be sought. For any OR neuron,
we consider the input irrelevant if the associated
connection assumes values lower than 0.5. An input of the
AND neuron is viewed irrelevant if the connection
exceeds 0.5.
The learning is realized as a gradient-based optimization
scheme [10]. The parametric learning of the fuzzy neural
network has been well developed and documented in the
literature [9] [10]. Several general observations are worth
summarizing
• The gradient-based learning supports optimization that
may result in a local minimum of the performance
index. Global minimum could be out of reach of this
learning mechanisms
• The efficiency of learning depends upon the choice of
the triangular norms and co-norms. Here the minimum
and maximum operators deserve particular attention as
they lead to optimization traps. One of the reasons is
that both minimum and maximum are non-interactive
meaning that the results depends on an extreme value
encountered there and the final outcome does not
reflect the remaining arguments of these t- and snorms. The other hand, for most other t-norms we may
end up with a saturation effect that may be extremely
difficult to handle in case of higher dimensions of the
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problem. For instance, consider the product as a model
of the t-norm. If the number of arguments increases,
the result of aggregation carried out in this way tends
to zero. Now if one envisions such an AND neuron
located in the input layer of the fuzzy neural network
and assume that all connections are the same and equal
n

to zero, the output of the neuron reads as z =

∏x

i

.

i =1

For any input less than one, say 1- γ we end up with
the output equal to (1-γ)n. One can easily check that a
situation in which γ = 0.5 and n = 40 inputs produces
the output of the neuron equal to 9.095 *10-13. This
activation level reduces quickly once the
dimensionality of the problem goes up.
• The learning may be very slow especially when the
size of the network gets large. A way in which the
connections are initiated (random values) associated
with no preliminary knowledge about the structure of
the network (that implies its fully connected topology
where all neurons are connected with the neurons in
the neighboring layer), we are not guarded against the
curse of dimensionality.
In light of these observations, the general design
paradigm proposed in this study is strongly supported.
Instead of learning the fuzzy neural network from scratch
(the process which may fail quite easily), we concentrate
first on establishing a structural blueprint of the network
and then continue with the learning of the connections.
Effectively, this skeleton of the network reduces the
number of connections to be learned. The structural
optimization of the network is out of reach of parametric
(gradient-based) optimization and requires methods along
the line of Evolutionary Computing [6] [14].

5 GENETIC PROGRAMMING AS A
VEHICLE
OF
STRUCTURAL
OPTIMIZATION OF THE NETWORKS
The algorithmic area of EC is diverse embracing a
number of population-based optimization techniques such
as Genetic Algorithms, Evolutionary Programming and
Genetic Programming, to name a few of them. In this
study, we concentrate on the use of Genetic Programming
(GP) [7]. In comparison to Genetic Algorithms (that are
indisputably the most commonly exploited in the area of
fuzzy modeling), GP comes with greater flexibility and
far lower brittleness that helps carry out an efficient
search.
In what follows, we use a simple example making use of
the logic structures (fuzzy neural networks) introduced in
the previous section. This example will help explain the
concepts of GP and underline any specific points arising
in this setting. The fundamental point of evolutionary

computing is in a population-based optimization [1] [5]
[7] and this aspect is retained in GP.
GP can be seen as an extension of genetic paradigm into
the area of programs. It means, that objects, which
constitute population, are not fixed-length character
strings that encode possible solutions to the given
problem, but they are programs, which "are" the candidate
solutions to the problem. In general, these programs are
expressed as parse trees, rather than as lines of code. For
instance, the simple program "a + b*c" would be viewed
in the following way:
+

a

*

b

c

Such representation of candidate solutions combined with
some constrains regarding their structure allows for
straightforward representation of fuzzy models such as
fuzzy neural networks.
GP operates on a population of lists, which are blueprints
of fuzzy models. In other words, each individual of
population – a list – represents a single fuzzy model, refer
to Figure 2. A fuzzy neural network of single output is a
tree with an OR node as the root, AND nodes at the first
level, and nodes representing inputs at the second level.
Such structure is presented in Figure 6. The OR and AND
nodes can have multiple inputs. Additionally, in order to
represent fuzzy neural networks with multiple outputs, a
single AND node can be connected to more than one OR
node.
A population of fuzzy models evolves according to the
rules of selection and genetic operations such as crossover
and mutation. Each individual in the population is
evaluated by means of a certain fitness function. Based on
this a selection procedure is performed. In this process
individuals are chosen to form the next population. The
choice is made on the basis of favoring individuals with
higher fitness values [1] [5] [7].
Crossover and mutation are the two standard operations
leading to the search of the solution space (viz. the space
of the logic – based models, i.e. , a collection of lists).
The role of the fitness function is to assess how well the
model matches the experimental data. We consider the
fitness function regarded as a sum of squared errors
N

Q=

∑ (F(k) − F̂(k))
k =1

T

(F(k ) − F̂(k ))
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with N being the number of data points used for training.
F(k ) and F̂(k ) are the outputs of the model and target
values, respectively. The dimensionality of F depends on
the number of outputs (m) of the model.

6

THE DETAILED DESIGN PROCESS
OF THE FUZZY MODEL

As we have already discussed the main phases of fuzzy
modeling in the evolutionary setting, they can be put
together in a form of a coherent design platform. In
particular, it is essential to elaborate on the computational
interfaces between the successive phases.
Selection of fuzzy sets Fuzzy sets serve as information
granules quantifying a given variable (input or output).
We choose these fuzzy sets in advance and keep them
unchanged during the successive phases of the model
development. There are two main reasons behind this.
First, fuzzy sets are semantically sound constructs that
have to retain key properties including well-delineated
identity [10]. Their number should be limited to a few in
order to allow for their linguistic interpretation (such as
small, medium, etc). This means that if fuzzy sets are to
be involved in the optimization process all these semantic
integrity requirements should be maintained and this is
not straightforward. Second, because of the overlap of
successive fuzzy sets, we maintain continuity between
changes of position of fuzzy sets and the amount of data
embraced by them. In this sense, some changes to the
position of the fuzzy sets as well as their parameters will
not cause abrupt changes in the performance of the fuzzy
model. In this sense we may anticipate that for a fixed
collection of fuzzy sets, we may realize an efficient
optimization of the model through structural optimization.
Structure optimization The structure of the family of lists
becomes a point of optimization at this phase of model
development. A formation of these lists is about a
structure of the model (more specifically, the form of the
patches covering the data). The GP terminates once a
fitness function does not change its values.
The structure of the resulting network (a collection of
lists) obtained through GP may not be unique. More than
that: it is unlikely to get the same structure for optimal
structures, as the data set is quite sparse in the space of
fuzzy sets. For instance, for “n” variables and “p” fuzzy
sets defined in each space we end up with pn
combinations (Cartesian products) of fuzzy sets. A lot of
don’t care conditions are present in the space. GP
attempts to use them in order to come up with a simple
logic expression for the data set yet their usage is not
unique.
Parametric optimization of the network The topology of
the network derived during the structural optimization
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completed by GP is now refined through learning of the
induced fuzzy neural network. This network maps directly
the collection of lists formed by GP. As a result the fuzzy
neural network is not fully connected. The significant
initial connections are those one that are identified by GP.
In the sequel only those are modified. Evidently this
selection reduces a size of the learning problem as we
concentrate only on a subset of the connections. This
reduction is especially visible for AND neurons where the
number of input variables has been confined to a small
fraction of all inputs.
To underline that only selected connections are modified,
we introduce a mask M that allows the connections that
are not masked to be adjusted. In other words, the original
update formula reads as
[connections (iter+1)]M =
[connections(iter)]M − α ∇ connection s Q
The network can be represented in an equivalent rulebased format
- if conditioni and conditionj and … then conclusionl
The format of the rules varies as each rule may have a
different number of conditions. In this setting, the
connections of the fuzzy neural network can be
interpreted as calibration factors of the conditions and
rules
- the connections of the AND neuron modify the
membership functions of the fuzzy sets contributing
to the Cartesian product of the overall condition part
of the rule. For instance, the expression (A1sw1) t (B3
s w2) can be interpreted as an and combination of the
modified (less specific) fuzzy sets A1’ t B3’ where
A1’ is a modified version of A1, i.e. A1’ = A1 s w1.
Similarly, we get a modified version of B3, that is
B3 s w2. The higher the value of the connection, the
less specific is the modified fuzzy set. We have A1 s
w1 ≥ A1. In limit, when the connection is equal to 1,
we end up with A1 being eliminated from the rule (in
this way the rule becomes more general).
- The connections of the OR neuron determine
confidence of the rule meaning that the Cartesian
product (overall condition of the rule) is quantified in
terms of its relevance.

7 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
Two datasets are used in the experimental part of the
study. In the first experiment we exploit some synthetic
data representing some multivalued logic function. The
second one, known as Boston housing data (http://
www.ics.uci.edu/~mlearn/ MLSummary.html) concerns a
description of real estate in the Boston area where
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housing is characterized by a number of features
including crime rate, size of lots, number of rooms, age of
houses, etc. and median price of houses.
In all the experiments we use GP as an environment of
evolutionary optimization. The parameters of the GP are
as follows: population size: 200, number of generations:
1000, probability of crossover: 0.9, selection of crossover
points (i.e. AND level vs. inputs): 0.5, probability of
mutation: 0.1, generation of initial population: a grow
method (lists have variable length), selection method:
fitness-proportionate reproduction, elitist strategy.
Maximal sizes of lists used in the experiments: number of
ANDs – 15 in the first experiment and 5 in the second,
maximal number of inputs to AND nodes – 10 in the first
and 5 in the second experiment.
7.1 MULTIVALUED LOGIC FUNCTION
Here we consider a multivalued XOR function
→ [0,1]
y = φ1 x 1 ⊕ φ 2 x 2 ⊕ ... ⊕ φ n x n

[0,1]n

where the logic operations (and and or) are realized by
means of some t- and s-norms ( s-norm: probabilistic sum,
t-norm: product). Some out of 20 (n=20) variables
contribute to the function (as indicated by the indicator
function φi being equal to 1 if xi contributes to the XOR
function and 0 otherwise. More specifically, there are
five variables contributing to the output. The training set
consists of 300 data points. Owing to the dimensionality
of the problem, the FNN is not successful in completing a
parametric learning. Then we confine ourselves to the GP
optimization. The structural optimization reduced the
performance index from 22.5861 to 5.9928 in 1,000
generations, refer to Figure 4.

Performance.Index

20

15

10

5
0

200

400

600

800

No.Iterations

Figure 4. Performance index in successive
generations of GP

The optimal structure of the model is the following
x8 x10 x2’
x4 x13 x19 x12’ x14’ x17’
x9 x2’ x12’ x15’ x19’
x2 x12’ x13’ x16’ x19’
x8 x14 x19 x1’ x12’ x17’ x20’
x12 x2’ x3’
x1 x15 x8’
x2 x19 x1’ x12’
x1 x4’ x8’ x12’ x14’ x15’ x16’ x17’
x1 x3 x8’
x8 x19 x1’ x4’ x7’ x12’ x14’ x16’
x3 x8 x10’ x12’
(in the above expressions x’ stands for a complement of
the variable, x’=1-x, variables of a single line represent
operands of a t-norm operation, and all lines are operands
of s-norm operation). The parametric optimization leads
to some further improvement of the model by reducing
the performance index to 2.6002.
7.2

BOSTON DATA HOUSING

The Boston dataset consists of 504 14-dimensional points,
each representing a single attribute. The construction of
the fuzzy model is completed for 336 data points treated
as a training set (the rest of the data set is retained for
testing purposes). The number of the fuzzy sets defined in
each input space (variable) is equal to 3 while for the
output space we define 2 fuzzy sets. All fuzzy sets are
Gaussian, uniformly distributed in the space and with an
overlap of 0.5 between two successive fuzzy sets.
The results of the structural learning process are shown in
Figure 5 where the values of the performance index Q in
successive generations are presented. The optimal
structure is shown in Figure 6. It contains only 5 out of 13
attributes of Boston data. The remaining have been found
to be of lower relevance.
~
The normalized performance index Q (that is the value of
Q divided by the number of data points) of the optimal
structure is equal to 0.0321. While using a testing dataset,
the value of the normalized performance index raises a bit
and now equals to 0.0363.
The network is then optimized parametrically through a
parametric learning of the corresponding fuzzy neural
network. The learning rate (α) is set to 0.005 and the
method is run for 1,500 learning epochs. As a matter of
fact, most of improvement happened at the beginning of
the learning process.
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dominant if-condition for membership function low is
“CRIM is medium AND DIS is medium”, and in the case
of function high the essential if-condition is “RM is large
and CRIM is small”.

80

Performance Index Q

60

40

MEDV
low

MEDV
high

20

OR

OR

AND
0
0

250

500

750

1000

RM lg
.1218

Generation No.

.9420

CRIM sm
.0000

.0002

AND

Figure 5. Performance index Q showing GP optimization

RM md

.4643

RAD md

.0018

.9112
.0001

AND
MEDV
low

MEDV
high

CRIM md

1.0

DIS md

.0087

1.0

AND
RM md
OR

OR

LSTAT md

.7477

.7644

.0047

AND
RM lg

CRIM sm
AND

RM md

Figure 7. Structure of the two-output fuzzy neural
network after parametric optimization

RAD md
AND

CRIM md

8 CONCLUSIONS

DIS md
AND

RM md

LSTAT md

CRIM: per capita crime rate by town, RM:
average number of rooms per dwelling, DIS:
weighted
distance to five Boston
employment centers, RAD: index of
accessibility to radial highways, LSTAT:
%lower status of the population, MEDV:
median value of owner-occupied homes
sm: small, md: medium, lg: large
Figure 6. An optimal structure of the two-output network
derived through GP optimization
~
The normalized performance index Q of the optimal
fuzzy neural network, after structural and parametric
optimization, is equal to 0.0173, and for the testing set
becomes equal to 0.0167. The improvement after the
parametric learning accounts for 46% (training) and
54% (testing) of the initial value of the performance index
(the one after the structural optimization)
The parametrically optimized structure is shown in Figure
7; essentially it is the same as in Figure 6 but now being
augmented by the values of the connections. It is easy to
observe how gradient-based learning process changed the
significance of some input sets and the rules. The

In this study, we have proposed a general design
methodology for fuzzy models. The three-phase
development process conforms to the two fundamental
requirements of granular modeling that is accuracy and
transparency. The optimization tandem of evolutionary
computing (more specifically, genetic programming) and
gradient-based learning of fuzzy neural networks
naturally supports structural and parametric optimization
of the models that helps us achieve accuracy of the overall
model. The transparency of the model is accomplished by
subscribing to the logic-oriented architecture of the fuzzy
neural networks. The proposed methodology fully applies
to highly dimensional modeling and comes as a remedy to
the curse of dimensionality associated with rule-based
fuzzy models.
There are several possible extensions worth considering.
First, the fuzzy sets may be constructed by capturing the
nature of the data. This could be done by various
techniques of fuzzy clustering [12]. Second, it is worth
investigating various architectures of fuzzy neural
networks.
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The development of air traÆc during the last
years, has greatly increased the density of aircraft in the airspace, and congestion on major
airports. Indeed, on many airports, the taxi
operation of aircraft between parking positions and runways, causes delays. The problem is increased by the development of hubs.
In this article, a taxi optimisation tool using a Genetic Algorithm is introduced and
tested on Roissy Charles De Gaulle Airport.
The tool can help choosing the best taxiways
to reduce the time spent from the gate to the
runway or the runway to the gate, respecting
the separation with other aircraft. It can also
help choosing one way taxiways regarding to
traÆc and wind, and also measuring the impact of opening a new taxiway or closing an
existing taxiway. Simulations are presented
on a one day traÆc at Paris Roissy. Delays
are correlated to the traÆc density on the
airport.
1

Introduction

Development of hubs have generated new problems for
ground operations, as all aircraft are tending to move
at the same time on the airport. Thus, new delays
are introduced on major airports due to ground congestion. Airport designers are tempted to build new
taxiways to reduce congestion and improve the eÆciency of ground operations, but by the moment, no
tool can help them to measure the eÆciency of their
choices.
As many research projects are concentrated on decision making tools for airspace controllers, little work

Jean-Marc Alliot
CENA
7, av Ed Belin
31055 Toulouse, France
(33) 562 17 41 24
alliot@dgac.fr

has been done on ground control. The SIMMOD1
project developed by the FAA2 is a heavy software
that was not designed to give any advice to ground
controllers. The SMA3 project was developed by the
FAA and NASA4 to help current airport facilities to
operate more eÆciently. Many e orts were concentrated on improving the information sharing5 of the
di erent
operators on the ground. The DP project
([IDA+ 98]) only focuses on improving the performance
of departure operations, without
taking into account
the taxi problem. The TAAM6 project ([Gro99]) is developed by The Preston Group. Trajectory optimisation partly exists and it uses notions of reachable gates.
The con ict detection and resolution is not developed.
Finally, a component 8of the TARMAC7 project, developed by the DLR9 Institute of Flight Guidance,
focuses on the ATC -related traÆc planning systems
for airport movements, but does not introduce any optimisation tool to taxi aircraft.
In this article, a taxi optimisation tool is introduced
and tested on Roissy Charles De Gaulle Airport. The
tool chooses the best trajectory to reduce the time
spent from the gate to the runway or the runway to
the gate, respecting the separation with other aircraft.
It can also help choosing one way taxiways regarding
to traÆc and wind, and also measuring the impact
of opening a new taxiway or closing an existing taxiway. The problem is introduced and modelled in the
rst part. The di erent algorithms used to solve the
1
Simulation Model (http://www.atac.com/simmod/)
2
Federal Aviation Administration
3

Surface Movement Adviser
(http://surface.arc.nasa.gov/sma/)
4
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
5
Departure Planer
6
Total Airspace and Airport Modeller
7
Taxi and Ramp Management And Control
(http://dv.bs.dlr.de/ / /24/tarmacs-as)
8
Deutsches Zentrum fur Luft und Raumfahrt
9
Air TraÆc Control
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problem are detailed in part 2. The last part gives
the results of a full simulation on a one day traÆc on
Roissy Airport.

90
80
70

2

Problem modelling

The problem is to nd for each aircraft an optimal path
from its parking to a given runway holding position or
from its runway exit to its parking, and respect a given
separation between aircraft.
An optimal path can have di erent de nitions as for
example the length of the path or the total taxiing
time. Holding on a taxiway can be more or less penalising than increasing the length of the path. It can
be cheaper to hold at the parking position than on a
taxiway.
It can be better, for example, to lengthen slightly the
routes of two aircraft than to make one aircraft wait
a long time. Therefore a global optimum criteria will
have to be de ned in the following. However, the purpose of this article is not to discuss the choice of such
criteria, which depend on many di erent factors related to the airport geometry, the traÆc, and airlines
preferences.. .
By the way, it is quite diÆcult to predict with a
good accuracy the future positions of aircraft on taxiways. First of all, the exact departure time is generally
known only a few minutes in advance (many factors
can cause delays), and the exact landing time depends
on the runway sequencing. A modelling that can afford these uncertainties is necessary in order to build
a realistic tool.

2.1 Airport structure
The airport is de ned by a graph: links represent taxiway segments whereas nodes are taxiway intersections
or connections, parking, holding positions, and runway exits. Figure 2 represents the graph of Roissy
airport. The graph is obviously connected. A Dijkstra
algorithm [AMO93] can be used to compute the minimum length from any node of the graph to every parking, holding point, or runway exit. An A algorithm
[Pea84] can as well be used to compute the minimum
length from any node of the graph to every parking,
holding point or runway exit, taking into account the
limitations in terms of turning rate. Therefore, extra
time is added depending on the turning rate (see gure
1).

extra time (sec)
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Figure 1: Additional delay as a function of the turning
angle

2.2 Aircraft possible manoeuvres

In order to minimise the delays and ensure the separations, the path of aircraft can be modi ed, or aircraft
can hold position at their parking, on taxiways or at
the holding point before taking o . Two aircraft are
in con ict if the distance between them is less than 60
meters at every time, except on the parking position on
which this distance can be reduced. In order to have
simple manoeuvres, only one holding order should be
given to the pilot at a time (starting at t0 and ending
at t1). The path should also respect some constraints:
turning angles are limited by the aircraft performance,
an aircraft should not use the same taxiway twice in
the same direction, there cannot not be more than one
aircraft on a runway at the same time . .. In order to
simplify the problem, aircraft are supposed to have
constant speed except when they turn.
Alternate paths lengthening the trajectory less than
a certain distance can be computed with a simple
Branch and Bound algorithm [HT95].
Figure 2 gives an example of the shortest path calculated between a runway exit and a gate. The 467
alternate paths lengthening the trajectory less than
500 meters are also represented.

2.3 AGTO modelling

As the aircraft future positions and movements are not
known with a good accuracy, it is necessary to regularly update the situation, every  minutes for example. By the same time, looking a long period ahead is
not possible as predictions are not good enough. Consequently a time window Tw >  is de ned.
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Figure 2: Roissy airport graph - Example of shortest and alternate paths
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Figure 3: Time window
Only aircraft arriving or taking o in the time window
will be considered. The time window will be shifted
every  minutes, the problem reconsidered and a new
optimisation performed. As an aircraft may taxi more
than Tw minutes, the horizon e ect problem can appear. Indeed, as we only look at aircraft during the Tw
period, a con ict may appear a few seconds after the
end of the Tw period without being detected. In order
to prevent the optimisation process from building solution that would not be acceptable at the next shift,
the time window is increased of seconds during the
optimisation process (see gure 3).
3

GAs applied to AGTO

In this paper, classical Genetic Algorithms and Evolutionary Computation principles such as described in
the literature [Gol89, Mic92] are used. The algorithm
is used every  minutes on the problem de ned in
section 2.3.

3.1 Data structure

During each optimisation process, each aircraft trajectory is described by 3 numbers (n, t0, t1 ). n is the
number of the path : as detailed in section 2.2, all
the alternate paths lengthening the aircraft trajectory
less than some distance can be initially computed and
sorted. The aircraft may hold position at t0 and resume taxi at t1 (if t0 = t1, the aircraft does not stop).
When N aircraft are simultaneously taxiing, the problem is de ned by 3N variables.

3.2 Fitness function

The tness function must ensure that a solution without any con ict is always better than a solution with a
con ict. Consequently it was decided that the 1tness
of a solution without con ict should be less than 2 and
the tness of a solution with a con ict more than 12 .
The di erent con icts between each pair of aircraft can
be initially computed in a (n  n) matrix (see table 1).
A con ict during 3 time steps between aircraft i and
j sets elements (i; j ) and (j; i) to 3. Element (i; i) is
lled with the trajectory lengthening due to the path
chosen and holding time (t1 t0 ).

(1)
(2)
...
(j)
...
(i)
...
...
(n)

(1)
80
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

. . . . .. (j) . . . (i)
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 30 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 3
0 0 0 25 0
0 0 3 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Table 1: Fitness matrix

. . . . . . (n)
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

Using the tness matrix Mf , it is possible to compute
the tness value as follows :
If the matrix is diagonal :
1
1
P
F= +
n
2 1 + i=0 Mf (i; i)
Else :
1
F=
2 + Pi<j Mf (i; j )

3.3 Crossover operator

The con ict resolution problem is partially separable
as de ned in [DA98, DAN96]. In order to increase the
probability of producing children with a better tness
than their parents, principles applied in [DA98] were
applied. For each aircraft i of a population element,
athlocal tness Fi value is de ned as the sum of the
i line (or column) of the tness matrix (except the
diagonal element).
P
Fi = j6=i Mf i; j
The crossover operator is presented on the gure 4.
First two population elements are randomly chosen.
For each parent A and B, tness Ai and Bi of aircraft
i are compared. If Ai < Bi ), the children will take
aircraft i of parent A. If Bi < Ai , the children will take
aircraft i of parent B. If Ai = Bi children randomly
choose aircraft Ai or Bi or even a combination of Ai
and Bi .

3.4 Mutation operator

For each candidate to mutation, parameters of an aircraft having one of the worst local tness are modi ed
(n; t0; t1). If every con ict is solved, an aircraft is randomly chosen and its parameters changed.
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Figure 4: Crossover operator
The crossover and mutation operators are quite deterministic at the beginning because there are many
con icts to solve. They focus on making feasible solutions. When the solutions without con ict appear in
the population, they become less deterministic.

3.4.1 Sharing

The problem is very combinatorial and may have many
local optima. In order to prevent the algorithm from
a premature convergence, the sharing process introduced by Yin and Germay [YG93] is used. The complexity of this sharing process has the great advantage
to be in n log(n) (instead of n2 for classical sharing) if
n is the size of the population.
A distance between two chromosomes must be de ned
to implement a sharing process. De ning a distance
between two sets of N trajectories is not very simple.
In the experiments, the following distance is used introduced:
D(A; B )

=

PNi=0 jlA lB j
N

i

i

(resp lB ) is the ith aircraft path length of chromosome A (resp B). As the paths are sorted according to
their length, the distance increases with the di erence
of lengths.
lAi

i

3.5 Ending criteria

As time to solve a problem is limited, the number of
generations is limited, as follows: as long as no available solution is found, the number of generation is limited to 100. The algorithm is stopped 20 generations

after the rst acceptable solution (with no remaining
con ict) is found.
4

Experimental results

The experimental results presented in this section have
been computed with real ight plans on a complete day
at Roissy Airport (May 22nd 1999). During that day,
some aircraft land, other aircraft take o and some
aircraft land and take o . Aircraft are assigned to
terminals according to the airline they belong to (for
example an Air France ight is assigned to Roissy 2).
When taking o or landing, aircraft are randomly assigned one of the two runways. They are sequenced
on runways every minute using the rst in rst out
principle.
Three hypotheses are done:

\random hypothesis", taking o and
landing aircraft are randomly allocated both runways.
 in the \deterministic hypothesis", taking o
and landing aircraft are allocated the runway that
minimises the distance to the allocated parking.
 in an \middle hypothesis", taking o aircraft
are randomly allocated both runways and landing
aircraft are allocated the runway that minimises
the distance to the parking.
 in the

The three hypotheses are tested with the genetic algorithm. The last hypotheses is tested with a 1-to-n
strategy that uses an A algorithm: aircraft are sorted
according to their time of departure or arrival, each
aircraft trajectory is then optimised considering previous aircraft trajectory as a constraint.

4.1 Parameters








Tw = 12mn

=  = 3mn
Population size: 300
Max number of generations: 100
Crossover rate: 60%
Mutation rate: 15%
Selection principle: stochastic reminder without
replacement
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Figure 5: Total delay as a function of the number of aircraft on taxiways.
Hypothesis
mean delay maximum number of aircraft
random (GA)
255
55
deterministic (GA)
198
48
middle (GA)
195
46
middle (A )
271
45
Table 2: Mean delay and maximum number of aircraft for the di erent hypotheses

4.2 Comparing 1-to-n to the global strategy
Figure 5 gives the mean delays as a function of the
number of aircraft moving on the taxiways for the different hypotheses. The 1 to n method using an A algorithm produces more delays than the global method
using the Genetic Algorithm, whatever the chosen hypothesis.
Table 2 gives for the di erent hypotheses the mean
total delay and the maximum number of aircraft simultaneously moving.
The middle hypothesis (GA) penalises less aircraft
than the other hypotheses and a smaller number of
aircraft are moving at a time. The random hypothesis
(GA), which is probably more in accordance with reality (the parking position does generally not in uence

the runway allocation), is more penalising (each aircraft is delayed 1 minute more). The 1-to-n strategy
is more penalising for a number of aircraft that is not
bigger, which can be explained by the weakness of the
strategy.

4.3 Genetic algorithm eÆciency
In order to observe the GA eÆciency, gure 6 gives
the number of generations required by the GA as a
function of time. the di erent peaks appearing at 7,
8, 10, 11 am and 5 pm are the traÆc peaks. Figure
7 shows the correlation between the number of generation required by the GA and the number of moving
aircraft on the ground.
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Conclusion and further work

This preliminary work has shown that it was possible
to build a taxiway adviser in order optimise the aircraft
ground traÆc on big airports such as Roissy Charles
de Gaulle. If many hypotheses have been simpli ed
in order to focus on the algorithm, it can be noticed
that the modelling can be improved in order to take
into account di erent speeds, uncertainties on speeds
etc... without changing the algorithm itself. Further
work will focus on these improvements. Genetic Algorithms are very eÆcient on the problem as they search
the global optimum of the problem whereas a deterministic algorithm such as an A algorithm can only
reasonably be used with a 1-to-n strategy, which is
very poor.
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Using Cultural Algorithms to Improve Knowledge Base
Maintainability
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Abstract
In this paper we discuss the use of a specific
form of evolutionary computation known as
Cultural
Algorithms
to
improve
the
maintainability of knowledge bases in dynamic
problem environments. One such dynamic
problem environment involves process planning
for vehicle assembly. Since 1990 Ford Vehicle
Operations has used the Direct Labor
Management System (DLMS) as an automated
solution
to managing the automobile
manufacturing process system at Ford's vehicle
assembly plants. Maintainability becomes very
difficult over time due to changes in all of the
following areas: the external business
environment, the processes and physical
concepts being modeled, and the underlying
hardware and software architecture. We will
discuss how Cultural Algorithms are applied
using a bottom-up approach to re-engineer the
DLMS semantic network knowledge base and
improve the maintainability of the system. Our
results show that Cultural Algorithms can be
used to discover emergent knowledge by
combining building blocks in our bottom-up
semantic network re-engineering application.
We demonstrate how the semantic networks
generated by Cultural Algorithms compare
favorably to both a decision tree approach and to
the results obtained manually by the developers
of the system in terms of reduced complexity.

Robert G. Reynolds
Wayne State University
Department of Computer Science
Detroit, MI 48202

1 INTRODUCTION
The use of KL-ONE and associated knowledge
representation systems for building large complex
knowledge bases to support real-world problems has been
demonstrated in various application areas (Brachman et al
1991).
One such system is Ford’s Direct Labor
Management System (DLMS) that has been used since
1990 in the very dynamic domain of process planning for
vehicle assembly (Rychtyckyj 1999). The long-term
maintenance of the DLMS knowledge base has
demonstrated both the flexibility and reliability of
semantic network-based knowledge bases in a rapidly
changing industrial setting. The most critical issue in
utilizing knowledge-based systems over a long period of
time is the maintainability of the system.
Previous work (Rychtyckyj and Reynolds, 1998, 1999,
2000) has concentrated on utilizing a form of
Evolutionary Computation known as Cultural Algorithms
to re-engineer existing semantic-network based
knowledge bases using a top-down approach in order to
reduce network complexity and improve performance.
The complexity that is inherent in real world problems
has led to the use of semantic networks to represent the
many relationships that exist in these problem domains.
Originally developed to explain the organization of
semantic information in human cognitive systems,
semantic networks have been expanded to represent
various complex environments. The graphical nature of
semantic network models provides a solid framework for
engineering and maintaining knowledge based systems
that model these complex environments (Brachman and
Schmolze 1985). The use of semantic network based
knowledge representation systems, also known as
Description Logics, has been successfully applied to a
variety of dynamic industrial problem domains
(McGuiness and Wright 1998).
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The most critical issue in utilizing knowledge-based
systems over a long period of time is the maintainability
of the system. This maintainability can become very
difficult due to changes in the external business
environment and the processes and physical performance
that the system is modeling. The solution to this
maintenance problem lies in the process of re-engineering
the application to keep it current with the changing
problem environment. The requirement for the constant
adaptation of the system to a dynamic environment
motivated us to explore the use of evolutionary
computational techniques as a tool for re-engineering
semantic networks.
One specific model of evolutionary computation,
known as Cultural Algorithms, has been successfully used
to re-engineer both a commercial rule based expert system
(Sternberg and Reynolds 1997) as well as a knowledge
discovery system utilizing decision trees (Al-Shehri
1997). In this work we focus our maintenance efforts on
a knowledge based system, known as the Direct Labor
Management System (DLMS) (Rychtyckyj 1999), that is
used by Ford Vehicle Operations to manage the vehicle
assembly process at Ford’s plants in North America and
Europe. The vehicle manufacturing process planning
environment is extremely dynamic as competitive
pressures, advances in technology, and the globalization
and consolidation of the automobile industry create a very
dynamic environment. DLMS utilizes a large-scale
semantic network architecture with over 10,000 nodes to
model the vehicle assembly process at Ford. This
knowledge base must be constantly updated and
maintained to keep it current with the changing business
environment. These modifications often increase the
complexity of the system, the cost of maintenance, and
the time required to make the necessary changes. These
factors have motivated us to utilize Cultural Algorithms
as a tool to learn how to analyze and re-engineer the
DLMS semantic network in order to reduce complexity
and increase maintainability.
This paper discusses the results that we have achieved
using the Cultural Algorithm approach in a bottom-up
fashion to re-engineer the DLMS semantic network
knowledge base. The results that we have obtained using
Cultural Algorithms are compared against the results that
were obtained by the human developers and a decision
tree-based approach. We show that in most cases Cultural
Algorithms are a much more efficient tool than manual
inspection in terms of reducing the cost of subsumption.
Our results also demonstrate that as the complexity of the
network increases, the performance of Cultural
Algorithms produces significant improvements over
current manual techniques. These results demonstrate the
usefulness of Cultural Algorithm for knowledge base reengineering, and show how an evolutionary
computational approach may be utilized as a tool for
knowledge base maintenance.
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Section 2 of this paper will provide a brief background
on semantic networks and the DLMS system. A
discussion and description of Cultural Algorithms will be
given in Section 3. The results of using Cultural
Algorithms to cluster concepts in a semantic network will
be discussed in Section 4. Section 5 will compare and
analyze the Cultural Algorithm results with the previous
manual results. The paper concludes with a discussion of
our results and a description of future work.

2 SEMANTIC NETWORKS IN DLMS
The knowledge representation scheme utilized in DLMS
is based on the KL-ONE (Brachman and Schmolze 1985)
family of semantic network based representation schemes.
The use of semantic networks for modeling knowledge
bases requires the development of a mapping scheme
between the physical model and its representation in the
network. A node contains information about an entity or
class of entities that have certain features in common.
These features can be represented as properties or
attributes of that node. The relationship between the
nodes is represented in the association links that connect
these two nodes. These associations are based on the
characteristics of the structure that we are modeling. A
semantic network model of a natural language processing
system requires links that denote the relationships
between tokens in a sentence. Models of physical
processes, such as a vehicle assembly process, utilize a
representation that describes how automobile subsystems
relate to each other. The structure of the semantic
network also reflects the entities that it is modeling.
Generally, a network is broken down into classes
containing similar objects that are distinct from objects
with dissimilar features.
A further requirement of some semantic network
models is the presence of an algorithm that correctly puts
new or modified nodes into their proper place. This
process is known as classification, and it involves utilizing
the attribute values of the target node to place this node
into the most suitable position in the semantic network.
The classification process requires the use of a technique
called subsumption to determine if a target node can be
added to a potential parent node. Subsumption is the
inferential relationship that determines if one node in the
network is a parent of another node. The subsumption
relationship is determined by comparing attribute values
between the two nodes. Each attribute value in the child
node must be a member of that attribute class in the parent
node. The algorithm for subsumption is as follows:
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For any two nodes S and T, S subsumes
T if the following conditions are true:
1. Node T has at least all of the
attributes possessed by Node S.
2. For each attribute A that is
common to both T and S, the value
of T(A) must belong to the
allowable values of S(A).

Tool

Power Tool

Hand Tool

Attr: Requires electricity

Electric Drill

Chainsaw

Hammer

Figure 1: An example of a portion of the DLMS semantic
network
The utilization of a semantic network model for
knowledge representation is based on building an internal
model of an application within the computer. The entities
that are identified in the model will be represented as
concepts or nodes within the network. The properties or
attributes that define an entity are represented as slots
within a particular node. These slots may be defined as
accepting any value or they may be edited to accept a
particular type or domain of acceptable values.

3 CULTURAL ALGORITHMS
A Cultural Algorithm is an evolutionary computational
approach that utilizes culture as a vehicle for storing
relevant information that is accessible to all members of
the population over the course of many generations. In
this context, culture can be viewed as an evolving source
of data that influences the patterns of behavior that are
practiced by various members of the population. As in
human societies, culture changes over time, but it
provides a baseline for interpreting and documenting an
individual's behavior within a society.
Cultural
Algorithms were developed to model the evolution of the
cultural component over time as it learns and acquires
knowledge. Cultural Algorithms can be viewed as an
extension of Genetic Algorithms, where the belief space
acts as a conduit of knowledge between each generation

that is being evolved. Based on this approach, Cultural
Algorithms can be used to drive the self-adaptation
process within evolutionary systems in a variety of
different application areas (Reynolds 1999).
Initially, a population of individuals that represent the
solution space are randomly generated to create the first
generation. The population model used by Cultural
Algorithms is based on a Genetic Algorithm approach
with the addition of the belief space to guide the learning
process. The initial belief space is empty. For each
generation, the Cultural Algorithm will evolve a
population of individuals utilizing the Vote-InheritPromote (VIP) framework. During the Vote phase of
this process, the population members are evaluated for
their contribution to the belief space using the
acceptance function. Those beliefs that contribute the
most to the problem solution are selected or voted to
contribute to the current belief space. The belief space is
modified when the inherited beliefs are combined with
the beliefs that have been added from the current
generation using the belief space update reasoning
process. Next, the updated belief space is used to
influence the evolution of the population by favoring
those individuals for reproduction whose traits most
closely reflect the contents of the belief space. A set of
evolutionary operators, usually including crossover and
mutation, is then used to produce the new population.
This new population will be evaluated and this cycle
continues again. The VIP cycle ends when a termination
condition is met. The termination condition is usually
achieved when little or no change is detected in the
population through several generations, or when certain
knowledge structures have emerged in the belief space.

4 CULTURAL ALGORITHMS FOR
SEMANTIC NETWORKS
In this section we describe a bottom-up approach that uses
Cultural Algorithms to re-engineer a semantic network by
building a new network structure that that is more
efficient in terms of information extraction time. This
new semantic network contains all of the concepts and
attributes described previously, but the structure will be
created using learning heuristics and the Cultural
Algorithm learning process. The goal of Cultural
Algorithms in this application is to classify the input
concepts into graphical clusters that are most efficient for
subsumption and classification. A set of concepts with all
of their properties is used as the input and a semantic
network is generated as an output. This approach allows
us to create a new semantic network without relying on
any of the previous design information. We will also
discuss how Cultural Algorithms are used to discover
emergent knowledge by combining building blocks in our
bottom-up semantic network re-engineering application.
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Vote Acceptance
Function

Promote Influence Function

Inherit

Population Space
Reproduce, Modify

Performance Function

Figure 2: Cultural Algorithm Components

The following algorithm describes our application of
Cultural Algorithms for bottom-up semantic network reengineering.
1. Generate at random an initial population p of
individuals each of whom represents a clustering
scheme for a given level of the network.
2. Analyze the input data set and develop a
semantic network framework based on the
attribute usage and values found in the input data
set. This analysis will derive the value for n (the
number of concepts in the input data) and C (the
clusters needed to classify this data).
3. Create an initial belief space B containing a
vector representing the clustering of concepts in
the semantic network. The vector B(1….n)
(where n is the number of concepts in the input
data set) contains the "don't care" value for all
entries in B.
4. For each individual I in population p, build a
semantic network representation using the
clustering distribution represented in p(I). Each
individual I in the population p is a vector of
length n that consists of a single entry for every
concept in the input data set. Each concept has a
value of Cn that represents the cluster C that this
concept is being assigned to.
5. Evaluate the semantic network created for each
individual in p using the performance function
PF. PF for any individual P(i) in the population
is computed as:

•

6.

7.

8.

Select each entry I(j) in the individual I from
I(i) to I(n) where n is the length of I.
• This entry I(j) represents the cluster Cj, to
which the node represented in I(j) is
assigned to.
• Compare the attributes of I(j) with the
attributes present in the assigned cluster C.
• When there is a match between the attributes
values for I(j) and cluster C then we
increment the fitness value for I(j);
otherwise we do not do anything to the
fitness value.
Update the belief space B by accepting input
from the top performing 20% of the individuals
using the following algorithm:
• Select the voters from the general population
by using the fitness function to rank each
individual.
• For each entry B(i) in the Belief Space B
check to see what value each voter has for
the corresponding attribute definition.
• If more than 50% of the voters agree for any
entry B(i) then update B(i) with the value
that the majority of voters propose.
Generate new p offspring solutions by applying
variation operators that are modified by the
influence function. This creates 2p solutions in
the population.
Conduct a tournament between the individuals
based on the fitness score.
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9.

Select the p individuals that have the most wins
in the tournament to be the parents for the next
generation.
10. Check for the termination condition
11. The process will return back to Step 4 unless an
acceptable solution has been found.
4.1 BOTTOM-UP CULTURAL ALGORITHM
CLUSTERING
The use of Cultural Algorithms for building a semantic
network is based on defining the problem as finding the
best fit for a concept in a search space of clusters or
classes. The clusters are differentiated from each other by
their attributes and the values that those attributes contain.
The goal of classifying these concepts into their
appropriate clusters is analogous to building a semantic
network that minimizes the number of clusters but
preserves the accuracy and correctness required for
information retrieval. This technique can be also be used
as a data mining tool by creating a semantic network that
has its concepts classified into the appropriate cluster.
These clusters can then be used as a basis for
investigating and interpreting the knowledge that is
contained in any particular class. The process of building
a semantic network also preserves the subsumption
relationship between the clusters or classes, as we traverse
the network from the leaf nodes to the root.
The initial step in building a semantic network is to
analyze the input data set to determine the depth, or
number of levels that should be present in the proposed
network. This process is accomplished by separating the
concepts in the data set by the number of attributes that
they each contain. The concepts with the same number of
attributes will be classified at the same level of the
network. The next step of the analysis process is to
determine how many unique attribute values are
contained for each level of the proposed semantic
network. We will temporarily create a new class for each
attribute/value pair that is contained in the input data set.
Later, some of these classes will be pruned if the learning
process discovers that a class is contained within a larger
class.
Once the basic structure of the semantic network is in
place, we can utilize the Cultural Algorithms to start
classifying the input data concepts into their appropriate
class or cluster. Our goal is to use Cultural Algorithms to
evolve a solution where the concepts at each level of the
network are properly classified into their appropriate class
or cluster.
Here, the population of the Cultural
Algorithm contains individuals that represent a possible
clustering solution for a set of given concepts. The tree
that is built using these clusters is then evaluated for
complexity and accuracy by the performance function.
The belief space contains a list of possible clusters that is
used to guide the search process.
The mutation genetic operator is used to create new
individuals in the population. The mutation operator
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randomly flips one of the bits in the individual based on a
given random variable factor. The mutation operation is
constrained by the fact that the resulting bit must also be a
valid cluster that is utilized for this population of
concepts. The selection process utilized the evaluation
function to select those members of the population that
are most likely to produce an individual with high fitness.
This approach enables us to evolve a population
containing individuals that represent networks that are
both accurate and have low complexity in terms of
subsumption cost. Those networks that have been
selected contain those clusters that best represent the
concepts and properties in the input data set while
minimizing the cost of subsumption.
Each individual in the population represents a
potential partitioning of the input data concepts into
clusters. Each member in the population contains the
number of the cluster that this concept belongs to. The
belief space structure is a vector as shown in Figure 3.
The belief space represents our current knowledge of the
attribute data that is most useful in guiding the system to a
solution. The value for each entry in the belief space is
either the number of the cluster or a "negative one", which
represents "don't care". The initial belief space contains
all "negative ones" as we don’t know anything about the
solution at this point.
The main loop of the Cultural Algorithm is executed
continuously for a specific number of generations or until
a termination condition is achieved. In our case the belief
space contains knowledge that has emerged from our
search process and is utilized within the termination
condition. Our system utilizes the belief space to in order
to guide the evolutionary search throughout the learning
process for all levels of the network. After the learning is
completed at one level, the belief space utilizes the
knowledge that it has learned at that level as building
blocks to guide the process at the next level. This
knowledge contains information about the clusters that
are being used at this level of the network. The Cultural
Algorithms use heuristic knowledge about the relationship
between clusters at different levels of the network to
prune those clusters that are already subsumed by a
higher-level cluster. In effect, clusters at lower levels of
the network can be combined into larger subsuming
classes in the belief space as we build up the network
from the leaves to the root. By combining these building
blocks of knowledge at each level of the network,
Cultural Algorithms are able to discover emergent
knowledge about the optimal structure of the semantic
network. This allows the system to incorporate the
knowledge it has learned about the relationships between
classes at different levels to build a more efficient
semantic network. If the belief space is not significantly
modified for a period of three generations, we conclude
that the evolution process has stopped and we terminate
the program.
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The evaluation function describes how the fitness of a
particular individual is judged, and it greatly impacts the
potential for this individual to contribute to the solution
for the given problem. For each member of the
population we generate a fitness measure based on how
accurately each concept in the population has been
classified into a cluster in the semantic network. This
evaluation is based on the similarity between each
concept's attributes and values with those of the cluster
that this concept has been assigned to.
The top 20% of the individuals in the population based
on performance are then selected to vote for the beliefs
that will be accepted in to the belief space. If the majority
of the members in the voting population agree on a
particular cluster for a given concept then the belief space
will be modified according to the algorithm described in
Section 3. Any concepts that do not receive a majority of
votes for a particular cluster remain at “don’t care” status
The belief space that has been modified by the
population is then utilized to assist in the evolution of the
new population. This new generation is created by the

influence function with input from the belief space using
the mutation genetic operator. The members of the new
population are created by comparing the values in each
member of the existing population with the corresponding
member in the belief space.
The next generation of the population is then created
following a single elimination tournament between the
existing population and the population that was created in
the previous step. The fitness is calculated for each
individual in the existing population and in the new
population. Subsequently each member in the old
population is compared to the offspring in the new
population based on their fitness value. The individual
with the highest fitness value is selected for inclusion into
the next generation. The learning process terminates
when the belief space stops evolving. At the conclusion
of the Cultural Algorithm process, we have created a
semantic network that contains all of the knowledge from
the input data set that has been optimized for the
efficiency of information retrieval

Nodes in the Input Data Set for Individual One

N1

N2
C1

Input Data Set
Containing N
Nodes and
Attributes

C2

N3
C3

N4
C1

N[1..n]
C4

Each node is assigned to a cluster; a cluster may contain
multiple nodes as shown for cluster C1.

Similar Representation for Individuals Two, Three, etc…

Figure 3: Representation of Individuals in Population Space

4.2 USING CULTURAL ALGORITHMS FOR
BOTTOM-UP RE-ENGINEERING
This section describes the results of the application of
Cultural Algorithms to the clustering of nodes in the
DLMS semantic network. The input to this system is a
data file containing a set of concepts describing an
automotive assembly process planning knowledge base
that also include a list of attributes and values describing
these attributes. Each concept represents a node whose
attributes describe the properties that make the concept
unique. Our system reads in these concepts and utilizes a
Cultural Algorithm approach to create a network

representation of the data. This network representation is
then compared against both a decision-tree based
representation produced using a decision tree algorithm
on the same input set and the manual representation that
was constructed by human developers. This result is
displayed in Table 1.

5 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The use of Cultural Algorithms for the clustering of
concepts provides a decided advantage over both the
decision tree and manual approaches in terms of reducing
the cost of subsumption. As shown in Table 1, this
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advantage is apparent when we view the network as a
single entity. The advantage of Cultural Algorithms over
human developers is about 15% in terms of reducing the
number of clusters needed to classify the input data.
However, a closer comparison of the Cultural Algorithm
results with those of the human developers shows that
there is some variation in this ratio at the individual levels
of the network. In terms of minimizing the number of

clusters needed, the human developers were more
efficient than Cultural Algorithms at certain levels of the
network, even though their entire network was more
complex than the Cultural Algorithms approach. All of
the following observations discuss efficiency in terms of
minimizing the number of clusters needed to classify the
input data set.

Table 1 – Results of Using Cultural Algorithms for DLMS Re-Engineering
Number Number of Clusters
Pct Used
Clusters
Populaof
Concepts Needed with
(CA vs.
Level
Required
tion Size Generato be
Decision
Decision
Using CA's
tions
Classified
Trees
Trees)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Total

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

12
20
21
28
32
39
15
21
27
35
22
8
23.333333

311
4416
956
1857
801
198
127
180
322
164
17
2
9351

2
87
83
761
345
177
220
249
323
147
31
15
2440

A close observation of the data displayed in Table 1
shows that the Cultural Algorithms were more efficient
than the human developers at 8 levels of the network,
while the human developers had an advantage in 4 of
those levels. In three of those four cases, the Cultural
Algorithm approach is slightly more complex than the
manual approach. In these cases, there is agreement
between the clusters produced by Cultural Algorithms and
the manual approach. The one case where the Cultural
Algorithm approach is much worse (28%) than the
manual one is at Level 5. This particular result showed a
low correlation between the clusters as well as a
significantly higher number of clusters required for the
Cultural Algorithm solution. A closer examination of this
data showed that some of the attributes used at this level
of processing were no longer actively used in the DLMS
system, but had never been removed from the network.
This may happen because the developers felt that this
knowledge may again be required in the future and should
not be completely removed from the system. The human
developers have obviously recognized this and made the
required adjustments in the network to avoid using this
inactive data. The Cultural Algorithms had no knowledge

2
87
83
692
313
123
89
128
216
87
10
2
1832

1
1
1
0.90932983
0.90724638
0.69491525
0.40454545
0.51405622
0.66873065
0.59183673
0.32258065
0.13333333
0.75081967

Manual
Clusters
Used
64
297
181
666
244
144
119
115
190
131
18
2
2171

Cluster
Pct (CA
Correlation
Clusters
Between
vs.
Manual and
Manual)
CA's
0.03125
0.292929
0.458564
1.039039
1.282787
0.854167
0.747899
1.113043
1.136842
0.664122
0.555556
1
0.843851

1
0.91938406
0.43410042
0.73882604
0.26716605
0.35858586
0.44094488
0.7777778
0.7329193
0.9207317
1
1
0.71586968

of these changes and performed the clustering based on
the irrelevant input, which resulted in a poor solution to
the problem compared to the manual approach that
ignored the input. However, if these concepts were being
actively used the Cultural Algorithm solution would be an
acceptable one.
The results from the other 8 levels of the network show
that the Cultural Algorithms generate a very good solution
to the clustering problem relative to the human
developers. The number of clusters required by the
Cultural Algorithms was significantly lower than that of
the human developers needed and the correlation between
the two solutions was high in 5 of the cases. This
demonstrated that the Cultural Algorithms approach finds
excellent solutions that follow the general approach of the
human developers, but result in a higher performance.
The other 3 cases exhibit an even more interesting result.
In these cases the Cultural Algorithms produce a superior
result to the human developers by finding a novel network
configuration. The low correlation between the human
and Cultural Algorithm clusters demonstrates that it is
possible for the Cultural Algorithms to develop new ways
to organize the concepts in a knowledge base.
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Further examination of the results show that the
Cultural Algorithms approach exhibit improvement over
the human developers at both the lowest nodes of the
network and at the highest levels of the network. The
correlation between the two approaches is also very high
at these two extremes and demonstrates that the Cultural
Algorithms approach can solve the clustering problem for
both simple concepts with few attributes and highly
complex concepts with many attributes that exist at the
root of the semantic network. The Cultural Algorithm
performance, in terms of minimizing the number of
clusters needed to classify the input data is comparable
with the human developers at all levels of the network and
can actually define new methods of clustering the
concepts that were not apparent to the human developers

6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we described our approach to the bottom-up
re-engineering problem for semantic networks using
Cultural Algorithms. This paper presents a method of
bottom-up re-engineering where Cultural Algorithms are
used to build a semantic network from an input data set
that contains a list of concepts and their attributes. The
bottom-up re-engineering system uses the population
space to represent sets of clusters for each concept at the
given level of the network.
Our bottom-up re-engineering approach was tested on
the DLMS semantic network. The results obtained here
showed that Cultural Algorithms often reduced the
number of clusters that are needed to classify a set of
concepts in the semantic network. The results obtained
by using Cultural Algorithms for bottom-up reengineering provide a decided advantage over both the
manual results and a decision tree based approach in
terms of reducing the cost of subsumption and network
complexity. These results also show that Cultural
Algorithms can be used to discover novel configurations
of semantic networks that were not apparent to the human
developers of the system.
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Abstract

This paper describes a novel technique for
determining a useful dimension for a time-delay
embedding of an arbitrary time series, along with
the individual time delays for each dimension. A
binary-string genetic algorithm is designed to
search for a variable number of time delays that
minimize the standard deviation of the distance
between each embedded data point and the
centroid of the set of all data points, relative to
the mean distance between each data point and
the centroid. The geometric transformations of
rotation and scaling are added to the algorithm to
allow it to identify attractors that are not aligned
with the data axes. Several artificial and realworld attractors and time series are analyzed to
describe the types of attractors favorable to the
use of this technique.

1

INTRODUCTION

Time-delay embedding, or establishing a phase space
representation of a system using current and delayed
values from a sampled time series, is a useful technique
for characterizing nonlinear behavior of a system
(Abarbanel, 1995; Povinelli, 1999). Takens (1981)
showed that an embedding of dimension greater than
twice the dimension of a smooth manifold containing an
attractor is a true embedding; i.e., the phase space is
topologically equivalent to the state space of the attractor.
Sauer and Yorke (1993) extended Takens’ continuoustime work into discrete time and found that in many
circumstances a lower embedding dimension is sufficient
to represent the dynamics of the system.
When performing a time-delay embedding of a sampled
time series, the two key questions to be answered are (1)
how many embedding dimensions are required, and (2)

what are the proper time delays, or lags, to use for each
dimension? As described above, Takens, Sauer, and
Yorke have theoretical answers to the first question.
However, when facing a system with an attractor of
unknown dimensionality, their theorems provide only
general guidance. To test the adequacy of a particular
embedding dimension, the false nearest neighbors
technique (Kennel, Brown, and Abarbanel, 1992)
examines the relative location of neighboring data points
in the next higher dimension to determine whether the
neighboring points remain neighbors in the higher
dimension. Even with these techniques, selecting the
proper embedding dimension for a particular time series
seems to be as much art as it is science (Abarbanel, 1995).
Some more specific techniques are available to help
answer the second question, finding the individual time
delays for each dimension. Zeros or minima of the
autocorrelation function of the time series have been
mentioned as useful choices for time delays (Kantz and
Schreiber, 1997), along with the first minimum of the
time-delayed mutual information function (Fraser and
Swinney, 1986). However, if these delays do not produce
a useful embedding, little additional guidance is available.
This paper proposes the use of a binary-string genetic
algorithm (GA) to search for the dimensionality and
individual delay values for an embedding that best fits a
given criterion – in this case, the minimum standard
deviation of estimates of the radius of the attractor,
compared to the mean of those radius estimates. While
the GA amounts to a solution by trial and error, it
represents an improvement in that it is an automated and
directed trial-and-error solution.

2

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
GENETIC ALGORITHM

A genetic algorithm (GA) (Dumitrescu et al., 2000),
designed to emulate the natural principles of evolution, is
an iterative technique for searching a large set of possible
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solutions to a problem for an optimal solution. In most
GAs, a population of random solutions is generated, and
the “fitness” of each solution in the population is
calculated. Based on the fitness of each solution, a new
generation of solutions is created such that the “fittest”
solutions survive and combine into new possible
solutions. Typically, some level of mutation is introduced
into the new population to help prevent the GA from
converging to a solution that is only locally optimal. This
process is then repeated until a stopping criterion is met
(e.g., a fixed number of generations, exceeding a fitness
threshold, or domination of the population by one
particular solution).
In a binary-string GA, each solution is represented by a
series of binary digits, known as a “chromosome”. After
decoding each chromosome, evaluating the fitness of each
solution, and selecting two “parents” to be combined, the
combination is often performed using a “crossover”
technique, where a portion of one parent’s chromosome is
combined with a portion of the other parent’s
chromosome.
Mutations are usually performed by
inverting one or more bits within the chromosome.
The binary-string GA used in this paper was selected
because a software implementation of the GA was already
available to the authors.
The GA uses a fixed,
predetermined population size and number of generations.
The most dramatic difference from the “standard” GA
described above is in the method of selecting and
combining parents. A preset number of the least-fit
members of the population are not allowed to be selected
as parents. A preset number of the most-fit members of
the population are copied directly into the next
generation, and in addition can be selected as parents.
Members in the remaining “middle-fit” portion of the
population are also able to be selected as parents. For
each slot in the new population not occupied by the copies
of the most-fit members, two parents are selected at
random (with equal probability) from the set of eligible
parents, and a byte-wise crossover is performed where
each byte of the child’s chromosome has a 50%
probability of being copied from either parent. Single-bit
mutations are also placed in the child’s chromosome
randomly at a preset rate.
The specific GA implementation was not studied in much
detail. This may be an area for future research and
improvement. In particular, a more efficient breeding
strategy may result in more rapid convergence to an
optimal solution.

3

THE TIME-DELAY EMBEDDING
CHROMOSOME

The chromosome used with the GA is designed to be
simple to decode into its corresponding time-delay
embedding. The chromosome contains a fixed number of
possible embedding dimensions. These dimensions are
combined with a fixed first dimension, which (when not
rotated as described later) corresponds to x(t), the current

sample from the time series. The maximum number of
possible dimensions is preset by the user. This represents
one of the methods of limiting the dimensionality of the
set of possible solutions.
The format of the chromosome is shown in Figure 1
below:

Dim2
S
E
L

Dim3

Delay

Dim4

...

DimN

Scaling
Integer
Fraction

Figure 1: The format of the time-delay embedding
chromosome (without rotation).
Each embedding dimension contains a single “selector”
bit, which controls whether the dimension is considered
when the chromosome is decoded into a time-delay
embedding. Another seven bits are allocated for the time
delay value corresponding to that dimension, allowing
each dimension to contain a delay of between 0 and 127
samples. Another eight bits contain a scaling factor along
that dimension’s axis, ranging from 1/16 to 15 15/16 in
increments of 1/16. This allows, for example, a properly
aligned, oval-shaped, two-dimensional attractor to be
expanded or compressed along the two embedding axes to
nearly form a circle, which the fitness function described
below recognizes as optimal.
The chromosome generation and decoding routines used
with the GA may also be configured to allow the timedelay embedding to be rotated in space. In the scaling
example above, the oval-shaped two-dimensional attractor
needed to be “properly aligned”, i.e., its major and minor
axes needed to be roughly parallel to the coordinate axes.
Allowing the GA to search through possible rotations
allows the GA to rotate a misaligned oval so that it is
properly aligned, then scale it to be roughly circular, thus
producing a nearly optimal fitness value.
A rotation operation affects only two coordinates of a
point, regardless of the number of dimensions (Burbanks,
1996). If rotation is enabled, an additional 8-bit field is
appended to the chromosome for each possible pair of
dimensions, resulting in nd(nd-1)/2 possible rotations,
where nd is the maximum number of dimensions allowed
in the embedding. Only those rotations where both
dimensions in the pair are enabled by their respective
selector bits are performed. The 8-bit field allows for 256
possible rotations in the dimension pair, resulting in
resolution of approximately 1.4 degrees. The rotation is
performed by multiplying a transformation matrix by the
coordinate vector of the data point (Hoggar, 1992). For
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example, Equation 1 shows a rotation in dimensions 1 and
3 of a 5-dimensional point:
 x1 '  cos(θ )
 x '  0
 2  
 x3 '  =  sin(θ )
  
 x4 '   0
 x5 '  0

0 − sin(θ ) 0 0   x1 
1
0
0 0   x2 
0 cos(θ ) 0 0   x3 
 
0
0
1 0   x4 
0
0
0 1   x5 

(1)

If rotation is enabled, it is performed before the scaling
operation. This was done with the misaligned ovalshaped attractor in mind: performing the scaling along the
coordinate axes before the rotation would have made the
transformation from oval to circle impossible. There may
be other cases where performing the scaling first would
provide a benefit. Providing for both a pre-rotation and a
post-rotation scaling may be another possible
improvement to this technique.
None of the field sizes chosen for this chromosome
appear to be “magical”, i.e., they can most likely be
varied to suit an individual application without harming
the ability of the GA to find a useful embedding. If a user
has reason to believe that, for example, a scaling factor
larger than 16 may be needed in some dimension, the
chromosome can certainly be modified to allow this.
Adding multiple selector bits in each dimension, which
are XOR’ed together to determine whether a given
dimension is included, may also provide interesting
results by taking increased advantage of the mutation
feature of the GA.

4

THE FITNESS FUNCTION

The fitness function is a key component of the GA: it
controls which members of the population are represented
in the next generation. Because the “most fit” members
are selected most often for reproduction, the GA tends to
find the maximum of the fitness function over many
generations (Dumitrescu et al., 2000). If a minimization
is needed instead, a simple approach is to make the fitness
function the negative of the original function.
The fitness function used in this technique assumes that
all data points lie near an attractor in phase space, and that
the attractor can be rotated and scaled to produce a
roughly constant radius in all dimensions. The GA
locates the centroid of the data points in phase space,
calculates the Euclidean distance between each data point
and the centroid, and then uses statistical properties of the
distance values d to provide a fitness judgment:

f (d , nd ) = −

σ d nd
⋅b
µd

(2)

In Equation 2 above, 1d represents the standard deviation
of the distances, and d represents the mean of the
distances. The standard deviation is scaled by the
reciprocal of the mean so that the GA does not favor
smaller attractors over larger ones. The nd parameter
represents the number of dimensions, and b is a constant
bias ( WRZDUG D VPDOOHU QXPEHU RI GLPHQVLRQV 7KH
bias causes a lower-dimensionality embedding to be rated
as more fit than a higher-dimensionality embedding that is
otherwise slightly more fit. This behavior may be
desirable, for example, when seeking to view an
embedding in two or three dimensions, or when working
with the resulting embedding with limited computing
resources. The bias causes the GA to add dimensions
only when the added dimensions result in a fitness
improvement. Values of b of 1.05 and 1.2 were used for
the examples in this paper, and appeared to yield good
general-purpose results.
The fitness function is negative to cause the GA to seek
embeddings that minimize the relative standard deviation
in the distance measurements.
Based on the description above, it is clear that the
attractor geometry for which this technique is ideally
suited is a hypersphere. With a sufficient number of
noise-free samples, the centroid will be calculated at the
center of the hypersphere, and thus all samples will have
an equal distance from the centroid, yielding an optimal
fitness value of 0. However, the technique is not
necessarily limited to attractors that are hyperspheres.
Many other geometric shapes and real-world attractors
have roughly uniform radii, as shown in Table 1 below.
The noise-free fitness values in Table 1 were calculated
by randomly placing 1,000 points on or near the surface
of each attractor, and removing the dimensionality bias
shown in Equation 2. The noisy fitness values in Table 1
were calculated similarly, except that random Gaussian
noise with RMS magnitude 0.1•d was added to each
point:
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Table 1: Partial fitness values (-1dd ratios) of several
geometric and non-time-delay real-world attractors.
Dimension

Attractor
Description

NoiseFree
Fitness

Noisy
Fitness

Table 2: The time-delay embedding parameters found by
the GA for a noisy sinusoidal time series.
Dim.
1

Dim.
2

2

Circle

-0.0130

-0.0885

2

Hexagon

-0.0510

-0.0869

2

Square

-0.1093

-0.1353

Delay value

0

15

2

Van der Pol oscillator
limit cycle
(Vidyasagar, 1993)

-0.1723

-0.1849

Rotation vs. dim. 1 (radians)

N/A

2.90

Scaling factor

1

0.9375

3

Sphere

-0.0094

-0.0638

3

Cube

-0.1229

-0.1386

3

Torus (o.d.=2•i.d.)

-0.2265

-0.2316

3

Lorenz attractor
(Abarbanel, 1995)

-0.5453

-0.5445

Rössler attractor
(Frazer and Swinney,
1986)

-0.4086

3

-0.4060

The Lorenz and Rössler attractors both exhibit a “folded”
geometry, i.e., most of the samples fall near one of two
planes that intersect at nearly right angles. Because this
geometry is quite different than the spherical geometry
that this technique was designed to seek, the fitness values
for these two attractors are quite low. These examples
point out one of the limitations of this technique: it
searches for a time-delay embedding that best meets its
goal of a uniform radius between the samples and the
centroid, even if an attractor with a different geometry is
responsible for the dynamical behavior of the system.
However, if a reasonable guess about the geometry of the
attractor can be made, a different fitness function that
favors that particular geometry can be used.

5

Table 2 below shows the two-dimensional embedding
found by the GA.

Overall fitness value

-0.1665

-1d/d ratio

-0.1156

Figure 2, a plot of the time-delay embedding, shows that
the GA did indeed find a circular attractor. The dots in
the plot represent the time series samples, and the cross
represents the calculated centroid:

1.5

1

0.5
Di
m.
2

0

-0.5

-1

-1.5
-1.5

-1

-0.5

0
Dim. 1

0.5

1

1.5

RESULTS

To illustrate the technique, a simple test pattern was
devised. A two-dimensional time-delay embedding of a
sinusoidal signal should produce a circle if a proper delay
(for example, ¼ of the oscillation period) is chosen. To
test the technique, 1,000 samples of the time series shown
in Equation 3 were presented to the GA to find an
embedding with a maximum dimension of 7:
 2π

x(t ) = sin 
t  + noise
2455


noise ∈ N (0, 0.1)

(3)

Figure 2: Plot of the time-delay embedding found by the
GA for a noisy sinusoidal time series.
Interestingly, another run of the sinusoidal time series
with noise recalculated from the same distribution found a
three-dimensional solution shown in Table 3 and Figure
3, with rotation and scaling that produce a ring-shaped
attractor in the three-dimensional phase space:
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Table 3: Parameters for a three-dimensional time-delay
embedding found by the GA for a noisy sinusoidal time
series.
Dim.
1
Delay value

Dim.
2

Dim.
3

0

25

62

Rotation
(radians)

vs.

dim.

1

N/A

4.52

5.82

Rotation
(radians)

vs.

dim.

2

N/A

N/A

0.07

1

3.8750

1.5625

Scaling factor
Overall fitness value

-0.1742

-1d/d ratio

-0.1008

interleaved sinusoidal time series was developed by
generating a time series using Equation 3 and doubling
every second x(t) value. Depending on the time delay
chosen, an embedding of this series may either separate or
combine the two attractors. In this series, a time delay of
an even number of samples results in an embedding that
appears as two concentric circles, thus allowing the
attractors to be separated visually. A delay of an odd
number of samples gives an embedding that combines the
attractors into one shape. The GA determined that the
combined attractor had a more uniform radius than the
union of the two separated attractors, and thus found an
odd embedding delay:
Table 4: Parameters for a two-dimensional time-delay
embedding found by the GA for the dual interleaved
sinusoidal time series.
Dim.
1
Delay value
Rotation
(radians)

3

vs.

dim.

1

Dim.
2

0

13

N/A

3.14

1

0.8125

2

Scaling factor

Dim . 2

1
0
-1
-2
-3
4
2

Overall fitness value

-0.3730

-1d/d ratio

-0.2590

4
2

0
0

-2
Dim . 3

-2
-4

-4

Dim . 1
2

1.5

1

Figure 3: Plot of the three-dimensional time-delay
embedding described in Table 3.
Dim . 2

0.5

The three-dimensional result points out another
characteristic of this technique: noise can cause the GA to
find a more complex embedding (e.g., higher
dimensionality or non-intuitive time delay values,
rotation, or scaling) than might be required for a particular
data set. The b parameter in the fitness function can be
varied to compensate for the effect of noise on the
dimensionality of the embedding found by the GA. Since
this technique does not provide a similar mechanism for
constraining rotation or scaling, minimizing measurement
noise makes the GA more likely to find an attractor that is
based on the actual dynamics of the system instead of the
noise.
A more complex test was also presented to the GA, a
simulation of a system governed by two attractors. An

0

-0.5

-1

-1.5

-2
-2.5

-2

-1.5

-1

-0.5

0
Dim . 1

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

Figure 4: Plot of the time-delay embedding described in
Table 4.
Having produced reasonable results with test data, this
technique was then applied to several real-world
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attractors. One example is a time series representing the
temperature of a room heated with a boiler and radiator.
The time series is a set of 1,000 samples taken every two
minutes during a simulation of a nonlinear model of the
heating system. The time series was provided to the GA
with a maximum dimensionality of 7. The GA reported
the results in Table 5 and Figure 5:
Table 5: Parameters for a two-dimensional time-delay
embedding found by the GA for the boiler/radiator time
series.

90
80
70
Nu 60
mb
er
of 50
dat
a 40
poi
nts
30
20
10
0

Dim.
1
Delay value
Rotation
(radians)

vs.

dim.

1

Scaling factor

0

5
10
Distance from centroid to data point

Dim.
2

0

88

N/A

0.61

1

5.5

Overall fitness value

-0.5515

-1d/d ratio

-0.3830

Figure 6: Histogram of radii between data points and
centroid for the boiler/radiator time delay embedding
described in Table 5.
Another interesting, and potentially lucrative, problem is
to attempt to produce a model of the price of a stock. A
1,263-point time series containing the daily percentage
price changes in the common stock of General Electric
Co. between November 27, 1995, and November 24,
2000, was assembled and provided to the GA to find an
attractor with a maximum dimensionality of 20. The
results, shown in Table 6 and Figure 7 below, are
essentially a three-dimensional cloud that indicates that
the GA did not truly find an attractor:

345

340

335

Table 6: Parameters for a three-dimensional time-delay
embedding found by the GA for a stock price time series.

Di
m. 330
2
325

Dim.
1

320

315

15

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

Dim. 1

Figure 5: Plot of the boiler/radiator time-delay embedding
described in Table 5.
In this case, the GA has found an interesting twodimensional attractor. Three lobes appear in the plot, one
of which is more densely populated than the others.
While the attractor found by the GA is not circular, a
dominant radius range does exist: a clear majority (693 of
the 1,000) of the data points fall within a radius range of
between 4 and 10 units. Figure 6 shows a histogram of
the radii calculated for the data points. More importantly,
the attractor does have some potentially useful structure.

Delay value

Dim.
2

Dim.
3

0

76

108

Rotation
(radians)

vs.

dim.

1

N/A

2.63

4.54

Rotation
(radians)

vs.

dim.

2

N/A

N/A

3.02

1

12.75

14.75

Scaling factor
Overall fitness value

-1.1257

-1d/d ratio

-0.6514
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1.5

1

Dim . 2

0.5

0

-0.5

-1
1.5
1
0.08
0.5

0.06
0.04
0

0.02
0

-0.5

-0.02
-0.04

-1

-0.06
-1.5

Dim . 3

One final example attempts to find a model for seismic
activity. A 1,000-sample time series was taken from the
east-west, broadband, high-gain sensor at the MA2
seismograph station at Magadan, Russia, during an
earthquake of magnitude 6.4 that occurred on July 30,
2000, south of the Japanese island of Honshu (33.92
degrees north, 139.28 degrees east) (IRIS web site).
Because previous investigation by the authors suggested
that the attractor is likely to be of high dimensionality, the
dimensionality bias b was relaxed to a value of 1.05 so as
not to excessively penalize higher-dimensionality
solutions. A maximum dimensionality of 20 was set.

-0.08
-0.1
Dim . 1

Figure 7: Plot of the stock price time-delay embedding
described in Table 6.
Because the GA always reports the solution that it found
to be best, there is no guarantee that the GA’s solution is
meaningful. In this case, it clearly is not. Unfortunately,
the GA gives little guidance as to why it did not produce a
meaningful result: perhaps the attractor requires more
than 20 dimensions to become apparent, or perhaps the
real attractor in this system has a geometry that is
significantly different than a sphere.
The higherdimensionality case can be tested by allowing a larger
maximum dimension, although there seems to be a point
of diminishing returns in increasing dimensionality. The
different geometry case can also be tested with a set of
fitness functions tailored to different attractor geometries.
In some ways, this is a lucky result in that the threedimensional view clearly shows that no attractor was truly
found. This raises the question of how to detect a failure
of this technique in higher dimensions, where a plot
becomes infeasible. Two possible methods emerge from
this example. One is to examine the fitness value of the
GA’s best solution. Knowing the fitness value, the
dimensionality bias b, and the number of dimensions
found by the GA, the ratio -1d/d can be back-calculated
and used as a measure of the uniformity of the attractor
radius. This ratio can be compared directly to the values
shown in Table 1. Based on the values in Table 1 and the
examples in this paper, a ratio value of above
approximately -0.4 tends to suggest that a meaningful
attractor was found, and a ratio value of below -0.6 tends
to suggest failure. Ratio values between these cutoffs are
probably inconclusive, but may very well indicate success
with noisy data.
Another possible method for determining the
meaningfulness of a result is to examine the scaling
factors on the various dimensions. If the scaling factors
are dissimilar in magnitude, as in the stock price example,
this suggests that the GA may have maximized the -1d/d
ratio with a meaningless combination of rotations and
scaling.

The GA produced an 8-dimensional solution, summarized
in Table 7. The rotations between the eight dimensions
are omitted for clarity.
Because of the high
dimensionality, it is impractical to plot the data in the 8dimensional phase space.
Table 7: Selected parameters for an eight-dimensional
time-delay embedding found by the GA for a seismic time
series.
Delay
value

Scaling
factor

Dim. 1

0

1

Dim. 2

7

8.4375

Dim. 3

19

1.1875

Dim. 4

24

9.5

Dim. 5

26

9.625

Dim. 6

41

10.5625

Dim. 7

107

6.6875

Dim. 8

110

6.875

Overall fitness value

-0.6136

-1d/d ratio

-0.4153

When examining this result, the natural question to ask is
whether the result is meaningful. Because of the high
dimensionality, the simplest tool to help determine this,
plotting the data in the phase space, is not practical.
Examining the -1d/d ratio and applying the benchmarks
described earlier in this paper provide some guidance.
The ratio value of -0.4153 falls in the inconclusive range,
but it is very near the ratio found with the boiler/radiator
system. Since the time series was sampled during an
earthquake, presumably with a fair amount of noise
present from sources such as seismic wave reflections
from the earth’s surface, the GA’s result seems to be
believable. The dimensionality of 8 also seems plausible,
based on earlier investigation by the authors that showed
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no clear or emerging pattern in a number of embeddings
in two and three dimensions.
The other tool developed in the stock price example,
examining the scaling factors on each dimension for
similarity, tends to lend some believability to the
meaningfulness of the embedding: six of the eight
dimensions have scaling factors between 6.6875 and
10.5625. The remaining two dimensions with scaling
factors of 1 and 1.1875 may prove to be unnecessary.
However, for now, all that can be said about this
embedding is that it is an interesting candidate for further
study.

6

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the examples in this paper, the GA technique
appears to be a viable method for identifying appropriate
time-delay embeddings for certain types of attractors.
The technique works well when the attractor has a
relatively uniform radius in phase space.
The main factor to consider when using this technique is
that the GA finds an embedding that optimizes its fitness
function, given the time series provided. Noise in the data
can cause the GA to converge to an embedding that is
more complex than necessary. In cases where the true
attractor has a radius that is far from uniform, the GA still
converges to the embedding that it found gives the data
the most uniform radius. In some cases, this embedding
represents the data as a random jumble of points, yielding
no useful information.
This paper discusses some
techniques to help determine if this has occurred on a
given data set, but at some point the user must decide
whether to pursue higher dimensionality, different
attractor geometries, or an entirely different technique.
The area of alternate attractor geometries appears to be an
interesting area for future research. To change this
technique to operate on a different attractor geometry, a
new fitness function that detects that particular geometry
is needed. It is even conceivable that the GA could select
among a number of geometries for a given embedding,
assuming that the fitness functions can be balanced so that
a particular fitness value represents a the same level of
fitness across the different geometries.
Another interesting area for future research is
optimization of the GA itself. Faster convergence and
speed optimization translate directly to decreased time to
reach a result. The GA used in this paper is a simple,
generic GA; it is likely possible to tailor the GA for faster
convergence in this application.
While this technique is certainly not a “silver bullet” to
find the optimal time-delay embedding for any time
series, it is another tool that, in many circumstances, can
provide useful results.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a genetic algorithm for generating a rectilinear Steiner tree with wire sizing and buffer insertion for the interconnect optimization problem in VLSI layout design. In the
proposed genetic algorithm, each chromosome
represents the topological structure of a Steiner
tree. An evaluation function is given to map it
into the layout of a Steiner tree with wire sizing
and buffer insertion. Experimental results show
that the algorithm effectively produces Steiner
trees better than ones produced by the previous
method.

1

Introduction

The routing problem in VLSI physical design is generally
formulated as the problem of finding a rectilinear Steiner
tree, which connects a given source with a set of sinks
with vertical and horizontal wire segments. The minimum
Steiner tree construction problem is an NP-hard problem,
and thus many heuristic algorithms have been proposed
[6, 14]. On the other hand, with the advent of sub-micron
geometries in semiconductor technology, wire resistance
becomes a significant contributor to signal delay, and thus
routing should be performed under the timing constraints
with an appropriate delay model [1, 2, 3, 4].
There are various optimization techniques that can be applied to solve the interconnect optimization problem under the timing constraints. Those are wire-length minimization, interconnect topology optimization, device sizing, buffer insertion, and wire-size optimization [3]. Those
techniques could be discussed independently, and in fact,
there have been many works on each subject. However,
it is apparent that we would obtain better results if more
than one techniques were effectively combined. For example, Okamoto and Cong proposed an algorithm to produce a

rectilinear Steiner tree with wire sizing and buffer insertion
[13]. References [1, 3] gave a summary on those previous
works.
In this paper, we propose a genetic algorithm to produce
a Steiner tree with wire sizing and buffer insertion. Genetic algorithms (GAs) [8] are known to be robust heuristic
algorithms to solve optimization problems, and for VLSI
design areas, a number of GA based algorithms have been
presented [11, 12]. For the (rectilinear) Steiner construction problem, a few GAs have been also proposed [9, 10].
In those previous GAs, a chromosome directly represents
the geometry of a Steiner tree. We have a different approach to representing a solution of the problem. In the
proposed GA, each chromosome represents a topological
structure of a Steiner tree. An evaluation function is given
to map it into the layout of a Steiner tree with wire sizing
and buffer insertion. As the interconnect delay model, we
adopt the Elmore delay model [7].
The proposed algorithm was implemented and compared
with the previous algorithm by Okamoto and Cong [13].
Experimental results show that the algorithm efficiently
produces better Steiner trees in VLSI interconnect optimization.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the delay
model is given and the problem is formulated. In Section 3,
the proposed algorithm is presented. Section 4 shows experimental results to evaluate the proposed algorithm, and
finally, Section 5 concludes with possible directions for future research.

2

Preliminaries

2.1 Delay Model
As in most previous work on interconnect layout optimization, we adopt the Elmore delay model [7] for interconnects. For wire e, let le , ce and re denote its length, capacitance, and resistance, respectively. Further, let ev de-
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note the wire entering node v from its parent. We use the
following model for interconnect delay D wire and buffer
delay Dbuﬀ :

ce
re

=
=

(ca · we + cf ),
r0 · le /we ,

Dwire (ev ) =
Dbuﬀ (b, cl ) =

An alternative formulation of the problem can be also
obtained by defining the objective as minimization of
ctotal (Ts0 ) as the main objective under the constrain of
q(Ts0 ) > 0. The proposed algorithm can handle both versions of the problem.

rev × (cev /2 + c(Tv )),
db + rb · cl ,

where ca , cf and r0 are area capacitance, fringing capacitance, and resistance for unit-width unit-length wire, respectively, Tv is the subtree rooted at v, and c(Tv ) is the
capacitance of dc-connected subtree 1 in Tv rooted at Tv ’s
root. db and rb are buffer b’s intrinsic delay and output resistance, respectively, and cl is the load on buffer b.
The Elmore delay from source s0 to sink si is


tElmore (s0 , si ) =

Dwire (ev )

ev ∈path(s 0 ,si )



+

Dbuﬀ (b, cl ).

b∈path(s 0 ,si )

2.2 Problem Formulation
As the same discussed in [13], we use required arrival time
and total capacitance as our optimization objectives. The
required arrival time at the root of tree T v is defined as follows:
q(Tv ) =

min

u∈sinks (Tv )

(qu − delay(v, u)),

where qu is the required arrival time of sink u, sinks(T v ) is
a set of sinks of tree Tv , and delay(v, u) is the delay from
v to u defined by the delay model discussed above. The
total capacitance of tree Tv , denoted ctotal (Tv ), is defined
as follows:
ctotal (Tv ) =


e∈Tv

ce +


u∈buﬀers (Tv )

cu +



required arrival time associated with s i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), find
a rectilinear Steiner tree Ts0 that connects S and has wire
sized and buffers inserted. The objective is to maximize
q(Ts0 ) with minimization of c total (Ts0 ) as the secondary
objective.

cu ,

u∈sinks (Tv )

where buﬀers(Tv ) is a set of buffers in tree Tv and cu is
loading capacitance of buffer or sink u.
The timing-driven rectilinear Steiner problem in this paper
is formulated as follows: Given a source s 0 and sinks s1 ,
s2 , . . . , sn of a signal net S with given positions and a
1
A dc-connected subtree is a subtree, whose edges are directly
connected (i.e., there is no buffer among them) to its root.

3

The Algorithm

3.1 Outline of the Algorithm
The algorithm presented in the following is a genetic algorithm (GA). GA is known to be a robust heuristic algorithm
to complex optimization problems [8]. For VLSI physical
design, many GAs have been also proposed [11, 12].
The proposed GA is a generational GA, and maintains the
population consisting of m chromosomes, each representing a rectilinear Steiner tree. Chromosomes in the current
generation are recombined and mutated, and selection is
performed to produce a new generation. Mapping from a
chromosome to a tree is given, and the total wire length and
the maximum source-sink delay of the tree are regarded
as the fitness values of the chromosome. The proposed
mapping is very effective to explore the search space efficiently. Based on the fitness values, tournament selection
is performed to construct a new generation with elitist strategy. The algorithm repeats those procedures within the user
specified number. An overview of the algorithm is shown
in Figure 1.
generate(PC );
evaluate(PC );
repeat noOfGenerations times:
PN := ∅;
repeat noOfOffspring times:
select p1 , p2 ∈ PC ;
PN := PN ∪mutate(crossover(p1 , p2 ));
end;
evaluate(PC ∪ PN );
PC := select(PC ∪ PN );
end;
Figure 1: Overview of the algorithm.
3.2 Genotype
In GA, a genotype is a coding of the information constituting a chromosome. In our problem, we should repre-
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sent a rectilinear Steiner tree with an appropriate coding.
There may be a number of possible representations of a
Steiner tree. In general, for representing a Steiner tree,
there are two types of information, that is, topological information and geometrical information. The former specifies the parent-children relations among nodes, and the latter specifies how each wire segment in the tree is actually
laid out. In the previously proposed GAs for the Steiner
tree problem, those two types of information were both
coded in a chromosome. In [9], a GA for the Steiner tree
problem was proposed, in which a chromosome was an assembly of the x, y-positions of a fixed number of Steiner
points. Since the layout area of a Steiner tree in VLSI layout design is large in general, using this chromosome, it
would be very difficult to realize the efficient search in the
solution space of the problem. In [10], a GA for the rectilinear Steiner tree problem was proposed, in which a chromosome consists of n − 1 binary symbols and n − 2 symbols selected from an alphabet of n symbols, where n is the
number of points to be connected with a Steiner tree. Due
to the Cayley’s Formula and Hanan’s theorem, from this
chromosome, a Steiner tree could be constructed. Since,
in this paper, we should take not only the wire length but
also the signal propagation delay into account, this coding
scheme may not be appropriate.
In this paper, a chromosome only specifies the topological
information of a Steiner tree. Geometrical information of
the tree will be determined during the fitness evaluation,
that is, a Steiner tree will be constructed according to the
topological information specified by the chromosome.
Topological information of a Steiner tree is coded as follows. The coding is defined recursively. Let T be a rectilinear Steiner tree, and Tu be a subtree of T . Assume
that Tu consists of two subtrees T v and Tw , each of which
contains at least one source or sink. Let code(Tv ) and
code(Tw ) be the coded strings of T v and Tw , respectively.
Then the coded string of T u is defined as the concatenation
of code(Tv ), code(Tw ), and the special symbol +, that is,
code(Tu ) = code(Tv )code(Tw )+. If Tu contains only one
source or sink, then code(Tu ) is defined as si (0 ≤ i ≤ n).
A chromosome defined here specifies how the tree is constructed. The coding can be interpreted as a tree, whose
leaves are a source and sinks, and internal nodes are the
special symbols +. We call this tree the structure tree.
From the structure tree, its geometrical information is determined during the fitness evaluation. Figure 2 shows an
example of a Steiner tree and its corresponding structure
tree as well as the chromosome.
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Figure 2: Genotype.

3.3 Fitness
3.3.1

Getting the geometry of a tree

In a GA, to evaluate each chromosome, a fitness function is
required. Since each chromosome only specifies the topological information, to evaluate its fitness, the Steiner tree
should actually be laid out according to the topological information given by the structure tree.
Steiner tree construction in the proposed algorithm is performed as follows. Let Su be a subtree of the structure tree
given by the chromosome, and Sv and Sw be the subtrees
constituting S u , where u, v, and w are roots of those subtrees, and v and w are the two children of u. Assume that
Sv and Sw have been already laid out. Then, we determine a route from a node in Sv to a node in Sw to construct
a Steiner subtree corresponding to S u . Note that, in this
case, nodes to be connected in the subtrees may be existing
nodes or intermediate points in the existing edges.
This Steiner construction algorithm is similar to the
Kruskal’s algorithm for finding a minimum spanning tree
of a given graph [5]. However, in the proposed algorithm,
the ordering of matching nodes or edges is specified by
the structure tree. To complete the description of the algorithm, we should specify how to choose the pair of two
nodes or edges to connect two subtrees. One possible idea
is to choose the node (edge) pair with the minimum distance. However, this idea has two drawbacks. First, this
heuristic is so strong that it would cause the premature convergence into a local optimum. Second, since all node pairs
(i.e., edges) are required to be checked, time complexity to
construct a tree would become O(n2 ). Since the fitness
evaluation is executed in many times in one GA execution,
this is not feasible.
To reduce the computation time, and to avoid causing premature convergence, we restrict the range of searching in
combining two subtrees. Let v and w be two roots of subtrees, Tv and Tw , to be combined. Let E(v) and E(w)
be sets of edges in Tv and Tw , in which each edge resides
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within the distance max edge level from v and w, respectively. The parameter max edge level is specified by the
user. When combining the two subtrees, only edges in
E(v) and E(w) are examined so that the time complexity in constructing the whole tree is reduced from O(n 2 ) to
O(n).
3.3.2

Calculating the objective function

Once the Steiner tree is constructed from the chromosome,
we perform wire sizing and buffer insertion, and calculate
the required arrival time and the total capacitance of tree.
The algorithm to produce a buffer-inserted, and wire-sized
rectilinear Steiner tree, from which the objective function
is evaluated, is based on the dynamic programming technique, that was originally proposed in [13]. By carefully
looking how the Elmore delay is calculated for a given tree,
we see that the delay calculation is done by two phases, one
is the bottom up phase to calculate the delay of each node,
and the other is the top down phase to calculate the total
delay from the source to each sink. If more than one kinds
of wire width are allowed to be used, and/or buffers may be
inserted within each wire segment, then there are possible
combinations of them, and for each node, the node delay
is formulated as dynamic programming. Let Ti denote Ti
with ei . In the algorithm, at each node i, a set of triples
(q(Ti ), ctotal (Ti ), c(Ti )) is computed and maintained for
possible configuration of buffer insertion and wire sizing
for Ti . In [13], this triple is called an option, and an algorithm for finding a set of options was proposed. Note that,
in [13], calculation of options is done during the construction of a Steiner tree. On the other hand, in the proposed
algorithm, since the Steiner tree was already laid out from
a given chromosome, we only calculate a set of options for
each node.
As mentioned, options are defined at each node. However,
in the option computation, we also introduce the set of options for each edge. Let Zu and Zv be sets of options at
node u and v, respectively. Assume that there is an edge
e = (u, v), and Zv has been computed. Then, a set of options for edge e = (u, v), denoted Ze , is computed with the
procedure shown in Figure 3. In this procedure, W means
the set of wire width, which can be used in the layout, and
ew and c(ew ) show the edge laid out with the wire width
w ∈ W , and its capacitance. There may be redundant options, which will be no use in the future computation of options. That is, there are two options, (q, p, r) and (q  , p , r ),
and if q > q  , p < p , and r < r , then (q  , p , r  ) is said to
be redundant, and it is removed from the set of options in
the end of procedure.
For each node u, a set of options is computed as follows. If
u is a sink (i.e., a leaf of the tree), q is set to the required
arrival time at sink u, denoted rat(u), and p and r are set to

procedure edge options(e = (u, v));
begin
Ze := ∅;
for each (q, p, r) ∈ Zv do
for each w ∈ W do
Ze := Ze ∪ {(q − Dwire (ew ), p + c(ew ), r +
c(ew ))};
for each (q, p, r) ∈ Ze do
Ze := Ze ∪ {(q − Dbuﬀ (b, p), cl, r + cl )};
remove redundant(Ze );
end;
Figure 3: The procedure to compute edge options.
procedure node options(u);
begin
if u is a sink then Zu := {(rat(u), cl , cl )}
else begin
Zu := ∅;
/* Assume that e1 = (u, v) and e2 = (u, w)
*/

for each (q1, p1, r1) ∈ Ze1
do

for each (q2, p2, r2) ∈ Ze2
do
Zu := Zu ∪ {(min(q1, q2), p1 + p2, r1 +
r2)};
for each (p, q, r) ∈ Zu do
Zu := Zu ∪ {(q − Dbuﬀ (b, p), cl, r + cl )};
remove redundant(Zu );
end;
end;
Figure 4: The procedure to compute node options.

the load capacitance of sink u, denoted cl . If u is an internal
node of the tree, without loss of generality, we assume that
u has two descendant nodes, denoted v and w. If node u
has more than two descendant nodes, we can transform the
tree so that any internal node has two descendant nodes by
splitting such nodes and inserting zero-length edges into
those splitted nodes. Let e1 = (u, v), and e2 = (u, w).
Then, a set of options at node u, denoted Z u , is computed


from Ze1
and Ze2
with the procedure shown in Figure 4.
As mentioned, node options are computed in the bottom
up manner from sinks to the root of the tree. After option
computation, the second phase is performed to determine
buffer insertion and wire width assignment in the top down
manner. If the problem to be solved is to find a solution
maximizing the required arrival time of the source, then we
choose an option of the root with the maximum required
arrival time, and then determine the wire width and buffers.
If the problem to be solved is to find a solution minimizing
the total capacitance of routing, then, we choose an option
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of the root with the minimum total capacitance, and then
determine the wire width and buffers.
3.4 Crossover Operator
To generate a set of chromosomes belonging to the population in the next generation, two chromosomes are randomly selected and recombined with a crossover operator
with probability p c . The crossover operator adopted in the
proposed algorithm is called the subtree interchange. In the
following, we treat each chromosome as its corresponding
structure tree. Let T and U be the structure trees to be
recombined. First, in each structure tree, a + node is randomly selected from all + nodes except its root. Let T v
and Uw be two subtrees whose roots are selected + nodes.
Second, two subtrees, Tv and Uw , are interchanged. Interchanging subtrees usually causes the inconsistency in other
parts in T and U . To fix this inconsistency, duplicate leaves
may be renamed or removed, and new leaves may be added
if necessary.
We explain how the crossover is performed using an example shown in Figure 5. There are two parent chromosomes, denoted T for parent 1 and U for parent 2. Assume
that subtrees surrounded with dotted lines are interchanged.
After interchanging subtrees, in child 1, leaves 4 and 6 are
duplicate, and there is no leaf 2 in the whole tree. Hence
leaf 4 outside the subtree is removed, and leaf 6 outside the
subtree is renamed with 2. In child 2, in the subtree, leaf 2
is duplicate and there is no leaf 4 nor 6 in the whole tree.
Hence leaf 2 outside the subtree is renamed with 6, and new
leaf 4 is added as the leftmost leaf.

+

+

+
0

+

+

+
+

+

1 2 3 4 5 6
parent 1
+
+
+
+
+
+

0 4 6 1 3 5 2
child 1

+

+

+
+

0 2 4 6 1 3 5
parent 2
+
+
+
+
+
+
4 0 6 1 2 3 5
child 2

Figure 5: Crossover.

3.5 Mutation Operator
After performing the crossover, each newly created chromosome is mutated with the mutation operator. The mu-

tation operator adopted in the algorithm is as follows. We
regard a chromosome to be mutated as a structure tree T .
First, two distinct nodes in T are arbitrarily chosen, and let
those nodes be u and v. Let Tu and Tv be subtrees whose
roots are u and v, respectively. If there is no node, which
is contained in both T u and Tv , then two subtrees are actually interchanged. Otherwise, the mutation failed. The
probability of applying mutation is denoted as p m .
3.6 Selection
After applying mutation, the population of next generation
is constructed with tournament selection with elitist strategy. The tournament size is 2.

4

Experimental Results

We have implemented the proposed algorithm with the
C language. To show the effectiveness of the proposed
method, we performed experiments to compare the proposed method with the previous method proposed by
Okamoto and Cong [13], which was implemented with
also the C language. In the experiments, both methods
were executed on a UltraCOMPstation model 60 workstation (CPU: UltraSPARC-II, 300MHz). As the test data, we
randomly generated two sets of four signal nets, and applied the algorithms to those. For one set of test data, the
chip area was 10×10mm2 , and the required arrival time of
each sink was set to 1.0ns. For the other set, the chip area
was 15×15mm2 , and the required arrival time of each sink
was set to 1.5ns. For each set, the numbers of sinks of test
data were 5, 10, 20, and 30, respectively, and the source
was located at the center of the chip area, and each sink
was randomly generated in the chip area.
In the experiments, the delay of a Steiner tree was calculated with the Elmore delay model described in Subsection
2.1 with the following parameter values: c a = 0.044fF/µm,
cf = 0.055fF/µm, r 0 = 0.076Ω/µm, d b = 36.4ps,
rb = 180Ω, and cl = 23.4fF. We assume that there were
three wiring layers, and the wire width of each layer is 0.18,
0.25, and 0.5 µm, respectively. As the GA parameters, we
set the population size to 30, crossover and mutation probabilities to 0.6 and 0.01, respectively, generation gap to 0.6,
and the maximum number of generations to 200. We also
set max edge level in the fitness evaluation phase to 3.
Those parameter values were determined according to the
results of preliminary experiments.
For each test data, we executed the proposed algorithm in
20 times to solve a respective instance of the problem. For
each run of the algorithm, a set of 30 individuals were randomly generated as the initial population for the proposed
algorithm. The previous method has a parameter, denoted
α, to control the tradeoff between signal delay and wire
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Table 1: Experimental results for maximizing the required arrival time (area = 10 × 10mm 2 , timing = 1.0ns).
5

10

20

30

#sink
Proposed (best)
Proposed (ave)
[13]
Proposed (best)
Proposed (ave)
[13]
Proposed (best)
Proposed (ave)
[13]
Proposed (best)
Proposed (ave)
[13]

RAT [ns]
0.68
0.68
0.64
0.68
0.68
0.64
0.62
0.61
0.45
0.62
0.59
0.48

Ctotal [pF]
1.58
1.48
1.29
2.72
2.61
2.25
5.06
4.68
3.93
7.37
6.22
4.72

W L[µm]
18509
17516
16131
31300
29320
26281
53927
49682
43186
79180
64250
50246

#B
3
4.1
2
7
7.4
5
20
18.3
10
31
27.9
14

Gen
0
8.9
—–
93
66.9
—–
104
142.4
—–
164
141.2
—–

CP U [sec]
51.6
48.9
0.4
197.9
186.4
2.4
398.6
400.4
5.5
704.7
706.4
11.9

Table 2: Experimental results for minimizing the total capacitance (area = 10 × 10mm 2 , timing = 1.0ns).
5

10

20

30

#sink
Proposed (best)
Proposed (ave)
[13]
Proposed (best)
Proposed (ave)
[13]
Proposed (best)
Proposed (ave)
[13]
Proposed (best)
Proposed (ave)
[13]

RAT [ns]
0.05
0.02
0.06
0.002
0.003
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.001
0.005
0.01

Ctotal [pF]
1.14
1.15
1.16
1.78
1.78
1.88
3.11
3.19
3.44
3.99
4.14
4.26

length [13]. We set α to 0.4 as recommended in [13]. Note
that the previous method was a deterministic one, and thus
for each instance of the problem, the method was executed
once.
Table 1 shows the experimental results for the problem of
maximizing the required arrival time at the source node for
the first set of test data. In the table, #sink means the number of sinks. RAT is the required arrival time at the source
of the obtained solution. C total is the total capacitance of
the obtained solution. W L shows the total wire length of
the solution, and #B is the number of buffers used in the
solution. Gen shows the generation, at which the best solution was obtained in the run of the proposed method. CP U
shows the average CPU time in seconds to execute the algorithms. As mentioned, the proposed algorithm was executed in 20 times for each test data, and hence we show
the best and average results of the proposed method. Figures in the bold type style show the best values among the
proposed and previous methods. Similarly, for the first set

W L[µm]
15547
15547
16131
23050
23185
25107
39177
39942
43186
46383
48287
49763

#B
1
1.0
0
2
1.9
0
3
3.6
3
5
6.5
8

Gen
0
4.1
—–
0
29.6
—–
142
126.9
—–
182
138.9
—–

CP U [sec]
68.4
72.2
0.2
164.4
174.5
1.1
346.1
347.8
8.0
553.9
582.9
17.9

of test data, Table 2 shows the experimental results for the
problem of minimizing the total capacitance under the constraint that the required arrival time of the source should
be positive. Tables 3 and 4 show the experimental results
of the same two cases for the second set of test data. Note
that there was a case that Gen = 0. It means that the best
solution was randomly generated as an initial solution.
From those tables, we see that the proposed algorithm produced much better solutions than the previous method.
From Table 1, the required arrival time of the solution of
the proposed method was improved by a 19.9% (best) and a
17.8% (ave) on average, and from Table 2, the total capacitance of the solution of the proposed method was improved
by a 5.7% (best) and a 4.1% (ave) on average. From Table
3, the required arrival time of the solution of the proposed
method was improved by a 49.8% (best) and a 48.6% (ave)
on average, and from Table 4, the total capacitance of the
solution of the proposed method was improved by a 10.2%
(best) and a 8.3% (ave) on average.
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Table 3: Experimental results for maximizing the required arrival time (area = 15 × 15mm 2 , timing = 1.5ns).
5

10

20

30

#sink
Proposed (best)
Proposed (ave)
[13]
Proposed (best)
Proposed (ave)
[13]
Proposed (best)
Proposed (ave)
[13]
Proposed (best)
Proposed (ave)
[13]

RAT [ns]
0.92
0.92
0.46
0.88
0.88
0.76
0.87
0.86
0.59
0.87
0.85
0.64

Ctotal [pF]
2.60
2.29
1.98
3.33
3.25
3.14
5.84
5.69
4.54
7.96
8.01
6.32

W L[µm]
30015
26387
24246
38028
37095
39534
65610
62592
54306
86353
86460
74075

#B
9
7.4
3
9
9.9
6
21
20.9
10
31
32.4
14

Gen
0
1.2
—–
34
52.5
—–
152
116.1
—–
115
131.2
—–

CP U [sec]
79.6
83.2
0.3
105.8
122.1
3.1
370.4
345.1
4.5
490.7
571.2
8.7

Table 4: Experimental results for minimizing the total capacitance (area = 15 × 15mm 2 , timing = 1.5ns).
5

10

20

30

#sink
Proposed (best)
Proposed (ave)
[13]
Proposed (best)
Proposed (ave)
[13]
Proposed (best)
Proposed (ave)
[13]
Proposed (best)
Proposed (ave)
[13]

RAT [ns]
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.004

Ctotal [pF]
1.65
1.65
1.84
2.45
2.45
2.71
3.67
3.80
4.19
5.34
5.60
5.84

Superiority of the proposed method may be explained by
pointing out the fact that the ability of the proposed algorithm to search in the solution space is much powerful than
the previous method. The proposed method was based on
a GA, and a GA in general has a quite good capability to
explore in the solution space. It is also often said that a GA
has less powerful in the exploitative search (i.e., search in
the neighborhood of a current search point). Since, in the
proposed algorithm, the neighborhood search is realized in
the deterministic manner as the fitness evaluation by determining the geometry of a Steiner tree, the proposed algorithm can successfully find a good solution.
The proposed algorithm has another advantage. Since the
proposed algorithm produces a set of Steiner trees, and they
are different in their characteristics, such as the geometry,
wire length, and the wire delay, those trees can be considered as a set of alternative routes for a given net. The designer and/or the routing program can choose one of them
as a final routing solution based on their own criterion.

W L[µm]
23394
23394
24246
33713
33317
36952
47570
48019
54306
65391
68959
74075

#B
1
1.0
2
2
1.9
2
4
5.4
5
7
9.8
7

Gen
0
9.9
—–
148
60.8
—–
107
100.3
—–
188
145.9
—–

CP U [sec]
82.2
94.6
0.2
118.4
122.4
1.5
328.3
332.6
4.0
525.1
534.4
11.0

A disadvantage of the proposed method was its large computation time. Most of the computation time of the proposed algorithm was devoted to perform the computation
of options in the fitness evaluation. Thus, developing an
effective pruning method in the option computation will be
required. From the experimental results, for the small size
data such as the case with 10 sink nodes, 100 generations
will be enough to get a good solution, and reducing the
maximum number of generations contributes to reduce the
computation time.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a genetic algorithm for constructing a rectilinear Steiner tree with wire sizing and
buffer insertion in VLSI interconnect optimization. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm effectively
produces Steiner trees better than ones produced by the previous method.
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As the future work, to reduce the computation time is necessary. Since the framework of the proposed algorithm is
so flexible that it is easy to change the delay model as well
as the objective functions used in the algorithm. For example, the clock tree synthesis may be solved by the proposed
algorithm with a minor modification.
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fiFj lhiU{§st_^6^[y3g6fdvQ^6r.fFa
`wbdiFc^kF_F^6rw<bUyUstxzj vg¦`wxFj qKnfWj `u`wo(j bhbdkc`w`wiFbK^bhn_Fs6rwbUg^[iFswjsg.ifhsfdrw^6^n nFfdfh¤Fsn ^5j `.s`wbrw^6nj jkzfdg¤Frwj ^[n jfh`ustoh^ a
¨ ©Nª«¬®°¯±²«©U®°ª
kFm=yUj^[iFstswv^ÈgrwsQj `.¤Ffhj j kkFstÉlbhrt`wbd`wiFiFc^YbhlhyU_zbh^[fdkzswrtgfd`wrwjn=jg¤Fng^)j xUkF`t`wl¸`wr.j fWkF`w¥ulÅiF^[g¦^n `w^[bhfh_zrwyFj fd^[srtsQ`w`wjbbdgcÄn ^,`w`wiFiF^ z^bW_F0
rgwrwbhoU¤FsuvQn `.^6fd^[vÉng.n izj kFfWbd^ {c
ize)m=fhiFbUsY^yU¤^6g.n ^6iFn j^6j kF_k³lYlhj `wk³^6iFbh^3`wvQiFg.^^°iF`wjrw_Ugoh^6{}'¤FkN`w`wxFiFrwj ^n^YyUj bdvkFclfWj`wkN_F^6`wrwrw^6jbUfdrwg^[n^[suswvQ`Ys(bWcj qhbhk^6rvQvQf´^6^kN`.n bh`2fdn=kFfdl´gkzxUy`w`tj `wvQ`wj kFiF^hl^ a _z_Frwfdbhrt`w¤Fjn g^6n v^[s(bdj kc'z`wkziFyU^j kFvQl^`.`wfdiFn ^Qn jg2vfW`wbhiFrw^6Kv_Fj fW^[`wgj^hg6a)fdnm=cxFiFkzjs(g¦`wj jvQbhkz_FsÄn j ^[s(iF`wjiFg.i ^
`wgiFxU^6`t`wrwjvkFlfdn" `w_FiFrw^bUgst^[b2swstg6^[fdsn n ^[y)iFjµhg.gibhkN`.`.fdfhhg¦^Y`_F6bhnfhkFg^[^µ £ fW`2fdrw`w^(iFyU^^[gg^6jstkNj `wqhrw^^Ycbhbdrc xFkzyU^6rwn o`wiF^[st^Ä`wr.fW¥u^[g¦`wbhrwj ^[s6a
vfdkzfdyYkKxU`wbKcDfhbhg¦n`wxFrw^[j fdkFr[l5aNe)xzfdbNnsuj ``uoh^¶Urwjsu^[`wyUj xzkFg¦l `wj fdbh_Fk_FrwbdbNc"fhvg.iFfh^[g.s"iFjj kzkFgj kFbhlrw_`wbhj r.vQfW^[`w^s bdm=ciF`w^[iFstj^<s`ucoKxF_kz^hg¦Ë `wj bhkzs-vfPoÊ¤^>j n n xzsu`wr.fW`w^[y@¤KoÊrw^6nfW`wj bhkzs
¡
¤czbhfhxFst{kz^[yYy°bhrbhj k³k5eY¹g]º§xUkz{}`tfhvQ`w»Kj ^kFN`wl'iFbU·UcbhyF¼=r.s»hg^½Ufh's(vQ·KbUºum^6yUn ^6p"nns6fh»das|z·Kfdbh¾kzvQfd¼n ^oN¿`wbd»hjcg6ÀPfdÁ}`waniF`w^6m=^[v¸g.iFiF^)g6kFfdjjkNyUxF^[¤fh^[^ss
Í Ì Ît£ÏÑÐ ÍWÍWÒÓ ÎtÎt£3£ Ô ÕWÖW×tØ\Ù Í Ú\ÛtÜF£'Ï´Ý
_FKkFrw^[bWst^6kNn ^[`wyU^[lhy^j k3jsÄ`w_FiFrwjsbWqK_zjfdyU_^[y^6r¤yU^[j stj^6yUr^[scrw`wbhiFvÂ^`wj viFbNfdstlh^h^[asÃbdbc'`w^iF¶K^`w^6_Frwkzrwbdfd{ n
`w¤FgiF^[xUsw^"`ÄsÄstbd`.oUcfdsuh`wg^6^6bhv?kxFr.¤Kst^hobhZrwf fUsiFgstbhj lhj vQvQiU_F{§j stnxUfd_`wr^6^6^[`wrb(yÅg6ffdg6kfdiKvQxFyUv^6^[r.fdfdfFnkQa3vbhm=xz¤ziFg.stiY^6^rwqh_F¤^6rw^jr`tkz`w¹ g^6Æjr_Ffdn r^2Pj `wbd|Wi cÁ ¤bdm\c ^b5`wststiFbhxzn^g6qhg^[_z^6yZ^[fdayÅrt`wm=jj gkiFn ^^[`wsiFzjr.j sksu`bh`w¤U`.iFfh¥u^[^stg¦`wgjjrwqhs"oU^h`wsub3`.fdstbhbhn n vQ¤Uj kF`.^2fd^j _FkYsurw`wbh`wrwiF¤Fxz^ng¦^6`w`wvxFr.rwfWs^´¥uiz^[g¦bdfP`wc)qhbh^rw`wj iF`w^[b^ s
`wgiF^[sw^(snjfdvrwlhfd^(lh^[fds6vQa\bhº§k2xFkNbh`r.yUbd^6crj kU`wbcbhµhrwvstj vfW`wxFj bhnfWk `w^[_FµÄrwbWfqKiKjyUxF^[vyfd¤Kkobh`w¤ziFst^(^6rw_Fqhrw^6bdr[{  vQvQ^bW`.qKfdj ^[nsÄbhrwiFKjg._FiÅj ^[g^h^6a(rw^QprwkN^[`wgj nbhr.kFyUbW^[³y`w¤KiFo5^Æsu`wfdxzrwyUkFj ^[^[g.sÄhfd^)rw^¹ Æ¤zfdfhrstP^[|PyYÁbhj kk
fhs=^6iFkF^^`wjjsgstÇ^[fdrwbhr.g.lhiFr.jfdkFvQlvQcbhj kFr=lÅ`wiFj^(s2_FxUrw`wbUj n gj ^[6sw^[suyZ{§ayU^[swm=giFrwj j¤Fsj kFvQl(^c`wbhiFrwbUvyxFnizfdfh^hs  `wstiFiF^bWÞ[k3»Kj k3ÝFß zs6a lhxFrw¢ ^QÞhgUbhizkzfhg^6s=_U¤`)^6^6ck)bhrYyU`w^6iFqh^^6n bh^_¶U^[_yZ^6Ë rwj vQ^6kN`.fdnst^`wxF_ 
_FfrwbWst^[qhfd^6r.kg.i°`wbst_z¤fh^g^hiF'^6^[n st_U_cxF^[gnjfd`wnbn ost^[fdiFr.^6g.kiyUcbh^[r5fdn jstkFbhl5n xU`wj bhj `wkzis)zkzj yU`wiFj kFj kl ¢ µh¼bK^6iFrwj kFlh^6re {§àK Ý µ´`wxFrwkFj kFlnfW`wiF^j n n¤^´xzst^[yZa
cfbhrw`.vfhstxF nfd^QiFvjg.ifW`.g.js"iFj KkFkFl)bWstbhkvQfh^slhµhj qhstoK^6vk¤yUbhjswn jgg(rw^rw`w^6^Qlhrwrw^[^[swNstxFj bhj rwkz^6µFvQa"^6m=kN`.iFs6^  m=g6fdiFvQ^5^6gr.fxU`t`wµdj Æ5kFl^6j _FkK¤rwbU^6grw^[lhsw^6s2r·Kj_n nÄ^6^[¤y^áfdzvn vQâ^[µFy¤Ko´iFjfg.i³iFj fdlhn in bWst_s3^6^[`wyb
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facing process

F_vj nfd^[j y°k°fhÄsQÇf{}_Fárwbh{}lh_Fr.rwfdbhvlhr.\fdv
fd^6kzqWfdyn xzn jfWkF`whj bh^[kÅy°g6yUfdoKkkzfd`.vQfdhj^g6fd_Fn n no5fhg`w^2bj k`wiFf^
t
s
Y
b
cDfhsu`fdkzy5lh^6kF^6rwjg=fPohaº}`(js(fdnstb _bNswstj ¤Fn ^`wb)xU`wj n j 6^2fdk
j  kN^h`wa lz^6rwa_Fcrwbh^r=`w^6yUr[^6Z¤FxFlhizlhfWj `kFlv`.fPfho)stU¤s ^Q£ NvQ¤FxUbhrw`^stn zbW^¶Us'j ¤FyUn bW^Qj kk2^6stbhqWvQfdn xz^QfWg6`wfhj bhst^[k s a
m=stjg3iF^3Ä¤zÇfh{§stswjg.g3iF^6su`wvQrwxz^5g¦`w¹ ÄbxFrwh^[»Nbd~6cÁ}aÅ`wiFm=^ iF_F^3rwbhyFlhfWr.`.fdfv¸su`wcrwbhxzn ng¦bW`wxFrws(^3`wfdiFkz^ yÅgn`wfhiFsu^ {
lh^6kF^`wjgbh_^6r.fW`wbhr.sj n n ¤^(yU^[swgrwj ¤^[ykF^¶K`[a

high-speed-camera

4000 images/s

feed direction

lathe tool

chip
workpiece

PC running
image
processing
software

lathe tool

jeYlhfhxFg.iFrw^(j kFÞh^ Ë ¡ ¶U_^6rwj vQ^6kN`.fdn·K^`wxF_bdcáfdvQ^6r.f(fdkzym\xFrwkFj kFl  X  X
`w§º¢ kj bhws kzfdfdkzsvQfdfQn_Fbh`wn lh^Ärwo(^6j ^kz`wyUb(¤zj fh`wqKstiFj^[yU^"y)xzj fdkUrwnF^6_Fj¶srwkF^[ststiFbd^6`.bWkNfW`.`wfWk3j bh`wjk2j bhk k3bdcZcj vbhlhrwxFfWvrw`w^iFs^6½F`wviFa ^fW`wlhjg6^6fdkFnzbdc`uxFoKkz_g¦^h{ a
`.fdj hkz^yUbW| ¸ÝhÝhÝ js j vÝ a fd|hlh|^[s"vQ_v@^6r¤Ksto ^[gbhÝ kza ½hyZ½°avQm=iFv ^a¸stj 6º§^k bdcj `wlhiFxF^rw^yUj~°st_F`wniFfPo ^
`w`wr.iFfW^Ä¥u^[cr.g¦fd`wbhvQrw^Äobdbdcc`wfQiF^(stj kFyUlhj lhn ^Äj `wj_z6fd^[rty2`wjzgnn ^Äv iza fhs=¤^6^6k)sth^`.g.iF^[ybhk`wb

chip

material
lathe tool

j lhxFrw^~UË·Kj kFlhn ^ r.fdvQ^"mfdh^6kcrwbhv?`wiF^ j n v ·K^[NxF^6kzg^

WÍ Ò Ît£'Ï × "! $Î #%'& ×  ½â Ît£t£
ÍWÓ Ît£Ï´Î)( =â Î*# × "! %'& × Ît£,+ ~ #'Ît£
j lhxFrw^½FË·UfdvQ_Fn ^(su`wrwxzg¦`wxFrw^Äbdcfstj kFlhn ^Äj kzyUj qKjyUxzfdn

§º_Fk>rwbhlhbhr.r.fdyUvQ^6rv`wbÑµdÆ´^¶KºuÃ `wr.¢ fhg¦kz`³fdn oK`w6iF^[^ µ _zyUfd^6rtqh`w^6jgn bhn ^_^[`wy,r.fW¤K¥u^[o g¦`wbhe)rwjj ^[Ks6rw°bhv`wfdiF^
¢
`wj kizj fWn `wnF`(iF¤^)fd^n n ÄxzbWst³Ç^[{}yZ`whab)^6m=rwfdkFiFkz^6jfdn saÅn oK_F6m=rw^(bhiFlh`w^r.iFfd_^Qv³bN`wstr.lhj fW`w^6j¥ukFbh^[^6kzg¦r.`wsfWbh`wrwbd^[j c^[s s"`wiFbd·z^3c'á'`w_zºtiFfdº^Qrt`w`wr._zjfhgfdngrt^[^`wsjzgfdnn ^[^[rw^ss
_F^6kNrwj`.vfW`wfdj bhrwo kzsbdlhc bNfd`unÂbd{§bdyUc-j vQlh^6^kz`tst`wjj bhkFkzl fdnz`wgiFxF^Êrwqh^[vs'fWn ^[`wfhiFyF^6sv`wfWb`wj`wg6iFfd^ n
jjkNs`w^6lhrw^6_FkFrw^6^r.`wfW^[`wy^[y?fhsxzqWstjfdkFn xFl?^[sstoKbdvc"¤fYbhn_zjgfdr.fdrw^6vQlh^rw`w^[rwswjstgQj bhckxFkzfdg¦kz`wj y bhk°lh^6kFiF^j`wg.ji g rw=m 6^ iF_F^+
w
r
[
^
t
s
_FbdcFi ^6f kF_zbdfd`uoKr.fd_FvQjgY^`wrwrw^6j_Fgrwc^[xFstkz^6kNg¦`.`wfWj bh`wk j bha kbdc(fdkj kzyUj qKjyUxzfdnÄfhs2lhr.fd_Fi
_Frwbhlhr.fdvQvQj kFlza
 ©Nª  ®¬©N« 
m=^6iF_Fjrws^[styU^6kNj `.fW^6rw`w^6j bhkzk°g^?fdkz¤y^`u`wiF^6^ ^6kÑkF^6^[lhyÅ^6kFcbdbh`uroK_Flhj^6gTkF^fd`wkzjgy-bh__F^6iFr.^6fWkF`wbdbh`ur.oKs_Fj jk g
w
r
b`wdm=j cbhiFkzc^YxFskz^6fdqhg¦rw`wbh^2j n bhxUkzfd`w_Fsj bh_Fk´ n j j kF^[sujy5`.`wfdjfd`wrtb)n=`.sQ_`wiFbh_Fjj s`wxFiznfWr.`wfsuj `bhr.k lhfd£ ^6kzaÅkFyU^6bhm=r.vQfWiF`wn ^jo°bhlhklh^6^6kFbdkF^c=^6`wcr.jxFg2fWkz`wbh^[g¦_y`wj^6bhr.stkz^fW`s{ stvj iFr.fdjsug.`Yn in'fg.stizvstfd^kFfd`)lhn nÄ^[bdsÄg.cizj lhkfd^6kFkF`wlhiF^^[`w^2s2jg5_Fj k´iFbh^6_`wkF^6iFbdr.^5`ufWoK`wlh_bh^6r.^kFsbdoK`uj oK^6iFn_yFj^g.sÄist`uizfdfdb)n nn bWn_Frwrw^[sbhst¤FxF`wn b´n^6`3vyUj s6kb a
bd^6fdqhcZkzbhyYfdn kQqhf3^[j kzyYstxzyUcjg6bhqKgrwj^6vyU^[xzyUxFfdjnkFfdnzl2^hjsalhvQ^6m\kF^[^[fh^6g.r.stiFfWxFkF`wrwjj ^[g6bhyfdkYn yUn oYjj s"rw`w^[_FiFg¦rw`w^bUn oyUcbhxz¤Krwgov^[yZ^6xFqWaÄnfdfdm=n^xziFfWfd^`wrwj^2FkF`wlÄgkFbh`w^[viFsw^s{ `w`w·KiFiF^[^[^ÄgstbhF^5kz`wyTkFstv^[f´swfdsn Fnbd`wcg.kFizbh^[kFfdswkF^Äslhj c^[kzxFs2yUkzj bhg¦qK`wkjjyUbhxz`wk?iFfd^5n izlhiFfh^6jsg.kFi `wbdb`uoKg¤bh_^(rw^YrwyU^[vg¦^`wzxzn kFosu`3^[yZ^6¤qWa ^fdn xzxzfWst^[`w^[yZs a
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X X   
m=gbhiFvQ^°_zkzfdfdrw^j qh^`wiF=^ÅfPcoxFkzbdg¦c`wj bhfdk³_F_FqWn oKfdj n kFxFl^[sYfbdcF`w`wkFiF^[^°swsYj kzcyUxFj kzqKg¦j`wyUj xzbhfdk?njs)j `w`wib
gbhrwrw^[st_bhkzyUj kFl_bhj kN`.s=bdc`wiF^Ä`wr.fW¥u^[g¦`wbhrwohaº}cfdn nZ_bhj kN`.sbdc
`wiFj ^n n`wrwr.^6fW_F¥urw^[^[g¦st`w^6bhkNrw`Äo3f2n j ^Q_^6bhrtkYc^[`wg¦iF`^stbhcxFn xUkz`wg¦j `wbhj k)bhk5`wb_Fn`wbdiF`^`w_FiFrwjbhsÄ¤Fj nkz^6yUv j qKajyUm=xziFfd^ n
F`wkF^[sws"qWfdn xF^[sj n n¤^rw^6_Frw^[st^6kN`w^[y ¤Ko f2^6j lhiN`w^[y _bhj kN`
`wj vQbY_FqWrwfdbWn qhxF^5^3yU`wiFjsu^°`.fd^ kz2gg^j ^6swg.kziFg^6ovQbd^hcQa`w·KiF^6^°^ kzfdj jlhqhxF^rw^2fd_F|z_Fa)rwbNº§kÅfhg.bhi r.yUst^6bhrvQ`wb^
qWfdrwjfW`wj bhkzsizfPqh^Ä¤^6^6k rw^[fdn j 6^[yZa
 
    

j lhxFrw^  Ë m\r.fdkzstnfW`wj bhk

j lhxFrw^Ä|zËm=iF^(Çbhj kN``wb fdn xF^]"jsu`.fdkzg^·Ug.iF^6vQ^
__=m bhbhiFjj ^¸kNkN`.`t{s^6`w`wqWbdbfd{}_n `wxzbhiFfWj ^kN`wj`^6bhqWyUkÊfdjnsuxz`.bdfdfWckz`w^[g`wy^[iFsc^<xFj kzkzsuyUg¦`wj`w^[suj fh`.bhfdykkzbdizgc^Ñfh`wsiF¤bd^c³^6v^6k2`wfWiF`wst^<iFj vQ^6vsw_Ffdn fWjvQz`wj^[_Fg6ynfdj nkF`wn obl
gstxbh2grwrw^[g¦j ^6`)kN`bhrtj `wciF`wbhiFlh^bhkzyUfd^6kznstyUj `ujo3su`.fdbdkzcg`w^[iFs6^a<swfdm=vQiF_Fjsn j kFstl2j vQ__Fbhn j j kN`.g6s"fW`wjsj bhiFkj lhji s
^6kFbhxFlhi a
]"fdn xFlhbh^rwj `w`wbiFvÈ`wiFst^³iFbWcD³fhg¦st`´izfd`w_iz^[fWs``wizvfWfd`kKfdo,rw^stbhstjn vQxU`wj j nbhfdkzrs`wb2bdc5`wiF`w^iFg^ bhrwÄrw^[Çg¦`{
styUbh^n `wxU^6`wrwj vQbhkÂj kFj¤Fsu`wxUj`´gYsuyU`wj ^6_´^6rjsbhkFj kzn ost^6rtj `wk ^[ybhrw¤j ^^6`ukN`.fW^6`w^6j k´bhkÂvxUfdkz`.fWy `wj bhstk´j 6^hfd kzyf
`wiF^ÄF`wkF^[swsg6fdngxFnfW`wj bhkbdc`wiF^j kzyUj qKjyUxzfdn a
Ì
`w_m=j bNkFiFstl¸^<j `wj bh`w`wiFr.kfd^-bdkzcZstsun`w`.fWiFfd`w^rtj bh`wzj k@kFr.l¸su`'qh^[__g¦bhbh`wj jbhkNkNr ``bd cZbdc`wiFjs-^`wiF`w^Èr.yUfW^¥u`wj ^[kz^6g¦rwyU`wvQj bhqKrwj jkFohyU^[axzy ·Kfdn´^6^ ¤KfWo+` j lhst`wxF^iFrw`t^^ {
Ì
_ a2bhj kNm=`iFbd^Qc\`w`wr.iFfd^kzstlhn^6fWkF`wj^bh`wk5jg6fdjsÄn n o2_^6lhrt^6ckFbhrw^6vQr.fW^[`wy5^[y2¤KcoxFkzfhg¦yF`wyUj bhj kFk l a  `wb)^[fhg.i
`wº§yUkÈiF^^"`w^6f strwj vQ6st^^[j kFgbd^[bhcykz`wiFy,¤K^o°su`w`wr.st^6fW^_ ¥u`t^[`wg¦j `wkF`wiFbhl^rwo`wj iFkzg^)xFyUrwj vqKqhj^hfWyUa¶Uxzjm=fdvn)iFf^"swbdj g6cn nfd`wn jiF¤kF^)^³lj qWswkzfdg6yUnfdxFj n qK^[^[jysyUxzfd`wrwfdb ^ n
`w_b°bhj kN`wiF`.s6^Åa'sw·Kfd^6vQ^ ^5j qWlhfdxFn rwxF^^àFfha s`wiF^vfW¶Uj vf°bdc(`wiF^5`wr.fW¥u^[g¦`wbhrwo

j lhxFrw^àFËbd`.fW`wj bhk


 

 

    X

ccDm=bhfhiFng¦n `^bW¤z`ws(fhizstfW`wj`iFg^ fd`wiFnyUlh^^[bhswrwgfdj rw`wnj iFlh_UvQbh`wjrwjbhj gQ`wkiFsuv bd`wrwc xzÄbizg¦`wfhhxFs[rwf^`wb,¹bdÄbch^6`w[qhiF»Nbh^~6n qhÁ}ÄaÅ^³Ç³]"_zfdfdxFnr.^lhfdbhvQ`wrwbj ^`w`w`wiFrwiFv j^g
clhxF^6kzkFg¦^6`wr.j fWbh`wkz^[s6y2j k`u_zbfdr.stfdoKn vn ^6n¤a bhn jgrw^6_Frw^[st^6kN`.fW`wj bhkzsYizfPqh^`wb¤^
fvdn j lhxUlhbh`.xFfWrwrwj`w^<`wj iFbhvk Ña gj bhn ¢ n kzxzstsuj`w`wsubhr.`wxFfWj kF`wrw^[kzlQsfdbdvQc`w^6iFrwkN^[^Ñg`YbhqWvst^6fd¤Fn rw^[jj g¦fWkz`w`wfWj j bh`wbhj kk bhk bhsw_ g.g^6iFrwr.^6bNfWvQsw`wstbh^bWr)qh^6bdyUr c^£ zfd`wkFkziF^[y ^s
`u`wizfWbY` lhgrwbhbhvQxF_z_s ^`w ^yFfdrw5j `wilhr.^[fPfho5g.ifdkzbdyÅ`wiFn ^6j lhr[iNa `¢ lhr.fPn ^o `t£ `w^6bdr3cjj skzyUfhj swqKstjjyUlhxzkFfd^[ny s
`wrwbÅ^6_F^[nfhfhgg.^[isj kz`wiFyU^Tj qKjj yUkUxzc^6fdrwn ja bhr¡ qhj kz^6yUrwoj qKjstyUxFxzrwfdqKnj qha bhrQ¢ bdcstf5xFrw`wqKbhj xFqhrwbhkzr´fdvQbdcÅ^6kNf `
`wFbh`wxFkFrw^[kzsws"fdvQqWfd^6n kNxF`^gjsbhvQ`w_ziF^fdrw^[j y3kzyU`wj b2qKjj yU`.xzsfdgnÅbhvQ_iF^j`wg.ji<`wbhr[iza"fhsº§k f,j lhiFxFj lhrwiF^Q^6 r
A0
kF^6rwr.^[s5gbh`wvizfW¤F`Åj kzrwfW^6`w_Fj bhnfhkÉg^ rw^[ fdn j 6fd^[kzyÉy ¤K o a
m=grwiFbN^swfdstkzbWsty qhxF^6rwr[ qKa j qh¡fdbhrwr.fh^°s?g.i´`wxFiFkzrw^^[yUst^6xFrwn lhj `wkFb<
qWfdrwj ^[y¤Ko2vxU`.fW`wj bhk oKj ^6njyUkFj lkFlj kzA yUj qK=jyUfdxzkzfdy nA2fda kzy  js
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j lhxFrw^KË·UfdvQ_Fn ^bdc`wiF^ fdrwjfW`wj bhk ·Ug.iF^6vQ^
`._F=m fWrwiF`wbhj^T¤zbhfdk _F¤Frwj bhn `wj ¤z`uiFofd^¤F`wjbvn j `ug.fWoÂiz¶Ufdj vkF`wb,lhxF^v9g.fiFbKcstxFbNj 6kzst^^³g¦`wjbdfÂbhcYk2gfdbhbhkÂrkzfÄsuj `.kz`wfdyU^6kNjrw`qKvQjyUjyUkzxzxFfdfdrwnnj kFfdbhlÂkzryQv`w`wiFiFxU^^ {
kKxFv¤^6rbdcg.izfdkFlh^[sjsyU^zkF^[y3j k fQ_zfdr.fdvQ^`w^6rzn ^ha
¬ ±  « 

$ X     
`wº§kbQ¤`wiF^^Ärwz^[gr.bhsu`=kzsu^`w¶FrwfdxzvQg¦`w_F^[n yZ^Ë `wiF^cbhn n bWj kFlQstj vQ_Fn ^ÄcxFkzg¦`wj bhk3izfhy
Ï     
Í Ì Ît£'ÏÐ ÍWÍWÒÓ ÎtÎt£3£ Ô 
  
  
º§bhkr.yU`w^6iFrj`ws bÄg6j fhn n stxz^5su`wfr.fW`wK^kFbW`wiF^=k´_cbWxFkz^6g¦r`wjbdbhczk`wiF=^fhstsoKvrw^[¤gbhbhn kzjg'su`wrwrw^6xzlhg¦rw`w^[^[swy´stj bhj kk
fdf³n lhg.bhiFrwj j _ `wiFa v abhm=r°iF^2stj vstizxFfdn_fW`w^Qj bhbdkc`w_FiFxF^rw_lhr.bNfdst_F^i5`wiFbdjc sÅÍ Ì cxFÎt£kzg¦rw`w^[j stbh^6kÂv¤F=n fh^[ss
rw^6_Ffrw^[stz^6n kNv `
_swst^[fdbhNvQj kNxF_F`.^6ns)kz^[gy+^ha-iFoKjg.j m=iT^6niFyUg^Åj bhkFxFlstj n6y^yUizjbdswfPgcqhrw^^`wiF`w^¸¤^^6_^6_kTbhbh_Fj kNswxFfd`.nsÈfWvQ`w_Fj bhn k^[iFyjg.=i@
cfhrwbhsYv;
ÝhÝ
|^6qhÝhbhÝ n qhlh^[^6ykF^6cr.bhfWrw`wvj bhxFkznfs=^6fhrws6^ ^6qhbhn qh^[yZa ¢ c `w^6r`wiFjs"`w^[su`Ä~ rwxFkYfd`wkziFy ^
ÍWÒ Ît£'Ï *Î #Î â´Þ Ý ~dàFÞ[À £ #%'%'& & ×  Ît£     "!# "$% £
Ù
×    &'"$% )(& +*  #& * * 
ÍWÓ Ît£Ï × "! Î Ît£
¢

izfhj c lh`ws^6xFr¤rw^^6rw^6^[ÀFkswa g6fdfdn _Fj kF_FlQrwbP¶Ujj v`wi)fW`w`w^[iFy^(cDfhjg¦`w`wibhr(fÞ kF* ^6`wlhiFn j ^(lhj `.¤Ffdn rw^)lh^^6`rwrwcbhxFr[kzag¦`w·Kj bh^6k ^
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¢
~ Ýhj lhÝ xFUrw½ ^2ÝhÝ ÀFË fdkzy3_F|_FÝhrwbPÝ ¶Uj v^6kFfW`w^6j r.bhfWk`wj bhbdkzc=s `wiF^m\^[su` xFkzg¦`wj bhk fWc `w^6r
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w`zÃiFn ^vQ^Q¶K^[`'zyn`wv<iF^"jyFfdkzfWn yUlh`.bWf3bh-rwbdj `wc'jiFs `wv?iFÝ ^Qja |hs`w|ÅxFxzrwstvQkF^[yj v kFbhl)kQ¤K_Fo `wrwiFbUÝ ^"ga ^[½hyFsw½5fWs6`.aQvQfm=v^¶KiF"`w^2r.stfhstbjg¦6`w`w^Q^[iFybd^)ccrw`w`wbhr.iFvfW^ {
¥uÝ ^[a g¦Ý `wÞbhrwvQovÂ`wiFb jg.Ý ia Ý jÀ(s vQ`wbv,¤fd^kzy2rw^[cgrwbhbhkzv su`wÝ rwxza Ý g¦à(`w^[vQyv su`w`wrwb ^`.Ý g.iFa Þ[^[às3vQcrwv bhv a
m\^6rwvQj kzfdn\·K^` `(/ .1032NÞ Ù  /Ý £ 4  Ù 6Ý 5  £
xFkzgda·K^` â8{ 7:9stj k gbNs
·K^6n ^[g¦`wj bhk `wbhxFÝ rwkzfdvQ^6kN`
; j kzyUj qKjyUxzfdns ~ 
; _Frwbhlhr.fdvs ~_Frwbhlhr.fdvs'_^6rj kzyUj qKjyUxzfdn
mfd¤Fn ^ÞhËÇfdr.fdvQ^`w^6r=mfd¤Fn ^Äcbhrrw^[fdnbhrwny2`w^[su`"yFfW`.f
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wrm^[fdst¤FxFn n ^)`fWÞ2c `wst^6iFr bW ÝhsÝ `wlhiF^6^2kF_z^6r.fdfWr.`wfdj vQbhkz^s`w^6jr.ss"stiFcbhbWr`wk3iFjj sk `w^[jsulh`(xFrwrwxF^k »Fa3a m=iF^ lhdfá xUn ¢bh`w¤ziFs df bhn(r. sts¤j vQ^6j izkN_FfP`wn ^6^qKkzj bhy-n bUr £ g6`wfdb,`wnbhlhjxzkN^st`w`w^³iF^6r.^6fh`wrYiFg¦`w^j bhj `wkzvQis°bUyU`wg6iF^6fd^n k j kFÄl vQÇbU_F{}yU^6rw^6bhqhn_bhn^6xUgrtbh`w`wjvQj bh^[ks_Fn ^bdbd¶ cc
c_Fbhrwrwbhv_xF^6rtnfd`wj ^'^[s`wbÄbdyUc^6`wqhiF^6^ n bhg._iFfj _Ug{}bh¤FvQxFj _FnyUn ^j kF`w^=lvQ_FbUrwbUyUg^6^[nUswbdscFj`wkiF^=bhlhrt`w^6iFbhbhvQlh^bh`wkzrwfdjg n
jgk3xU`t`w`wiFj kF^l2j kN`wrwiFbUjg.yUiYxzg¦g6`wfdj bhk)k ¤st^^[g¦fQ`wj ¤zbhfhk sta js=cbhrstoUsu`w^6vsfhsyU^[swgrwj ¤^[y
mm
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Original
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j lhxFrw^»FË ¢ _F_FrwbP¶Uj vfW`wj bhk)bdcrw^[fdn {}bhrwny yFfW`.f2fWc `w^6r  hÝ Ý
^6kF^6r.fW`wj bhkzs
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0.16 mm

w`m=g6b,fdiFk^)^[¤Nz^xzlhfdxFj nvQrwj 6^)_F^³rwj nbWn`wqhxziF^[su^Ty`wr.fW`wn bUr.`wfW^[g6¥ufds^[n ng¦`woYiF`wbh^)¤Krwoj `w^[^6s6j kzkza yUg^6rw^[kzm=fhgstiFoj ^ kFbdl3cÄfd`w_F`wiFiF_F^^rwbPkK¶UfdxFnj lhvvbh¤fWrw`w^6j `wj r(bhiFkzvbdsc
czswbhfdbWr.vQg^[_Fa yn j kF`wl´b_cbhbhn j n kNbW`.<s6afdnm=stbiFjsts)v=fdnfPn(o´¤`w^6iFkz^yUj rwkF^[lNgs bhkzbdsuc`wrw`wxziFg¦^Å`wj bh_zkzfds)rt`wjfdgrwn ^^

² ®°ª³²  ± =©U®°ª
m=fdkziFfdjsn oK6_z^fd_xF^6kFrKkF_FbWrw^[stk^6kNv`.sfW`wiFf?^6vvQfW^`w`wjiFg6bUfdyÂng`wbhb rwrw^6rwn^[fWg`wbhj bhkzkzsu`ws6rwaxzg¦º§`k`wfdiFkzjy s
`wg6iFfh^Äst^`wxFbhrwkFkF^2j kF_zlQfdrt_F`wrwjbUgn g^^[sw`ws=r.fWiz¥ufh^[s=g¦`w¤bh^6rw^6oYk bdrwc^[vgbhfWkz`wsu^6`wrwrwjxzfdg¦n'`wvQ^[yZbWa qh^6vQ^6kN`(j k
lhm=fd^6_FiFkF_Fj^sÂn j`wg6jg5fdrw^[¤F_Fgj nbhrwj `ukzbhoÅlhsu`wr.bdrwfdxzc"vQg¦`w`wvQiFj bhjj skFk lzfda _Fxz_Fst^[rwsÂbNj r.fhsug.st` ioKva`w^[¤suá'`.bhbhsYn jvQg-stiF_FbWnrw^^6Ñ¶lhrw`w`u^[iFsw^stbj bhlhyUk ^6j vQkF^6fd^6r.kzkUfdy { n
`wst^6j bhrwkzvQfdj nkzfdcxFnkzcxFg¦`wkzj g¦bh`wkzj bhskzg6s6fda k´¤^Yrw^[gbhkzsu`wrwxzg¦`w^[y¤Kofhswst^6v¤Fn j kFl
º§_FkrwbUbhgr.^[yUsws6^6r`w`wbÅiF^6yUrw^?^6qh^6fdn rwbh^T_fhf5yFyU_FjiK`woUj bhstkzjg6fdfdn5nvQgbhbUkzyUstj^6yUn^6bdr.cfW`w`wj iFbhkz^3s`wxF`wrwb kFj kF¤l^
yUst_bh^6kF^[^hy)a bhrbhr`wiF^¶F^(fd`wvQbKbh_Fnn ^fdkFfhyFlhnyU^j kF`wlÄb2_z`wiFfdr.^fdrwvQ^[g^bh`w^6kzr.sus6`wPrwnxzj hg¦`w^j bh`wiFk ^_FgrwxUbU`tg`w^[j kFsws6l a
gbhxFkzrt`wsu`wiFr.^6fdrwj vQk2bh`wrwiF^h^n ^6rwkF^[ldsu`w`wrwi jg¦bd`wcj bh`wkziFs^rwiz^[fhgybhkz`wsubÈ`wrwxz¤g¦^Â`w^[y2yU^6j kzqhyU^6nj bhqK_jyU^[xzyfdns6`wba
zjm=kzr.iFgsu^Tn`ÂxzyU_Fsu^Å`wrw^6bhfd_ _kFbNbdst`w`w^[bWiFy,=^6r5fd`wr.r.yFá'fhs º}g.{}KvQfdj kFk ^lÂ`wiFbWbUbdqhyZcÅ^6Är._zfdkzfdn nfdrt`wvQjstg^6oUn n ^[suo`ws´^6fv ¤Koá ¢ÊÄiFÇÊ já'g.i ^6js´n n xF`wniFfdj n ^r n
¢
£
`wiFxU^`wbhrwxFvn ^[fWs"`wbh^6k qhbhaÅn qhm=^[y iFj¤Kso fd`wxUiF`w^bhvÄfWÇ`wbh_zkfdrt`j n bdnc¤`w^3iF^Q_FrwstbWoUqKsu`wjyU^6v^[yÅam=j iF`wi ^

=m bhiFr.jswsÊg.iKxFrw^[kFstlN^[stfdlhr.^6g.vQi0^6j kz=swfhg.s izfWc st`³xF_Ffh_sTbhrt_z`w^[fdy rt`T¤Kbdoc`w`wiFiF^-^ á']"bhn ^6nfdxU¤`.swbhg.r.iFfW^ {
`w j· qh^¼ ^[½FstÞ ^[£ fda r.g.iÑá'^6kN`w^6r ¦á'bhvQ_FxU`.fW`wj bhkzfdn)º§kN`w^6n n j lh^6kzg^[µ

¬   
¹ º§kzfh»K[Á mst^6rwaWqhº§^[kzyfdjvk(xFgr.bhfFvQaz_F¼xUrw`wj `t^6`wrn ^ st9Wj vyUxzxFg¦nfW`wj`wn j ^=bhkz_FsiF^6bdkFcUbhvvQfh^6g.kziFfÄj kFbhj kF¤Ul {
yU^c^[g¦`t{ crw^6^3vQzbh|NkFàFbUË ½FgrwÞ oUUsu½d`.|zfdzn n Þ[j kF»h»K^3Ksta j n jgbhk a
¹ Äbh[»N~PÁ za  Äbh[fFa
e ¢  Þ[»h»N~Ua zae)ºum Çrw^[sws6áfdv¤FrwjyUlh^h
¹ ·U¼=»h½WÁ bd(ca_F·Urwg.^[iKgxFjstn j  bhk)fdkzvy fhg.QaiFj kF¼j kFj vl2sw¤Kg.o izfhsts6j va xF"nfW_U`w`wj jbhvQk)jswbdfWc`w`wj bhiFk ^
g xUÀF`tZ`wÞ[j kF»hl»h½F_Fa rwbUg^[sws6a
d|K~UË  
¹ ·Kºump"»d|dÁz·a'aYp"·Kg.iFiFj vj hfhbNyFstiFfFj aÃ(·Na`wrwxzº§Wg¦fP`wxF=rwfF^Y bd(cÄa)vQmjgfdrwkzbhvfdWfhfFg.ÅiFj fdkFkz^[yy
stfdxFkzrtfdcDn fhoUgst^js6a stj vxFnfW`w^[yÂ¤KovQbhn ^[gxFnfdrÄyU|N½FoKkzË  fdÞ vQ jg6|zs 
Þ[»h»d|za
¹ ÆfdrP|dÁ@aZÆfdrwkF^[g.h^hNa m\^[g.iFkFjswg.iF^6r ^6rwnfdl ^[swg.i We)xU{
kFjg.i  Þ[»KP|za
¹ ¾¼¿»hÀWÁ z¿a¤Fj ¤a a3¾"^[fj ^hvQ bU¢ yU^6a n j ¡ kFla fd¼=kzfPyohbhstjxFvvQxFj nÅfW`wfdj bhkzky bdc(sta)iF^[eÅfdr a
n bUg6fdn j 6^[yg.iFj _cbhrwvfW`wj bhkj kvQ^`.fdngxU`t`wj kFlza
½hÀFË Þ Ý  Þ Ý ÀKKUÞ[»h»hÀFa
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